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Abstract
The bases of artistic reputation have been widely debated within the sociology of art
and art history. Remarkably, however, little has been said of the role discourse might
play in the construction of artistic reputation. An obstacle to addressing this research
gap is that discourse analytic approaches have been developed to analyse evaluation
and the construction of legitimacy but not the construction of reputation. Attending
first to this research gap in discourse analysis, the thesis combines Field Theory and
Discourse Analysis to develop a Discursive Field Approach that can analyse the
discursive construction of reputation in a cultural field. Using this approach, the
thesis attends to the research gap in the literature on artistic reputation by addressing
the research question: How is reputation constructed through discourse in the field
of online contemporary art magazines? This breaks down into the following subquestions: How do OCAMs acquire the capacity to discursively construct
reputation? How is the discursive construction of reputation by OCAMs regulated?
How is reputation linguistically constructed by OCAMs? How do OCAMs propose
the value of different symbolic resources within the artworld? And, how do internal
and external structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’ construction of
reputation? This thesis proposes that online contemporary art magazines acquire the
capacity to construct reputation through the possession of key symbolic resources
and their use of communication technologies, that their construction of reputation is
regulated by field-specific norms, that they linguistically construct reputation
through performative statements and supporting linguistic devices, and that the
opposition between cultural and commercial discursive practices in the field of
online contemporary art magazines comes to bear on the value of different symbolic
resources in the artworld and the artworld’s relationships to legitimating fields.
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Chapter One
Introduction

1.1. Introduction
The bases of artistic reputation have been the subject of much debate in the
sociology of art and art history, with the roots of this debate stretching as far back as
Aristotle, if not long before. Remarkably, however, barring a few noteworthy
exceptions (Rodden 2006, Hansson 2015), serious consideration of how artistic
reputation might be constructed through discourse has yet to begin. Existing
research concerning artistic reputation has tended to focus on either the intrinsic
qualities of artworks (Beardsley 1982; Fenner 2005; Goodman 1968; Levinson
1989; Topper and Wollheim 1982) or external factors, such as social structures
(Becker 1984; Bourdieu 1996; Baumann 2007; Currid 2007; Grenfell and Hardy
2006), the art market (Crane 2009; Thompson 2010; Beckert and Rössell 2013;
Vermeir and Heiremans 2015), commercialisation (Stallabrass 2006; Eikhof and
Haunschild 2007; Bocart 2015), and globalisation (Harris 2013). Even the
prodigious account of reputation provided by field theory (Bourdieu 1984, 1996)
fails to satisfactorily account for the role played by discourse (Chouliaraki and
Fairclough 1999). The discursive construction of reputation has also been largely
overlooked in discourse analytical literature, which has tended to focus on
legitimation (Van Leeuwen 2007; Vaara and Tienari 2008; Fitzgerald and O’Rourke
2016) and evaluation (Fairclough 2003; van Dijk 1993; Martin and White 2005)
rather than reputation.

Building on recent research that adapts field theory within a discourse analytic
framework (Maesse 2013; Angermuller 2018; Hamann et al. 2019), this thesis
develops a novel approach to analysing the discourse of a field and employs this
approach to identify how reputation is constructed through discourse in the artworld.
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The artworld is, of course, characterised by a plurality of discourses – media
discourse, art school discourse, conversational discourse, and so on. Understanding
media discourse as key to the organisation of culture and recognising the internet as
the dominant communication technology of the 21st century (Stiegler 2009), the
thesis takes the discourse of online contemporary art magazines (OCAMs) as a
research subject. As this discourse is only a component of art discourse, the
empirical findings of the thesis can only properly attest to the discourse practices of
online contemporary art magazines. The approach developed by this thesis,
however, aims to provide a means to identify how reputation is constructed through
discourse in cultural fields more generally and thereby provide a useful tool for
examining how reputation is constructed through other artworld discourses. The aim
of the thesis then is to provide an empirical account of how artistic reputation is
constructed through the discourse of online contemporary art magazines. To achieve
this aim, analysis focuses on addressing the research question: How is reputation
constructed through discourse in the field of online contemporary art
magazines? This breaks down into the following sub-questions: How do OCAMs
acquire the capacity to discursively construct reputation? How is the discursive
construction of reputation by OCAMs regulated? How is reputation linguistically
constructed by OCAMs? How do OCAMs propose the value of different symbolic
resources within the artworld? And, how do internal and external structures in the
field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’ construction of reputation?

1.2. A Discursive Field Approach
Although recent research has done productive work in bridging field theory and
discourse analysis (Maesse 2013; Angermuller 2018; Hamann et al. 2019), it is

20

necessary for this thesis to develop a novel approach because existing theoretical
frameworks and methodologies appear inadequate for the specific task of analysing
how reputation is constructed through discourse.

To analyse how reputation is constructed through discourse in the field of OCAMs,
the thesis must develop concepts that facilitate identification of the relevant social
and discursive phenomena as well as developing a methodology that facilitates
analysis of social structures, the discourse of the field of OCAMs, OCAM discourse
practices, and the relationship between them. The conceptual framework and
methodology developed by the thesis thereby provide a novel approach, here termed
a discursive field approach.

The discursive field approach developed here is therefore at an early stage of
development and the findings of the thesis must be considered in this light. Further
employment of the approach would facilitate its refinement. The findings of the
thesis are also limited by the availability of suitable reference corpora. If such
corpora were available, analysis might also have accounted for differences between
online contemporary art magazine discourse and other influential discourses in the
artworld, or for differences between online contemporary art magazine discourse
and art discourse more generally. The findings of this thesis, the corpora it compiles,
and the approach it develops should therefore be considered as modest contributions
toward the substantial task of identifying and historicising how reputation is
constructed through discourse in the artworld.
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1.3. Thesis Outline
Chapters Two to Five develop the theoretical and methodological approach of the
thesis. Chapters Six to Ten perform empirical analysis, and chapters Eleven and
Twelve integrate and discuss the findings of the thesis.
In reviewing literature, from disciplines including art history, philosophy, and
sociology, Chapter Two develops a position on artistic reputation and art discourse
in order to constitute these phenomena as research objects. This is necessary to
inform Chapter Three’s broader account of the production of reputation in the
artworld and to guide the development of a conceptual framework and methodology
in chapters Four and Five. Continuing to review this literature, Chapter Three then
identifies salient factors affecting the production of reputation in the artworld,
attending to how changes in the global political economy, key structural dynamics,
key artworld roles, and key symbolic resources affect the production of artistic
reputation. The identification of these factors is necessary if the thesis is to
adequately account for context in its analysis of how artistic reputation is
constructed through discourse in the field of OCAMs. Chapter Four then reviews
the theoretical frameworks of field theory, discourse analysis, and Bourdieusian
discourse analysis to develop a novel conceptual framework. This framework
provides a set of research sub-questions to direct analysis in the empirical chapters.
Chapter Five then develops a novel methodology to address the research subquestions provided in Chapter Four. This involves developing appropriate methods
of field analysis, qualitative text analysis, and corpus linguistic analysis. Chapter
Six begins the empirical analysis performed by the thesis by addressing the research
sub-question: How do OCAMs acquire the capacity to discursively construct
reputation? This chapter employs qualitative text analysis and field analysis to
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identify OCAMs’ field positions, possession of capital, discourse practices, and use
of information communication technologies (ICTs). Next, Chapter Seven addresses
the research sub-question: How is the discursive construction of reputation by
OCAMs regulated? This chapter employs corpus linguistic analysis and qualitative
text analysis to identify salient norms in the use of voice, semantic prosody, and
classification. Chapter Eight then begins to address the research sub-question: How
is reputation linguistically constructed by OCAMs? This chapter employs qualitative
text analysis to identify the roles that relations of equivalence and difference,
legitimation strategies, hedges, and feints play in how OCAMs linguistically
construct reputation. Following from this analysis, Chapter Nine continues to
address the research sub-question: How is reputation linguistically constructed by
OCAMs? Guided by a typology of linguistic devices developed by the thesis, termed
performances of reputation, this chapter employs qualitative text analysis to further
identify how OCAMs linguistically construct reputation. Chapter Ten then
addresses the research sub-question: How do OCAMs propose the value of different
symbolic resources within the artworld? This chapter employs corpus linguistic
analysis and qualitative text analysis to identify the circulation of salient bodies of
knowledge and the dispersion of representations of symbolic resources in OCAM
discourse. Chapter Ten also addresses the research sub-question: How do internal
and external structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’ construction of
reputation? Following field theory, this analysis is necessary to account for how
competition between practices in the field of OCAMs and OCAMs’ relationships to
other fields might affect how they construct reputation through discourse in the
artworld. Chapter Eleven then draws the findings of the thesis together to address
the primary research question: How is reputation constructed through discourse in
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the field of OCAMs? This chapter also considers the findings of the thesis in the
broader context of how reputation is produced in the artworld and definitively
presents the discursive field approach developed by the thesis. Chapter Twelve
concludes by identifying the limitations of the discursive field approach developed
by the thesis, by outlining the contributions to knowledge provided by the thesis and
by discussing recommendations for future research.
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Chapter Two
Artistic Reputation and Art Discourse

2.1. Introduction
This chapter develops a position on artistic reputation and art discourse and thereby
constitutes these phenomena as research objects. This is necessary to inform the
account of the artworld’s reputational economy provided in Chapter Three and to
guide the development of the dissertation’s conceptual framework and methodology
in chapters Four and Five.

This chapter first introduces the concept of reputation and then reviews literature on
artistic reputation and organisational reputation. The chapter then reviews literature
on art Discourse, with a focus on its role in the artworld and its characteristic
features. The chapter concludes by defining the concepts of artistic reputation and
art Discourse for use in future chapters.

Before the section on reputation, it is useful to first introduce a distinction between
the terms ‘Discourse’ and ‘discourse’. The term Discourse, with an upper-case D, is
used here to refer to loosely connected but coherently related collections of words,
phrases, statements, and so on, that constitute the meaning of subjects and objects
according to a particular historically determined worldview, such as the Discourse of
New Labour in the United Kingdom, which can also be tied to particular
communities of practice, such as art Discourse or academic Discourse. These
Discourses are “ways of representing places, people or things” (Fairclough 2003,
25). By contrast, the term discourse, with a lower-case d, is used here to refer to
communicative practice more generally, such as the utterances of a particular agent
or organisation, for example, the discourse of Clement Greenberg or the discourse of
the Irish Museum of Modern Art. This distinction is necessary if the term discourse
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is not to be applied to many phenomena in this thesis. Although competing terms for
Discourse exist, such as the term Register in Systemic Functional Linguistics (Lukin
et al. 2011, 188), the distinction between Discourse and discourse laid out here is
deemed the most straightforward and appropriate.

2.2. Artistic Reputation
There are many opinions on what constitutes reputation, which is notoriously
difficult to define. An influential view of reputation was proposed by Game Theory,
which proposed it is a “tool” that is used to communicate characteristics (e.g.
willingness to “fight”) (Kreps and Wilson 1982). The idea of reputation as a tool
was further developed by Evolutionary Game Theory, which explains the emergence
of reputation through its capacity to facilitate indirect cooperation (Origgi 2017, 39).
This is in line with biologist Trivers’ proposition that altruism is a means of
acquiring reputation in order that the beneficiaries of that altruism might reciprocate
in the future (Trivers 1971). This view of reputation as a tool for producing social
cohesion generally accords with a prominent position in psychological research,
which has long been concerned with the role reputation plays as a component of
Social Identity (e.g. Jenkins 1996, 6–7), with reputation understood as “the part of
us that lives in and through others” (Origgi 2017, 4). These approaches can be seen
as methodologically individualist and as conceiving of an individual’s reputation as
primarily based on their personal attributes rather than on predetermined material
conditions and social relations, as suggested by many in disciplines, such as
sociology and anthropology. This opposition is reproduced in the literature on
artistic reputation in the form of an opposition between the “masterpiece theory”,
according to which masterpieces are identified through intrinsic criteria, and the
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“artworld theory”, according to which artistic reputation is primarily attained
through “sponsors, reputation suppressors, promotional campaigns, and [the]
location of an artist within an artworld” (Rodden 2006, 75–76).
The masterpiece theory accords with a group of approaches termed
Intentionalist Theories (van Maanen 2009), which see artistic value as intrinsic to
the artwork itself or to the artist who created it. The origins of this view stretch at
least as far back as Aristotle, who proposed that “the goodness of an object can be
judged on how well it performs its function, in respect of the sort of thing that it is”
(Fenner 2005, 2).1 There are a variety of theories of art that can be considered
intentionalist. Key examples include Leo Tolstoy’s (1969) Affective Theory, which
maintains that artworks can only be evaluated based on the degree to which they
infect the viewer, and Nelson Goodman’s (1968) Cognitive Theory, which describes
artworks as signs systems. The most important, in terms of its sustained challenge to
institutional theories, is the Aesthetic Theory of Monroe Beardsley, which proposes
that an artwork’s value be defined according to the effectiveness of its functions
(Beardsley 1982). In the debate between intentionalist and institutional theories,
which “raged” from 1964 until the mid-1980s, Beardsley’s most substantial
criticism was that institutional theories failed to take into account that an artwork’s
function is to generate aesthetic experience and as such, “there is more about art than
institutional theory can tell” (van Maanen 2009, 17–18).2

1 Intentionalist theories can be seen to consider art through the lens of a first-order practice, like
geology, which does not have to theoretically construct its objects of research because they are
naturally evident in and of themselves. Art appears as a naturally occurring discourse about reality.
Institutional theories, by contrast, can be seen to consider art through the lens of a second-order
practice, like philosophy or sociology, which has to theoretically construct the ontology of their
object of inquiry before it can apprehend it (Gunnell 1998).
2 Although Bourdieu addressed the social functions of the aesthetic properties of artworks (Bourdieu
1984, 1996), proposing that the capacity to ‘properly’ appreciate aesthetic properties serves to signal
social distinctions, he did not seek to evaluate artworks through an appreciation of their artistic value
and so cannot be thought to know all there is of the possible bases of artistic reputation.
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Although it is important to note the propositions of intentionalist theories, in
particular because they still underpin common-sense views of artistic value today, an
institutional approach is considered more suitable to the analysis of reputational
construction. This is because, as the research object is the reputational value of
agents in the artworld and not the artistic value of art objects, the thesis requires
theoretical and methodological tools pertaining to the analysis of agents within
social structures, such as those provided by institutional theory. It does not require
theoretical or methodological tools to analyse artworks as it does not aim to account
for the role of artworks in the construction of reputation, although it accepts that the
qualities of artworks are also, to varying degrees, a factor in the reputation-building
of artists.
The origins of institutional theory can be traced to three American theorists
whose foundational texts came to frame commonly held understandings of the
Western artworld today (Becker 1982; Danto 1964; Dickie 1969). A fourth theorist,
who arguably made the most substantial contributions to institutional theory, is
Pierre Bourdieu (1996). It must be noted that Bourdieu did not term his approach
‘institutional’ and that his approach was not developed in dialogue with Danto,
Dickie, and Becker’s theories, which are considered as the true foundation of
institutional theories of art. Similarly, rather than the term Institutional Theory,
which would become the norm later, Danto originally categorised his theory as
belonging to Replacement Theories, a term he proposed to describe the assortment
of theories that emerged to replace the then-dominant Imitation Theory3 by positing
that artworks were not imitations of reality but original objects in themselves (Danto
1964). However, these approaches share an orientation to social constructivist

3 According to imitation theories of art, as described by Danto, artworks should seek to represent
real-life subject matter as realistically as possible.
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explanations and so are discussed here as institutional theories. This section will first
discuss Danto, Dickie and Becker’s contributions to institutional theory and then
briefly outline Bourdieu’s more comprehensive approach.

Using the examples of Andy Warhol’s Brillo Boxes and Marcel Duchamp’s
Readymades (Figure 2.1), Danto made a critical observation that challenged the
foundation of prevailing understanding of artworks. He proposed that the failure of
imitation theory to explain abstract, non-referential, or non-representational artworks
had driven the artworld into a process of theoretical evolution in which the
development of materials, forms, and styles within art practice would be
accompanied by the development of theories to explain them (Danto 1983). These
theories are generated, evaluated, and preserved by a social group he termed “The
Artworld” (van Maanen 2009, 8). The artworld thereby collectively functions to
renew and develop the categories of objects that are accorded the ontological status
of artwork. In fact, these new kinds of artwork required the artworld to bring them
into being as “to see something as art requires something the eye cannot descry – an
atmosphere of artistic theory, a knowledge of the history of art: an artworld” (Danto
1964, 580).
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Figure 2.1. Marcel Duchamp, Bicycle Wheel, 1951 and Andy Warhol, Brillo Boxes,
1964
Source: Google Image Search, accessed 05/08/2017

In this circular dance, the artwork is theoretically and ontologically constructed
through the discourse of artworld agents, who in turn are ontologically constituted
through their knowledge of artworld Discourse, which they, through their
amalgamated activity, construct. That is, the artworld is constituted through the
theoretical Discourse it continuously develops to constitute the art object. At the
foundation of this theory is a claim, not just of the ontological plasticity of artworks,
but also of the discursive nature of their ontological construction. Bourdieu holds a
similar view, stating that “the discourse on the work is not a simple side-effect,
designed to encourage its apprehension and appreciation, but a moment which is
part of the production of the work, of its meaning and value” (Bourdieu 1996, 170).
It is worth pointing out that Danto did not see discourse as simply constructing the
ontology of artworks, he also saw artworks as forms of discourse, proposing that in
order to decode artworks, proper attention must be paid to their discursive as well as
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aesthetic properties: works of art are “representations”, they have “a content and a
meaning”. A work of art is “a statement” (Danto 1983, 1).
The tautology implied in this mutual discursive foundation of artwork and
artworld was addressed by Dickie, who maintained that this circularity was a
function of art’s inflective nature, that is, “a nature the elements of which bend in
on, presuppose and support one another” (Dickie 1974, 78). This echoes Weitz’s
earlier proposition (1956) that art is an open concept whose inherent malleability
negates its definition (Erler 2006, 111). Simply put, art is not definable because the
parameters for its definition are inherently changeable and constantly changing.
Weitz appropriated this concept from Wittgenstein, who proposed that, as games
have no universally common features, the concept of Game is applied through an
identification of the “family resemblances” between games rather than an
identification of their intrinsic characteristics (Erler 2006, 111). Although there are
characteristics we associate with artworks, and although these characteristics are
what allow us to distinguish artworks from other objects, there are no intrinsic
characteristics artworks must have which could be used to provide a founding
criterion for their definition. This circularity suggests that the ontology of the art
object is not fixed but sustained in a state of constant flux produced by theoretical
Discourses which are historically determined through social struggles between the
proponents of such theories.
This theory of social and discursive construction also proposes that
evaluations of art are more the product of social relations than artworks themselves.
That is, that the lack of intrinsic criteria to objectively evaluate artworks gives rise to
the social determination of their value (Danto 1964). Becker contributed to this
theory by positing that the artworld is composed of a hierarchy of discrete artworlds,
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distinguished by the type of art they focus their activities on. This hierarchy is based
on “aesthetic or philosophical prejudice, not scientific necessity, [and] requires us to
choose one of the existing worlds as authentic and dismiss the others as less
important or less than the real thing” (Becker 1976, 705). For example, it is unlikely
that work produced in the artworld of ‘Sunday painters’ would be celebrated in the
Western contemporary artworld.4 Becker also identified a hierarchy of artworld roles
that includes Integrated Professionals, Mavericks, Naive Artists, Folk Artists, and
Gatekeepers (Becker 1976, 705–716). Beyond their respective characteristics, there
are three types that illustrate the importance of agent hierarchy in Becker’s theory:
integrated professionals, who have developed their activities in line with the
evaluative schema of those dominant in the hierarchy; mavericks, who have
developed their activities in conflict with the evaluative schema of those dominant in
the hierarchy; and gatekeepers, who institute the dominance of the hierarchy by
controlling access to the material and symbolic resources of artworlds (Becker 1976,
705–717).
The key propositions discussed above are brought together in arguably the
most comprehensive theorisation of the functioning of the artworld, Bourdieu’s
account of the field of art (1996). One parallel between Bourdieu’s field theory and
Becker’s artworlds theory is that both constitute artworld agents according to their
relation to the status quo. For example, Becker’s mavericks and Bourdieu’s Heretics
are artists whose work challenges the status quo. Both are somewhat prone to
professional failure, and both can only define their transgressive practices through

4 At this point it is necessary to note that the artworld this thesis is concerned with is the Western
contemporary artworld. That is, the sub-field of art which can be defined by a focus on contemporary
art (although this sub-field also focuses on historical art which it considers to be relevant to
contemporary art) and its orientation to Western artworld nodes, such as New York, London, Berlin,
and Amsterdam (but which has also come to include art from south-east Asia and other
‘peripheries’). In this thesis, the term artworld is used to refer the field of Western contemporary art.
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relation to the status quo and so remain dominated by it (Bourdieu 1996, 101;
Becker 1976, 709). But, where Becker describes the characteristics of artworld
agents and, to some degree, explains their strategies, Bourdieu’s concept of habitus
goes a lot further by providing a theory of human agency that explains how artworld
agents’ strategies are a product of their socialisation in the artworld and other fields,
primarily the field of education and the field of social space (i.e. class relation).
Another way that Bourdieu’s approach differs from Becker’s is that, for Becker,
artworlds are solely constituted by the activities of those who require the world for
their activities, whereas for Bourdieu, fields are only ever relatively autonomous and
so are always, to varying degrees, moulded through their relationship with other
fields. For Bourdieu, the concepts of the artworld proposed by Danto and Becker
mark “a regression” in relation to field theory because the field of art “is not
reducible to a population […] of individual agents linked by simple relations of
interaction”. For Bourdieu, Danto and Becker’s theorisations of the artworld fail to
recognise “the objective relations which are constitutive of the structure of the field
and which orient the struggles aiming to conserve or transform it” (Bourdieu 1996,
205). In short, by not taking proper account of the structural logics and social
dynamics that are constitutive of fields, the concept of artworld, as put forward by
Danto and Becker, cannot adequately explain the actions of agents and therefore
cannot adequately explain the construction of artistic reputation. That said, although
Danto’s theory is “interpretive and conceptual” rather than sociological, it is
considered “compatible with Bourdieu’s fuller description” (Irvine 2007).
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Bourdieu’s theory of artistic reputation is based on three key concepts: field,
capital, and habitus. These concepts will be properly unpacked in Chapter Four but
it is helpful to briefly introduce them first here. Fields are sites where agents
compete to acquire forms of cultural capital specific to that field and are
hierarchically structured based on agents’ relative possession of this capital. Cultural
capital is any resource that can produce symbolic profit within a particular field.
Artistic capital, such as a winning the Turner Prize, is specific to the artistic field, as
academic capital, such as a journal citation, is specific to the academic field,
although the capital of one field can also be valued in other fields. When an agent’s
portfolio of forms of cultural capital is identified by other agents in a field, these
forms are misrecognised as innate to that agent (rather than recognised as resources
which they have acquired). Through this misrecognition, the forms of cultural
capital possessed by an agent are amalgamated to constitute that agent’s symbolic
capital, their reputation. The habitus is the internalised structure of knowledge and
attitudes that an agent acquires through socialisation within fields. The formation of
an agent’s habitus is therefore analogous to their acquisition of embodied cultural
capital (Grenfell 2012, 110) so that an agent’s knowledge and dispositions are
related to their position and trajectory within fields. As this brief outline evidences,
the theoretical framework of field theory provides the suitable research objects to
analyse reputation. In line with field theory, this thesis defines artistic reputation as
symbolic capital in the artworld.

As this thesis must account for the reputations of OCAMs as well as how they
construct the reputations of others, it requires an understanding of organisational
reputation, which there has been some difficulty in defining and assessing. Research
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suggests that the plethora of discipline-specific terms used to describe organisational
reputation has compounded these difficulties (Shenkar and Yuchtman-Yaar 1997,
1361). In economics, organisational reputation is called Reputation whereas Prestige
is the preferred term in sociology. In marketing it is Image and in accountancy and
law, Goodwill (ibid.). Although research into organisational reputation has increased
dramatically since the turn of the millennium, this research, particularly research on
corporate reputation, remains hindered by a conceptual confusion between the
concepts of reputation, identity, and image (Barnett et al. 2006, 27–28).5 This
conceptual confusion and the theoretical and methodological issues it gives rise to
have been addressed, with Swartz (2008, 48) proposing that a Bourdieusian
perspective would provide “a more sociology centred understanding of organisations
rather than current economistic tendencies propagated by business and management
schools”. He also notes a chronic failure to employ the concept of habitus within
Bourdieusian organisational research, a failure also highlighted by Emirbayer and
Johnson (2008, 1). Emirbayer and Johnson also point to a number of other issues
with the use of Bourdieusian concepts in organisational analysis, such as the way
that these studies typically focus solely on economic and social capital, and that “the
relational nature of capital is only partially grasped even by the many studies that
see it as emerging from the relations embodied in social networks” (ibid., 3).
However, despite Emirbayer and Johnson’s criticisms, they have been seen as “weak
in giving direction for rectifying the problem” (Vaughn 2008, 65). This thesis aims
to employ an approach to analysing organisational reputation that attends to field,

5 To note, in the artworld, the term in common parlance for organisations as well as individuals is
reputation. However, as this thesis incorporates the sociological approach of Bourdieu, it is important
to note that sociologists typically make a distinction between reputation, prestige, and esteem,
reputation having a neutral connotation, prestige having a positive connotation and esteem being used
to denote the appreciation enjoyed by individuals. The use of the term reputation in this thesis
accords with these definitions.
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capital, and habitus. This approach will be developed in chapters Four and Five and
employed in Chapter Six.

2.3. Art Discourse
Foucault famously stated that “discourse is not simply that which translates
struggles or systems of domination”, which is more or less the Bourdieusian view, it
is also “the thing for which and by which there is struggle, discourse is the power to
be seized” (Foucault 1971, 52–53). Adopting a Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)
perspective, this thesis sees discourse as constituting society while being constituted
by it (Wodak and Meyer 2001, 7).

2.3.1. A View of Art Discourse. To develop an approach to analysing art Discourse,
it is helpful to first consider the account of the artworld provided by systems theory
because it privileges the role of communication, a focus that is somewhat lacking in
field theory. Systems theory sees biological, psychological, and societal phenomena
as entirely composed of discrete but interrelated autopoietic systems (i.e. selfreproducing systems). An autopoietic system “recursively produces its elements
through its own elements” (Seidl 2004, 2). Borrowing from the speech theories of
Karl Bühler (1934), in the systems theory of Nicolas Luhmann, these elements are
Information, Utterance, and Understanding6 and it is the relationship between these
communicative elements that brings a system into being and maintains it. Each
element has “no ontological status outside its momentary use. In use, it comes into
being, and just as quickly, disappears forever, to be replaced by another element, as
it is brought into being as an event” (Seidl 2004, 5).Events are therefore “elements

6 To note, acceptance/rejection of meaning can be also be considered an element.
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fixed as points in time […] they occur only once and only in the briefest period
necessary for their appearance” (Luhmann 1995, 67): “[i]f the autopoiesis stops, the
system disappears immediately” (Seidl 2004, 6). This view accords with Danto’s
proposition that the artworld and artworld discourse are mutually constitutive.
Moreover, it suggests that discourse is the means by which the artworld reproduces
itself and that without discourse the artworld would instantly cease to exist.
According to Luhmann (2000), artworks are, along with other types of
utterances, elements of the art system, since they react to each other, whereas artists
and art organisations are not elements of the system but “exist within its
environment” (van Maanen 2009, 106–107). From a systems theory perspective,
OCAMs are therefore simply part of the environment in which artworks and art
discourse exist. In fact, they are “irritations” to which the artworld as a system
adapts. OCAM Discourse, however, is constitutive of the artworld system because it
comments “on the information that artworks, as utterances, communicate (van
Maanen 2009, 117). For systems theory then, the artworld is constituted by both the
communications between artworks and the artworld utterances that report on this
communication. This is in contrast to field theory, which sees the artworld as the
product of struggles between social groups. Systems theory thereby accords with
intentionalist theories in the sense that it places the intrinsic qualities of artworks as
the driving force in the artworld and, correlatively, finds little need to account for
social hierarchies, which are seen as irritations. The lack of attention that systems
theory pays to hierarchy in the artworld has been cited as an advantage it has over
field theory (Alloway 1984), as has its lack of interest in value judgements
(Laermans 1997, 104). From the perspective of field theory, however, this
inattention constitutes a repudiation of the role that social struggle plays in
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establishing the internal dynamics of the artworld, as well as the role these struggles
play in constructing aesthetic values. Furthermore, field theory insists that value
judgements should not be deliberately avoided provided they are arrived at through
empirical analysis, suggesting that to forgo such evaluations when research makes
them evident, especially on the basis of a desire to appear objective, is unacceptably
un-objective (Bourdieu and Thompson 1991, 134). That is not to say that the thesis
aims at the Positive Critique7 proposed by CDA, simply that it does not avoid
socially productive value judgements that arise from research. According with
Becker and Bourdieu, this thesis adopts the perspective that any analysis of
reputational construction requires a conceptual framework that can account for
hierarchy, which systems theory cannot provide. In conflict with field theory,
however, this thesis accords with the proposition of systems theory that
communication is the means through which the artworld is autopoietically
reproduced. The approach this thesis employs to analyse discourse will be further
developed in chapters Four and Five.

2.3.2. Features of Art Discourse. Attending to the character of art Discourse, Huss
and Maor (2014) looked at the discourse of fine-art students, fine-art teachers, art
therapists, and social workers to identify the key Discourses composing art
Discourse. They identified a Discourse with a fine-art orientation, a Discourse with
an art-psychology orientation, and a Discourse with a social-theory orientation.
Their findings illustrate how art Discourse is composed of a number of different
Discourses, its interdiscursive character. However, although these Discourses are
certainly mainstays of contemporary art Discourse, Huss and Maor’s account,
7 Rather than analysing how “societies produce and perpetuate social wrongs” (i.e. negative critique),
positive critique analyses “how people seek to remedy or mitigate [such wrongs], and identifies
further possibilities for righting or mitigating them” (Fairclough 2010, 7).
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primarily oriented to identification and description, does not attend to the presence
of field-specific Discourses (e.g. academic, political, commercial), to how such
Discourses might be operationalised, or to evaluative discourse.
Also examining the interdiscursivity of art Discourse, Ilfield’s study of the
appropriation of cybernetic Discourse (2012), although not mentioning Foucault,
can be seen to employ an essentially Foucauldian view of Discourses as discursive
formations, as groups of statements that constitute broader perspectives and
worldviews. Tracing the development of conceptual art from Duchamp to
contemporary media art, Ilfield highlights how concepts belonging to emergent
cybernetic

and

technological

Discourses,

such

as

“dematerialization”,

“virtualization”, “de-authorization” and “digitization”, influenced the development
of art practices and thus became incorporated within art Discourse. This evidences
that fields are related through discursive and epistemic exchange and illustrates how
the Discourses of different fields have been incorporated in the artworld. A
limitation of Ilfield’s approach for the purposes of this analysis is that it does not
attend to representation at the level of statement and so cannot account for the
symbolic language practices at work in the artworld.
Examining the Discourses on Art regularly delivered by Joshua Reynolds at
the Royal Academy in England from 1769 to 1790, James Heffernan observed how
Reynolds’ discourse constituted a discursive formation, a Discourse, through which
painting in England was conceived and evaluated. Reynolds’ Discourse posited that
painting must express the painter’s knowledge of the natural world; paintings should
imitate the exact forms of nature. Reynolds also proposed that painting must be
evaluated on the basis of subject matter, assigning the highest status to paintings that
“represented ‘history’ in the sense of canonical narrative” (Heffernan 1991, 276).
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Heffernan goes on to explain how J. M. W. Turner was a key proponent in the
emergence of a new discursive formation, which saw landscape painting as on a par
with history painting, going as far as to raise the representation of a landscape
feature, such as a tree, to rival and even surpass the importance of a historical figure.
This research further attests to the high degree of interdiscursivity of art Discourse,
illustrating how, in place of a singular coherent Discourse of art, there exists a
“bewildering variety of discursive practices that diverge and proliferate: art history,
art criticism, art theory, interart theory”, and so on (ibid., 275). Recognising that the
host of Discourses at work in the artworld is beyond measure, this thesis directs
analysis to a Discourse understood as particularly instrumental in the reputational
economy of the artworld: the Discourse of OCAMs. Heffernan’s research also
evidences how art Discourse is a site of struggle between Discourses over the
meaning of artworks and the appropriate criteria for their evaluation. Moreover, it
illustrates how this struggle is key to the evolution of art Discourse. Unfortunately,
Heffernan’s analysis does not attend in any meaningful way to the language through
which these Discourses construct value or reputation, their rhetorical means.
Mammedli Ilquar (2015) analysed the rhetorical means of artistic discourse,
employing a Functional-Cognitive Approach to focus on pragmatic purposes (i.e.
knowledge of speakers and listeners and knowledge of the social context). Ilquar
found that three key factors – admonition, evocation, and inspiration – have
particular importance in artistic discourse in that they adorn it, imbuing it with a
capacity to attract the attention and receptiveness of the listener or reader. Ilquar
draws on a number of discourse theorists, including Wodak, to arrive at the
conclusion that rhetorical means, such as anaphora, epiphora, diaphora, and
metaphor, play a major role in the effectiveness of artistic discourse. Performing a
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modest amount of qualitative text analysis on texts by William Shakespeare,
Abraham Lincoln, and John F. Kennedy, Ilquar describes “artistic discourse” as
discourse which draws on the literary categories of lyric, epic, and the dramatic.
This account therefore focuses on identifying rhetorical means that are associated
with a particular linguistic style rather than with the Discourse of the artworld. It
thereby highlights how attending to linguistic features helps in understanding the
rhetorical means of discourse but does not contribute much to our identification of
the work of these means in art Discourse.
The symbolic power of representation in art Discourse has been noted by
McCabe and Wilson (1994), who examined the role of representation in the
historicisation of time-based art within Irish contemporary art Discourse. Examining
this Discourse, they found that the classifications it constructs, such as the
classification of performance and installation works as “time-based”, are a function
of the distribution of power in the artworld, particularly the distribution of economic
and symbolic power by the “state and its sponsorship” (ibid., 22). Quoting artist
Annie Griffin’s response to the question of defining art, the authors highlight how
the “divisions between art forms are all about power and who controls the money”.
Illustrating the potential fallacies inscribed in these divisions, using the example of
‘media art’, the authors quote James Coleman as stating: “To label an artist as a
‘video-artist’ is just as crazy as being called a pencil artist because you use a pencil”.
McCabe and Wilson describe these processes of categorisation as producing
“category-anxiety” in the artworld and as generating a “discursive unease” (1994,
20). They go on to illustrate how existing historical accounts of performance art
often conflate the anti-museological impulse of time-based art, such as performance
and installation art, with an anti-historical impulse, thereby producing and
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reproducing this anti-historical impulse as an implicit paradigm. In this way, the
authors demonstrate how particular representations within art Discourse compete to
constitute the ontology of particular practices, historicising them according to
particular classifications and categories. This view can be seen to accord with
Danto’s observation that the social groups in the artworld discursively negotiate the
categories and thereby the ontological status of artworks. This thesis aims to capture
a moment of this negotiation, and thereby modestly contribute to the need to
“construct a discourse which historicises not just the work of art, but also the various
discursive practices which continuously reconstitute the work” (ibid.).
Allen’s account of art magazines provides a valuable contribution to this
historicisation by highlighting the pivotal role art magazine Discourse played in
restructuring the contemporary artworld during the 1960s and 1970s (2011, 7). Allen
notes how changes in Artforum’s editorial vision were decisive in reconstituting
discursive norms in art criticism. In particular, its development of a new “up-to-date
look and sensibility”, slick graphic design, and use of glossy photographic
reproductions altered the magazine’s “role in the evaluation of art, greatly
amplifying its promotional tendencies” (ibid., 23). Allen recounts how Artforum
began as a somewhat radical alternative to the dominant discourse of the east-coast
US artworld, typified by publications such as ARTnews, but, upon achieving
recognition, moved premises from San Francisco to Los Angeles and then to New
York, became more oriented toward advertising revenue and promotion, and thereby
re-developed its discursive practices to be more in line with the mainstream art
magazines of the time. This shift from a somewhat ‘avant-gardist’ position in the
field of art magazines to a more mainstream one was the subject of much criticism,
illustrated by artist Lynda Benglis’ advertisement within the magazine (itself an
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artwork). Shown in Figure 2.2, Benglis parodied the “art-star system” and the
“commercial aspect” of art magazine advertisements, as well as challenging the
patriarchal tone of art criticism in the magazine (ibid.). This ardent criticism was not
unique, with an artwork by John Baldessari further evidencing the impact
Artforum’s new commercial orientation had on the artworld. Shown in Figure 2.3,
Baldessari juxtaposed the text “THIS IS NOT TO BE LOOKED AT”, borrowed
from a work in Francisco Goya’s Disaster of War series, with the November 1966
issue of Artforum, drawing attention to the exploitative character of the magazine’s
increased focus on the “visual concerns of modernist art and art criticism” (ibid.).
The changes Artforum went through during this period eventually led to a rift within
the magazine that resulted in many of Artforum’s editors, including Rosalind Krauss
and Jeremey Gilbert Rolfe, leaving the magazine to set up October, a radically lesscommercial and more academic publication with aspirations to revolutionise art
Discourse (ibid., 25–29).

Figure 2.2. Lynda Benglis Takes out an Advertisement in Artforum as a Critique of
the Magazine, 1974
Source: http://www.vulture.com/2014/11/26-female-artists-on-lynda-benglisnsfw.html, accessed 02/07/2017
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Figure 2.3. John Baldessari, THIS IS NOT TO BE LOOKED AT, 1966–1988
Source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/rocor/8585724209, accessed 02/07/2017

The position-taking of Artforum in the late 1960s evidences how an art
magazine’s adoption of commercially oriented discourse practices can have
significant effects on how art is classified and evaluated. The adoption of
commercial discourse practices by art magazines is important because new norms
emerge in the Discourse of a field and practices once deemed deviant can become
naturalised and commonplace (Blommaert 2015, 6). A historical precedent for the
negotiation of commercially oriented and culturally oriented discourse practices
within art magazine Discourse was noted in Pezzini’s analysis of the early 20th-
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century art magazine The Burlington (Figure 2.4), which had to strive “for a tone of
impartiality while at the same time promoting reproductive engravings to its readers
and maintaining direct links with the art trade” (2013, 14). The above discussion
directs analysis toward how OCAMs negotiate a mix of cultural and commercial
discourse practices in such a way as to maintain both their reputations as credible
voices in the artworld and the commercial viability of their organisations.
Recognising that, within contemporary Western political economies, there is an
increasing tendency for commercial discourse to be naturalised and for fields
typically oriented to cultural production to be marketised (Fairclough 1993, 133;
Read 2009, 27), and considering the range of discourse practices made possible by
the internet, such analysis appears timely.

Figure 2.4. The Burlington Magazine, 1903 and 2014 Issues
Source: https://burlingtonindex.wordpress.com/2014/11/17/the-burlingtonmagazine-as-tool-for-the-study-of-the-art-market/
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Whether the internet constitutes a democratising political force (Benkler 2006, 266–
272), a new means of corporate exploitation and cause of alienation (Rey 2012;
Fisher 2012, 171; Stiegler 2018, 95), or a tool for individuals to counter the
hegemony of organisations (Stiegler 2018, 144–145; Jarrett 2019, 111; Burgess and
Green 2010, 89–90), it has had significant consequences for cultural production
(Stiegler 2009, 45–45). The advent of the internet must therefore be considered in
any account of contemporary art Discourse, in particular the effect of new
information communication technologies (hereafter ICTs), such as search engines,
websites, and social media.
Internet ICTs have provided artists with a new means to signal in-group
affiliation, to perform their belonging to the contemporary artworld (Hansson 2015).
Hansson found that art students are aware of the discursive conventions regarding
identity construction8 and adopt different online practices to accord with these
conventions9. In particular, they adopt online discourse practices that signal their
belonging to a “global context” and their recognition and endorsement of the
paradigm of the “singular artist” (ibid., 1–2). Signalling belonging is a symbolic
function of discourse which can be seen as particularly important in maintaining
hierarchies in the artworld because the discursive norms of a specialised field can be
quite complex and difficult to fake. For example, to signal the identity of a wine
connoisseur demands “the careful and sustained deployment of specific jargons,

8 There is not space or need to review the substantial literature on discourse and identity here, nor to
explicate the different approaches, sufficing to state that this thesis understands identity as an abstract
concept imagined by individuals that is produced through relationships between habitus, fields, and
discourse. It is worth noting, however, that there remains some debate on this relationship, not least
between approaches that see identity as a product of discourse (e.g. Foucault 1971), approaches
which see discourse as a process through which identity is performed (e.g. Goffman 1990) or enacted
(e.g. Berger and Luckmann 1966), and approaches which refute conceptions of “the self as something
that people possess and that represents some kind of core essence of the persons” (De Fina et al.
2006, 3, citing Bucholtz et al. 1999).
9 It should be noted that the extent to which students were aware of conventions was found to be
related to their social class, to their habitus.
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genres and modes of talk about wine – a discourse indexing someone as “wine
connoisseur” (Blommaert 2015, 11, citing Silverstein 2006).
The internet provides organisations with a new set of opportunities, allowing
them to reach audiences globally, instantly, and cheaply (these capacities are
discussed in Chapter Five). These opportunities are accompanied by new genres for
audience interaction, such as social media, and new genres to communicate
identities, such as websites and About pages. This thesis therefore considers OCAM
genres as both new ways of acting (Bhatia 2002, 4) and potential catalysts of
discursive change (Fairclough 2009, 92).

Before concluding, this chapter must define the concepts of artistic reputation and
Discourse for use in this thesis. This thesis understands artistic reputation as
symbolic capital – as the symbolic value that is afforded to agents, events, and
objects on the basis the artworld’s collective recognition of their symbolic resources.
This thesis understands discourse, with a lower-case d, as the communication of
information through utterances. It understands Discourse, with an upper-case D, as
networks of communicative utterances which have relatively stable and coherent
meanings, such as those which emerge from particular fields of practice.

2.4. Conclusion
In reviewing literature on artistic reputation, this chapter constituted artistic
reputation as symbolic capital in the artworld and constituted the artworld as a field
of practice that is hierarchically structured according to the possession of this
capital. Following Danto (1983) and borrowing from Luhmann (2000), the thesis
runs counter to field theory by adopting the position that the artworld is
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autopoietically reproduced through the discourse of its component agents. This
adaptation to field theory is necessary for the analysis presented in this thesis to
account for both reputation as symbolic capital and discourse as a generative force.
Chapter Four will develop this adaptation.
In reviewing the literature on art Discourse, this chapter identified its
interdiscursive character, noting how it develops over time by incorporating
knowledge from fields with which the artworld interacts. It identified how, at any
point in time, the artworld contains different Discourses which compete to propose
different notions of art and criteria of evaluation. Looking at the Discourse of art
magazines, the chapter identified the instrumental role this Discourse plays in
transforming the discursive norms of art criticism and art appreciation more
generally. The chapter also identified how art magazine Discourse is characterised
by a negotiation of cultural and commercial discourse practices, directing the thesis
to account for this negotiation. The chapter also considered how the advent of
internet ICTs provided artworld individuals with new means to signal belonging and
perform artworld identities, while at the same time providing artworld organisations
with new and effective means to engage with these individuals and thereby influence
the reproduction and transformation of the artworld.

The account of artistic reputation and art Discourse developed in this chapter
provides a necessary point of departure which informs the review of salient factors
affecting the production of artworld reputation in Chapter Three and the
development of a conceptual framework and methodology in chapters Four and
Five.
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Chapter Three
The Production of Reputation in the Artworld

3.1. Introduction
This chapter reviews literature to identify salient factors affecting the production of
reputation in the artworld. The chapter focuses on macro, meso, and micro factors,
reviewing literature on the effects of the global political economy on the production
of artistic reputation, the key artworld roles affecting the production of artistic
reputation, the key dynamics facilitating the production of artistic reputation, and the
key resources of artistic reputation. The identification of these factors allows the
thesis to better account for context in its analysis of how artistic reputation is
constructed through discourse in the field of OCAMs.

The chapter first reviews literature on the macro context in which the artworld is
located, examining how globalisation and neoliberalism affect the production of
artistic reputation. The chapter next reviews literature on key roles in the artworld’s
reputational economy, examining the roles played by gatekeepers and the avantgarde. The chapter then reviews literature on the reputational dynamics of the
artworld, examining structural oppositions and mechanisms for generational change.
Finally, the chapter reviews literature on key resources of reputation in the artworld,
examining the roles played by social capital, name, place, and price.

3.2. Macro Context
This section will examine two macro aspects of the global political economy which
have been seen to have significant effects on the artworld: globalisation and
neoliberalism. Globalisation is understood to be transforming the world and its
impact on the artworld is well established (Harris 2017). Although globalisation is
by no means a new phenomenon, many relating its beginnings to “Western
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expansion, […] the development of (proto) capitalism around 1500 […] or to
Western modernity” (Buchholz and Wuggenig 2005), its definition remains highly
contested.10 Lacking the space to give differing definitions their proper due, the
following simple and relatively unproblematic definition will suffice: Globalisation
is a “set of processes that increasingly makes the parts of the world interdependently
integrated” (Roberts and Hite 2000, 16).
Whether globalisation is an actual phenomenon or simply the new rhetorical
mask of transnational exploitation, the expansion of art markets (Harris 2013;
Velthuis 2013), the “emergence of an international job market for artists” and the
proliferation of biennials, international exhibitions, residencies, and art fairs
(Buchholz and Wuggenig 2005, 1), have had significant effects on what has come to
be understood as a global contemporary artworld. In fact, the artworld appears to
suffer more from transnational homogenisation than almost any “other sphere of
culture” (Buchholz and Wuggenig 2005, 1). Important to note is that dominant
gatekeeper organisations, such as auction houses, museums, and biennials, have
been seen to propagate a Discourse of globalisation which carries implicit neoliberal
values, “especially those of the mobility of labour and the linked virtues of
multiculturalism” (Stallabrass 2006, 26–29). However, the idea that the global
artworld stresses national, ethnic, or cultural inclusiveness is questionable. Although
the Western artworld has expanded to include Chinese, Indian, and other art

10 It must be noted that, for some, the belief in the existence of globalisation is highly problematic.
Bourdieu and Wallerstein see globalisation as a “myth”, an “imposed discourse” (Buchholz and
Wuggenig 2005, 1). According to Bourdieu, it is a “descriptive as well as prescriptive pseudoconcept, which by now replaces the notion ‘modernization’”; it is a “power discourse, and idea
power” (Buchholz and Wuggenig 2005, 1, citing Bourdieu 2003). Relatedly, Wallerstein states that
“[t]his discourse is, in fact, a gigantic misreading of current reality – a deception imposed upon us by
powerful groups, and even worse one that we have imposed upon ourselves, often despairingly”
(Wallerstein 1999, as cited by Buchholz and Wuggenig 2005, 1). For Bourdieu, globalisation
functions to “dress up […] the effects of American imperialism in the trappings of cultural
oecumenicism or economic fatalism and [makes] a transnational relation of economic power appear
like a natural necessity” (Bourdieu 1990a, 4).
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markets, these peripheral markets remain dominated by the imposition of Western
art historical perspectives (Harris 2013, 546) which position non-Western artists as
marketable by virtue of their otherness (Buchholz and Wuggenig 2005, 1). The
domination of non-Western artists is evidenced in their lack of access to and
visibility at major exhibitions,11 as well as the relatively unchanged dominance of
Western nations and artists in the artworld’s reputational hierarchy12 (ibid.).
Whether the artworld’s propagation of globally inclusive values is earnest or veils
the waging of global domination under a pseudo-internationalism (see Araeen
2000), or both, a cosmopolitanism based on the valorisation of multiculturalism
appears to have become a valuable resource of reputation in the artworld. This
identification was supported by preliminary text and corpus linguistic analyses (see
Appendices G, H, and I).
Also relevant is that the current context of globalisation involves an
unprecedented integration of commercial and cultural fields on a global scale. As
Held et al. (1999) state:

Elite cultures, high culture, academic and scientific cultures [...] are drowned in
the high seas of business information systems and commercialised popular
culture. No historic parallel exists for such intensive and extensive forms of
cultural flow that are primarily forms of commercial enrichment and
entertainment. (368)
11 The analyses of Buchholz and Wuggenig demonstrate that globalisation has little to no impact on
the demographics of top tiers of artists who remain almost exclusively Western.
12 In fact, as cited by Buchholz and Wuggenig, according to Oguibe, “the sparse tendencies of
inclusion observable have not ceased to follow a hegemonic logic: The art field merely opens some
‘rationed slots’, a certain contingent number of acquisitions of museums as well as a token number of
places at important exhibitions” (Oguibe 2004). These slots “are rationed over ten-year periods, and
because the opportunity to display is so rare, it becomes the tendency to seek to remedy the situation
by consigning all such work to humongous, inchoate, and badly conceived group or period
exhibitions, after which heroic gestures institutions return to their regular, clinical programming,
satisfied that they have paid their dues” (Buchholz and Wuggenig 2005, 1).
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Identifying this macro process helps the thesis to better contextualise
possible negotiations of cultural and commercial discourse practices by OCAMs.

The increased commercialisation of art practices can be seen as part of another broad
transformation in the political economy, the replacement of welfare-state capitalism
with neoliberalism – the “so-called free market economy” doctrine (Scholette 2002,
5). Touched on in Chapter Two, a neoliberal view of cultural production essentially
proposes that cultural practices be set into market competition and put in service of
the economy (see Fairclough 1993; Read 2009). In the artworld, this took form in
“the growing privatisation of the art industry in the post-cold-war, global economy
[and the] increasing conspicuousness of non-professional or informal, creative
activity in general” (Scholette 2002, 3). The contraction and disintegration of the
institutions which had previously served to cushion artists from the full force of the
market, the removal of those last vestiges of protection and mediation, is seen as
constituting the “final triumph of the market and its values” (Deresiewicz 2015, 95).
Gatekeepers play an important role in promoting this neoliberal view of cultural
production, with multinational museums and multinational corporations, despite the
incompatibility of their “proclaimed aims and purposes”, having become
“inseparable bedfellows”. Scholette (2002, 6) cites the former director of the
Guggenheim museum chain Thomas Krens as a proponent of this ideology, quoting
him as stating: “We have put this program of global partners in place, where we
have long-term associations with institutions like Deutsche Bank and Hugo Boss
and Samsung”.
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The “triumph of the market” in the artworld has been accompanied by
developments in the concept of the artist. Giuffre uses an analogy of artists as
“workers” and gallery positions as “jobs”, “in that the positions define levels of
prestige and income for those that fill them” (Giuffre 1999, 817). This economic
image of artists corresponds with a paradigm shift within art history, away from
romantic or idealist conceptions and toward the idea of the artist as cultural producer
and of art as a professional rather than vocational activity13 (Scholette 2002, 3).
Deresiewicz (2015, 94–95), tracing the development of the image of the artist from
the “solitary genius” of the 18th and 19th centuries to the institutionalisation of the
“artist as professional” within the “bureaucratic apparatus” of post WWII America,
cites the turn of the millennium as the emergence of the current artist paradigm: the
artist as entrepreneur.14 This paradigm frames entrepreneurialism as an opportunity
for artists when it is now “by and large a necessity” (Deresiewicz 2015, 96).
For ‘professional’ artists then, “the intrinsic motivation of l’art pour l’art” is
increasingly dominated by an economic logic (Eikhof and Haunschild 2007, 532–
534). The negotiation of artistic and economic Logics of Practice15 is important
because, although “a certain level of market-orientation will not spoil an artist’s
credibility within the occupational community […], leaning too far to the market
will be dysfunctional with respect to one’s standing in the cultural field” (Eikhof and
Haunschild 2007, 534). The increasingly tense overlapping of cultural and economic
logics in the artworld, a characteristic feature of the so-called ‘creative industries’
13 It must be noted that the distinction between art as profession and art as vocation is not new and
has been a site of symbolic struggle for centuries (Bourdieu 1996, 121). What is new is the current
condition of this distinction.
14 In relation to the discussion of social capital below, it is worth noting that, taking “the network” as
its operative concept, the emergence of the paradigm of artist as entrepreneur is tied to the increasing
importance of social capital in the artworld: in the transition from professional to “networkedentrepreneur”, “10,000 hours [becomes] less important than 10,000 contacts” (Deresiewicz 2015, 96).
15 The economic logic of practice is “characterised by an explicit market orientation [and the] central
idea […] that individual benefits are gained from exchanging goods and services via markets”
(Eikhof and Haunschild 2007, 526).
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more generally (ibid., 526), directs analysis to attend to how these logics are
negotiated within the discourse of OCAMs, and how they come to bear on the
construction of reputation.

3.3. Key Roles in the Artworld’s Reputational Economy
There are a number of different roles seen as fundamental to the artworld, as briefly
noted in Chapter Two (e.g. integrated professionals, mavericks). This section will
unpack two roles that are arguably the most essential to the production and
distribution of reputation in the artworld: gatekeepers and the avant-garde.

Gatekeepers are agents who, occupying dominant positions in a field, have the
capacity to consecrate what is prestigious and to provide others with access to
symbolic and material resources. Their essential role in the artworld’s reputational
economy has been well documented (e.g. Bourdieu 1985, 13; Baumann 2007, 55;
Bourdieu and Johnson 1993, 75; Thompson 2008, 32). Based on Gould’s modelling
of status hierarchies (Gould 2002), Beckert and Rössell (2013) outline how
gatekeepers can distort reputational economies, stating:

In fields where no underlying measure of quality exists or where quality is
difficult to observe, status hierarchies are mainly based on socially provided
assessments of quality, which give rise to a self-reinforcing process of quality
judgements. The less underlying measures of quality are observable and the
more important this self-reinforcing process of quality judgement is for the
establishment of status hierarchies, the more status hierarchies are exaggerated.
(183)
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This view accords with observations that processes of reputational
construction in the artworld are monopolised by a small number of agents and
supports the premise of this thesis that discourse, as a means of producing
“assessments of quality”, is particularly important in the artworld’s reputational
economy because objective criteria for evaluation are lacking (see Chapter Two).
That said, the capacity of gatekeepers to control the artworld’s reputational economy
must be recognised as “limited and vulnerable to many kinds of external pressures”
(such as financial crisis, local artworlds, and artworld labour) (ibid., 536).
Within the artworld’s reputational economy, OCAMs are but one among
many gatekeepers, with art dealers (Thompson 2010, 45), auction houses (ibid.,
103), art fairs (Lee and Lee 2016, 3), biennials (Tang 2007, 248), and museums
(Harris 2013, 540) each playing significant roles. However, these traditional
artworld gatekeepers “now perform less important roles in the reception of new art
styles”, with “the global contemporary art market [currently] driven by the tastes of
very wealthy collectors who belong to a new class that has recently emerged in the
global economy” (Crane 2009, 338). This passing of the torch directs the thesis to
pay particular attention to how OCAMs construct the reputation of art collectors.
As media organisations, dominant OCAMs are not only gatekeepers but also
key instruments through which other gatekeeper organisations maintain artists’
reputations through promotion and advertisement (Thompson 2010, 32–51). This
directs analysis to the reputational economies among OCAMs and the gatekeeper
organisations they advertise.
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Positioned at the opposite end of the reputational hierarchy to gatekeepers, the
avant-garde perform a different but equally essential role in how reputation is
produced in the artworld. As theorisations of the avant-garde are nuanced and the
applicability of the concept is contested, this section devotes particular attention to
the role of the avant-garde.
The emergence of the concept of the avant-garde is tied to the history of artistic
autonomy. Traced from the mimicry of prehistoric cave paintings, artistic production
is seen to have passed through a phase of ritual-religious art that reigned absolute
from 5th-century Greece until the Renaissance in 15th-century Europe, which gave
birth to the first artists to prise autonomy from ecclesiastical and political control
(Lippard and Chandler 1999, 47). Although interrupted for two centuries by the
Counter-Reformation, this autonomy was later regained and secured by a new phase
of innovative practices in late-18th-century Europe (Bourdieu 1985, 2).
The autonomy that 18th-century European artists secured, however, was only
made possible by the advent of new markets, new sources of capital, such as the
burghers that propped up the Impressionists in France (Herbert 1987, 26) and the
landed gentry that supported the ascendency of English landscape painters, such as
Turner and Constable (Coomasaru 2011).16 Secured by the financial support of these
new markets, these rebel art practices challenged the church and state’s firmly
established hegemony and thereby assumed the role of harbingers of aesthetic and
political revolution – the role of an avant-garde.
However, the commercially oriented bourgeois art that was supported by
these markets was immediately set into opposition with other practices, with
attendant ideological positions, whose emergence was also facilitated by the

16 In the 15th century, it was the Italian merchant class, epitomised by the Medici family, which
rivalled the church and state’s monopoly on power.
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autonomy these markets secured: social art and art for art’s sake (Bourdieu 1996,
71). Social art saw art as a means of social change. For example, Courbet, of nearfarming stock himself, depicted the lives of peasants, juxtaposing their importance
with the historical and religious subjects of the academy. Unlike social art, which is
seen to have sought recognition for previously despised subjects in society without
sincerely attempting to undermine the commercial system that had emerged
(Bourdieu 1996, 105), art for art’s sake rejected the pursuit of commercial success
entirely, as well as any sort of moral, political, or social function to which art could
be put (Bourdieu 1985, 20). In accordance with the intentionalist theories discussed
in Chapter Two, art for art’s sake proposes that the value of art is located in the
intrinsic qualities of artworks and that this value is the only goal worth pursuing for
artists. From this perspective, artists’ pursuit of economic profit is misguided,
particularly because most artists, then as well as now, struggle to make a living from
their art (Bourdieu 1996, 57). Bourdieu paraphrases Flaubert’s summation of this
perspective as follows: “you have to love art for art’s sake; otherwise the humblest
job is worth more” (Bourdieu 1996, 47). It is through the hard-won emergence of
these new artistic perspectives in 18th-century Europe that the avant-garde properly
emerges to establish the imperative of artistic autonomy, thereby introducing the
pursuit of social change and the disavowal of commercial motivations as important
signs of distinction for artists.
Despite its historical importance, the continuing applicability of the concept
of the avant-garde has been widely challenged. For many, the post-war avant-garde
failed in its historically determined mission in the 1920s when the artworld, spurned
into self-reflection through the critical practices of Dada, institutionalised the
“avant-garde as art”, thereby negating “genuinely avant-gardiste intentions” and
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neutralising “the political potential of individual works” (Bürger 1984, 57–90). With
the artworld accepting revolution as a mechanism for introducing new practices,
seemingly revolutionary practices such as Surrealism could only serve to render “art
more vulnerable to the recuperative forces of the culture industry”, paving the way
for “the pre-commodified ironies of Pop and other ‘neo-avant-gardes’” (Rifken
2000,14). From this perspective, the avant-garde is seen to have ended with the
dissolution of the Situationists International in 1972 (Wollen 1993, 124). However,
this view has been challenged for failing to realise that it universalises “one moment
in European modernism, [...] that aesthetic autonomy is just one of many
problematics that innovative art addresses, [that] avant-gardes continue to emerge in
the second half of [the 20th] century, and that their breakthroughs as well as their
failures have complex and continuing effects” (Rifken 2000, 16).
The continuing, albeit contested, belief in the avant-garde and artistic
autonomy is extremely important because it underpins the utility of the designation
of avant-garde in the artworld’s reputational economy. With artistic autonomy more
or less reduced to “a specialised marketing tool”, “a label for a specific brand of
cultural capital called art” (Scholette 2002, 21), and with contemporary avant-gardes
now also needing to “be a viable business enterprise” (ibid., 12), a “pseudo-avantgarde” has come to displace “true avant-garde art as the standard-bearer of artistic
significance” (Kuspit 1993, 101). Pseudo-avant-gardes then, and one might think
here of Damien Hirst and the Young British Artists (YBAs, retain many of the
hallmarks of the avant-garde, such as challenging institutional orders, aesthetic
conventions, and exhibition norms. They thereby profit from the prevailing belief in
the revolutionary potential of the avant-garde (ibid., 101) without attempting to
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overthrow the artworld’s hierarchy, choosing instead to appeal for recognition
within it.
By leaving the concept of avant-garde open for renegotiation in relation to
various movements, practices, and re-evaluations, field theory provides compelling
grounds for the continued applicability of the concept, and is seen as more
productive than theories of “the death of the avant-garde” (Rifken 2000, 16–17), as
put forward by Wollen (1993) and Bürger (1984). Field theory constitutes the avantgarde as a structural position in a hierarchical field, a position characterised by an
extremely low volume of reputation, a nearly non-existent market, and an extreme
autonomy from economic motivations. It is from this position that new types of art
practice emerge, practices which propose new evaluative criteria and ontological
claims about art. Although most new types of art practice fail to achieve recognition
in the artworld, those which do are retroactively consecrated as an avant-garde and
thereby included in the canon of art history. This is one way that artworld
hierarchies change. Importantly, such practices typically do not disturb the hierarchy
of the field but rather move to occupy a space made available for avant-gardes
within it. This is contrast to the logic of the field of fashion, where the unequivocal
valorisation of novelty tends to continually negate the value of existing products.
From a field theory perspective, therefore, the avant-garde is a structural role
essential to the introduction and legitimation of new types of art practices and
evaluative criteria, and thereby to the reproduction of the artworld itself.
Identifying the structural role of the avant-garde and the value attached to the
concept directs this thesis to analyse representations of the avant-garde in OCAM
Discourse. However, such analysis is complicated by the term avant-garde having
gone out of fashion in the artworld. In line with the belief of the death of the avant-
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garde, the term appears to be disappearing from artworld Discourse because its use
is seen to signal a modernist view of change that is considered outdated (Grenfell
and Hardy 2003, 20). Despite this discursive limit, the symbolic value of the avantgarde is still conferred, just by other linguistic means (Grenfell and Hardy 2003, 20).
The most transparent means are lexicalisations, such as cutting-edge, nonconformist, challenging, revolutionary, and so on. Such terms, designating practices
as avant-garde in all but name, are conferred on the basis that such practices contain
some of the essential characteristics of the avant-garde and it is these characteristics
that underpin such designation. To examine how the designation of avant-garde
functions as a resource of reputation then, the thesis must identify the characteristics
that might stand in for such designation. Crane (1995) defines the characteristics of
the avant-garde as follows:

[An avant-garde] redefines some aspect of the aesthetic content of art, the
social content of art, or the norms surrounding the production and distribution
of artworks. [As such, an] art movement may be considered avant-garde in its
approach to the aesthetic content of its artworks if it […] redefines artistic
conventions, […] utilises new artistic tools and techniques, [or] redefines the
nature of the art object, including the range of objects that can be considered as
artworks.17 [Equally,] an art movement may be considered avant-garde in its
approach to the social content of its artworks if it […] incorporates […] social
or political values that are critical of or different from the majority culture [or if
it] redefines the relationship between high and popular culture [and/or] adopts a
critical stance toward artistic institutions. [Lastly,] an artistic movement can be
17 It is worth noting that “artistic movements whose tenets include a revival of aesthetic conventions
of an earlier period are unlikely to be considered avant-garde” (Crane 1995, 14).
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considered avant-garde if it […] redefines the social context for the production
of art, in terms of appropriate critics, role models, and audience, [if it] redefines
the organisational context for the production, display and distribution of art
[and/or if it] redefines the nature of the artistic role, or the extent to which the
artist participates in other social institutions, such as education, religion and
politics. (14–15)

Simply put, the key characteristics of an avant-garde are challenging
prevailing definitions of art and being an independent voice (Grenfell and Hardy
2003, 20). The above discussion helps analysis identify implicit designations of
avant-garde roles in OCAM Discourse and gain an understanding of how such
designation might construct reputational value.

3.4. Structural Dynamics of Reputational Production
Adopting a structuralist view, it is also necessary for this thesis to identify the
structural dynamics affecting how artistic reputation is systematically reproduced.
The literature on artistic reputation provides a range of explanations of dynamic
reproduction. Intentionalist theories do not require such an explanation as they see
artworld greatness as emerging from individual talent rather than social structures.
Systems theory provides an account of reproductive dynamics, attending to the
structural relations between communications and environment, but cannot account
for hierarchy, as discussed in Chapter Two. It is again field theory that provides the
most suitable account of such dynamics through the theory of the field of cultural
production. Shown in Figure 3.1, the field of cultural production is located within
but distinct from the field of power (i.e. the fields of economy and politics), with
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both fields contained in the field of social space (i.e. the field of society, or the field
of class relations).

Figure 3.1. The Field of Cultural Production in the Field of Power and the Field of
Social Space
Source: Bourdieu, The Rules of Art, 1996, 124
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Shown in Figure 3.2, the key mechanic at work in the field of cultural
production is a structured opposition between a pole of restricted production, which
generates products for a restricted audience, and a pole of large-scale production,
which generates products for a broad audience.18 This structural opposition is
reproduced in all cultural fields, which are all located within the broader field of
cultural production. It is also reproduced within a field’s regions of restricted and
large-scale production, which are in this sense fields in themselves (Bourdieu 1996,
120–121).

Figure 3.2. Poles of Production
Source: Figure Provided by Author

18 This opposition is a necessary condition of fields but one which should only be treated as
objective for the purposes of analysis. In reality, the boundaries between these poles are porous, fluid,
constantly contested, and can therefore never be permanently established.
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Cultural practices positioned near the pole of large-scale production are more
oriented to the accumulation of economic profit (i.e. economic capital) and tend to
toward the mass production of commodities and short circulation cycles. Agents
positioned near this pole are characterised by possession of a high volume of
economic capital relative to cultural capital, by a relatively close relation to the
political or economic fields, and, resultantly, by a high degree of heteronomy (i.e.
they are more influenced by other agents and fields). They are also typically
disposed toward maintaining the orthodoxy in their field because heterodox notions
emerging from the restricted pole may generate a revolution in tastes that could
change the hierarchy and displace the positions of agents at one or both poles of the
field.
Practices positioned near the pole of restricted production are more oriented
toward the accumulation of symbolic profit (i.e. cultural capital) and tend toward
small-scale production and longer production cycles. Agents positioned near this
pole are characterised by the possession of a large volume of cultural capital relative
to economic capital and by relative autonomy from the political and economic fields.
Accordingly, this pole “tends to develop its own criteria for the evaluation of its
products” and seeks recognition, not from the masses but from a “peer group whose
members are both privileged clients and competitors” (Bourdieu 1985, 5). At this
pole, the popularity of products created at the pole of large-scale production is often
seen as a hallmark of their vulgarity. This aversion is crucial to maintaining the
value of practices at both poles of a field because the “interference of the ‘general
public’ is such that it threatens the field’s claims to a monopoly of cultural
consecration” (ibid., 6). If, hypothetically speaking, the pole of restricted production
were to accept the pole of large-scale production’s consecration of what is good, the
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pole of restricted production would lose the power, relatively speaking, to do the
same. Commercially successful art would then simply be the best art and what is
less commercially successful would simply be bad, rather than being esoteric, niche,
sophisticated, and so on. That is, if ‘refined’ art were successfully framed as inferior
to ‘popular’ art, this would undermine the premise that art has a transcendental value
that is difficult to access, reducing the capacity for knowledge of art, both refined
and popular, to function as a sign of social distinction. The opposition between
practices at these poles is therefore fundamental to the valorisation of art more
generally. This valorisation can only work, however, if there is a mechanism
whereby value produced at the restricted pole can be conferred, to varying extents,
on practices oriented to the large-scale pole. According to field theory, this
mechanism is the dynamic between the avant-garde and the consecrated avant-garde,
which takes place at the restricted pole.
The consecrated avant-garde are agents or movements which, although
previously occupying avant-garde positions, have accumulated enough reputation to
establish their practices as legitimate in the artworld.19 By converting their hardearned reputation into awards, prizes, and economic profit, accepting the honours
and wealth conferred by the political and economic fields, the consecrated avantgarde, in effect, legitimate not only practices at the large-scale pole but also the
political and economic fields’ domination of the artworld. It is only the consecrated
avant-garde that have the reputation required to signal to the entire field that
orthodoxy in the field prevails. The dynamic between the avant-garde and
19 It is worth noting that the opposition between cultural and economic motivations which
establishes the distinction between the poles of large-scale and restricted production is often seen by
the avant-garde as analogous to the distinction between the avant-garde and the consecrated avantgarde. That is, the avant-garde often sees the consecrated avant-garde as having gained their status
through their capitulation to the existing order – by ‘selling out’. This view is supported by “the fact
that while bourgeois consecration and the economic profits or temporal honours which mark it […]
go by priority to writers [or artists] producing for the bourgeois market and the consumers’ market,
they also affect the most conformist section of the avant garde” (Bourdieu 1996, 123).
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consecrated avant-garde also shows how the disavowal of commercial motivations is
a resource of reputation that, upon securing sufficient recognition, can produce
economic profit. That is, given time and the right conditions, symbolic profit can
always be converted to economic profit (Bourdieu 1996, 142).
The field of OCAMs is therefore taken to be structured by an opposition
between restricted and large-scale production and an opposition between an avantgarde and a consecrated avant-garde. In both the artworld and the field of OCAMs,
these structural dynamics facilitate the systematic production and distribution of
reputation. In the field of OCAMs, the opposition between poles of production is
better understood as between a cultural pole of restricted production and a
commercial pole of popular production.20 This identification guides the selection of
research subjects, genres, and texts because it is only by accounting for the activity
at both poles of the field of OCAMs that this thesis can, firstly, gain a balanced
insight into OCAM Discourse, and secondly, gain an understanding of the role of
these structural oppositions in the construction of reputation by OCAMs.

A third dynamic that is essential to the production of artistic reputation is the
systematic displacement of artistic generations. This chapter has described the avantgarde and the consecrated avant-garde as structurally related practices at a given
moment in time, but it is also necessary to understand the avant-garde and the
consecrated avant-garde as movements which are continuously displaced by
successive practices over time. In the interest of attending to this distinction in
analysis, this thesis terms the field position of an agent at a given point in time as
20 This is because OCAMs are also active agents in the commercial field and because their activity in
this field is the principal means by which they are active in the economic field, which can be seen as
the broader field in which the commercial field is located (the economic field is where economic
capital is produced and accumulated; the commercial field is where goods and services are bought
and sold in the pursuit of profit).
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their Synchronic Field Position and terms their position within generations which
emerge in a field over time as their Diachronic Field Position. Although field theory
does not name this distinction, it provides a theory of the diachronic movements of
practices. Illustrated in the field map presented in Figure 3.3, generations are seen as
moving in time from bottom to top and agents as moving in time from right to left
along the diagonal lines. Agents in the uppermost part of the diagram occupy
established positions in the rear-garde. Having secured recognition, these agents
typically move slowly from right to left whereas agents occupying positions in the
lower part of the diagram, such as the avant-garde, are less established and therefore
move faster from right to left. The ellipse represents all the practices that are
currently recognised in the field, with the vast majority of avant-garde practices
fated to move beyond the ellipse without progressing to the status of consecrated
avant-garde. This distinction between synchronic and diachronic positions allows
the thesis to better account for the field positions of OCAMs and facilitates analysis
of how OCAMs’ representations of field positions can construct reputation for
artworld agents.
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Figure 3.3. Generational Field Map
Source: http://www.michaelgrenfell.co.uk, accessed 12/06/2017

3.5. Key Resources of Artworld Reputation
The literature on artistic reputation reveals a number of key symbolic resources in
the artworld that it is necessary to identify and unpack if the representation of
possession of these resources in OCAM Discourse is to be accounted for. These
resources are social capital, place, price, and name.

Social capital is most simply constituted in the “access to material and immaterial
resources, information and knowledge” provided by a person’s social network
(Walther 2014, 10). Social capital has been defined in reference to the resources
acquired through it, the value of these resources being directly proportional to the
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social capital possessed (Coleman 1988, 9). However, this thesis adopts a
Bourdieusian perspective, viewing social capital as “the aggregate of the actual or
potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or
less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition”
(Bourdieu 1986, 248). In this thesis, therefore, social capital is defined as the actual
or potential resources acquired or available to an agent through their social
networks. Like all forms of capital other than economic, social capital does not
necessarily appear as capital to its possessors or recognisers – it tends to resist
reduction to its mercantile functions21 (Grenfell 2012, 103).
The immense value of social capital in the artworld is widely understood and
can be seen to relate to the increased role of socially provided assessments of quality
in fields that lack objective evaluative criteria (see Chapter Two). Currid argues that
it is the most valuable artworld resource, proposing that social scenes, such as art
opening and after-parties, are “the most effective way to translate, consume and
legitimise cultural goods” (Currid 2007, 392) and that artists are aware of these
markets of social capital and actively seek them out (ibid., 387). In fact, although
acknowledging that the value of cultural goods is systematically constructed through
their “active evaluation and distribution” by the “network of gatekeepers,
intermediaries, and distributors”, Currid maintains that artworks acquire value,
perhaps primarily, from “collective selection”, meaning that the broader population
of the artworld is instrumental in selecting what will be considered successful.22 For
Currid, although high-quality social capital can lead to reputation by providing
access to resources and functioning as an exclusive sign of distinction, a high
21 Most commonly, and rather inversely, its formal presentation is that of altruism (Grenfell 2010,
104).
22 It is worth noting that social capital has been seen to play a similarly instrumental role in the
reputational economy of the academic field (Maesse 2015, 292) and in the reputational economies of
cultural fields more generally (Eikhof and Haunschild 2007, 523–524).
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volume of low-quality social capital can produce reputation in the form of
popularity. Although broad recognition is certainly a factor in reputational
construction, many commentators take the position that relatively few gatekeepers
disproportionately control the distribution of reputation in the artworld and that the
broader population, such as the ‘low-level’ artists and art workers whom Scholette
names the Dark Matter of the artworld, have relatively little impact on processes of
consecration and canonisation (Becker 1976; Bourdieu 1996; Scholette 2011; Harris
2013).
Whether constituting broad recognition or providing potential access to
resources, social capital must be approximated in terms of quality, as illustrated by
Grenfell and Hardy’s mapping of the institutional and personal connections of
Damien Hirst (see Figure 3.4). Their analysis suggests that Hirst’s early
relationships with institutions and agents, such as Goldsmiths and Jay Joplin, were
“important for his subsequent positioning in the field, as [was] his success for the
positioning of these individuals – a mutually beneficial and self-constituting
relation” (Grenfell and Hardy 2003, 28). Their analysis also demonstrated how highquality social capital tends to be concentrated among a few individuals and
organisations. Discussing research by Buck (1997), they state “that more than 80%
of the artists she listed as rising stars are associated with the same key institutions
and individuals as Hirst” (Grenfell and Hardy 2003, 29). Velthuis, citing While,
supports this view, stating that “[i]n a study of the Young British Artists (YBA) in
London in the 1990s, While (2003) emphasises [the] density of social networks and
associations between local artists, gallery spaces and collectors as a prerequisite for
success” (Velthuis 2013, 297–300). Similarly, in a study of Manhattan galleries,
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Crane (1995) found that “only a few galleries represented almost all of the most
visible and successful artists” (as cited in Currid 2007, 388).
This brief review demonstrates the instrumental role social capital plays in
facilitating the accumulation of artistic reputation and directs analysis to account for
the social capital possessed by OCAMs and how agents’ possession of social capital
is represented and mobilised in OCAM Discourse.

Figure 3.4. Field Map of Damien Hirst in 2007 by Michael Grenfell and Cheryl
Hardy
Source: https://theunstablegallerists.blogspot.fr/2011/?m=0, accessed 05/08/2017
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The importance of social capital in the artworld lends value to another symbolic
resource: place. For example, galleries tend to cluster in places with access to a
varied composition of social capital because the organisational, institutional, and
interpersonal relationships which are required to make a gallery successful are easier
to acquire in contexts that facilitate regular encounters and face-to-face interaction
(Velthuis 2013). Although globalisation appears to have spread market liquidity
beyond the “elite art worlds” of the United States and Europe (Crane 2009, 333),
key geographic nodes, such as New York, London, Paris, and Berlin, remain centres
of the global artworld through which finance and reputation most often circulate.
The activity of such nodes makes them magnets for artists, both emerging and
established, not only because they present more opportunities but also because living
or working in these places can function as a sign of distinction, a badge of artworld
belonging. As Currid puts it: “Place […] affirms the legitimacy and value of a
cultural good and the artist […] who created it. [...] It brands the cultural good”
(Currid 2007, 389). Recognising that the reputation of a place is often appropriated
by artworld agents who attach themselves to it directs analysis to the representation
of place as a means of constructing reputation.

Arguably the most important determinant of artistic reputation, particularly since
objective criteria of artistic value have been sidelined, is exchange value. That is,
“prices now determine reputations” (Crane 2009, 337, citing Tompkins 2007).
Beginning with the first art fund in 1904, instituted by the first art index in
1967, and consolidated through the myriad range of art-price-indexing mechanisms
today, artistic value has been given an objective quality by defining it according to
an artwork’s current and potential financial worth, thereby “equating art with other
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investment markets such as property and gold” (Vermeir and Heiremans 2015, 11).
Compared to cultural resources, such as a knowledge of literature, which “have to
operate through legitimated valuing systems”, money enjoys a self-evident value
because “it implies purchasing power in a direct, immediate, and explicit sense”
(Grenfell and Hardy 2003, 23–24). Supported by this apparent facticity, price can
often appear to index the artworld’s consensus on the intrinsic value of an artwork,
where in fact it might only reflect an exchange value that is based on a number of
factors which have little to do with the artwork’s intrinsic value, such as provenance
or the veiled interests of collectors who have an economic stake in maintaining the
price of a particular artist’s work (see Bone 2007).
The growing importance of price as a symbol of artistic quality is tied to
substantial growth in the contemporary art market over recent decades (Erhmann
2019; Harris 2013, 357). This growth resulted in an increased capacity for artworks
to function as trade and investment commodities (Stallabrass 2006, 4; Bocart 2015,
8), while, at the same time, artworks’ increased capacity to function as trade and
investment commodities facilitated the growth and expansion of the art market
(Buck-Morss et al. 1997, 1). The increasing capacity for artwork to function as a
commodity, then, appears tied to the capacity for price to function as an index of
artistic value. This directs analysis to how OCAMs’ representations of price might
function to construct reputation. However, given that the naked pursuit of economic
gain is typically militated against in the artworld, publicly at least, OCAM
statements that invoke price as a symbol of artistic value likely do not do so
transparently. Illuminating how price has come to dominate perceptions of artistic
value in the 20th century, Phillips (2015) states:
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[The art market] has become dominant in two ways: firstly by the production of
a spectacular narrative of financial value in the arts, in which a very small
minority of artists have their work traded for high-profile sums of money; and
secondly by trading in such a way as to disguise the financial exchanges of the
market with a very different narrative in which trade is a word that is subsumed
under a widely agreed ethos of art’s value being priceless. (2)

Phillips highlights how two Discourses, one financial and one philosophical,
together legitimate the prices of artworks by grounding an assumption that these
prices reflect artworks’ capacities to provide transcendental experiences. This
informs analysis of the role the negotiation of cultural and commercial Discourses
might play in how OCAMs construct reputation, particularly in statements in which
prices are invoked.
In the art market, the prices of artworks are tied, above all, to artists’ names.
Through art price indexing mechanisms,23 artists’ names appear to confer an
objective artistic and economic value so that they become “a very important part of
the work, sometimes assuming a brand-like quality” (Bocart 2015, 9). Artists’ names
can thereby establish themselves as ‘brands’ to consolidate the economic and
symbolic value of artworks within a persona: reputation “has to do with the name of
being someone of some sort” (Rodden 2006, 75). An artist’s name thereby functions
as a statement of the regard in which their work is to be held and, much like the logo
of a commercial brand, is performative, communicating distinction, authenticity, and
economic value. This was recently highlighted when Banksy sold his work

23 Art price indexes are instruments used to calculate the financial value of artworks. Artists’ names,
as well as data such as previous price, size, colour, date of execution, signature, material, and
medium, are used as key variables (Bocart 2015, 9).
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anonymously in Central Park (Figure 3.5). Often sold for tens of thousands, without
his name he struggled to sell it for a few dollars (Kennedy 2014).

Figure 3.5. Banksy Has His Work Sold as Fakes
Source:

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2014/jun/12/banskey-prints-

new-york-stall-fortune-bonhams, accessed 05/08/2017
Name-branding is playing an increasing role in the construction of artists’
reputations, some of whom, like Damien Hirst, “claim that they are no longer
concerned with being original but with establishing brand names that represent a
‘trademark’ style” (Lury 2005, as cited by Crane 2009, 343). Rodden terms this
process “image-making” and states “that such an image is associated with a
perceived quality that is signified by a recurrent word, a characterisation that [he]
termed ‘watchword’” (Rodden 2006, 77). He gives the examples of George Orwell
and “Decency”, Dr Johnson and “Common sense”, and D. H. Lawrence and
“Passion”. Artists and art organisations can be seen to operate in the same way. For
example, Andrea Frazer could be considered synonymous with institutional critique
and Jeff Koons with kitsch. Of course, it is not only the names of artists that carry
value in the artworld. As Thompson notes of the prominent art dealer Leo Castelli:
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“Collectors talked about acquiring ‘a Castelli’, rather than a Johns or one of his
more contemporary artists” (Thompson 2010, 36). Bourdieu noted how the names of
schools or art movements also carry this value, pointing out that their names “only
have such importance because they make things into something: distinctive signs,
they produce existence in a universe where to exist is to be different” (Bourdieu
1996, 157). Barthes (1967) and Foucault (1998) offer further insight into how
artists’ names acquire value by tracing the historical trajectory of the concept of the
author, pointing out how it functions to fetishise writers by attributing to them
characteristics which properly belong to the Discourses of which they are subjects,
by imposing on texts meanings derived from the cultivation of their personas, and by
limiting the “element of chance by the play of an identity which has the form of
individuality and the self” (Foucault 1971, 59). In essence, their view is that the
concept of the author is fictive as it necessitates that one does not recognise the
processes, resources, and assumptions which contribute to the production and
meaning of works, leaving only the writer left to recognise.24 Just as the concept of
author is a historically constituted frame through which writers are understood,
likewise the concept of the artist underwent parallel development through history, as
discussed previously. This suggests the value of artists’ names is based on a doxic
presupposition that the artist is the sole creator of their work and its meaning and
value, when in fact this meaning and value may be primarily produced by the
collective achievements of previous generations, the socially constructed status of
artist, and the resultant cultivation of artists’ personas. It appears, then, that the
24 Analogously, Baudrillard offers a fruitful insight into this process by pointing to the need within
capitalist societies to overly attribute originality to commodities in order to maintain the intellectual
property rights that accumulate wealth for their producers. Using the example of the coffee grinder,
he points out that although its central component is the electric motor, as it is for many other patented
products such as the electric toothbrush or the electric fan, it is the inessential components of these
devices, such as their functions and style, which are used to classify them as new objects, and
therefore as patentable products, when in fact they are not new inventions at all but simply new uses
put to existing inventions (Baudrillard 2005, 4).
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reputational value consolidated in the name of an artist, institution, or art movement,
is contingent on the inconspicuousness of historically determined factors and
processes of social construction.
The above discussion directs the thesis to account for how OCAMs construct
reputation through naming and to attend to activities of proper nouns in OCAM
discourse more generally.

3.6. Conclusion
In reviewing how trends in the global political economy affect the production of
reputation in the artworld, this chapter found that processes of globalisation can be
linked with a valorisation of multiculturalism and cosmopolitanism in the artworld,
directing the thesis to attend to the role these qualities play in the construction of
reputation by OCAMs. The chapter also found that globalisation supported an
increased marketisation of cultural practices in general, and that neoliberal logic and
policies have significantly realised this marketisation in the artworld, giving birth to
the current paradigm of artist as entrepreneur. This discussion directs the thesis to
account for how OCAMs currently negotiate cultural and commercial discourse
practices (e.g. criticism and promotion) and how this negotiation might play a role in
the commercialisation of art Discourse and the marketisation of the artworld.
In reviewing structural roles in the artworld, the chapter identified the roles
gatekeepers and the avant-garde play in the management and reproduction of
hierarchy in the artworld, allowing the thesis to better analyse both the field
positions of OCAMs and how OCAMs might construct reputation through the
representation of field positions. This discussion also identified transgression,
economic disinterest, and being an avant-garde as key symbolic resources, directing
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the thesis to attend to how OCAMs might construct reputation through the
representation of these resources.
In reviewing the reputational dynamics of the artworld, the chapter identified
the opposition between poles of production as a key dynamic affecting the
production of reputation, thereby further informing analysis of the positions and
practices of OCAMs and the agents they represent, as well as guiding the selection
of research subjects, genres, and texts. The dynamic between the avant-garde and the
consecrated avant-garde was also identified as essential to the production of
reputation in the artworld, providing further guidance for the identification of the
field positions of OCAMs and other artworld agents. The chapter also identified a
generational dynamic at work in the artworld, directing the thesis to attend to the
occupation and representation of diachronic field positions.
Finally, in reviewing key resources of artworld reputation, the chapter directed
the thesis to account for how OCAMs might construct reputation through
representations of social capital, representations of place, representations of price,
and naming. This discussion also directed the thesis to attend to how OCAMs mix
cultural and commercial Discourses and how this mixing might affect how they
construct reputation.

In accounting for these factors, this chapter has informed the following chapters’
analyses of how reputation is constructed through the discourse of OCAMs. The
relationship between OCAM Discourse and these factors will be examined in
Chapter Eleven.
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Chapter Four
A Discursive Field Approach

4.1. Introduction
This chapter develops a novel conceptual framework to analyse the construction of
reputation through discourse. This is necessary because the theoretical frameworks
within field theory and discourse analysis are deemed suitable for analysing either
reputation or discourse but unsuitable for analysing the construction of reputation
through discourse.

The chapter first unpacks the theoretical framework of field theory – focusing on
capital, field, habitus, and field dynamics – in order to constitute the field of
OCAMs as an empirically amenable research object. The chapter then develops a
general approach to discourse analysis, reviewing discourse analytic approaches and
field theory’s position on discourse. The chapter next unpacks the theoretical
framework developed by field theory to analyse language practice, adapting a
number of concepts from this framework. The chapter then reviews Bourdieusian
discourse analytic research, also adapting a number of concepts from this research.
The final section of the chapter concisely outlines the conceptual framework
employed by the thesis and provides a set of research sub-questions developed to
address the primary research question: How is reputation constructed through
discourse in the field of OCAMs?
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4.2. Conceptualising Fields
This section will unpack the theoretical framework of field theory, focusing on
capital, habitus, field, nomos, doxa, illusio, and symbolic violence.

4.2.1. Capital. Capital is any resource capable of producing a profit when entered
into a circuit of exchange. Three species of capital are central to field theory:
economic capital, social capital, and cultural capital (social capital has been
introduced in the previous chapter and will not be discussed further here). Three
types of capital central to field theory, but which should not be considered species,
are symbolic capital, specific capital, and meta-capital.

Economic capital takes the form of money, property, assets, stocks, and so on, and
provides artworld agents with obvious economic advantages, such as the important
role financial support often plays in the success of avant-garde practices (Bourdieu
1996, 84). The key advantage provided by economic capital is that it is the disguised
basis for the accumulation of all other forms of capital (Grenfell 2012, 102). For
example, economic capital allows agents to accumulate cultural capital by providing
access to educational opportunities and socio-cultural events and activities, where
these agents might also accumulate valuable social capital. This is crucial to
understanding reputation because economic capital, in and of itself, has almost no
recognised symbolic value in cultural fields. It is primarily the cultural capital one
has embodied on the basis of their economic capital, usually inherited, that comes to
constitute one’s reputation (Bourdieu 1996, 148). Similar but essentially different
from economic capital, commercial capital is particularly important for commercial
organisations (Bourdieu 2005, 75). This thesis defines commercial capital as any
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resource that constitutes an agent’s capacity to produce commercial activity (or their
capacity to provide it to others). An OCAM’s commercial capital is therefore
primarily based on their sales and advertising capacities. Commercial capital can
also be possessed by artworks or events, again understood as the capacity to produce
commercial activity.
Just as money does not have intrinsic value but is always a means to an end
(e.g. food, shelter), Bourdieu contends that this is also true for forms of cultural
capital, but that they, “in their distinctive ways, deny and suppress instrumentalism
by proclaiming themselves to be disinterested and of intrinsic worth” (Grenfell
2012, 103). In the artworld, cultural capital is typically presented as “reflecting the
intrinsic value of artworks in themselves […] and the capacity of gifted individuals
[…] to recognise and appreciate those essential qualities” (Grenfell 2012, 103–104).
Cultural capital exists in three distinct states: embodied, objectified, and
institutionalised. In its embodied state, it is a competence that cannot be separated
from its bearer. It is the accumulated resource of knowledge embodied in an
individual. It appears in forms such as dispositions, accent, manners, posture, dress,
and taste. In an objectified state, cultural capital is an object which, through use or
consumption, presupposes the possession of embodied cultural capital. Artworks are
good examples of objectified cultural capital in that their possession or consumption
expresses the possessor or consumer’s knowledge of and disposition toward art.
Bourdieu distinguishes ownership of artworks as amongst the most valuable forms
of objectified cultural capital: “Of all the conversion techniques designed to create
and accumulate symbolic capital, the purchase of works of art, objectified evidence
of ‘personal taste’, is the one which is closest to the most irreproachable and
inimitable form of accumulation” (Bourdieu 1984, 208). As cultural capital is also
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accumulated through association with place, the business premises at which
organisations are located can also be seen as forms of objectified cultural capital
(Benson 2006, 190). Institutionalised cultural capital takes the form of qualifications
or credentials, such as school diplomas or university degrees. Here, embodied
cultural capital is institutionally legitimated and takes on an objective value.
The value of cultural capital is based on the extent to which it is
accomplished (successfully embodied and therefore suitable to a field) and
transposable (valuable in other fields) (ibid., 114). If an agent is educated in private
schools but fails to embody the habits and mannerisms that signal this education,
they will likely symbolically profit from this education less than others who have
better accomplished this embodiment. This is one of the ways in which Bourdieu
avoids the mechanistic determinism of structuralism: the embodiment and
deployment of cultural capital must be correctly managed by agents and the quality
of this management will determine the quantity of symbolic profit gained.
Symbolic capital should not be understood as a distinct species of capital but
as referring to the symbolic form that cultural capital takes when it is recognised in a
field. The importance of maintaining the distinction is that a form of cultural capital
is transubstantiated when it becomes symbolic. It transcends its singular form by
amalgamating with the other forms of capital possessed by an agent, becoming the
abstract phenomenon commonly understood as reputation.
The recognition of symbolic capital is always actually Misrecognition, as
agents necessarily fail to recognise the forms of cultural capital of which it is
composed as capital, and fail to account for the arbitrariness by which these forms
have been accumulated (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992, 119). The symbolic value of
cultural capital is thereby misrecognised as essential to the individual, obscuring the
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fact that an individual’s accumulation of cultural capital is based on their existing
possession of capital, primarily economic, which is highly dependent on the lottery
of social origin. An illustrative example of misrecognition is “the repute that accrues
to businesses that grant funds for environmental stewardship or community
development projects that bear their names. This repute, the legitimacy of these
actors, is misrecognized, it is not seen as capital” (Everett 2002, 64). Due to the
opacity of this process, it is not only the bases of symbolic capital that are often
misrecognised but also the pursuit of it.25
The consecration of symbolic capital requires the tacit collusion of all agents
within the field in which it is recognised: if an agent is consecrated by an authority,
all other agents in the field should recognise this consecration as valid, whether they
agree with the appraisal of the agent or not. That is, agents may not agree with the
decision to consecrate, but they recognise the authority to consecrate and the act of
consecration as legitimate. In this way, symbolic capital constitutes an
acknowledgement by the entire community of peers within a particular field. This
process, because of misrecognition, constitutes a form of Symbolic Violence that
forces the dominated to accept their domination while disguising the fact that “the
relationship within fields and their hierarchies of value are in reality purely
arbitrary” (Grenfell 2012, 104). This violence is vital to the maintenance of artworld
hierarchies and it is precisely the discursive means of this violence that this thesis
aims to account for.26

25 For the aims of this thesis, misrecognition presents an issue with regard to the suitability of
ethnographic methods. As agents do not properly recognise symbolic resources as capital and
misrecognise the processes by which this capital is accumulated, asking OCAM readers or writers
their opinions on the representation of capital in OCAM Discourse could only provide data on the lay
misrecognition of reputational construction. This will be discussed further below.
26 To note, this thesis does not assume symbolic violence is a problem for social relations. Rather, it
is seen here as a condition of social relations.
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The species of capital (e.g. academic capital, journalistic capital) and forms
of capital (e.g. a Master’s degree, a journalism award) that become symbolic in a
field are specific to that field (Bourdieu 1996, 204). Their symbolic value is
predicated on the field’s collective belief in their value (i.e. illusio) (Baumann 2007,
51; Grenfell 2012, 105). Simply put, the species and forms of capital specific to a
field are only those which can be operationalised to gain an advantage in it. To
identify specific capital in that field, analysis must recognise the specific logics of
distinction in the field, such as the logic of disinterest in economic capital in the
artworld (Grenfell and Hardy 2003, 24). This thesis identifies the species of capital
and field logics relevant to its aims by reviewing literature on the artworld (here and
in chapters Two and Three) and by analysing the field of OCAMs (Chapter Six) and
OCAM discourse (chapters Seven, Eight, Nine, and Ten). As OCAMs can be seen to
play a role in constructing the reputation of, not only artists, but also curators,
museum directors, organisations, and other artworld agents, this thesis defines
artistic capital as any resource of reputation specific to the artworld.27
An agent’s possession of capital is determined on the basis of volume,
accomplishment, and composition. Volume refers to the quantity of capital an agent
possesses in relation to the overall quantity of capital available in a field, whereas
accomplishment refers to quality – the extent to which the capital is “well-formed”
for the field in which it is operationalised (Grenfell 2012, 114; Siisiainen 2000, 15).
For example, a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree (BFA) from Goldsmiths (University of
London) is better formed for the artworld than a BFA from a less prestigious school.
Composition refers to the relative proportion and configuration of the different
species of capital an agent possesses, with different configurations providing
27 To be clear, here the term “construction” refers to the process of field transformation that is
achieved when a claim to reputational value is recognised and accepted by an agent or agents,
embodied within their habitus, and thereby made active in the field.
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different advantages and limitations in terms of structural positioning (Grenfell and
Hardy 2003, 29). Importantly, “vastly different capital backgrounds can come
together to establish a new legitimate configuration, thus establishing a new form
according to an old process” (ibid.), meaning that fields change when agents with
new configurations rise to occupy dominant positions. This suggests that OCAMs’
representations of the capital possessed by different agents could have determinate
effects on the value of that capital in the artworld.

4.2.2. Habitus. Building on Aristotle’s notion of Hexis and derived from the Latin
verb habere, meaning to have or to hold, the concept of habitus explains how
behaviour can be regulated “without being the product of obedience to rules”
(Bourdieu 1990a, 65), thereby providing an understanding of agency that resolves
issues within structuralist and idealist philosophies28 (Bourdieu 1996, 179). The
habitus is best understood as a system of “durable, transposable dispositions”
(Bourdieu 1990b, 53) “functioning on the practical level as categories of perception
and assessment or as classificatory principles as well as being the organizing
principles of action” (Bourdieu 1990a, 12–13). It is embodied in an “immediate
adherence […] to the tastes and distastes, sympathies and aversions, fantasies and
phobias, which more than declared opinions, forges the unconscious unity of a
class” (Bourdieu 1984, 77).
The habitus is most directly expressed through a person’s attitudes toward
things. It is durable in that these attitudes, although subject to change, are for the
most part usually maintained throughout one’s life. The habitus is structuring
because one’s previous and continual embodiment of categorisations, value systems,

28 CDA advocates this post-structuralist view of agency and endorses the concept of habitus as a
theoretical and methodological tool in discourse analysis (Chouliaraki and Fairclough 1999, 14).
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beliefs, assumptions, prejudices, and so on, informs one’s current and future
attitudes and strategies. It is also structuring because these attitudes and strategies,
through agents’ activities, structure the fields in which they operate. It is
transposable in that a habitus adapted to one field is, to greater and lesser extents,
suitable to and productive in other fields. It is also transposable because its
constituent elements, for example, an attitude toward painting, can determine
subsequent elements, such as an attitude toward performance art. Dispositions give
rise to other dispositions, and there is a somewhat systematic, though sometimes
contradictory, parallel between one’s attitudes toward different things. This is
related to a structuring logic of association, according to which “if person A selects
first this type of book, then they are likely to select that type of music, and, then,
likely to select a particular type of film”. Equally, there exists a logic of difference,
whereby “person A selects a book because it is not what person B would select”
(Grenfell 2012, 107). The logic of difference reveals the determination of agents’
tastes by dominant cultural norms, even in cases of radical nonconformity. As
Bourdieu points out, “personal style [...] is never more than a deviation in relation to
a style of a period or class so that it relates back to the common style not only by its
conformity […] but also by [its] difference” (Bourdieu 1990a, 86). This suggests
that the discourse of an OCAM, whether it supports the orthodoxy of the field of
OCAMs or challenges it, is always produced in relation to and remains dominated
by the discourse of dominant OCAMs. This means that the discourse of all
individual OCAMs can be understood as subject to the norms of OCAM Discourse,
although likely to varying extents.
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As the habitus is produced through experience in fields, there is a correlation
between an agent’s habitus and the capital they possess. In essence, the “acquisition
of embodied cultural capital is identical to the formation of the habitus” (Grenfell
2012, 110). This equivalence has significant implications for analysis (see chapters
Five and Six). In regard to an organisation’s habitus, one can conceive of an
organisation as a field itself (e.g. Benson 2006), which supports analysis of how
struggles between agents within that organisation provide a basis for its actions and
strategies. Another way is to conceive of organisations as agents within fields of
organisational practice (e.g. Bourdieu 2005), as this thesis does with the field of
OCAMs. Here, the habitus of the agents who compose an organisation are largely
constitutive of the habitus of that organisation, particularly regarding possession of
capital. The latter approach is deemed necessary as it allows the thesis to focus on
the field of OCAMs rather than on how a particular OCAM’s discourse is affected
by internal struggles within that magazine.

4.2.3. Field. Already discussed in chapters Two and Three, fields are sites where
agents compete for specific forms of capital and are structured by the different
hierarchical positions of their composing agents, positions based on these agents’
relative possession of capital. Agents can and nearly always do occupy positions in a
variety of fields. OCAMs simultaneously operate in the artworld and the field of
commerce (through sales and advertising), as well as occupying a position at the
restricted pole of the journalistic field (Benson 2006, 195). However, as OCAMs
seek recognition and generate value in the artworld, it is primarily the principles of
evaluation and norms of the artworld that are seen to guide their discourse
production. That said, fields are never completely autonomous and are structured by
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their relationship with other legitimating fields. Chouliaraki and Fairclough (1999)
suggest that a greater interdiscursive integration between fields is a feature of
neoliberalism, stating:

The production of relations across fields is a move towards the production of a
translatability of all discourses into certain dominant codes […], thus ensuring
a convertibility of capital across fields, which neo-liberalism as a rational
Utopia from the perspective of international finance (Bourdieu) is committed to
achieving. (116)

This further suggests that the dominance of neoliberalism as a political
ideology and economic system in Western societies is correlative to an increasing
translatability of discourses and convertibility of capital between the artworld and
legitimating fields, such as the fields of politics, economy, and media. All fields are
dominated by the political field and the economic field, which together form the
field of power (Bourdieu 1996, 215). The field of power is therefore usually
particularly significant for analysis of a field’s inter-field relations. Although the
artworld declares autonomy from the field of politics, it remains related to it through
government instruments, such as policies (e.g. Ireland’s 0% tax on the sale of
artworks by artists) and state cultural bodies (e.g. the Irish Arts Council). Of course,
the artworld is also related to the political field through its production of artworks
and discourse. For example, illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the works of artists
Jonas Staal and Tania Bruguera directly engage with legal processes, both through
the form of their works and through the discourse they produce. By acting in the
political field, these artworks accumulate political capital for these artists, which
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contributes to their reputations in the artworld. The artworld also declares autonomy
from the economic field while remaining inextricably tethered to it in significant
ways. For example, the distribution of economic capital in society and the effects of
economic growth in the art market both have determinate effects on the artworld.
Although the symbolic value of wealth is publicly disavowed in the artworld, the
reputational value an artwork can accumulate on the basis of its price evidences but
one of the surreptitious ways that economic capital can be recognised.29 It is also
necessary to examine the role that OCAM Discourse plays in establishing the
artworld’s relationship to the commercial field. Commercial capital can be seen as
an important resource for agents in the artworld’s reputational economy, including
OCAMs, taking forms such as the volume of audience numbers, subscribers, or
gallery sales. Commercial discourse, such as advertisements, promotions, and
marketing texts, can also be seen to play an important role, particularly for OCAMs.
This thesis therefore endeavours to account for how the construction of reputation
by OCAMs is implicated in the translatability of discourses and convertibility of
capital between the artworld and other legitimating fields, such as the fields of
politics, economy, and commerce.

29 In fact, it is a basic premise of field theory that economic capital has some symbolic value in all
cultural fields, just necessarily less than the cultural capital specific to those fields.
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Figure 4.1. New World Summit, an Art Project by Jonas Staal
Source: http://www.ibraaz.org/interviews/160, accessed 05/08/2017

Figure 4.2. Immigrant Movement International, an Art Project by Tania Bruguera
Source: http://field-journal.com/issue-1/bruguera, accessed 05/08/2017
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Fields are structured by the position of agents but the concept of position has a
number of meanings. Firstly, it refers to the hierarchical position of an agent vis-àvis other agents. The position of an agent within a particular field only has meaning,
or value, by virtue of the fact that it is a coordinate through which the relative value
of other positions can be determined. In this sense, position refers to an agent’s rank
in the hierarchy of the field and is directly proportional, not only to the symbolic
capital possessed by that agent but also to the symbolic capital possessed by all other
agents in that field. Shown in Figure 4.3, this position is represented by the Y-axis of
the field. In a second usage, position refers to location along the X-axis of a field.
This position is based on composition of capital and is structured according to the
extent that an agent’s total volume of capital is cultural and the extent to which it is
economic. Shown in Figure 4.4, composition is therefore related to orientation, with
a composition that favours cultural capital corresponding to orientation to the
cultural pole and a composition that favours economic capital corresponding to an
orientation to the economic pole. Position can also refer to specific regions in a field,
such as the avant-garde, the consecrated avant-garde, and the rear-garde, as
discussed in Chapter Three. These regional positions have corresponding
presuppositions and dispositions so that an agent’s position in a field is also often
relative to their belief in the legitimacy of the status quo and their disposition toward
its reproduction (Bourdieu 1996, 165).
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Figure 4.3. Y-Axis Field Position
Source: Figure Provided by Author

Figure 4.4. X-Axis Position
Source: Figure Provided by Author
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Position-taking refers to agents’ moves from one field position to another. The
logics determining such moves are based on two non-exclusive factors: relationship
to the field in terms of “taste” and relationship to the field in terms of “social
strategy” (Bourdieu 1985, 25–33), both constituted in the habitus. However,
although there may be an appearance of strategic logic to position-taking in that
agents rarely seek to occupy positions that offer less value, given the ideational
imposition of fields on agents, there are a number of factors which affect choices,
and as such position-taking cannot be reduced to conscious strategies (Bourdieu
1996, 93). That said, the ability of an agent to recognise the availability and
potential value of emerging or receding positions is relative to the degree to which
an agent’s habitus is well formed. In this way, it is the relationship between habitus
and field that engenders position-taking (Bourdieu 1996, 83) and agents who possess
relatively high resources of capital are likely to make better moves (Walter 2014, 8).
As position and habitus are relative to volume and composition of capital, the “crux
of any individual’s position (and his or her subsequent choices about position
taking) within a particular field is the quantity and form of any capital (social,
economic, and cultural) accrued by that individual” (Grenfell and Hardy 2003, 23).
The positions and position-taking of OCAMs can therefore be examined in relation
to the volume and composition of their specific capital. This is significant because,
as previously noted, when new compositions of capital come to occupy established
positions, these compositions become, to greater and lesser extents, legitimated.
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4.2.4. Field Dynamics. The practices of agents are structured by a set of dynamics
that are intrinsic to fields. Chapter Three has already outlined the dynamic between
cultural and economic poles of production and the dynamic between the avant-garde
and the consecrated avant-garde.30 Three other dynamics which are essential to the
reproduction of hierarchies in fields are nomos, doxa, and illusio. Two other
concepts that explain the functioning of fields but which are not considered field
dynamics per se are symbolic violence and field change.

Nomos refers to the unspoken but universally understood rules that regulate the
behaviour of agents in a field (Bourdieu 1996, 61). Nomos take the form of
Principles of Vision and Division, which divide and align perceptions into categories
and thereby constitute subjects and objects from a particular perspective. Alluded to
in the previous chapter, a key principle of vision and division for cultural fields is
that which distinguishes between refined taste, for example, a taste for minimalist
sculpture, and vulgar taste, for example, a taste for tabloid newspapers. Such
principles compose nomos in the sense that their transgression can incur symbolic or
economic sanctions, as might be the case, for example, if a tabloid journalist began
to produce minimalist sculpture.
Nomos are tacitly agreed by every agent in the field and every agent is to
some extent aware of them. This involves a coordination of normative perspectives
that is based on correlations between the habitus of agents in a particular field, and
this coordination must also be the case for the relationship between OCAMs and

30 It is important to note that although this thesis describes these relational oppositions as dynamics
to capture their generative function, they are termed oppositions in field theory, with the term
dynamics used by Michael Grenfell (2012) to describe nomos, doxa, illusio, collusio, hysteresis, and
so on.
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their artworld readership. Bourdieu and Thompson (1991) describe such
coordination as follows:

The homology of positions and the largely successful orchestration of divergent
habitus encourage a practical recognition of the interests which the reader
represents and the specific form of censorship which prohibits their direct
expression, and this recognition gives direct access, independently of any
conscious act of decoding, to what discourse means. (159)

Simply put, through a process of socialisation, agents intuitively come to
understand the meaning of the Discourse of their field and the nomos that regulates
it as both are correlative to the interests of agents in the field, although these agents
likely regard these meanings and nomos as axiomatic rather than as historically and
structurally determined. This means that, in OCAM Discourse, the explicit appeal to
agents’ interests is prohibited while an implicit appeal to these interests is required.
Furthermore, it means that the capacity to decode the expression of interests is
embodied in readers’ habitus, which, coordinated in line with the habitus of OCAM
contributors, allows them to intuitively interpret the intended meanings of OCAM
texts.
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The problem with identifying the structuring role of artworld nomos in
OCAM Discourse is that nomos are unspoken. Their representation is censored.31
Accepting this limitation, the thesis draws on previous analyses of the artworld to
identify these principles. It is an artworld principle that artistic, social, or political
motivations are of greater value than commercial motivations (e.g. Bourdieu and
Nice 1980, 261). This can be seen as based on the greater symbolic value offered by
cultural poles of production and on the association between the cultural pole of the
artworld and socio-political engagement (e.g. realism, activist art, participatory art,
socially engaged practices). It is an artworld principle that autonomy is of greater
value than conformity (Bourdieu 1996, 115; Bourdieu 1985, 4–6; Scholette 2002, 2).
This can also be seen as based on the opposition between cultural (autonomous) and
economic (heteronomous) poles, in that autonomy is a resource of symbolic value in
cultural fields. It follows from this principle that experimentation is of greater value
than convention (Grenfell and Hardy 2003, 20; Vos, Craft, and Ashley 2012, 853)
and that diversity is of greater value than uniformity (Harris 2013; Buchholz and
Wuggenig 2005, 1). Again, this is because convention is necessarily associated with
the heteronomous pole as diversity is with the autonomous pole. The final artworld
principle identified here is that the transgression of the nomos of society is valuable
and productive (Bourdieu 1996, 132; Eikhof and Haunschild 2007, 523–524). This

31 This censorship, that can disguise an adherence to norms under a veil of axiomatic beliefs,
constitutes a challenge for any ethnographic analysis of art Discourse: although agents adhere to
discursive norms, primarily intuitively and sometimes strategically, they do so largely unconsciously
and, and when consciously, are disposed against expressing their knowledge of them. Any data on
OCAM writers’ or readers’ interpretations of OCAM Discourse that is gathered through ethnographic
methods would therefore have to be analysed in terms of the dispositions they are unconsciously
expressing and the nomos, which they deny, that regulates their speech. This is not a problem in itself
as this is also the case for OCAM Discourse. The issue is that this data cannot, therefore,
straightforwardly provide reliable assessments of processes of reputational construction nor of the
interests or dispositions of writers, editors, or readers, which are necessarily disguised or
misunderstood. Such data is then simply another form of artworld discourse that requires substantial
analysis to interpret, a form that could also be considerably affected by the interview context and
which, in relation to OCAM Discourse, offers comparably little insight into the discursive
construction of artistic reputation.
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principle can be seen to relate to art’s political and social turns, in that the
contemporary artworld now understands itself, as many artistic communities have
throughout history, as a site where meaningful criticisms of society take place. The
caveat is, of course, that these criticisms should not undermine the value of the
artworld in the field of social space. They should not significantly challenge the
prevailing nomos of the artworld, except in the rare cases when this transgression
precipitates a radical change in the artworld’s value system and is retroactively
accepted (for example, Duchamp’s Readymades). Identifying these principles allows
the thesis to examine their role in how OCAMs discursively construct reputation.
The doxa of a field is constituted in its “corresponding dispositions”, or,
more precisely, in the beliefs and values that appear self-evident and universal to its
agents (Bourdieu 1996, 165). Jensen (2014, 7) concisely describes doxa as “the state
when the socially constructed is perceived as the natural order and therefore
accepted”. Unlike nomos, doxa cannot be seen as rules to which agents must
conform. Doxa is composed of the unexamined but fundamental beliefs which
underpin all actions in a field and is the product of fields themselves. Highlighting
the role of discourse in constructing doxa, Grenfell describes it as “the result of a
conquest via normative and even performative statements often expressed and
represented by and/or around influential elements of the field which sets the field as
a world apart with its own fundamental rules and laws (nomos), discursive forms
(logos), normative beliefs (illusio), expected actions and behaviours and barriers to
entry” (Grenfell 2012, 125). This shows that OCAM Discourse must be considered
in the context of the artworld’s nomos and doxa, which structure it and which it
reproduces.
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Also essential to the functioning of fields is illusio, which refers to the
normative perspective germane to a field that ensures that the rewards of that field
appear to have value to its agents. Bourdieu describes it as “the investment in the
game” (Bourdieu 1996, 33). It is necessary for all agents in a particular field to
believe in the value of “the stakes of the game” because, without a shared belief in
that value, their “veiled playing together”, “their collusio” (van Maanen 2009, 62),
would have no purpose and would thus fail to coordinate their practices in the
systematic way that constitutes fields. In its simplest sense, the illusio is the illusion
of value that agents’ pursuits of rewards generate. As such, agents in a field cannot
perceive its illusion: the illusion is only “an illusion [for] those standing outside the
game, whereby the players do not perceive they are part of a game” (Jensen 2014,
6). Illusio is necessary to understand how OCAM Discourse can produce the value
of the artworld’s symbolic resources through the representation of those resources
(Chapter Ten).
Already briefly discussed in Chapter Three, symbolic violence is an
expression of symbolic power that functions to reproduce or transform social
hierarchy and social inequality (Grenfell 2012, 183) while going largely unnoticed
by the people subjected to it because it has become doxic (Jensen 2014, 7). In
essence, it is facilitated by the pre-constructed categories of perception that support
the reproduction of ‘unjust’ power relations and that facilitate the establishment of
“hierarchies of discrimination” (Grenfell 2012, 104). For example, concepts such as
‘female police officer’, or in the case of Gaelic, ‘Ban Gardaí’, imply that an
‘ordinary’ police officer or Guard is male. These examples also illustrate that when
the dominant is the lexical referent for the dominated, this domination becomes
embedded in the categories through which the dominated perceive themselves.
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These terms also illustrate how the power to perform symbolic violence is reliant on
the capacity to “impose meanings and to impose them as legitimate” (Bourdieu and
Passerson 1990, 4). The reason this expression of power is defined as violence is
that the processes through which it is expressed conceal the fact that this power is
based on the largely arbitrary distribution of economic, cultural, and symbolic
capital (ibid.; Grenfell 2012, 104).
Cultural fields, such as the artworld and the field of OCAMs, can be
understood as scenes of competition for “the monopoly of the legitimate exercise of
symbolic violence”, as contests over “the power to grant cultural consecration”
(Bourdieu 1985, 12). It is important to point out that the dominant need only “let the
system they dominate take its own course in order to exercise their domination”
(Bourdieu 1990a, 190). As such, it is not necessary for the dominant to be aware of
or actively pursue domination. They may be in receipt of its advantages while
believing that their dominance is a by-product of their abilities rather than the
systematic disadvantaging of their competition.
Bourdieu’s concept of symbolic violence is tied to his understanding of
“language [as] an instrument of power and action”, of language as a means of
domination (Grenfell 2012, 183). Through language, symbolic violence manifests in
categorisations and systems of classification which are misrecognised as “natural”
when in fact they are “culturally arbitrary and historical” (ibid.). CDA recognises the
viability of the concept of symbolic violence as it sees Discourses as classifications
in their textual mode. It views Discourses as forms of “symbolic violence”, as
“forms of power” (Fairclough 2010, 185). Discourses are thus means through which
hierarchies are maintained. Art Discourse, therefore, can be seen as a means through
which the unequal distribution of artistic reputation is maintained, meaning that
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OCAMs are unavoidably, to varying extents, instruments of its symbolic violence.
This thesis aims to identify, through empirical analysis, the discursive means by
which this violence is accomplished (chapters Eight, Nine, and Ten).

Attending to generational change in fields is a significant component of field theory.
The most significant changes in a field are brought about by the introduction of
previously unrecognised principles of vision of division and depend on the
“possibilities that are offered at any given moment by the space of cultural positiontakings” and by the distribution of symbolic capital in the field (Bourdieu 1996,
201). Attending to discursive change is a prevalent aim of discourse analytical
approaches. The “immediate origins and motivations” of discursive change “lie in
the problematization of conventions for producers or interpreters” who, in facing
emerging dilemmas, “often try to resolve [these dilemmas] by being innovative and
creative, by adapting existing conventions in new ways” (Fairclough 2009, 96).
These views of field and discursive change suggest that OCAM Discourse must be
considered, not only in the context of nomos and doxa, but also in the context of the
evolving norms of discourse production in the field of OCAMs, such as those
introduced by internet ICTs. This thesis considers field and discursive change when
applicable but as it aims at a synchronic rather than diachronic account of OCAM
Discourse, this consideration is necessarily limited.
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4.3. Approaching Discourse
This section will unpack current approaches to discourse analysis, the field
theoretical framework for language study, and the conceptual frameworks of
Bourdieusian discourse analysis.

4.3.1. Critical Approaches to Analysing Discourse. CDA cannot be described as a
particular discipline, method or approach. It is a term used to describe a variety of
approaches to discourse analysis which take a critical position as a starting point and
which typically focus on revealing hidden or latent power relations. This criticality
involves employing critical theories, reflexively attending to the researcher’s own
ideological position (Wodak and Meyer 2001, 37), and adopting a normative
position in regard to social phenomena (Fairclough 2010, 7), although this
normative positioning has been the subject of critique within discourse analysis
(Keller 2011, 48). The primary rationale for using CDA concepts and methods in
this thesis is that CDA understands discourse as a form of social practice and attends
to the role it plays in the formation of power relations between individuals,
organisations, and groups. Although sometimes employing Bourdieu’s concepts
(Fairclough 1993, 2007; Forchtner and Schneickert 2016), CDA approaches tend to
focus on legitimacy rather than reputation or symbolic capital (e.g. Deetz 1992; van
Leeuwen and Wodak 1999; Thackaberry 2004; van Leeuwen 2007; Erkama and
Vaara 2010). Correlatively, CDA approaches have not examined discursive
constructions of reputation. This thesis cannot therefore exclusively rely on CDA
but must combine elements of CDA with elements of field theory.
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This section will now provide a rationale for selecting the Dialectic Relational
Approach (DRA) as the primary source of discourse analytic concepts and methods
(see Appendix K for a fuller discussion of the potential benefits and limitations of
the approaches discussed in this section).
Jager and Maier’s Foucauldian CDA (2001) is deemed less suitable than the
DRA because, firstly, it examines relations between knowledge, discourse, and
power over time (i.e. diachronic analysis) rather than particular social phenomena
(e.g. reputational construction) in a moment of their discursive manifestation (i.e.
synchronic analysis). Secondly, it does not provide methods of text analysis, and
thirdly, its conception of agency, based on Foucault’s, conflicts with Bourdieu’s
view, which this thesis requires, at least in part, to constitute reputation as a research
object.
As many, if not most, CDA approaches adopt a Foucauldian view of Discourse,
it is helpful at this stage to outline this divergence in agency. For Foucault, discourse
is “a system of thought that creates certain subjects and objects, with attendant
power effects upon those who take up the subject positions it offers”. Discourse is
thus conceived as “a set of ideas and practices which condition our ways of relating
to, and acting upon, particular phenomenon’’ (Mueller et al. 2013, 111).
Importantly, change is only made possible by structural changes in a given society
such as “war, economic crisis, and transgressions of laws or rebellion” (Jensen 2014,
9). As such, agents, although capable of appropriating power from Discourses, are
products of those Discourses and cannot think outside of them; for example,
“whether the agent speaks up or silences on the topic of sexuality, the discourse of
sexuality is reproduced” (Jensen 2014, 9). So, for Foucault, the agency of agents is
limited to the fact that they are ‘free’ (to the extent that their social status and human
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capital allows) to appropriate a variety of speaker and subject positions within the
web of available Discourses, but they are not free to effect changes in these
Discourses or the positions they offer. For Foucault, the agent (or subject, in
Foucauldian terminology) “is the result of power and discourse, thus solely
structure” (Jensen 2014, 6). For Bourdieu, historical conditions also play a
determining role but their effects are not as absolute. He states “one should not say
that a historical event determined a behaviour but that it had a determining effect
because a habitus capable of being affected by that event conferred that power upon
it” (Bourdieu 2000, 149). In terms of the roles of agents in the production of
discourse, Bourdieu maintains that the holders of symbolic power co-create the
Discourses that constitute their power, but when they do a capacity for different
interpretations remains inherent to those Discourses. Bourdieu terms this range of
interpretation “margins of freedom” because it opens the possibility for “turning the
symbols of the dominant to the benefit of the dominated” (Bourdieu 2000, 234–235;
2001, 13–14). He states that “the belief that this or that future, either desired or
feared, is possible, probable or inevitable can, in some historical conditions,
mobilise a group around it and so help favour or prevent the coming of that future”
(Bourdieu 2000, 235). Bourdieu asserts that agents, although in part constituted by
Discourses, have some agency to effect changes in those Discourses. This agency is
produced through the ‘imperfect’ relationship between an agent’s habitus and the
fields in which they operate.
Wodak’s Discourse-Historical Approach (2001), which focuses on
correlations between discourses, texts, and strategies, somewhat requires that the
thesis conceives of reputational construction as the product of conscious strategies,
which, moving too far in the opposite direction to Jager and Maier, conflicts with
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Bourdieu’s view of the structuring effects of nomos and doxa on agents’ actions
(Bourdieu 1996, 61).
Considering Keller’s Sociology of Knowledge Approach to Discourse
Analysis (SKAD), again a focus on discourse over time comes at the cost of a focus
on the contemporary condition of a particular Discourse. Furthermore, SKAD would
require, much like Jager and Maier’s approach, for the discursive construction of
reputation by OCAMs to be conceived as a simple by-product of the relationship
between the historical development of art Discourse and the subject positions it
currently makes available. Although this thesis accepts that this is also the case, it
maintains that it is not simply the subject positions made available by art Discourse
but also the structured and structuring practices of artworld agents that have
determinate effects on how artistic reputation is discursively constructed.
Further unpacked in the following chapter, the DRA is the most suitable
approach from which this thesis can draw because it focuses on the dialectical
relationship between semiotic and social elements pertaining to the object of
research (Wodak and Meyer 2001, 163), directing analysis to account for a central
premise of this thesis: that there is a dialectical relationship between a field and its
Discourse. The DRA is also eminently suitable for synchronic discourse analysis. A
third key advantage of the DRA is that it provides a comprehensive toolbox of
methods and concepts for qualitative text analysis. As this thesis combines elements
of field theory and elements of the DRA, it is useful to introduce their essential
congruities and outline how this thesis addresses some of the criticisms that the
DRA has made of field theory.
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Regarding theoretical frameworks, there are four key points of translation
between field theory and the DRA. Bourdieu’s concept of nomos is relatable to
Fairclough’s concept of discursive norms and limits, his concepts of symbolic
violence and doxa are relatable to Fairclough’s conception of hegemony and
ideology (Fairclough 2010, 73), his concept of field is relatable to Fairclough’s
concept of orders of discourse (Chouliaraki and Fairclough 1999, 100–101), and his
concept of habitus is relatable to Fairclough’s concepts of voice and style
(Fairclough 2003, 29). Regarding methods, there are three key parallels. Firstly, both
field theory and the DRA advocate transdisciplinarity. In fact, Fairclough cites
Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992) when he explains that the methodological “process
is a theoretical one in which methods are selected according to how the object of
research is constructed” (Fairclough 2010, 234). Also essential to their
methodological congruence is that both employ relational analyses which focus on
the dialectics between different levels of the social world (i.e. macro, meso and
micro). Finally, both employ reflexive research processes wherein the researcher
continuously returns to constitute the object of research and evaluate the theories
and methods employed based on empirical findings (ibid.).
Although Chouliaraki and Fairclough (1999, 103) explicitly advocate the
incorporation of field theory, stating that field theory can provide “the necessary
structure-oriented side of CDA”, they also have some criticisms that need to be
addressed. Firstly, the authors state that Bourdieu’s view of language reduces the
“semiological to the sociological”, preventing a proper consideration of discourse in
the constitution of fields, arguing that “discourse has its own generative force which
cannot be reduced to the struggle over ‘profits of distinction’” (ibid., 105). Their
critique supports the premise of this thesis which proposes that discourse practices
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and field struggles are dialectically related without either being solely determinant of
the other. Secondly, following from the previous critique, the authors point to two
“views of struggle that remain unresolved in Bourdieu’s work: classificatory
struggle and struggles for profit” (ibid., 104). They argue that these struggles are
“enacted in the course of communicative interaction” which discursively constitutes
and reproduces the structuring of positions within and relations between fields.
Furthermore, they state that this “entails a focus upon communicative interaction
which Bourdieu consistently resists” (ibid.). This thesis can contribute to addressing
this criticism by showing, firstly, that discourse is not a reflection of fields but a
dialectically related condition of them, and secondly, by showing how OCAM
Discourse can be constitutive of field hierarchies and inter-field relations. The third
criticism levelled by the authors is that Bourdieu fails to account for how
communication technologies, such as television or the internet, “mediate” between
different social spheres, such as the political sphere and the public sphere.32 This
thesis can contribute to addressing this criticism by accounting for the role internet
ICTs play in the discursive construction of reputation by OCAMs. Finally, drawing
on the work of Bernstein (1990), the authors identify a neglect of “specific devices
which link particular relations of power and forms of consciousness” (ibid., 107).
This thesis can contribute to addressing this neglect by identifying linguistic devices
through which reputation is constructed (see chapters Eight and Nine).

32 That said, Bourdieu does recognise this role and to some extent attended to it in his book On
Television (1999). It is also worth noting that the concept of media capital in some ways addresses
this issue by understanding the field of media as a meta-field which mediates between other fields
(Couldry 2003).
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4.3.2. Discourse According to Field Theory. Bourdieu wrote extensively but
“disparately” on language (Grenfell 2011, 149), looking primarily at how the
legitimation of language practices and the distribution of linguistic competence are
involved in the reproduction of social divisions.
Bourdieu’s language project has been summarised into two aspects – his
critique of linguistics and his analysis of language as a component of symbolic
domination, both devoted to situating “language in its proper socio-cultural and
socio-political context” (Grenfell 2011, 149). This thesis does not seek to
substantially engage in the broader debates between different theories of language
but it must situate Bourdieu’s theory of language within the debates in which it
engaged, as such debate was often the explicit purpose of this theory. This
discussion also allows the thesis to further clarify its theoretical position on
discourse.
For Bourdieu, the discipline of linguistics is embedded within language’s
reproduction of social hierarchies and so remains, in a sense, trapped in its own
games of distinction and mired in unacknowledged presuppositions about the social
world, which its Discourse on language, as a facet of the social, reproduces. For
Bourdieu, linguistics – meaning the structural, internalist, and interactionist
approaches of Saussure, Chomsky, and Mead – essentialises language (Bourdieu
1977c, 648), failing to properly account for “the ‘praxis’ of language: the social
conditions of its construction” (Grenfell 2011, 62). His main critique of Saussurian
linguistics is that it reduces the practice of language – language skill, style, manner,
and the agents themselves – to the “actualisation of historical essence, in short, to
nothing” (Bourdieu 1990a, 33). This is because the Saussurian binary between
Langue (language as a system of signs) and Parole (speech) fails to account for how
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both are structured by social relations – for how the distinctions inherent in sign
systems (langue) and variations in language use (parole) are expressions of social
relations between agents, principally class relations. His main issue with Chomskyan
linguistics is that it similarly essentialises language, somewhat “reinventing” langue
and parole as Competence and Performance, and thereby also failing to account for
language as “differential and differentiated” (Grenfell 2011, 47). That is, both
approaches essentialise language as distinct external or internal structures rather than
seeing it as a component of a dialectic between social structures (i.e. society and
fields) and internal structures (i.e. habitus (or ‘mind’)). As such, for Bourdieu,
language cannot be understood in isolation as either a system of meanings or a
system of perception, as both are produced through the relationship between fields
and habitus. For Bourdieu, therefore, language as a system of meanings and as a
system of perception has to be understood as part of a much larger system of
symbolic production of which language practice is only a component. Bourdieu also
found the interactionist conception of language, as proposed by George Herbert
Mead (1922) and Erving Goffman (1990), to be misguided because it “fails to go
beyond […] actions and reactions apprehended in their directly visible immediacy”
and is unable to discover that different agents’ language use is dependent on
resources which are determined by their position in society (Bourdieu and
Thompson 1991, 64). The interactionist conception of language therefore fails to
properly account for how language disguises the social relations of which it is a
product; it fails to account for how language use reproduces social distinctions as
“tabooed meanings”. Such disguised expressions of social distinction are
“camouflaged through form” so that they remain “misrecognised in practice”,
thereby disguising their basis in social structures, allowing them to speak “while
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using a mode of expression which suggests they are not being said” (ibid., 142–143).
Simply put, the way people talk implicitly communicates their social position and
the entire structure in which this position is located so that contests between social
positions in this structure play out in linguistic exchanges, expressed in form (e.g.
verbosity) but disguised in practice (e.g. statements and declarations). For Bourdieu,
the embodiment of both the social hierarchy and the language use that expresses it
remains largely unconscious and unexamined so that the symbolic contests that play
out in language use remain largely invisible to those engaged in these contests.
Interactionism overlooks this socio-structural basis for linguistic practice because,
although focused on the way people “take on the attitudes of the groups to which
they belong” (van Leeuwen 2007, 33), and although concerned with the role of
language in social relations, it “treats interaction as a closed world” (Bourdieu and
Thompson 1991, 67): where interactionism sees communicative interaction between
agents as the source of meaning, by contrast, “the structural vision takes account of
effects that occur outside of any interaction: the structure of the field” (Bourdieu
2005, 76).
Following the above discussion, it is unsurprising that Bourdieu was
primarily interested in language variation because this variation structures and is
structured by pre-existing social hierarchies. That is, he saw language variation,
primarily the opposition between the official national language and dominated
language practices, as working alongside capital, field, and habitus as a means by
which social distinctions are reproduced or transformed. For example, in Algeria,
Bourdieu (1977a) observed that “the dominant use of French or Arabic by different
sections of the populace correlated with entire dispositional attitudes toward modern
and traditional life styles [and] had as its base the socio-economic conditions of the
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time and place” (Grenfell 2011, 36–37). Bourdieu’s theorisation of language
variation thereon tended to focus on how the relationship between legitimate
language (such as ‘proper’ French) and ‘dominated’ language practices (such as
dialects or slang) functioned to reproduce class relations and how the hierarchy
between such practices was reproduced through education (e.g. Bourdieu and
Passerson 1990). He was, therefore, interested in how linguistic competences
functioned to reproduce class divisions in a disguised way and was not interested,
except in passing, in the way that different representations of the world came to bear
upon it.
In contrast to Bourdieu’s interest in language, this thesis is not particularly
concerned with language variation as it applies to dominant and dominated groups
within a discourse community, nor with how linguistic competence is a source of
power and reproduces domination. This thesis is primarily concerned with how the
representation of the artworld by dominant OCAMs reproduces the symbolic
hierarchies between agents and resources within it. The field theoretical framework
for language study, although absolutely necessary to account for the Discourse of a
field, therefore requires adaptation to be employed within this thesis.

4.4. A Field Theoretical Framework for Language Study. Field theory provides
the concepts of linguistic capital, linguistic markets, linguistic habitus, and
discursive power to explain the relationship between fields and language practice.
This section will briefly introduce these concepts and outline their applicability to
the thesis. A full account of how this thesis relates to this framework, as well as a
more complete rationale for its adaptation, can be found in Appendix K.
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Linguistic capital is the linguistic aspect of cultural capital and, like cultural and
economic capital, it is typically inherited (Bourdieu and Thompson 1991, 61) and
acquired through education (Grenfell 2012, 72). It appears in forms such as
grammar, vocabulary, diction, pronunciation, and so on. Bourdieu was primarily
interested in how the social distribution of linguistic capital is involved in the
symbolic violence that reproduces the domination of groups in society. This thesis
uses the concept of linguistic capital, when necessary, to identify the relative value
of OCAMs’ linguistic products in terms of the socio-economic positions that
consumption of these products can perform for readers. However, as dominant
OCAMs are professional media organisations operating at the restricted pole of
cultural production, they can all be understood as requiring a relatively high volume
of linguistic capital to consume, although some certainly require significantly more
than others. That is, as competence in art Discourse is somewhat a prerequisite for
both, occupying a dominant position in the field of OCAMs and consumption of
OCAM products, accounting for distributions of linguistic capital is of limited utility
to this thesis.
The linguistic habitus is the sub-structure of the habitus that is acquired in the
course of “learning to speak in particular contexts” (Bourdieu and Thompson 1991,
17–19), which explains why different groups use language in different ways (e.g.
dialect, pronunciation). Intuitively ascribing value to different styles of speech, an
agent’s linguistic habitus guides their understanding of the relative value of their
linguistic capital so that their anticipation of the value their discourse will receive
functions as “internalised constraints on the very process of production” (ibid.).
People know the value their way of speaking obtains in different contexts, they
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know what can and cannot be said in particular fields (Grenfell 2012, 20; Fairclough
2010, 30), and they adjust their discourse accordingly.
Regarding the role the habitus plays in orienting one’s discourse to the norms
and limits of a given context, Bourdieu and Thompson state:

The recognition of the legitimate language […] has nothing in common with an
intentional act of accepting a norm. It is inscribed […] in dispositions […]
which are therefore adjusted, without any cynical calculation […] to the
chances of material and symbolic profit which the laws of price formation
characteristic of a given market objectively offer to holders of a given linguistic
capital. (ibid. 51)

Bourdieu’s view can be easily misread as framing discursive norms as
universal and as more or less invisible to those subject to them. This is because the
concept of linguistic habitus was developed to explain how the class-based norms of
national languages are embodied and performed, resulting in the imposition of
symbolic violence through linguistic exchange. That is, the dominant linguistic
norms and limits of the legitimate language of a nation are somewhat universally
embodied by its citizens. Even though some citizens are incapable of meeting these
norms or perhaps even deliberately rail against them, all citizens recognise that these
norms are dominant, and thereby submit to this domination. By contrast, there are
very specific norms and limits for agents within the context of the specialised
Discourse of a cultural field, such as contemporary art Discourse. In fact, in his early
work, Bourdieu noted how speakers have to negotiate the norms of a Discourse in
order to pursue their interests, also pointing out that the extent to which an agent is
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threatened by sanctions for transgressing these norms is based on the power relations
inherent to the situation (Bourdieu 1977c, 651). OCAMs can be understood as
negotiating the norms of OCAM Discourse to achieve their creative and commercial
interests, interests which are eminently negotiable, if somewhat incompatible, in the
field of cultural production (Eikhof and Haunschild 2007, 525). However, it should
not be assumed that the discourse of OCAMs is always calculated to achieve
creative or commercial interests. As the habitus of OCAM contributors is organised
in line with the habitus of OCAM readers through their shared activity in the
artworld, the discursive norms and limits of artworld Discourses should appear more
or less reasonable and natural to both. While the adoption of systematic patterns of
representation in line with the discursive norms of a field may sometimes be
strategic, it is also, more often than not, largely unconscious (Bourdieu 1977c, 655).
The concepts of linguistic capital and linguistic habitus provide a sociological
base to the concept of discursive norms and limits proposed by discourse analysis
(Foucault 1998, 52; Fairclough 2010, 30; Wodak and Meyer 2001, 47). Building on
both views, this thesis proposes the concept of Discursive Field Norms to describe
the discursive norms and limits of the Discourse of a field, which are reproduced in
correlation with the nomos and the dominant habitus of that field.

Bourdieu developed the concept of the linguistic market (which he also termed
discursive market) to explain how the value of people’s linguistic capital was
structured across different fields (Grenfell 2012, 198) and the way that this
structuring helps fashion linguistic production (ibid., 144). The relative value of
different forms of linguistic capital in a field’s linguistic market is determined in
advance as a function of the social origin of this capital. The more market-specific
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linguistic capital an agent possesses, the greater their capacity to manipulate a
market (Bourdieu and Thompson 1991, 71). However, this thesis is not particularly
concerned with how the field of OCAMs functions to produce the value of different
ways of speaking in the artworld. Rather, as its focus is on OCAMs’ construction of
reputation, it is better armed by considering a different kind of market that
accompanies fields, one that attends to the representation of value. The concept of
the linguistic market aims to apprehend how different linguistic products, such as
grammar, accent, and diction, function as capital and produce social distinctions.
This market of linguistic goods is a condition of fields, which are social markets in
which symbolic goods, such as university degrees, cars, knowledge of opera, and so
on, are recognised and come to bear on social structures. However, field theory
appears to neglect the role that discourse plays in the social market for symbolic
goods. That is, it fails to account for how representation affects hierarchies within
fields and the value of different forms of cultural capital within them. This thesis
aims to identify how representation in OCAM Discourse affects the artworld’s
hierarchy and the value of different symbolic resources within it. It is therefore the
discourse that accompanies a field’s social market for symbolic goods that this thesis
is interested in. This thesis understands the field-specific discourse that is involved
in the construction of symbolic value as a Discursive Market, a market in which
agents and symbolic resources acquire value through representation.
Bourdieu used the term symbolic goods to describe artworks because
artworks are both “a commodity and a symbolic object” (1985, 3). This thesis
repurposes this term to describe all resources that have symbolic value in a particular
field. Here, a symbolic good is therefore not necessarily material, such as an
artwork, but can be any resource of reputation, such as a tenured position in a
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university or an aptitude for oil painting. Repurposing the term symbolic good helps
the thesis to collectively describe a variety of symbolic resources, including capital,
field positions, and dispositions, that are represented in OCAM Discourse. This
allows the thesis to better analyse how OCAMs propose the value of different
resources of reputation in the artworld through representation.
This thesis proposes the term epistemic goods to describe another resource of
reputation that can be seen to acquire value through representation: bodies of
knowledge. This thesis argues that particular bodies of knowledge – knowledge of
contemporary theatre, for example – constitute epistemic goods for OCAM readers
because, upon consumption and embodiment, this knowledge can produce symbolic
profit for these readers when they perform it in the artworld. It follows from this
position that OCAMs’ representations of different bodies of knowledge come to
bear on the value of those bodies of knowledge in the artworld. This thesis is not
concerned with examining how these epistemic goods construct reputational value
for the agents that consume and perform them. Rather, because these epistemic
goods are implicated in the artworld’s relationships to other fields (for example,
OCAMs’ dissemination of theatre knowledge might bolster the artworld’s
relationship to the field of theatre), this thesis is concerned with identifying the
distinct bodies of knowledge that are disseminated through OCAM Discourse, their
relative salience, and the field structures and relationships they constitute. In
particular, the thesis is interested in how OCAM Discourse functions as a conduit
for the importation of epistemic goods into the artworld, how this importation
constitutes inter-field relationships, and how these relationships correspond to
internal oppositions in the field of OCAMs (i.e. poles of production). From a
discourse analytical perspective, bodies of knowledge are identifiable in groups of
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ideational and lexical items (i.e. concepts and terms) that are associated with the
representation of particular topoi (i.e. themes or subjects).
One might question whether OCAM Discourse is more analogous to a stock
market forecast than to the actual market relations that such a forecast represents,
which appear to be concretely produced by the social, cultural, and commercial
activities of agents in the artworld. However, unlike commodities in the stock
market, in the artworld there is no single source which establishes the value of
symbolic goods (e.g. the objective symbolic value of owning a van Gogh or having a
BFA). This is equally the case for epistemic goods, such as the value of knowing
what “accelerationism” means, or knowing how an auction house works. Yet the
value of symbolic and epistemic goods is somewhat objective. This is because the
value of these goods is produced through artworld agents’ pursuit of them and their
struggle to have the value of the goods they possess recognised. If not for the
collective recognition of what value a symbolic or epistemic good has, fields could
not exist, being that the collective playing together of agents (i.e. the collusio) is
organised around the pursuit of recognised resources and the pursuit to have the
resources one possesses recognised. It is plain to see, therefore, that the value of
these goods, collectively recognised though contested and rarely acknowledged as
symbolic, is produced, not only through material relations such as shows, sales, and
jobs, and social relations, such as being a friend, student, or colleague of the ‘right’
person, but also by discursive relations, such as a chat with a curator at an
exhibition, a letter of support, and, substantially, the reviews, editorials, and
advertisements of elite artworld media. The capacity for an agent’s discourse to
affect the value of agents and symbolic resources within the artworld, to engage in
its discursive market, is based on that agent’s discursive power.
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The notion of power is fiercely contested, with varying definitions (e.g. Emerson
1962; Foucault 1975; Giddens 1984; Blau 1986), but there is neither space nor need
to unpack this debate here. Nor is there space to comprehensively examine the
substantial debate on what constitutes discursive power. As such, this thesis restricts
its discussion of discursive power to developing a definition, accounting for its
effects, the resources that give rise to its possession, and how it is appropriated by
agents.
Discursive power is the power to constitute reality, the power to control what
can and cannot be said, and the power to consecrate what is valuable and what is
not. This view is central to Foucauldian approaches to discourse analysis, which
understand “discourses as performative statement practices which constitute reality
orders and also produce power effects” in social, institutional, and epistemic systems
(Keller 2011, 48). That is, Discourses delineate what is regarded as knowledge and
thereby produce reality and subjects (Wodak and Meyer 2001, 34–37).
Discursive power in the artworld is most simply understood as the power that
gatekeepers have to consecrate who and what is prestigious and to define “what is
art” (Baumann 2007, 56). For Bourdieu, the “efficacy of a discourse, its power to
convince, depends on the authority of the person who utters it” (Bourdieu 1977c,
653). This authority is primarily based on the possession of capital as, in “the
struggle to impose the legitimate vision”, different agents “possess power in
proportion to their symbolic capital” (Bourdieu and Thompson 1991, 106). But it is
not as simple as those who possess capital thereby possess discursive power.
Discursive power, although always based on the possession of capital, is sometimes
afforded on the basis of a field’s recognition of an agent’s legitimate capacity to act
as a representative for that field. It is most significantly afforded to those who
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perform the role of spokesperson. This is because the “real source of the magic of
performative utterances [is the] mystery of ministry […] which constitutes the
legitimate representative as an agent capable of acting on the social world through
words” (Bourdieu and Thompson 1991, 75). The mystery of ministry is, therefore,
the opaque process whereby the capital of an agent is collectively recognised by a
group and provides the basis for their ascension to the position of spokesperson for
that group. Through their positions, spokespeople function to embody, represent,
and mobilise a group’s symbolic capital (ibid., 109–110). Through their functions as
art critics, news organisations, and advertisers, and being endowed with the
substantial volume of symbolic capital required to legitimately evaluate and
consecrate, dominant OCAMs can be understood as artworld spokespeople, a role
that makes them ideal candidates for examining the discursive construction of
artistic reputation.
A final aspect of discursive power that must be addressed is the competition
between different agents who seek to appropriate it. For example, although the
discourse of prominent critics such as Clement Greenberg and Michael Fried held
dominance over competing interpretation in the heyday of American abstract
expressionism (Harris 2008, 35), the discursive power of art critics has since been
largely supplanted by new gatekeepers, as previously noted. The power the Western
artworld has recently secured over the value and meaning of art from geographically
peripheral art markets (Harris 2013, 536) can be seen as an example of a struggle
over discursive power at an international level.
For Foucault, it is Discourses, not agents, who “compete for legitimate
classification power” (Keller 2011, 58). Similarly, for CDA, “discourses are
classification in its textual mode”, that is, they are “forms of power” (Fairclough
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2010, 185), although CDA, in contrast to Foucault, also sees individuals as
instrumental in Discourses. Bourdieu disagrees with both positions, insisting that
symbolic power does not reside in Discourses, individuals, or both, but in the
historically determined structural relationships between practices and individuals in
a field (Bourdieu 1977b, 21; Bourdieu and Thompson 1991, 170). Although
conflicting with Foucauldian and CDA positions on what constitutes the true source
of discursive power, Bourdieu agrees with their notion that Discourses can have the
power to construct reality. Speaking of the Discourse of globalisation, he states “this
double discourse […] is endowed with the performative power to bring into being
the very realities it claims to describe” (Bourdieu and Wacquant 2001, 14).
Therefore, for Bourdieu, a Discourse can have power but this power is always based
on and is an expression of struggles between agents and struggles between fields.
It is also crucial to recognise that the claims to symbolic authority implied in
OCAMs’ representations of the artworld are unavoidable because, in “any given
social formation, the agencies which objectively lay claim to the legitimate exercise
of a power of symbolic imposition […] necessarily enter into relations of
competition” (Bourdieu and Passerson 1990, 18). That is, because fields are sites of
constant competition, every representation is an act of imposition which draws
legitimacy from the position and capital of the agent who articulated it. This means
that dominant OCAMs, on the basis of what they say, their field positions, and the
capital they possess, must constantly compete in their pursuit to legitimately
represent the artworld. It is also crucial to recognise that competition between
OCAMs over discursive power also constitutes competition between the poles of
production in the field of OCAMs so that OCAMs’ discourse practices function as a
means of competition between these poles.
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An aspect of Bourdieu’s account of discursive power that must be adapted
for this thesis is its neglect of how discursive power is reliant on means of discourse
production. In line with the premise put forward by CDA that discourse has its own
specific generative force, this thesis accords with the position that the availability
and operationalisation of communication technologies are determinant of agents’
capacities to communicate with the field (Benson 2006, 196; Fairclough 2007, 136–
137).
This thesis defines discursive power as an agent’s capacity to legitimately
define the meaning or value of agents, symbolic resources, bodies of knowledge,
other fields, and dispositions in a particular field through discourse, a capacity
conferred on the basis of field position, possession of capital, and use of
communication technologies.

In order to analyse the discursive construction of reputation at the level of
statements, this chapter must also develop a position on performative utterances. For
Austin, utterances are “performative” when they involve “the performing of an
action” (Austin 1962, 7), when they do something in the social world. However,
from a field theory perspective, his account of circumstances reduces social context
to that which can be understood through his linguistic rules, failing to recognise that
the social context can have determinate effects on those rules by affecting the
meaning, understandings, performative capacity, and even felicity of utterances.
Moreover, Austin does not recognise that all use of language is, in one way or
another, performative. The notion of being the appropriate person, as with a captain
naming a ship, is also seen as lacking in that it fails to account for the subtle power
relations and contextual factors (e.g. possession of capital and field-specific rules)
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that may make utterances performative in one setting and not in another. Because
Austin’s concept overlooks these often-determining factors, seeing the rules of
linguistic exchange as based nearly exclusively on language and institutionalised
roles (Bourdieu 1985, 13), it cannot capture the dialectic processes between field
and discourse this thesis aims to understand. From a Bourdieusian perspective,
performative utterances imply “an overt claim” to possess discursive power – a
claim to the legitimate power to impose meaning (Bourdieu and Thompson 1991,
75), a power which Austin’s focus overlooks. The efficacy of a performative
utterance is therefore here seen as based, not simply on linguistic conventions but on
the structural characteristics of fields and the legitimate right to symbolic violence.
However, an issue with Bourdieu’s account of the performative aspect of
discourse is that it largely ignores the moment of communicative interaction, an
aspect of social construction that Goffman’s concept of performance (1990) captures
very well. There are many theoretical lines which could be drawn between the
conception of performative utterances adopted by this thesis and Goffman’s
dramaturgical theory (e.g. incorporating his concepts of Front, Settings, Teams, and
so on) but such theoretical gymnastics would contribute little. The premises of
Goffman’s theory that are crucial to the concept of performance proposed here are,
firstly, that performance is intrinsic to all social interaction so that in every social
interaction there exist performers and audiences (at least one of each) (ibid., 8), and
secondly, that performances require the presentation of information that supports the
integrity of the performance and the suppression of information that could disturb it
(ibid., 87). Statements that represent hierarchies or symbolic resources, or imply
norms, are therefore never neutral and never devoid of calculation, although this
calculation may be largely unconscious. In fact, it is not just statements in OCAM
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texts but all OCAM discourse (e.g. images, genres, lists) that performs a fostered
representation of reality which aims to be recognised as authentic by an artworld
audience. Of course, the fostered representations that the performative utterances of
OCAMs propagate can only succeed in transforming the artworld to the extent that
these representations are believable to their readers. This can be seen to accord with
Grice’s conversational maxim of Quality (1975), suggesting that OCAMs are
unlikely to make claims which would likely be interpreted as untrue by the artistic
community. It must be noted that, for Bourdieu, “the power to manipulate if not to
create opinions […] can work only to the extent that they encounter and reinforce
predispositions (e.g. the relationship between a newspaper and its readers)”
(Bourdieu 1977b, 25) so that the strength of ideas is reliant on their capacity to
sustain power relations. Although this thesis accepts that people are unlikely to be
easily convinced of things that they are ideologically or economically opposed to,
the creation and naturalisation of new categories through media discourse, such as
tween, hipster, sporty, and so on, should not be solely reduced to audience interests.
This thesis therefore takes the position that performative utterances need to adhere to
the maxim of quality, that they are unlikely to be accepted as true if they conflict
with the interests of the audience, but that the discursive power of the performer and
the extent that the vision proposed has already been naturalised are also factors in
the capacity of utterances to manipulate and create opinions. This understanding of
performative utterances is applied in the analysis of linguistic devices (see chapters
Eight and Nine) and informs the development of the concept of performances of
reputation, which will be unpacked in Chapter Nine.
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4.5. Bourdieusian Discourse Analysis. As discussed in the previous section,
Bourdieusian studies of language, those which can be seen to follow his Linguistic
Ethnography (e.g. Albright and Luke 2008), are concerned with the relationship
between linguistic capital, linguistic variation, and social origin, and are not
particularly instructive for developing the conceptual framework and methodology
required by this thesis (see Appendix K for a fuller account of linguistic
ethnography and a broader discussion of its utility for this thesis). Another approach
that builds on field theory emerged from discourse analytic research rather than
sociology and, recognising discourse as a generative force in its own right, provides
vital theoretical contributions to this thesis. Although it has not been named as such,
for purposes of explication this thesis groups this research together under the title
Bourdieusian Discourse Analysis (BDA) (the approaches discussed below are also
further unpacked in Appendix K).

The most important premise put forward by BDA research is that discourse
“not only represents social, political and economic hierarchies of more and less
valued subject positions but, through representation, also constitutes them”
(Angermuller 2018, 2). Proposing that representation can transform field structures
as well as expressing them marks the break from field theory’s linguistic
ethnography. For Angermuller, discourse is itself a form of capital, discursive
capital, which accords with Bourdieu’s view that “discourse is a symbolic asset
which can receive different values depending on the market on which it is offered”
(Bourdieu 1977a, 651).
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Building on Angermuller’s work, a substantial attempt at developing a BDA
approach was put forward by Hamann et al. (2019), which the authors describe as a
Discourse-Dispositif-Field Approach. However, although theoretically connecting
fields and discourse in a meaningful way, this approach is essentially Foucauldian
and so does not significantly engage in qualitative text analysis33 (i.e. the analysis of
statements). There is therefore little this approach can offer this analysis.
Meadows (2009) adopted a Bourdieusian approach to qualitative text
analysis when examining how students discursively mobilise symbolic capital in an
institutional setting. His account evidenced the verbal mobilisation of capital and the
fact that such mobilisation can be contested. By capturing this contest, his account,
in effect, evidences a contest for discursive power waged through performative
utterances. However, Meadows’s account of the discursive mobilisation of symbolic
capital remains partial because it overlooks discursive power, the role of nomos,
other fields, field structures, the use of linguistic devices, as well as overlooking the
representation of other field-specific resources that might be mobilised by agents,
such as representations of field positions. Nor does his analysis attend to the
particular species, states, and forms of capital represented.
A vital contribution from BDA research is the concept of trans-epistemic
discursive fields, understood to describe the broad network of distinct field-specific
Discourses in which a field is located. Trans-epistemic discursive fields are
constituted by the different bodies of knowledge which move between different
fields in the form of discourse, thereby accumulating meaning. For example, our
understanding of the economy is produced through the Discourse of the field of
economics, but also through media and other academic Discourses (Maesse 2015).
33 The approach’s incorporation of Foucault’s premises also presents a number of issues with some
foundational premises of field theory (see Appendix K).
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One consequence of this perspective is that the Discourse of a field is seen to be
composed, to varying degrees, of discourse from other fields (also made clear by
Fairclough concepts of interdiscursivity (e.g. Fairclough 2003, 32–35) and
recontextualisation (e.g. ibid., 52)). Illustrated in Figure 4.5, although a field may
have its own specific Discourse, this Discourse intercourses with the Discourses of
other fields, thereby transforming the meaning of concepts and utterances and
forging inter-field relationships through exchanges of knowledge. All field-specific
Discourses therefore contain trans-epistemic discursive fields and it is the discursive
exchange of knowledge between fields that constitutes these spaces. An important
correlative feature of inter-field exchange is the conversion of capital from one field
to another – symbolic exchange.

Figure 4.5. The Inter-Field Relationships Constituted by Trans-epistemic Exchange
in Discursive Fields
Source: Figure Provided by Author
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Another useful concept provided by BDA is spectral performativity, which
proposes that because the discourse in a field has “a multiplicity of origins”, bodies
of knowledge and concepts can simultaneously perform different functions within
fields (Maesse 2015, 28–29). Spectral performativity proposes that concepts, such as
‘the economy’ or ‘globalisation’, are characterised by a discontinuity of meaning
produced by variations in origin and interpretive contexts and that these different
meanings can perform different functions in different contexts. This suggests that
the meanings of a word or phrase exist on a spectrum of possible meanings made
available by agents’ subjective interpretations and uses of those words and phrases,
as well as by the spectrum of contexts (i.e. fields) in which they occur. Spectral
performativity also refers to the spectrum of discursive forms which a concept can
take. For example, in the artworld, knowledge can take a number of discursive
forms, such as a theory, an artwork, an article, a performance, a presentation, and so
on. These forms are instruments which channel knowledge into the artworld,
contributing to its constitution. A key premise implied by the concept of spectral
performativity is that an individual representation of a single form of capital can
constitute the articulation of different species simultaneously. For example, the
position of editor for Art in America is a form of journalistic capital in the
journalistic field but is also a form of artistic capital in the artworld. This is because
the publication is epistemically and symbolically positioned in both the journalistic
field and the artworld. Therefore, a representation of this position can constitute the
representation of two species of capital within a single form. As identified in pilot
studies (see Appendix F), the discourse of OCAMs is mobilised in two key fields:
readers and advertisers – the artworld and the field of commerce. Following from
this, distinct representations of a specific resource can not only make reference to
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the possession of different species of capital simultaneously but can also potentially
mobilise these species for recognition in different fields simultaneously. This
process has significant implications for the discursive construction of reputation and
reference to the condition of spectral performativity will be made throughout the
following chapters.

4.6. A Conceptual Framework to Analyse the Discourse of a Field
The conceptual framework developed in this chapter directs analysis to the internal
structure of the field of OCAMs, the discursive power of OCAMs, the discursive
field norms of OCAM Discourse, the linguistic means through which OCAMs
construct reputation, the field relationships OCAM Discourse constructs in the
artworld, and the discursive means through which OCAM Discourse constructs the
value of symbolic and epistemic goods in the artworld.
To identify the role discursive power plays in the construction of reputation
by OCAMs, the thesis addresses the research sub-question: How do OCAMs acquire
the capacity to discursively construct reputation?
To identify the role discursive fields norms play in the construction of
reputation by OCAMs, the thesis addresses the research sub-question: How is the
discursive construction of reputation by OCAMs regulated?
To identify how OCAMs construct reputation through representation, the
thesis addresses the research sub-question: How do OCAMs linguistically construct
reputation?
To identify the role played by OCAMs in the artworld’s discursive market,
the thesis addresses the research sub-question: How do OCAMs propose the value of
different reputational resources within the artworld?
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To identify the role field structures play in the construction of reputation by
OCAMs, the thesis addresses the research sub-question: How do internal and
external structures in the field of OCAMs affect how OCAMs construct reputation?

4.7. Conclusion
This chapter appropriated and adapted concepts from field theory and discourse
analysis to develop a conceptual framework suitable to the analysis of how
reputation is constructed through discourse in the artworld. This framework
develops the concepts of discursive markets, discursive power, performative
statements, and symbolic goods, and introduces the concepts of discursive field
norms and epistemic goods, thereby constituting the relevant research objects for
empirical analysis. The chapter then developed a set of research sub-questions to
direct empirical analysis of these research objects. Drawing on the methodological
frameworks of field theory and discourse analysis, the following chapter develops a
novel methodology to address these research sub-questions. The conceptual
framework developed here and the methodology developed in the following chapter
thereby provide a discursive field approach which allows this thesis to address the
primary research question: How is reputation produced through discourse in the
field of OCAMs?
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Chapter Five
Methodology

5.1. Introduction
Chapter Four developed a conceptual framework to address the primary research
question: How is reputation constructed through discourse in the field of OCAMs?
This framework directed analysis to the roles played by field structures, discursive
field norms, discursive power, performative statements, and the artworld’s
discursive market, and provided the following research sub-questions to guide this
analysis: How do OCAMs acquire the capacity to discursively construct reputation?
How is the discursive construction of reputation by OCAMs regulated? How is
reputation linguistically constructed by OCAMs? How do OCAMs propose the
value of different symbolic resources within the artworld? And, how do internal and
external structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’ construction of
reputation? This chapter develops a methodology to address these sub-questions,
thereby allowing the thesis to address the primary research question.

This chapter first introduces the methodology of the thesis and outlines the methods
each chapter employs to address the research sub-questions. It next briefly
introduces the corpora compiled by the thesis. The chapter then unpacks the
methods employed to analyse the field of OCAMs, the Discourse of OCAMs, and
OCAM texts.

5.2. A Discursive Field Methodology
The conceptual framework and methodology developed by the thesis together
propose a novel approach to analysing the Discourse of a field – a discursive field
approach. The methodology of this discursive field approach combines field
analysis, corpus linguistic analysis, and qualitative text analysis.
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Chapter Six employs field analysis and qualitative text analysis to address
the research sub-questions: How do OCAMs acquire the capacity to discursively
construct reputation? And, how do internal and external structures in the field of
OCAMs affect the construction of reputation by OCAMs? Chapter Seven employs
qualitative text analysis and corpus linguistic analysis to address the research subquestion: How is the discursive construction of reputation by OCAMs regulated?
Chapters Eight and Nine employ qualitative text analysis to address the research
sub-question: How do OCAMs linguistically construct reputation? Chapter Ten
employs corpus linguistic analysis and qualitative text analysis to address the
research sub-questions: How do OCAMs propose the value of different reputational
resources within the artworld? And, how do internal and external structures in the
field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’ construction of reputation? Chapter Eleven draws
the findings of these chapters together to address the primary research question:
How is reputation constructed through discourse in the field of OCAMs?

5.3. Corpora
The corpora analysed by the thesis are briefly introduced here to inform the
following discussion of methods. These corpora were compiled at different stages of
analysis on the basis of findings from corpus linguistic and qualitative text analysis.
The justifications for the selection and compilation of these corpora and their further
unpacking are therefore provided in the appropriate chapters.
Two pilot corpora were compiled for preliminary qualitative text analysis.
To select the research subjects most suitable to achieving the aims of this thesis, the
Art Organisation Corpus was the first corpus compiled. This corpus comprises the
About pages of a museum, an educational institution, and an OCAM, namely the
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Irish Museum of Modern Art, the Städelschule,34 and e-flux, compiled on
03/06/2016, 04/05/2016 and 12/01/2016, respectively. It contains 1,511 words. Eflux’s About page can be accessed through the hyperlink in Table 5.1. This section
does not provide links for IMMA’s or the Städelschule’s About pages as they have
been significantly amended since these texts were extracted. The complete About
pages of IMMA and the Städelschule are available in Appendices H and I.
Having used the Art Organisation Corpus to select OCAMs as appropriate
research subjects, the thesis then compiled a 4,000-word pilot corpus of OCAM
texts which was analysed to guide the development of a suitable conceptual
framework and methodology. This pilot corpus was later repurposed to analyse the
semantic prosody and use of voice in OCAM texts and is hereon titled the Prosody
and Voice Corpus (P&V Corpus). The P&V Corpus comprises three ARTnews
Reviews, three e-flux Announcements, and both magazines’ About pages. Text
selection involved selecting the first article to appear on ARTnews’ homepage
(‘There She Blows: Geoffrey Farmer Builds a Geyser in the Canadian Pavilion’) and
then an article on e-flux’s website that represented the same event (‘National Gallery
of Canada. Geoffrey Farmer’s A way out of the mirror, a success at the Venice
Biennale 2017’). To bolster this comparative corpus, two more articles were
gathered from each site, selected on the basis of their appearance on the home pages
on both websites on 26/11/2017 (date of compilation), along with both magazines’
About pages. Table 5.1 provides the titles of these texts and hyperlinks where they
can be accessed.

34 Also see Appendix G for preliminary analysis of an Announcement page on the Städelschule’s
website.
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Text
ARTnews 1

Title
There She Blows:
Geoffrey Farmer
Builds a Geyser in the
Canadian Pavilion
Fright Show: Peabody
Essex Museum
Examines the Art of
Horror and Sci-Fi Film
Posters
Stranger in a Strange
Land: A Rashid
Johnson Show
Resonates in Rural
England
About
National Gallery of
Canada. Geoffrey
Farmer’s A way out of
the mirror, a success at
the Venice Biennale
2017
Nadia Kaabi-Linke
Sealed Time

Date
05/09/17

Museum der Moderne
Salzburg.
Space&Photography
e-flux 4
About
Table 5.1. Prosody and Voice Corpus

25/11/17

ARTnews 2

ARTnews 3

ARTnews 4
e-flux 1

e-flux 2

e-flux 3

11/17/17

Hyperlink
http://www.artnews.com/2017/0
5/09/there-she-blows-geoffreyfarmer-builds-a-geyser-in-thecanadian-pavilion/
http://www.artnews.com/2017/1
1/17/fright-show-peabodyessex-museum-examines-arthorror-sci-fi/

09/08/17

http://www.artnews.com/2017/0
9/08/stranger-in-a-strange-landa-rashid-johnson-showresonates-in-rural-england/

26/11/17

http://www.artnews.com/about/
https://www.eflux.com/announcements/15513
6/geoffrey-farmer-s-a-way-outof-the-mirror-an-enormoussuccess-at-the-venice-biennale2017/
https://www.eflux.com/announcements/16494
1/nadia-kaabi-linkesealed-time/
https://www.eflux.com/announcements/15097
5/space-photography/
https://www.e-flux.com/about

26/11/17

-

Following analyses of these pilot corpora and the resultant development of an
appropriate conceptual framework and methodology, the thesis compiled the
Website Corpus for corpus linguistic analysis of OCAM Discourse and compiled the
Article Corpus for qualitative text analysis of OCAM texts.
Selecting suitable OCAMs for the compilation of the Website Corpus involved
first extracting all available data from the websites of Artforum, ARTnews, Artsy,
Frieze, e-flux, and OPEN. This initial selection of magazines was based on the
common knowledge that these magazines occupy relatively dominant positions in
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the artworld and are loosely representative of positions across the field of OCAMs,
with Artforum in the centre and most dominant, Frieze near the centre and dominant,
ARTnews at the commercial pole and dominant, Artsy at the commercial pole and
less dominant, e-flux at the cultural pole and dominant, and OPEN at the cultural
pole and less dominant. Having examined the individual corpora compiled from
each magazine’s website, the thesis then selected Artforum, ARTnews, Artsy, and eflux to compile the Website Corpus. This initial identification of agents and
positions was seen as a necessary assumption. Such assumptions are necessary, to
varying degrees, in all field research that is not drawing on existing analyses of a
field. For example, in Grenfell and Hardy’s analysis of the field of British
contemporary artists in the 1990s (2003), they selected Damien Hirst as “an anchor”
to ground qualitative comparisons with other agents (Grenfell and Hardy 2003, 27–
28). The selection of Hirst as a significant and suitable anchor involves an
assumption about his suitability. However, this assumption can be seen as based on
the common knowledge that the YBAs are an identifiable national and generational
group of artists of whom Damien Hirst is the most prominent member. Furthermore,
taking into account these researchers’ experience of the artworld, this assumption
can also be seen as based on decades of informal participant observation in the
artworld. The initial selection of magazines for the Website Corpus is based on
similar common knowledge and artworld experience.
The Website Corpus was compiled on 05/03/2017 from the websites of
ARTnews, Artsy, Artforum, and e-flux using the corpus linguistic software Sketch
Engine. It contains approximately four million words. It must be noted that the
website of Artsy was not as amenable to extraction as the websites of the other
magazines. As such, data was extracted from Artsy’s article genres but not from its
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online auction genres. As Artsy’s article genres constitute the majority of its
published data and because Artsy’s auction pages primarily contain titles, artwork
information, and interactive buttons, rather than journalistic or evaluative discourse
(e.g. articles, reviews, commentaries), this limitation was deemed acceptable
provided it is accounted for in analysis. In order to determine the statistical
significance of results, this corpus was compared with the English Web Corpus 2013
(enTenTen13), a 20-billion-word reference corpus of online discourse. EnTenTen13
is available through subscription at www.sketchengine.eu.
The Article Corpus was compiled on 07/05/2018 by extracting texts from the
website pages of ARTnews and e-flux. It contains approximately 46,000 words and is
categorised according to OCAM and OCAM genre. The rationale for the selection of
these texts is provided in Chapter Six.

5.4. Field Analysis
Bourdieu did not lay out detailed instructions on how to do field analysis because of
his view, shared by CDA, that analysis should be deductive and methods should
develop through recursive engagement with the research object (Swartz 2008, 46;
Wodak and Meyer 2001, 167). The essential aspect of a field theory methodology is
the attendance to three distinct levels of a field: (i) the field’s relationship to other
fields, (ii) the internal structure of the field, and (iii) the habitus of agents within the
field (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992, 104–5; Bourdieu 1996, 215). These levels need
not be attended to in any particular order and each level can be focused on to
varying extents depending on the research object – “there is no one methodological
orthodoxy to which anyone can conform” (Grenfell 2011, 65). The advantage of
attending to each level, at least to some extent, is that the correlation between macro
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and meso social structures and micro cognitive structures can be examined, thereby
providing an understanding of how these levels are mutually constitutive. Chapter
Six accounts for both the structure of the field of OCAMs and the habitus of
OCAMs, while chapters Six and Ten account for how the field of OCAMs functions
as a conduit between the artworld and other legitimating fields. This section will
next discuss the decision to forgo ethnographic methods and then outline the field
analytical methods employed by the thesis.

5.4.1. Forgoing Ethnography. Both field theory and the DRA advocate the use of
ethnographic methods (Blommaert 2015, 4; Grenfell 2012, 120; Fairclough 2010,
51). However, these methods are not considered suitable for the analysis of OCAM
Discourse for a number of reasons, some of which have been outlined in previous
chapters (also see the discussion of linguistic ethnography in Appendix K). The key
issue with ethnographic methods is that the data they could obtain from agents
within OCAMs and OCAM readers would be of limited reliability and utility. A
significant issue with using OCAM agents (e.g. editors or writers) as ethnographic
subjects is that the focus of the thesis is the role the discourse of OCAMs plays in
the artworld’s reputational economy and not the internal dynamics of OCAMs. This
thesis therefore requires only a cursory account, if any, of OCAMs as fields, and so
does not require an account of the relationship between the habitus of different
agents within the ‘organisation as a field’, which is the type of data organisational
field analysis typically seeks to obtain.
Because the instrumental and unconscious processes involved in OCAMs’
constructions of reputation are necessarily disguised (due to nomos and doxa), a
second issue is that OCAM editors and writers are likely to provide biased or doxic
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accounts of their practices. These accounts could therefore not directly provide
reliable data but would need to be subjected to substantial analysis themselves
(because the researcher will likely ask the subject to speak of that which cannot be
spoken). That said, participant observation of the habitus of OCAM editors and
writers would help to account for the capital and dispositions of OCAMs as
organisations. However, as dominant OCAMs are popular media organisations,
biographic data that reveals the capital possessed by their editors and writers is
publicly available. In fact, it is actively disseminated. Furthermore, data pertaining
to the dispositions of OCAMs can be satisfactorily gathered from insider accounts
and media publications, in combination with qualitative text analysis of these
organisations’ websites, which typically include statements of aims and expressions
of attitudes on their About pages.
Ethnographic data gathered from OCAM readers would also be of limited
utility and would also require substantial analysis to yield any reliable findings. It
would be of limited utility because the primary research object is the discourse of
OCAMs and not variations in the habitus of OCAM readers or their interpretations
of OCAM Discourse. It must be acknowledged that data on the social origin of
OCAM readers would be useful to examine the role OCAM Discourse plays in the
reproduction of class relations in the artworld, but this examination would require a
very different approach than that employed here, and would provide a limited
contribution to achieving the aim of the thesis. It must also be recognised that data
on readers’ interpretations of OCAM Discourse could inform or support the
interpretations of OCAM Discourse performed in this thesis. However, given that
discursive constructions of reputation are deemed to require substantial field and
discourse analysis to satisfactorily explicate in the first place, this data could only
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reveal readers’ lay and on-the-spot interpretations of the discursive construction of
reputation. As such interpretations would require substantial qualitative text analysis
to extract meaningful results, and given that these results would be of limited utility,
ethnographic analysis of OCAM readers’ interpretations of OCAM Discourse is also
deemed unsuitable. This sub-section is not intended as a critique of the utility of
ethnography. Rather, it has aimed to lay out that ethnographic methods, widely
employed in field analyses and the DRA, are unsuitable for this thesis.

5.4.2. Methods of Field Analysis. To gather sociological data, Bourdieu performed
statistical analysis on surveys of thousands of people, thereby constructing a “cloud
of individuals”. The analysis of this cloud required complex mathematics in the
form of multiple correspondence analysis (Grenfell 2012, 90–94). This method of
data reduction is akin to factor analysis (ibid.). Such a comprehensive undertaking is
not possible for this thesis, and, again, given that its primary focus is the discourse
of OCAMs, comparing the biographical data of thousands of individuals is not
considered to be particularly useful.
In this thesis, field analysis is performed through qualitative text analysis of
OCAM websites and by analysing publicly available data. Qualitative text analysis,
discussed in the following section, provides data by attending to OCAMs’ selfrepresentation. Analysing publicly available data is a particularly useful method as it
allows the thesis to, firstly, draw on findings from existing analyses of the artworld
(e.g. Bourdieu 1996; van Maanen 2009) and the fields of media (e.g. Couldry 2003;
Hesmondhalgh 2006; Benson 2004), commerce (e.g. Bourdieu 2005; Lebaron
2001), and academia (e.g. Duzack 1994; Bourdieu 2009; Maesse 2015), and
secondly, to gather data from magazines, newspapers, books, and websites,
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understood as “insider accounts”, the like of which Bourdieu’s own analyses relied
upon heavily (Blommaert 2015, 8). Highlighting their utility for field analysis,
Grenfell and Hardy (2003) point out:

[Genet-Delacroix] insisted on using only historically contemporary insider
accounts, such as reviews, letters, and diaries. As artefacts produced within the
field, they contain structural homologies inherent in it. By using them, it is
possible to uncover elements of the field structure: the configurations of
capital, relations, and its logic. (24)

What Genet-Delacroix (1999) insists on is the way that the discursive artefacts
produced by agents within a field exhibit the structural homologies inherent to the
logic of that field (between fields and between habitus and field), as well as
exhibiting the configurations and relationships of the specific species and forms of
capital that are active in the field. As such, reviewing accounts of the field of
OCAMs provided by artists, journalists, art historians, art critics, and so on, allows
the thesis to efficiently gather data on the field of OCAMs in ways that largely avoid
the issues of bias and distortion that interviews or surveys might introduce.

Regardless of how biographical data is gathered, an essential question for all field
analyses is: How does one concretely measure the possession of capital? (Benson
2006, 190). To measure the capital possessed by a media organisation, Duval (2005)
developed a number of indicators in his analysis of the field of French businessspecific journalism. Volume of economic capital was approximated by attending to
“form of ownership, financial links to other media outlets, size of audience,
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percentage of audience composed of business owners and managers, and percentage
of revenues from advertising”. Specific journalistic capital was approximated by
attending to the “size of the economic reporting beat”,35 and symbolic capital was
approximated by attending to “the geographic location of the main office […],
attachment to the French ‘political/literary’ journalistic tradition […], the direction
of the media outlet by a journalist or former journalist, and proportion of journalists
employed having graduated from one of the prestigious journalism graduate
schools” (Benson 2006, 160). Species and forms of capital being specific to fields,
this thesis cannot simply appropriate Duval’s indicators, but they do provide
examples of the species and forms that can be considered. Grenfell and Hardy
provide a set of indicators of symbolic capital in the artworld. Drawing on insider
accounts, the indicators they propose to measure an artist’s symbolic capital are:
“Age, Geographical Location, Social Origins, Artistic Education, and Commercial
Connections” (Grenfell and Hardy 2003, 30). In their study of the artistic
communities of St Ives, they attend to the specificities of the sub-field, attending to
the following constituent forms: age, origin, Cornish connections, family, education,
art schools/groups, and public honours (Grenfell and Hardy 2006, 79). The authors
further demonstrated this approach by categorising Young British Artists according
to age, origins, ethnicity, education, art schools, art galleries, and artistic output.
Somewhat unsurprisingly, this analysis revealed that an artist who “is white; in his
or her 30s; art school trained, preferably at Goldsmiths college; and who is London
based is well positioned in the field and is likely to be successful” (Grenfell and
Hardy 2003, 31). A key distinction between these approaches and that of this thesis
is that OCAMs are understood as operating in the artworld and the fields of media
35 Economic reporting beat refers to “specialized reporting”, “in-depth reporting on a particular
issue, sector, organization, or institution over time” (Wikipedia).
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and commerce simultaneously and, as such, their capital is seen as drawn, to varying
extents, from these different fields. The thesis attends to OCAMs’ possession of
these species in Chapter Six. Preliminary analysis of pilot corpora identified species
of capital significant for the analysis of the habitus of OCAMs. These species are
outlined in Table 5.2.

Capital
Commercial

Forms
Commercial capital is assessed by identifying the quantity and
quality of readership and advertising clients.
Social
Social capital is assessed by identifying OCAMs’ relationships
with other organisations and individuals, and by identifying
owners’, editors’, and writers’ relationships with other
organisations and individuals.
Cultural
Cultural capital is assessed by attending to the institutional
recognition of each magazine (i.e. awards or instances of
institutional recognition in the fields of art, media, or commerce)
and the cultural capital of owners, editors, and writers (e.g.
educational level, artist CV, journalist CV, awards).
Objectified
Objectified symbolic capital is approximated by attending to the
geographic location of OCAM premises.
Table 5.2. OCAM Preliminary Criteria for Capital Analysis

Having established this preliminary list of species and forms, the chapter must now
address how the relative value of species and forms can be approximated.
Bourdieu’s statistical analysis of questionnaire data is a common method upon
which approximations are based. Nalaskowski and Dejna employed a similar but
more accessible method of approximation. To analyse the symbolic capital of young
people (aged 15–25), they developed a questionnaire to measure their subjects’
economic, social, cultural, and symbolic capital. The questionnaire asked a variety
of questions, taking account of indicators such as “age, gender, place of residence of
the respondents, or the school they attended”, as well as asking hypothetical
questions, including questions pertaining to health, legal, and financial problems.
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Based on their answers, agents’ possession of capital was estimated on a points scale
of 0 to 10 points in the case of economic and social capital, and a scale of 0 to 11 in
the case of cultural capital; “the larger the sum”, the “richer” a person is
symbolically (Nalaskowski and Dejna 2015, 690). As previously discussed,
ethnographic methods are not considered suitable for achieving the aims of this
thesis. However, the authors’ adoption of a scale to quantify the volume of capital
possessed is obviously useful. The inescapable issue with all such quantification is
that, because the value of capital is always only subjectively approximated by any
agent in a field, and because this value is inherently relative and constantly changes
based on internal struggles or external pressures, such approximations place sole
responsibility on the researcher to adequately identify the relative value of different
species and forms of capital. Nalaskowski and Dejna’s points scales can therefore be
seen as reflecting their subjective views on the value of different forms of capital.
This is most clearly evident in their adaption of the variability of points allocated to
particular answers. For example, for one question which measured formal
competences, such as driver licences, language certificates, and professional
qualifications, subjects were awarded from one to three points, and in another,
which measured “success in competitions, contests, events, involvement in
important social enterprises”, subjects were awarded a maximum of one point. This
exact quantification of the relative value of different species is problematic,
objectifying as it does the researcher’s own assumptions about the differences in
value. However, some subjective approximations must be made and these
necessarily become objectified through the data in one form or another (i.e.
numerically quantified or otherwise). This objectification is a feature of sociological
research because, in contrast to first-order practices such as biology, social sciences
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have to theoretically construct their objects of research prior to empirical
examination (Gunnell 1998), as is the case here for fields, species of capital, and so
on.
In accounting for the habitus of OCAMs in terms of capital, this thesis aims
for the least problematic approximation by accounting for how much of each species
an OCAM possesses relative to other OCAMs. This also involves imposing an
objectifying scale (i.e. none, low, medium, high, very high) but has the advantage of
not relying on assumptions about the differences in the value of different species and
forms, although within analysis such value must sometimes be approximated
through interpretation.

5.5. Discourse Analysis
In this thesis, Discourse analysis specifically refers to the analysis of OCAM
Discourse (i.e. the distinct and identifiable Discourse of the field of OCAMs) as
distinct from qualitative text analysis, which refers to the analysis of OCAM texts,
although these analyses cannot be accomplished as discretely as their delineation
may suggest. This section first unpacks the method of corpus linguistics and outlines
how it is used to analyse interdiscursive relationships and the circulation of
epistemic goods. The section then outlines how the thesis analyses OCAM
Discourse for salient features potentially related to the construction of reputation.

5.5.1. Corpus Linguistics, Interdiscursivity, and Epistemic Goods. Corpus
linguistics can be divided into corpus-based and corpus-driven approaches. This
thesis is most appropriately described as corpus-driven as the data which it gathers
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informs the development of novel linguistic constructs (Heine and Narrog 2010, 3).36
Approaches are further distinguished by type of corpora, including specialised,
generalised, monitor, learner, parallel, comparable, and so on (Bennett 2010, 13).
Given the specificity of OCAM Discourse, the corpora compiled for use by the
thesis are specialised corpora. The fundamental criteria for corpus linguistic analysis
are that “the corpus should be large enough to warrant computer-aided analysis, it
should be representative of a language type (genre, dialect, etc.), it must be machine
readable, it can act as a standard reference for what is common in language, [and] it
is usually annotated” (McEnery 2016). The Website Corpus totals 5,273,095 words,
is representative of OCAM Discourse (Artforum: 744,205 words, ARTnews:
1,952,306 words, Artsy: 707,137 words, and e-flux: 1,869,447), and is annotated
using SketchEngine, comfortably meeting these criteria.

Corpus linguistics relies on software and the programmes available are suited to
different tasks. The rationale for using the programme Sketch Engine, as opposed to
comparable programmes such as AntConc or WordSmith, is that Sketch Engine’s
analytic tools are better suited to the types of analysis this thesis requires. The tools
that most set Sketch Engine apart and make it suitable for this analysis are the
WebBootCat Tool, which allows for the extraction of data from websites, and the
TreeTagger Tool, which automatically annotates corpora according to a tagset
(tagsets are lists of part-of-speech tags).
The WordSketch tool is used to gather frequency data on the behaviour of
individual words (more precisely, it does this for a lemma, a lemma being the root
grammatical item of a word (e.g. ‘bring’ is the lemma of ‘bringing’ and ‘brought’)).
36 It is, however, important to state that this development of concepts also relies heavily on text
analysis and so is not ‘driven’ by corpus linguistic data to the extent that the term corpus-driven may
suggest.
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For example, a WordSketch of the word “artist” in the Artforum sub-corpus shows
that its most frequent modifiers are “contemporary” (125/1,276), “international”
(82/1,276), and “young” (54/1,276). However, just because a word occurs more
often than another word does not mean that is more significant. Statistical
significance is usually measured using a Mutual Information (MI) score. In Sketch
Engine, MI scores are automatically calculated using the following Log Dice
formula: 14 + log2 2 · ||w1, R, w2|| / ||w1, R, ∗|| + ||∗, ∗, w2||. Without unpacking the
mathematics of this equation, reductively, an MI score measures the statistical
significance of how often a word co-occurs in the context of another word by
accounting for the frequency of their co-occurrence, the span of the words (the
number of words that separate them), the relative frequency with which these words
co-occur with other words, and the size of the corpus. Looking at the Artforum subcorpus again, if collocates of the lemma “artist” are ranked according to MI score,
this time they appear in the order “international” (MI 10.67), “young” (MI 10.24)
and “contemporary” (MI 10.17). It is therefore important to differentiate between
frequency and MI scores in analysis.
Another Sketch Engine tool employed by the thesis is the Wordlist tool.
Wordlists are lists of the statistically significant lexical items in a corpus, identified
in terms of frequency or MI score. Importantly, quite differently than the
WordSketch tool, the MI score produced by the Wordlist tool refers to the statistical
significance of an item in a target corpus relative to the statistical significance of that
item in a reference corpus. As such, reference corpora are required to perform term
extraction, which involves comparing the behaviour of a word in a target corpus and
a reference corpus to identify “subject specific vocabulary in a subject specific text”
(Reference Corpora Sketch Engine, 2017). This thesis uses the reference corpus
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enTenTen13, which is the largest English language corpus in the Sketch Engine
database, containing approximately 19 billion words. EnTenTen13 presents itself as
a suitable reference corpus as it is assembled from web texts of no particular genre
and so can be considered as representative of language use on the internet across
different types of discursive practices, such as online magazines, blogs, news
websites, commercial websites, and information resources like Wikipedia. By
comparing both OCAM Discourse and the discourse of individual OCAMs with
enTenTen13, the thesis can identify salient topoi and terms within OCAM Discourse
as well as compare the salient topoi and terms present in the discourse of different
OCAMs.
To properly attend to the significance of an item’s frequency or MI score
when analysing topoi and terms, items must also be examined in context. This
mitigates the possibility of making errors such as can occur when a term is
incorrectly coded.37 To attend to words in context, salient items can be examined in
terms of collocation (the degree to which words that are associated co-occur in
proximity to one another). This involves examining lists of collocates and the
sentence fragments containing these collocates, which are termed concordances. By
attending to collocates and concordances, salient items can also be examined for
discourse prosody (the attitudes expressed through the use of the item) and topoi
(the themes groups of collocates may constitute). They can also be examined in
terms of colligation (their association with a particular grammatical class, e.g.
artworks and verbs) and semantic preference (the relationship between a word and
other words that form a semantic category, the term “glass” and category of

37 For example, when a term present in a navigation item, such as the term “information” in a
recurring “click here for more information” footer, is incorrectly coded by the researcher as dispersed
across a range of texts rather than as a frequent repetition of the same text on a variety of different
web pages.
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drinkable liquids, for example), though for the aim of this thesis these final two
features are considered less useful.
This thesis employs corpus linguistics to analyse OCAM Discourse for the
presence of field-specific Discourses and to support qualitative text analysis of
features of OCAM Discourse. Identifying the presence of field-specific Discourses
involves creating wordlists from each sub-corpus in the Website Corpus (i.e. each
magazine), examining the statistically significant items in context, analysing
individually significant items and categorising suitable items according to topoi.
Data obtained on individually significant items is used to support the analysis of
features of OCAM Discourse, performed using qualitative text analysis. The
analysis of topoi is used to reveal distinct bodies of knowledge that can evidence
interdiscursive relationships to other fields. Supported by qualitative text analysis,
these bodies of knowledge can also reveal the presence of epistemic goods.
Developed through corpus linguistic analysis of pilot corpora, the concept of
epistemic goods is used here to describe distinct bodies of knowledge which can be
consumed and discursively performed by OCAM readers to produce symbolic profit
in the artworld. The value of an epistemic good in the artworld’s discursive market
is relative to the value of other epistemic goods and changes over time.38 By
examining the frequency and dispersion of epistemic goods (i.e. their distribution
within magazines, genres, and texts), the thesis can identify the relative salience of
the different goods circulated in OCAM Discourse, which magazines circulate
which goods, how the dispersion of epistemic goods structures the field of OCAMs,
and thereby provide novel understanding of how OCAMs produce the value of
symbolic resources in the artworld. This analysis is performed in Chapter Ten.

38 For example, Biblical knowledge was likely more valuable for neoclassical painters, such as
Jacques-Louis David, than it was for the impressionists that succeeded them, such as Monet.
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5.5.2. Analysing Features of OCAM Discourse. In order to identify the role that
OCAM Discourse plays in how individual OCAMs construct reputation through
discourse, the thesis attends to the discursive field norms that structure it. This
involves examining OCAM Discourse for patterns in generic functions (e.g. to
inform, to report, to promote), use of voice (i.e. what kind of voices are present or
excluded), and classification schemes (i.e. how agents are classified). The thesis
accounts for these discursive features in Chapter Six by attending to genre and in
Chapter Seven by attending to voice, semantic prosody, and classifications.

Genres can be understood as discourse in action, as relatively stable ways of doing
things through discourse. The identification of genre is, therefore, key to
understanding how the field of OCAMs acts in the artworld. Genres are commonly
defined in terms of their implicit or explicit purposes. Identifying a purpose in a
genre does not mean that the genre is purpose-driven, although there is “a
modernising tendency toward purpose driven, instrumental genres” (Fairclough
2003, 70–71). Generic purposes include: to educate, such as a tutorial; to report,
such as a memo; to promote, such as an advertisement; to sell, such as a menu; and
so on. Understanding intentions to be somewhat obfuscated, not only for analysts
but also for research subjects (e.g. writer, editors), this thesis cannot and need not
account for the intentions behind every piece of text. Rather, the thesis aims to
describe the operations of genres and other text features in terms of function.
Because the term purpose presupposes intent, attending to function is seen as more
appropriate for this analysis because it describes what a text does rather than why it
does it. Genre identification facilitates selection of the Article Corpus and supports a
more nuanced interpretation of OCAM Discourse. Chapter Six performs this task by
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examining the genres contained in the websites of ARTnews and e-flux, categorising
them as either cultural, such as ARTnews Reviews, or commercial, such as e-flux
Announcements.
Genre analysis can also attend to how genres are mixed in particular texts.
Generic elements of texts can be identified by attending to text structure (e.g.
headline, lead-in, lead paragraph, main body), modality (i.e. commitment to claims),
mood (e.g. declarative, interrogative, imperative), speech function (e.g. statement,
demand, offer), types of exchange (e.g. knowledge, activity, economic), as well as
the lexical, grammatical, and semantic relations between sentences, clauses, and
words (Fairclough 2003, 66). When productive, the thesis also examines the social
relations a genre or genre mix facilitates. Such relations can be of any kind and
between any agents. For example, a genre might facilitate a cultural relationship
between an author and a reader, an economic relationship between a magazine and
an advertiser, or class relations between readers and non-readers. Given their protean
nature, and as genres manifest at abstract and more concrete levels of texts, it is only
through recursive engagement with the corpora under study that the relevant features
for their analysis emerge (Fairclough 2010, 234). As this thesis is not particularly
concerned with the linguistic and interdiscursive evolution of genres, it attends to
genre mixes in cases where such analysis was found, through recursive engagement
with the corpora, to aid in achieving the aim of the thesis (for an example of OCAM
genre-mix analysis see Appendix F).

Voice is a feature of a text’s dialogicality – a means by which it constitutes debate.
In the simplest sense, it refers to how the views of different agents are represented in
a text and how, for “any particular text or type of text, there is a […] set of voices
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which are potentially relevant, and potentially incorporated” (Fairclough 2003, 47).
The key questions for analysis are, therefore: which “voices are included, which are
excluded, and what significant absences are there?” (Fairclough 2003, 47). The
simulation of voice for rhetorical effect is another feature that can be examined. For
example, if a politician publicly proclaims “my learned colleague thinks you should
pay more tax”, they are simulating the voice of a political opponent. A text’s
negotiation of voices can also be analysed by identifying how the voice of the author
is brought into relation with other voices in the text, for example, how it is brought
into relation with the voice of an agent who is the subject of the text – whether it
supports the views of the subject or challenges them. An important feature for such
analysis is types of reporting. Types of reporting include direct reporting, meaning
direct and attributed quotation, indirect reporting, meaning summary or rearticulation of the words said or written, and narrative reporting, meaning reporting
a speech act rather than its content (e.g. “we laughed at the clown”) (Fairclough
2003, 51). These types of reporting are a textual means of bringing to the fore or
abstracting different agents’ views and can be understood as potentially significant
in processes of reputational construction. Chapter Seven analyses the use of voice in
OCAM Discourse by attending to direct and indirect reporting. This provides an
understanding of, firstly, which voices OCAMs channel into the artworld, and
secondly, the extent to which OCAM genres are promotional or journalistic. This
second understanding is based on the premise that journalistic texts, such as
newspaper reports and television news reports, are more likely to incorporate
multiple voices to represent a subject according to different points of view – are
more dialogical, while promotional texts, such as advertisements or press releases,
are more likely to use a singular voice or use multiple voices to represent a subject
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according to a singularly positive viewpoint. By examining OCAM Discourse for
systematic patterns in the use of voice, the thesis can thereby gain insight into the
norms of the Discourse and the extent to which different OCAMs and OCAM
genres are journalistic and the extent to which they are promotional.

Key to analysing the discursive construction of reputation is attending to evaluative
statements (Fairclough 2003, 172). In qualitative text analysis, evaluative statements
can be analysed by attending to modifiers and attributes. A modifier is a word that
modifies the meaning of another word in a phrase or clause. Modifiers can be most
simply understood as optional adjectival items that can be removed without
disturbing grammatical structure. For example, if the modifier “fast” was removed
from in the phrase “she is a fast dog”, the phrase would still be grammatically
correct. Attributes also modify the meaning of another word or phrase but may be
realised as “an adjective (e.g. good) or a noun phrase (e.g. a good book) – or as
verbs (the book is good) – or as evaluative adverbs (the book was well written) – or
exclamations (the book is wonderful)” (ibid., 172).
The analysis of the evaluative function of a statement can often be
straightforward because some statements are transparently evaluative, such as “this
painting is good” whereas some are transparently descriptive, such as “this painting
was painted in 2018”. But when analysis encounters statements such as “the painting
is bizarre”, the distinction between statements of fact and evaluation is not clear-cut
because “[s]ome statements of fact are implicitly evaluative”. That is, facts can be
“secondary to the values they convey, within the particular value system that is
implicit” (ibid., 111). For Fairclough, the evaluative function of such statements is
therefore seen as “discourse-relative” (ibid., 172). Statements might only have an
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evaluative function within a particular Discourse – according to which a particular
word might be understood as having a positive, neutral, or negative semantic
prosody. This thesis adapts this theory by understanding attributes and modifiers,
such as “bizarre”, as having a positive, neutral, or negative semantic prosody within
the particular Discourse of a field, here, the artworld. For example, if the statement
“the painting is bizarre” could be said to constitute a negative evaluation within the
art Discourse of 16th-century France, it is because the quality of being bizarre
transgressed the nomos of the field of 16th-century French painting, which,
committed to maintaining the dominance of orthodox styles, militated against any
seemingly excessive development in style. By contrast, if the statement could be
said to constitute a positive evaluation within the Discourse of the Western
contemporary artworld, it is because the quality of being bizarre is appreciated in
this artworld, which, committed to facilitating the development of heterodox styles
and techniques, encourages experimentation and aberration. Therefore, in order to
identify the semantic prosody of a lexical item such as “bizarre”, reference can be
made, not only to the implicit and “assumed values” of the Discourse in which it is
mobilised (Fairclough 2003, 173), but also, perhaps primarily, to the nomos of the
field in which it is mobilised. This would seem to be especially so in the case of
fields which are characterised by a high degree of autonomy and accompanied by a
specialised Discourse, such as the artworld. Analysing the evaluative function of
statements also allows the thesis to identify patterns in the semantic prosody of
OCAM Discourse, which can provide insight into the functions and character of the
Discourse, whether it tends to describe or promote, whether it is academic or
journalistic, and so on.
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At this point it is necessary to establish a position on semantic prosody, a concept
coined by Louw in 1993 which remains the subject of debate. In the most basic
sense, semantic prosody refers to the positive and negative connotations associated
with a word. For Partington (2004), the semantic prosody of a word is constituted by
its recurring context, whereas for Sinclair (2004), it is the property of longer
sequences of co-occurring items that have a word at their core (Hunston 2007, 250).
Partington’s view is challenged by Hunston, who questions Stubbs’s oft-cited
proposition that the word “cause” has a negative prosody because it consistently cooccurs within larger units of meaning that have a negative connotation (e.g. “likely
to cause a lot of confusion”) (1996) by pointing to frequent examples of neutral
prosody in academic Discourse (e.g. “how will we be certain that they are caused by
dark matter particles?”). This demonstrates the “importance of immediate co-text to
the interpretation of a given word” (Hunston 2007, 254) and that “a word which is
used in a certain way in most contexts is not necessarily used in that way in all
contexts” (ibid., 252). As such, although recognising that the positive, neutral, or
negative prosody that a lexical item acquires through consistent use within a series
of contexts can carry over to the use of the item within other contexts, this thesis
sees the prosody of items as based, firstly, on the prosody implied by the immediate
co-text, and secondly, on the specificities of the context of its interpretation, that is,
on the dispositions, nomos, and species of capital that are active in the field in which
the items occur.
Another important point is that semantic prosody is typically no longer
“described simply as ‘good’ or ‘bad’” (Hunston 2007, 250). For Partington, a word
is seen as having a “‘more or less’ favourable or unfavourable prosody depending on
how frequently it occurs in good, bad or neutral contexts” (ibid.). This makes sense
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considering that, for Partington, prosody is accorded to a word on the basis of its
collocational and colligational behaviour. For Sinclair, semantic prosody is the
“obligatory property of a unit of meaning, although it may be more or less explicit in
any one example” (ibid.) (i.e. the semantic prosody of a unit of meaning, be it a
word, phrase, or clause, is objectively definable by its typical behaviour, albeit that
this behaviour is not absolutely consistent). Although Partington sees prosody as
produced by the meanings a word carries around, and Sinclair sees it as produced by
the meanings that carry words around, their conceptions are both empirically based
on the item’s intertextual behaviour, as is fitting for those employing a corpus
linguistic methodology. As this thesis is concerned with the prosody of the nouns,
verbs, and adjectival items in OCAM Discourse and is unconcerned with the
prosody that such items might be attributed across a variety of contexts, it is deemed
suitable to identify an item’s prosody in terms of positive, neutral, or negative
connotation, through an analysis of that item’s co-text and context. Chapter Seven
analyses the semantic prosody of statements in the P&V Corpus to gain an
understanding of the evaluative functions and character of OCAM Discourse.

Also operating at the level of Discourse, classification schemes “make up and order
the world and, hence, constitute and order people within it” (Grenfell 2010, 184).
Classification schemes texture differences and equivalences, creating divisions or
subverting existing ones, and are therefore an effective means of imposing social
divisions (Fairclough 2003, 138). For Bourdieu, this struggle over the hegemonic
power to define the world is found in “efforts to legitimise […] systems of
classification and categorisation, and violence results when we mis-recognise, as
natural, those systems of classification that are culturally arbitrary and historical”
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(Grenfell 2010, 184). Speaking on the artworld, Bourdieu describes such interested
classifications as false concepts, which “make resemblances and differences by
naming them”, pointing out how they are “products in the struggle for recognition
by the artists themselves or their appointed critics, [fulfilling] the function of signs
of recognition distinguishing galleries, groups, and painters, and by the same token,
the products that they fabricate and put on offer” (Bourdieu 1996, 157). The
classifications employed by OCAMs must therefore be seen as embedded in existing
symbolic struggles, in both the artworld and in the field of OCAMs, over the
ontology and meaning of artworld agents, artworks, and artistic practice.39 From a
CDA perspective, classifications must also be understood as embedded in the
diachronic development of OCAM Discourse, working as part of and against preconstructed classificatory schemes that have become naturalised so as to “function
as unconscious instruments of construction” (Fairclough 2005, 130). Analysis of
classification schemes involves attending to “how entities of various sorts (people,
objects, organisations, etc.) are differentiated in texts and how differences between
them are collapsed” (ibid., 88). One way that this can be achieved is by attending to
keywords (ibid., 139). Keyword analysis can identify classification schemes by
accounting for patterns in the use of modifiers and attributes across a corpus. These
patterns are identified in the Article and Website corpora through a combination of
qualitative text analysis and corpus linguistic analysis.

39 It is crucial to note that, from the perspective of thesis, classification schemes are not by nature
bad or manipulative. All agents within a field “need to establish hierarchies of classification”
(Grenfell and Hardy 2003, 25), and, being pre-constructed, classification schemes are likely, as often
as not, to be reproduced in an unconscious manner. In this way, we can see how the habitus, as a
system of “classificatory principles [and] the organizing principles of action” (Bourdieu 1990, 12–
13), is expressed through these classifications. Berger and Luckmann (1966) point out how dominant
classification schemes, or Typificatory Principles to use their term, obtain an appearance of such selfevident facticity that to suspend belief in them, to strive for an objective view of reality, as in
practices of critique, requires such concentration that it can only ever be accomplished momentarily.
The rest of the time one must routinely use these schemes in their day-to-day perceptions of the world
(Berger and Luckmann 1966, 28–33).
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5.6. Qualitative Text Analysis
This section will introduce the methods of qualitative text analysis employed by the
thesis, outlining the linguistic features that are analysed to gain an understanding of
the linguistic construction of reputation by OCAMs. Linguistic features which are
characteristic of a DRA analysis include nominalisation, lexicalisation, legitimation,
modality, voice, and intertextuality, although some features are necessarily more
relevant to a particular research object than others (Fairclough 2010, 225).
Analyses of the Art Organisation Corpus and the pilot OCAM text corpus
attended to a broad range of linguistic features understood as potentially involved in
the construction of reputation.40 The thesis then compiled the Article Corpus to focus
on a range of linguistic features identified as significant by preliminary analyses.41
These are: relations of equivalence and difference, lexicalisation, claims,
legitimation strategies, and performances. These features are apprehended at the
levels of statement and text.

Constructions of relations of equivalence and difference are means of classification
that subvert or create differences and divisions between different subjects
(Fairclough 2003, 101; 2010, 188), thereby imposing subjectivities (Jørgensen and
Phillips 2002, 42–43). This thesis attends to how the texturing of relations of
equivalence and difference in statements constructs or aids in the construction of
reputation.

40 Separate analyses of e-flux’s Home page and Conversations page also contributed to this
development (see Appendix C and Appendix D).
41 Importantly, recursive analyses of the Article and Website corpora resulted in re-evaluations and
more nuanced identifications of the most significant linguistic features. This iterative approach
allowed the thesis to develop novel concepts to explain linguistic features that could not be
understood through existing theoretical lenses.
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Lexicalisations are common features of discourse which are useful for
understanding how representation is mobilised to realise particular functions or
interests. The term lexicalisation refers to the choice of a particular lexical item or
items (e.g. a word or a phrase) to represent subjects. For example, “consumer” could
be seen as a lexicalisation of “customer”, the former related to economic Discourses
of production and consumption and the latter related to traditional Discourses of
service and society. Fairclough states that the extent to which a lexicalisation
becomes naturalised in a field, and thereby gains legitimacy, is relative “to the extent
that ‘its’ ideological discursive formation achieves dominance, and hence the
capacity to win acceptance for it as ‘the lexicon’, the neutral code” (Fairclough
2010, 37). With Ideological Discursive Formation referring to a hierarchy of
ideological viewpoints embedded within the particular language practice of an
institution, Discourse community, or social practice, the lexicalisations employed by
OCAMs can be seen as means through which they invent, subvert, and contest the
meaning of agents and practices in the artworld (see Appendix K for more on
ideological discursive formations). That said, Fairclough points out that “in the face
of the proliferation of discourses it would seem that particular lexicons will tend to
be selected and retained for their ‘practical adequacy’” (Fairclough 2007, 133). This
would suggest that the development and naturalisation of lexicalisations are not
simply driven by struggles between poles of production, or between competing
ideologies, but are also brought about through technical innovation. The capacities
that internet technologies offer OCAMs may, therefore, be a significant factor for
change in artworld Discourse. As lexicalisation occurs at the level of words and
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phrases, this analysis primarily attends to how they function in combination with
other linguistic devices42 to construct or aid in the construction of reputation.
Examining claims is useful for understanding how OCAMs construct
reputation and how they reproduce and challenge hierarchies in the artworld. Claims
can be examined in terms of their grounds, premises, warrants (which justify the
inference from the grounds to claim), and backing (which support warrants).
Primarily on the basis of their backing or warrants, claims are often specific to
particular Discourses or fields (Fairclough 2003, 81–82). As determining the
veracity of statements is not of particular concern to this thesis, claims are only
analysed to support the interpretation of other devices or features. For example,
when claims to the possession of reputational resources exhibit inconsistencies in
the logic of their argumentation, or when claims more generally reveal the implicit
functions of statements or texts. According to the DRA, claims are also understood
as tied to distinct ideologies within particular ideological discursive formations. By
contrast, this thesis understands them as tied to nomos, doxa, habitus, and field
position (see Appendix K for a discussion of ideological discursive formations and
the rationale for not employing the concept in analysis).
Legitimacy is a commonly employed concept within sociology (e.g. Weber
1958; Berger and Luckmann 1996; Currid 2007, 392) and the concept regularly
appears in Bourdieu’s research (e.g. Bourdieu 1985, 20; 1991, 58; 1996, 89) and
research that draws on his theoretical framework (e.g. Baumann 2007, 48; 2001,
405; Couldry 2003, 25; Grenfell and Hardy 2006, 29; Grenfell 2010, 121–122;
Hannson 2014, 186). It has also received considerable attention in discourse analytic
research (e.g. Fairclough 2005, 98; 2010, 257; 2014, 91; van Leeuwen 2007, 97;

42 Simply put, linguistic devices are words or phrases that realise a function by communicating more than
their literal meaning.
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Vaara and Tienari 2007, 296), and organisational research (e.g. Suddaby and
Greenwood 2005, 37; Thackaberry 2004, 348; Wilcox 2007, 10), with Erkama and
Vaara stating that “most agree that it is intimately linked with the institutionalization
of social phenomena and the stability of relationships” (Erkama and Vaara 2010,
816). From a field theory perspective, legitimacy can be understood as the right to
credibility. This credibility, the right to be accepted and believed, is also the right to
perform symbolic violence, and is pursued as part of field-specific competitions to
accumulate reputation (Bourdieu 1985, 7–12). To briefly illustrate a difference
between reputation and legitimacy, one might say that superstar artist Jeff Koons –
famed for courting commercial success – possesses more reputation but less
legitimacy than Bass van Ader, a lesser-known artist who disappeared at sea as part
of what might be regarded as among the most extreme artworks of the 20th century
(Figure 5.1). This artwork, In Search of the Miraculous, conferred a credibility on
van Ader’s artistic motivations that institutional recognition, social capital and
multi-million dollar sales could not confer on Koons (Koons’ work is pictured in
Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.1. In Search of the Miraculous, 1975, Bass van Ader
Source: https://withreferencetodeath.philippocock.net/blog/ader-bas-jan-in-searchfor-the-miraculous-1975/

Figure 5.2. Balloon Dog, 2006, Jeff Koons
Source: https://todayinart.com/balloon-dog-by-jeff-koons/
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Berger and Luckmann propose that all discourse involves “incipient legitimation”
because classification schemes and subject positions are embedded in the
legitimation of aspects of the social order (Berger and Luckmann 1966, 111–112).
Media organisations can be seen as key to this macro process because they tend to
“elaborate ideology into common sense and everyday practices by reproducing
social conflict” through the language of, and from the perspective of, the dominant
(Deetz 1992, 33).43 At the level of statement, this construction of legitimacy occurs
through the deployment of “specific linguistic resources and configurations of
linguistic resources” (van Leeuwen 2007, 92). Van Leeuwen provides a typology of
these resources, termed legitimation strategies, which can be broken down to the
categories: authorisation, moral evaluation, rationalisation and mythopoesis (Van
Leeuwen 2007). This theoretical framework is also employed within the DRA
(Fairclough 2005, 98). Recognising that legitimation is context-dependent, and that
“legitimation is always the legitimation of the practices of specific institutional
orders”, analysis of legitimation strategies should be performed on “an
institutionally specific” corpus (van Leeuwen 2007, 92; van Leeuwen and Wodak
1999), as is performed here on the Article and Website corpora. Legitimation
strategies are a useful analytic tool for revealing the symbolic work of statements
and this section will devote some space to their explication.
Authorisation takes the form of references to different sources of authority.
References to personal authority involve legitimating an action or claim on the basis
of a individual’s authority, for example, when a childminder says to a child: “Your
mother said you have to eat all your vegetables!” References to expert authority
draw on the legitimacy of experts – agents whose legitimacy has already been

43 For analyses of how media organisations legitimate corporate decisions, see Mitra (2010) or
Erkama and Vaara (2010).
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established in an institutional order. A closely related device is legitimation by
reference to the authority of role models. Legitimation by reference to tradition
involves justifying or explaining an action or claim on the basis of existing customs
or cultural norms. For example, a taxi driver’s claim that “in Ireland, we always tip
the taxi driver”. This is closely related to legitimation by reference to the authority
of conformity, as seen in explanations such as “everyone lies on their CV”.
Rationalisations construct legitimacy by reference to rationality. Instrumental
rationalisations legitimate by reference to “goals, uses and effects” and can be
identified through their orientation to these different ends. For example, the claim
that “without the austerity measures imposed by the International Monetary Fund,
Ireland would have struggled to turn the tide of recession” legitimates contentious
political policies by reference to, and thereby elevation of, the goal of surmounting
economic challenges. Theoretical rationalisations, by contrast, legitimate by
reference to “the natural order of things” by providing explicit representations of
“the way things are” (Van Leeuwen 2007, 103). For example, the claim that “fathers
do not need paternity leave” might be legitimated through the statement “it is the
mother who has to do the breastfeeding”, which represents an aspect of ‘the way
things are’ as grounds for the claim, although these grounds do not prove the claim.
Theoretical rationalisations are arguments which impose as factual a theoretical
perspective of the way things are.
Moral evaluations construct legitimacy by reference to moral values, without
recourse to authorisation, rationalisation, or mythopoesis. These evaluations are
often expressed through adjectives which are both designative and attributive: “they
communicate both concrete qualities of actions or objects and commend them in
terms of some domain of values”. This thesis sees these domains as fields and
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specific values as nomos. Moral evaluations are often disguised in practical
descriptions to shield them from debate and argument, Van Leeuwengives the
examples of favoured advertising adjectives, such as “‘green’, ‘crisp’, ‘cool’, [and]
‘golden’” (van Leeuwan 2007, 98). Moral evaluations are also expressed when
processes or practices are referred to in abstract ways that moralise them. Van
Leeuwen provides the following example: “[if] the child goes to school for the first
time, we might say ‘the child takes up independence’, so that the practice of
schooling is legitimized in terms of a discourse of ‘independence’” (van Leeuwen
2007, 99). Moral evaluations which explicitly disguise their moral bases as rational
bases, that is, which take a “form which in fact denies morality and replaces moral
and cultural orders with the ‘natural order’”, should be seen as naturalisations
(ibid.). Mythopoesis involves legitimation through narrative. For example, stories in
which the protagonist restores the social order function to legitimate that order.
Mythopoesis can occur at the level of text or statement (or image and video in
multimodal discourse analysis).

To identify the linguistic means by which OCAMs construct reputation through
representation, the thesis recursively analysed the linguistic features of the Art
Organisation, Pilot OCAM (now P&V), and Article corpora. This analysis revealed
statements containing processes of reputational construction that the linguistic
features laid out in this chapter thus far could not account for. To identify these
statements and explain their symbolic functions, the thesis developed a novel
typology termed Performances of Reputation. This typology contains three linguistic
devices: Performance of Position, Performance of Capital, and Performances of
Conformity. Performances of position explicitly or implicitly represent the field
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position of an agent, object, or event. Performances of capital explicitly or implicitly
represent an agent, object, or event’s possession of a particular form, species, and
state of capital, and performances of conformity explicitly or implicitly represent an
agent, object, or event’s adherence to nomos. This conceptual typology proposes
that when OCAMs represent an agent, object, or event as possessing capital,
occupying a field position, or adhering to nomos, they perform a fostered
representation of the artworld to artworld readers. The roles linguistic features and
devices play in the construction of reputation by OCAMs are analysed in chapters
Eight and Nine.

5.7. Conclusion
Following the methodology laid out in this chapter, OCAMs’ capacity to construct
reputation and the internal structure of the field of OCAMs will be identified
through qualitative text analysis of OCAM websites and by analysing publicly
available data. The linguistic means through which OCAMs construct reputation
will be identified through qualitative text analysis of OCAM texts. The discursive
field norms of OCAM Discourse, the field relationships OCAM Discourse
constructs in the artworld, and the means through which OCAM Discourse
constructs the value of symbolic and epistemic goods in the artworld will be
identified through corpus linguistic analysis of OCAM websites and qualitative text
analysis of OCAM texts.

This methodology and the conceptual framework developed in Chapter Four
compose the discursive field approach employed by this thesis. The utility of this
approach will be addressed in Chapter Twelve. The following chapter, Chapter Six,
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will begin the empirical analyses performed by the thesis by analysing the internal
structure of the field of OCAMs and OCAMs’ capacity to construct reputation. This
account of the field of OCAMs then guides analyses of OCAM Discourse in the
following chapters.
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Chapter Six
The Field of OCAMs and Discursive Power

6.1. Introduction
This thesis addresses the question: How is reputation constructed through discourse
in the field of online contemporary art magazines? This breaks down into the
following sub-questions: How do OCAMs acquire the capacity to discursively
construct reputation? How is the discursive construction of reputation by OCAMs
regulated? How is reputation linguistically constructed by OCAMs? How do
OCAMs propose the value of different symbolic resources within the artworld? And,
how do internal and external structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’
construction of reputation? This chapter begins this analysis by addressing the
research sub-question: How do OCAMs acquire the capacity to discursively
construct reputation? This involves accounting for the bases of OCAMs’ discursive
power through identification of their field positions and possession of capital, their
discourse practices, and their use of ICTs. This data is gathered through qualitative
text analysis of OCAM websites and analysis of publicly available data. By
gathering data on resources and practices in the field of OCAMs, this chapter also
contributes to addressing the research sub-question: How do internal and external
structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’ construction of reputation? This
sub-question is properly addressed in Chapter Ten.

This chapter first introduces the field of OCAMs, providing a rationale for selecting
ARTnews and e-flux as research subjects for this chapter’s analysis and outlining the
advantages that ICTs have provided the field more generally. The chapter then
identifies the field positions, capital, dispositions, discourse practices, and ICTs of
ARTnews and e-flux, two dominant OCAMs. Drawing these accounts together, the
chapter then provides an interpretation of the bases of OCAMs’ discursive power
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and an approximation of the internal structure of the field of OCAMs. The chapter
concludes by providing a rationale for the selection of texts in the Article Corpus.

6.2. The Field of OCAMs
Table 6.1 provides a list of the OCAMs initially considered for this chapter’s
analysis. The readership of these magazines gives some indication of their status in
the artworld, their Y-axis positions in the field of OCAMs (Figure 6.1), and their
suitability for this analysis. Although it does not have the largest readership,
Artforum is well established as the dominant agent in the field (Allen 2011;
Robinson 2010),44 and thereby represents an anchor, a norm, in the centre of the Xaxis whereby other OCAMs’ positions can be approximated. The genres of the other
magazines provided an initial indication of X-axis position (i.e. orientation to poles
of production) (Figure 6.1). The websites of ARTnews and The Art Newspaper
contain genres (i.e. webpages) titled “Market”, which focus exclusively on the art
market, with ARTnews’ Top 200 Collectors List suggesting it is more commercially
oriented than The Art Newspaper. The website of Artsy contains a Live Auction
page where collectors can bid to buy artworks online, functioning as a auction house
of sorts, suggesting it is the most commercially orientated OCAM listed here. The
websites of e-flux and October are more culturally oriented, with e-flux’s website
containing a Journal genre and with October being generically closer to a peerreviewed journal than a traditional newspaper or magazine. OPEN! is also culturally
oriented, with its About page stating “the consequences of current privatisation,

44 That Artforum is the most dominant agent even though it has fewer readers than e-flux or
ARTnews attests to the fact that commercial capital, although an important component and signifier of
reputational success, is subservient to artistic capital and so is not a direct index of reputational
standing in the field of OCAMs.
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mediatisation and globalisation processes on our social and artistic practices” as a
focus of the magazine.45

Magazine
Readership
Artforum
60,000
ARTnews
180,000
The Art Newspaper
50,000
e-flux
90,000
Artsy
12,000,000 (claim)
October
Unknown
OPEN!
Unknown
Table 6.1. Online Contemporary Art Magazine Readership
Sources: https://www.artforum.com/, http://www.artnews.com/,
http://theartnewspaper.com/, http://www.e-flux.com/, https://www.artsy.net/,
https://www.mitpressjournals.org/pb-assets/pdfs/Media_Kit_2019.pdf, accessed
12/02/2017

Figure 6.1. Approximation of Positions in the Field of OCAMs
Source: Figure Provided by Author

45 For full text, see the About page OPEN!, https://onlineopen.org/about.php.
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Artforum was not selected for this chapter’s analysis because examining
agents at opposing poles is more productive for identifying structural oppositions in
the field. Furthermore, as Artforum requires subscription, the magazine addresses a
limited group of readers rather than potentially addressing the entire artworld,
making it essentially different from the other magazines discussed here. ARTnews
and e-flux were selected for this chapter’s analysis because they are seen as
representatives of dominant OCAMs positioned at opposing pole of production. Eflux was selected as it is significantly more dominant than OPEN! and as it conforms
to the category of OCAM more than October. ARTnews was selected as it is more
dominant than The Art Newspaper and as Artsy is a very new entrant to the field
(perhaps an avant-garde), meaning it is likely less representative of OCAM
Discourse.

The field of OCAMs was brought into being by internet ICTs and it is useful at this
point in the discussion to provide some account of the discursive power these ICTs
afforded the field.
Internet ICTs transformed journalism, with thousands of mainstream media
organisations quickly going online (Deuze 2003, 204). Without the need for the
fixed capital involved in running a traditional publishing firm, ICTs severely reduce
publication costs for media organisations, although many online magazines, such as
Artforum and ARTnews, also remain in print. This reduced cost provides an
opportunity for new magazines to enter the marketplace while providing established
print magazines a low barrier of entry to the online marketplace. In the case of
purely online publications, such as e-flux and Artsy, this reduced cost also largely
reduces the need for subscription, allowing them to offer their product to readers for
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free.46 This provided magazines access to a new, larger market (the market of
internet users who are not willing or able to pay subscription to a print magazine).
ICTs also provided better access to the global market. Readers no longer need to
subscribe through post or visit a library to read an art magazine. They only need
internet access. ICTs also rapidly enhanced potential publication cycles, providing
readers near instant access to fresh publications. This allowed online magazines to
interact more regularly with their readers, increasing their presence in readers’ lives
and thereby also potentially increasing advertising revenue. By reducing geographic
and temporal barriers between a magazine and a reader, ICTs facilitate a reduction
of the perceived social distance between them, allowing for the greater semblance of
a personal relationship (Fairclough 2003, 75–76). ICTs also introduced ways for
magazines to reach new readers, such as search engine results, paid traffic sources,
social media referrals, and email marketing, greatly increasing magazines’ capacities
to grow their readership.
This brief overview demonstrates that internet ICTs have afforded art
magazines unparalleled capacities to enter the field of art magazines, to access
global markets, to approach, attract, and engage readers, and correlatively, to earn
advertising revenue. These capacities must be considered as a resource of discursive
power because they enable OCAMs to increase their presence in artworld Discourse
through an enhanced dissemination of their statements. They enable OCAMs to
improve social relations with their readers through enhanced interaction, and they
enable OCAMs to increase their reputations through an enhanced visibility of their
recognition (e.g. the recognition that advertisers provide). This power is located in

46 It is not of course free. Online users pay by providing attention capital, which is sold to other
organisations in the form of advertising space, as well as providing meta-data, which can be
potentially sold.
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the ICTs themselves. The effects of this new stage of grammatization47 must be
understood as discourse working upon the field and not as a mere reflection of the
field’s specific interests, showing discourse to be a generative force in the
distribution of discursive power.

6.3. The Bases of e-flux’s Discursive Power
This section analyses e-flux’s Y-axis, X-axis, and diachronic field positions, the
volume and composition of its capital, its dispositions, and its practices. It is
important to highlight that X-axis position is analogous to orientation to pole of
production and is structurally related to composition of capital and dispositions,
meaning there is some crossover between identification of phenomena using these
concepts. For the aims of the chapter, it is important to identify the bases of e-flux’s
discursive power and the capital, dispositions, and practices that structure
oppositions between poles in the field of OCAMs.

6.3.1. E-flux’s Field Position and Composition of Capital. E-flux’s website went
live in 1998, ushering in the sub-field of OCAMs, where it was soon followed by
dominant print magazines such as ARTnews (est. 1902), Artforum (est. 1962), and
October (est. 1976). As e-flux came into existence in response to internet
technology, it was necessarily an avant-garde in the field of contemporary art
magazines. That is, it belonged to a new generation of practices that effected
revolution in the field by creating a sub-field, a new context of presentation and
reception. E-flux’s former position in an avant-garde (diachronic) and its dominant
Y-axis position in the field of OCAMs (discussed below) suggest it currently

47 Grammatization refers to the communication technologies, such as hieroglyphs, the alphabet,
video, and metadata, through which culture is produced and transmitted (Stiegler 2016, 19–29).
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occupies a position in the consecrated avant-garde. This position, endowed with the
legitimacy of commercial disinterest and the popularity of commercial success,
confers considerable discursive power to e-flux, supporting its position as artworld
spokesperson.
A recent project that evidences this position is Art Domain. In partnership with
the rights holder, e-flux is selling access to the domain name .art, described as “the
new digital address for all members of the arts” (.ART 2017). The determiner “all”
implies that if one does not pay the subscription fee (on special offer at present for
€271.82 per year) then one will not be a member of the arts. The capacity to classify
which agents are included in the artworld, albeit digitally and symbolically but not
practically, highlights e-flux’s significance as a gatekeeper and evidences an
expression of its discursive power.

Illustrated in Figure 6.2, e-flux’s objectified symbolic capital is evidenced by the
location of its main office in Manhattan, New York, within walking distance of the
main offices of ARTnews, Artforum, and Artsy. Located in the most prestigious and
expensive of artworld nodes, these premises symbolise the dominance of these
magazines and their belonging to the artworld.
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Figure 6.2. Main Office Locations of Artsy, e-flux, ARTnews, and Artforum
Source: https://www.googlemaps.com, accessed 06/08/2017

Another key resource of capital for e-flux is its readership. As commodities
sold to advertising clients, readers are forms of objectified commercial capital in the
field of OCAMs. They are commercial capital because they provide advertising
revenue but also because they symbolise commercial potential to advertisers.
Readers also symbolise artworld recognition – they are also objectified forms of
artistic capital. Readers are therefore a spectrally performative form of capital. The
symbolic value readers provide OCAMs is based on quality as well as quantity. Eflux performs this quality to advertisers on its About page, by representing its
readers as “visual art professionals”, who are “8% writers/critics, 16% galleries”,
and so on. (e-flux. About, Article Corpus; 2018).
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The principle source of e-flux’s capital is its editorial team, Anton Vidolke,
Julieta Aranda, and Brian Kuan Wood, who constitute embodied capital for e-flux.
These influential artworld players are collectively ranked no. 37 in ArtReview’s
Power 100 (Artreview.com 2017). That e-flux is the only magazine included in this
list testifies to its special status in the artworld, its possession of a very high volume
of particularly well-formed embodied artistic capital. The main source of this capital
is Vidolke, e-flux’s founder, an artist and curator. Vidolke has exhibited work at
some of the most prestigious art institutions, such as Whitechapel Gallery in London
(2013) and MoMA PS1 (2000), at some of the most prestigious art events, such as
the Venice Biennale (2003), the Liverpool Biennial (2010), the Shanghai Biennale
(2010, 2012), the Istanbul Biennial (2015), and the Moscow Biennale (2015), as
well as having work in the prestigious Tate Collection. He is perhaps best known for
his co-curation of the controversial Manifesta 6 (2006), a prestigious contemporary
art biennial, which sensationally collapsed into cancellation and legal battles, and his
subsequent reinvention of the event’s vision in the form of the Unitednationsplaza
project in Berlin. The next most valuable of the three editors, Julieta Aranda is an
artist and writer living and working between Berlin and New York, two central
artworld nodes. She possesses a high volume of institutionalised academic capital,
constituted in her BFA in filmmaking from the School of Visual Arts, New York,
and her Master of Fine Art degree from Columbia University, New York. Her
academic capital is also constituted by her receipt of a grant from the National
Foundation for the Culture and the Arts, Mexico, a merit scholarship awarded by the
School of Visual Arts, New York, the Silas H. Rhodes merit scholarship awarded by
the School of Visual Arts, New York, and by her position as lecturer at SAAS Fee,
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an experimental roaming art academy based in Berlin.48 Aranda also possesses a
high volume of institutionalised artistic capital, having exhibited work at some of
the most prestigious artworld institutions, including the Whitechapel Gallery in
London (2013), the Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art in Rotterdam
(2013), the Renwick Gallery in New York (2010), the New Museum in New York
(2010), and Frac Ile-de-France in Paris (2008), and at prestigious art events,
including the 8th Berlin Biennale (2014), Vienna Art Week (2012), the Venice
Biennale (2011), the Istanbul Biennial (2011), and Art Cologne (2009), to name but
a few. Another example of Aranda’s institutionalised artistic capital is her receipt of
a merit scholarship for young film-makers awarded by the National Board of
Review, New York. E-flux’s third editor, Brian Kuan Wood, is a writer and lecturer
in curatorial practice at the School of Visual Arts in New York. The volume of his
journalistic capital is evidenced by his publications for the art magazine Bidoun, the
Contemporary Art Center in Vilnius, Lithuania, the Swedish art magazine Paletten,
through his publication of Selected Maria Lind Writing (2010), and through his
contribution to a publication as part of Tales of Our Time (2016), an exhibition at the
Guggenheim in New York. As embodied capital, he must be considered as less
substantial than Vidolke and Aranda.
The other key source of capital for e-flux are its contributors, who include the
most highly regarded individuals in the artworld, such as Hans Ulrich Obrist
(curator), currently ranked no. 1 in ArtReview’s Power 100, Hito Steyerl, currently
ranked no. 7 in ArtReview’s Power 100, and renowned artist Martha Rosler, as well
as celebrated academics such as Bruno Latour, Boris Groys, Grant Kester, Bernard

48 This organisation’s high reputational standing in the artworld is evidenced by its association with
prestigious agents from the artworld and academia, such as Franco Berardi, Nicolas Bourriaud, and
Hito Steyerl.
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Stiegler, McKenzie Wark, Antonio Negri, and Slavoj Zizek. The prestige of these
curators, artists, and academics contributes a very high volume of embodied artistic
and academic capital to e-flux.
A key source of capital for OCAMs is the organisations which advertise on
their websites. Although most of e-flux’s advertising is for ‘lower to mid-level’ art
events and exhibitions, it also advertises the most prestigious artworld organisations,
including MoMA in New York, the Venice Biennale, and the Van Abbe Museum in
Eindhoven. These advertisements constitute forms of institutionalised commercial
capital for e-flux because they reference the recognition of prestigious art
organisations, thereby signalling commercial viability to potential advertising
clients. This capital is spectrally performative. It also constitutes institutionalised
artistic capital for e-flux by signalling peer-recognition in the artworld.49

6.3.2. E-flux’s Dispositions and Orientation. E-flux’s dispositions and orientation
to poles of production can be identified by attending to how it represents itself on its
About page, a genre through which just such features of the habitus are likely to be
expressed.
E-flux first describes itself as a “publishing platform”, suggesting publishing
is the practice that e-flux primarily identifies with. E-flux then describes itself as “an
archive”, alluding to the fact that e-flux stores the content produced for its Journal
and Announcements genres and makes this content freely available on its website.

49 The analysis of capital presented here notes the spectral performativity of particular forms of
capital but this thesis codes forms of capital as singular, identifying them, on the basis of context and
co-text, according to the species which they most properly constitute. This is because if the thesis was
to attempt to account for every form represented in the Article Corpus in terms of every species that
these forms can be interpreted as constituting, then the explication of the possession and performance
of capital would be so convoluted that it would distract from the primary content communicated.
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As archiving journal articles is understood as an academic practice, the prominence
of e-flux’s identification as an archive performs its academic disposition.
E-flux next categorises itself as an “artist project”, which is a phrase, among
others, that means artwork.50 This representation is crucial to understanding the
habitus of e-flux. By conferring on itself the ontological status of a work of art, eflux represents itself as a highly rarefied cultural object. This claim sets e-flux apart
from other OCAMs in terms of the extent of its artistic disposition, implying that
although all OCAMs talk about art, e-flux is art. The relative extremity of this selfidentification also communicates e-flux’s resolute orientation to the cultural pole.
E-flux next describes itself as a curatorial platform. This appears to refer to
the art projects that e-flux curates by way of hosting, funding, organising, and so
forth (e.g. e-flux’s Projects and Architecture Projects genres showcase projects e-flux
have been involved in). E-flux is therefore not only an artwork but also a curator.
This sets e-flux further apart from other OCAMs in terms of its artworld activities,
and thereby in terms of its artistic disposition.
Lastly, e-flux names itself as an enterprise. Placing a commercial practice at
the end of a list of cultural practices signals a hierarchy of dispositions, representing
e-flux’s commercial dispositions as subordinate to its journalistic, academic, and
artistic dispositions. Intentionally or otherwise, this communicates e-flux’s
orientation away from the commercial pole. That it publicly recognises its
commercial practices at all suggests that, even at the cultural pole of OCAMs, the
expression of commercial dispositions is not absolutely prohibited

50 The distinction between artwork and art project is a difficult one, relating to a decline in the
production of singular art objects. This chapter cannot devote space to elaborating the ontological or
semantic differences in the distinction here; suffice it to say that the two concepts, “art project” and
“artwork”, are more or less synonymous.
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On its About page, e-flux makes its political disposition and orientation to
the cultural pole clear to its readers by representing its various practices as
“describing strains of critical discourse” (Extract 6.1). Highlighting “theory” as key
subject matter, the statement also signals e-flux’s academic disposition.

“Its news digest, events, exhibitions, schools, journal, books, and the art projects
produced and/or disseminated by e-flux describe strains of critical discourse
surrounding contemporary art, culture, and theory internationally.”
Extract 6.1. E-flux About Page (e-flux. About, Article Corpus; 2018).

6.3.3. E-flux Genres and Dispositions. This sub-section will examine e-flux’s
genres to identify the discourse practices through which e-flux acts in the artworld
and thereby gather data on its use of discursive power. Practices being an expression
of habitus, e-flux’s genres also evidence its dispositions. E-flux’s text genres appear
on the navigation bar of its homepage in the following order: Announcements,
Journal, Conversations, Art-Agenda Reviews, Art & Education, e-flux Architecture,
Books, Program, and Projects.

Shown in Figure 6.3, e-flux’s Announcements genre disseminates paid press releases
and is e-flux’s principal source of revenue. Announcements mix generic elements of
press release, art review, advertisement, and artist biography. Preliminary analysis
suggests they can be classified as hortatory reports (see Appendix E for further
analysis of this genre). For e-flux’s advertising clients, the genre is a platform to
reach artworld consumers. Of crucial importance to the symbolic value conferred on
advertising clients by this platform is that press releases are closely reviewed by e182

flux, edits can be asked for, credentials can be requested, and some press releases are
sometimes refused.51 This peer-review process makes e-flux a particularly potent
symbol of artworld recognition for advertisers. For readers, the genre functions to
report on artworld and cultural events. The genre therefore mixes a cultural
discourse practice, artworld reporting, with a commercial discourse practice,
advertising. The representation of the genre as “Announcements” appears to
negotiate this mix by disguising the genre’s commercial function and foregrounding
its cultural function. The term “Announcement” is here interpreted as a
lexicalisation of “press release” or “advertisement” (see Appendix E). This makes
sense because artworld agents, particularly those at the cultural pole, can be
sanctioned for overtly expressing commercial dispositions. The mixing of cultural
and commercial functions in this genre and the lexicalisation of its title suggest that
e-flux possesses commercial dispositions but that these dispositions are discursively
negotiated.

Figure 6.3. E-flux Announcement Genre
Source: http://www.e-flux.com/announcements/, accessed 12/07/2017

51 This data was obtained from personal conversations with e-flux founder Anton Vidolke in 2014
and conversations with artists, researchers, and organisations who have advertised on e-flux. It is also
common knowledge in the artworld. Although this thesis is not prepared to employ ethnographic
methods, this data was deemed relevant and unproblematic to include.
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E-flux’s Journal genre, shown in Figure 6.4, contains texts from the artworld
and academia and mixes generic elements of academic article and art review. The
genre can be seen to forge relations between the artworld and academia.
Contributors include artists such as Liam Gillick and academics such as Franco
Berardi. The subject matter of these texts is wide-ranging but can be characterised
within a theme of capitalist critique. The genre thereby evidences the salience of
academic and political dispositions in e-flux’s habitus.52

Figure 6.4. E-flux Journal Genre
Source: http://www.e-flux.com/journal/, accessed 17/07/2017

Shown in Figure 6.5, e-flux’s Conversations genre contains a page with links
to commentary articles that have social media functionality, shown in Figure 6.6.
The genre functions as a discussion forum where e-flux contributors and readers can
debate topics raised by these articles and adds a significant degree of dialogically to
e-flux’s website. Characterised by a theme of critique, the genre functions as a

52 New journal texts are published roughly every month to every 3 months. As such, this genre is not
as active as the Announcements genre, which publishes roughly 2–5 texts per day. Another
distinction is that e-flux Announcements are also published within emails as part of a mailing list to eflux subscribers. This means that we must consider the Announcements genre as significantly more
constitutive of e-flux’s artworld activity than its Journal genre.
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platform for community-building and ideological dispute and is therefore seen to
evidence a political disposition in e-flux’s habitus (see Appendix D for an analysis
of e-flux’s Conversations genre).

Figure 6.5. E-flux Conversations Genre
Source: https://conversations.e-flux.com/, accessed 17/07/2017

Figure 6.6. E-flux Conversations Sub-Genre
Source: https://conversations.e-flux.com/t/santiago-zabala-on-emergency-aestheticsand-the-demands-of-art/6688, accessed 19/07/2017
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E-flux’s Art-Agenda Review genre publishes reviews of artworld events
(Figure 6.7). It contains generic elements of journalistic article, as well as art review
and artist biography, thereby evidencing a journalistic disposition in e-flux’s habitus.
The Art-Agenda Review webpage contains two columns, the first displaying ArtAgenda Announcements and the second displaying Art-Agenda Reviews, with ArtAgenda Announcements adhering to the same generic structure as e-flux
Announcements. To read a review, readers have to scroll past the Art-Agenda
Announcement. The placement of the announcement before the review on this
webpage evidences the salience of e-flux’s commercial dispositions within its
discourse practices. By evenly juxtaposing these genres on the webpage, e-flux
appears to present its negotiation of cultural and commercial discourse practices as
balanced, as co-existing in harmony.

Figure 6.7. E-flux Art-Agenda Review Genre
Source: http://www.art-agenda.com/, accessed 20/07/2017
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The Art & Education genre (Figure 6.8) contains five columns containing
sub-genres: Announcements, School Watch, New Artists, Classroom, and News, as
well as a header displaying pop-up ads. The Art & Education Announcement genre
is the third announcement genre on e-flux’s website, and shares the same generic
structure and functions as e-flux Announcements and Art-Agenda Review
Announcements. The salience of the announcement genre on e-flux’s website
suggests that the primary practice of the website, its dominant artworld function,
may be promotion. The Art & Education News genre publishes short editorials on
education-related artworld events which typically contain only a headline, main
body text, and image accreditation. The Art & Education New Artists genre presents
texts which are presented as journalistic articles but often appear to have the generic
structure and linguistic features of press releases. For example, an Art & Education
New Artists text titled Intimate Zoo: Bard MFA Class of 2018 Thesis Exhibition, is
not accredited (the author is not named) and contains the phrase “[…] our students
learn to address film/video, writing, […]”, demonstrating that Bard College is the
author of the text. The appearance of promotional texts within this genre further
evidences a disguising of commercial practices within e-flux’s cultural practices and
provides further insight into the negotiation of cultural and commercial dispositions
in e-flux’s habitus. The School Watch and Classroom sub-genres, which provide
links to sub-genres of the same name, disseminate academic discourse products. For
example, shown in Figure 6.9, the Classroom genre hosts lectures by Bernard
Stiegler, philosopher, Tiziana Terranova, digital theorist, David Harvey, author, and
Christian Fuchs, professor and editor of Triple C (journal of Communication,
Capitalism & Critique). The School Watch and Classroom sub-genres thereby
evidence the salience of academic and political dispositions in e-flux’s habitus.
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Figure 6.8. E-flux Art & Education Genre
Source: http://www.artandeducation.net/, accessed 20/07/2017

Figure 6.9. E-flux Art & Education, Classroom Sub-Genre
Source: http://www.artandeducation.net/classroom/53475/technology-human-laborand-everyday-life-in-late-capitalism, accessed 20/07/2017

E-flux Architecture focuses on architecture rather than contemporary art.
Unlike other e-flux genres, it is “a sister publishing platform of e-flux”. As shown in
Figure 6.10, the Architecture page contains four columns: e-flux Architecture,
Announcements, Editorials, and Projects. The e-flux Architecture column functions
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as an About page for e-flux Architecture and shares a strong intertextual relationship
with e-flux’s About page. For example, where e-flux’s About page states that e-flux
is read by the “leading” art museums, publishers, and so forth, e-flux Architecture’s
About column states that it is read by the “leading architecture museums, offices,
biennials” and so forth. It also adopts the same tag-questions as e-flux’s About page
(e.g. “who reads e-flux Architecture?”) (see Appendix F). The Editorials column
links to a sub-genre which contains editorials relating to architecture. The Projects
sub-genre hosts content relating to e-flux Architecture projects, such as Artificial
Labour, Superhumanity, and Refugee Heritage, as well as outlining e-flux
Architecture’s aims and listing its contributors. Although e-flux Architecture is an
organisation within an organisation, it is constitutive of e-flux and is therefore seen
to evidence a disposition toward architecture within its habitus. Through this genre,
e-flux forges relations between the artworld and the field of architecture.

Figure 6.10. E-flux Architecture Genre
Source: http://www.e-flux.com/architecture/, accessed 20/07/2017
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Shown in Figure 6.11, e-flux’s Books genre hosts a PDF containing selected
content from e-flux printed publications, which the webpage makes available for
readers to purchase. The page does not provide access to all of e-flux’s printed
publications, of which there are many. This genre is therefore seen to have the
commercial function of producing revenue and the cultural function of
disseminating esoteric and academic literature. Although evidencing positive
dispositions toward the fields of academia and literature, the genre must also be seen
as evidence of a commercial disposition – a desire to make money.

Figure 6.11. E-flux Books Genre
Source: http://www.e-flux.com/books/, accessed 20/07/2017

E-flux’s Program genre (Figure 6.12) documents the ongoing public
programme of “talks, screenings, and exhibitions” that e-flux organises and presents.
E-flux’s description of the first event listed on the 2017 Program page, provided in
Extract 6.2, illustrates their academic and political character. The event is an e-flux
Lecture by Filipa César titled ‘Humble Derives From Humus’, which took place in
e-flux’s premises in Manhattan. The extract contains a wealth of academic concepts,
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such as “syntax” and “rhizosphere”, many of which are also political, such as
“Capitalocene” and “imperial consumptions”, further evidencing that e-flux’s
artworld activities often have an academic or political character. The extract also
illustrates the significant volume of linguistic capital possessed by e-flux and,
correlatively, the specialised knowledge and linguistic capital required to consume
e-flux products.

Figure 6.12. E-flux Program Genre
Source: http://www.e-flux.com/program/, accessed 20/07/2017
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“A reading of Amílcar Cabral’s agronomic writings exposes the substrata of a
syntax for liberation later performed in guerrilla language and struggle. It is a timely
reminder in troubled times, a commoning of the humble — reclaiming soil as a
rhizosphere rich in animated beings and inscriptions of oppression. A place to return
to in order to regenerate a future multitude that was divided through the violent
engineering of the Capitalocene. This take, on Amílcar Cabral’s agency as an
agronaut, ventures through his soil cosmologies, mesologies, meteorizations, atmoslithos conflict zones, celluloid compost, imperial consumptions — the sugar
question.”
Extract 6.2. E-flux Program Page, https://www.e-flux.com/program/138043/e-fluxlectures-nbsp-filipa-csar-humble-derives-from-humus/, accessed 02/06/2017

Shown in Figure 6.13, E-flux’s Projects genre documents e-flux projects, such as
Supercommunity, Unitednationsplaza, and TIME/BANK. These art projects support
e-flux’s self-identification as an art project and significantly contribute to its
artworld reputation.

Figure 6.13. E-flux Projects Genre
Source: http://www.e-flux.com/projects, accessed 20/07/2017
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6.3.4. E-flux and ICTs. ICTs are instrumental to the capacities of OCAM genres.
Key to the role that e-flux Announcements play in the artworld is that they are
disseminated in the form of an electronic newsletter, which brings the genre into the
inbox of each e-flux subscriber every day. E-flux subscribers can receive up to four
emails per day: an e-flux Announcement, an Art & Education Announcement, an
Art-Agenda Announcement and an e-flux Architecture Announcement. This practice
can be seen to contribute significant discursive power to e-flux, as well as providing
a means to constantly announce its possession of this power to the artworld.
A significant aspect of ICTs is how they might effect change in the artworld
and the field of OCAMs. Tentative evidence of such change is present in the
redevelopment of e-flux’s website in 2017. E-flux’s new website was designed by
Alan Woo and built by Systemantics. Regarding its sitemap, e-flux’s main webpages
remained in roughly the same order. The most significant change is in the website’s
functionality. In 2016, e-flux’s website was easy to navigate, in terms of moving
from page to page using the header bar and in terms of navigating within individual
webpages. Now, in 2017, it is somewhat challenging to navigate e-flux’s website on
a desktop device (i.e. personal computer or laptop) but not, it seems, on a mobile
device (i.e. smartphone or tablet).
E-flux’s new Homepage, shown in Figure 6.14, displays three columns of
content which are clearly demarcated by the left edge of the screen and which have
content scrolling down the page, running off the bottom of the screen. However, the
page does not scroll from up to down as these demarcations would suggest, it scrolls
from left to right. To make this more confusing, the scroll bar on the website, which
is grey with a black tab that must be selected to enable scrolling, is positioned at the
bottom of the page and is very difficult to see (shown selected in Figure 6.14). The
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result for desktop users is, firstly, they cannot clearly see that there is more content
on the right of the Home page, having to search for a poorly visible scroll bar in
order to access it, and secondly, they are led to believe that they can access the
content which is scrolling down the page, out of screen, but they cannot. In fact,
using a desktop, the entirety of the page cannot be viewed by any means. As shown
in Figure 6.15, even when zooming out on the browser from 100% to 25% (the
minimum) the content continues to scroll down out of access. On a mobile device,
however, users can easily scroll down to view all content using touchscreen
technology. When compared to e-flux’s old website, shown in Figure 6.16, which
had webpages scrolling down, provided full access to each page’s content, and had a
header bar constantly displayed, the new website makes navigation and access to
information difficult for desktop users. This dysfunctionality is also a feature of the
website’s individual webpages. For example, on the Announcements webpage,
illustrated in Figure 6.17, the same content access issue continues. The page scrolls
left to right with columns specifying the months other announcements were posted
but with only one announcement accessible per month, unless the reader zooms out
on their browser to view other announcements, although, even if doing so, the
content continues to disappear off the bottom of the page, as shown in Figure 6.18.
When compared to e-flux’s old Home page (Figure 6.16), on which the
announcements from each month could be scrolled through with ease, its new Home
page makes navigation and access to information difficult for desktop users. To
highlight the extent of this dysfunctionality, when viewed on a desktop monitor, a
significant portion of e-flux’s About page runs ‘off-screen’ and cannot be accessed
using the scroll bar (Figure 6.19). The full text can only be read by desktop users if
the browser is zoomed out to 50% (Figure 6.20).
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Figure 6.14. E-flux Home Page
Source: http://www.e-flux.com/, accessed 20/07/2017

Figure 6.15. E-flux Home Page Zoomed Out
Source: Source: http://www.e-flux.com/, accessed 20/07/2017
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Figure 6.16. E-flux Home Page – Older Website Version
Source: http://www.e-flux.com/, accessed 30/09/2015

Figure 6.17. E-flux Announcement Page
Source: http://www.e-flux.com/announcements/, accessed 12/07/2017
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Figure 6.18. E-flux Announcement Page Zoomed Out to 25%
Source: http://www.e-flux.com/announcements/, accessed 12/07/2017

Figure 6.19. E-flux About Page
Source: http://www.e-flux.com/about, accessed 20/07/2017
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Figure 6.20. E-flux About Page Zoomed Out to 50%
Source: http://www.e-flux.com/about, accessed 20/07/2017

A possible motivation behind making the website more accessible to mobile
device users, even at the cost of becoming significantly less accessible to desktop
users, is that mobile device users are becoming more valuable to advertisers than
desktop users. This is because, firstly, as illustrated in Figure 6.21, mobile devices
now account for 52% of traffic on websites globally. Secondly, mobile devices are
mobile and can advertise to internet users in places and at times that desktops
cannot. As the jury is still out on the mobile device vs. desktop debate,53 whether eflux commercially gained or lost in this gambit is unclear. Another interpretation, not
exclusive to the former, is that e-flux wants to signal to the artworld that it is
‘leading’ the field of OCAMs by keeping up with the latest developments in the
field of online media. Such a technologically avant-gardist disposition accords with
the claim on e-flux’s About page that it pioneered the use of email to disseminate
artworld press releases (see Appendix F for an analysis of this self-identification).
53 Whether organisations should adapt their websites for mobile devices, thereby disadvantaging
desktop users, is a very real issue for online commerce. For more on this debate, see:
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2016/06/29/shoppers-are-more-likely-browse-mobile-buydesktop/
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Whether e-flux is leaning toward commerce or performing its technological
prescience, or something else, these modifications to e-flux’s website alter the
distribution of knowledge in the artworld, modestly evidencing how changes in ICTs
can affect fields.

Figure 6.21. Mobile Device: Share of Internet Traffic
Source:https://www.statista.com/statistics/241462/global-mobile-phone-websitetraffic-share/, accessed 16/08/2019
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6.4. Analysing ARTnews’ Discursive Power
This section analyses ARTnews’ field positions, possession of capital, dispositions,
and genres.

6.4.1. ARTnews’ Field Position and Composition of Capital. ARTnews was
founded in 1902 by James Clarence Hyde under the name Hyde’s Weekly Art News,
renamed as American Art News in 1904 and as ARTnews in 1923. It has a large
readership and is regarded as the world’s oldest art magazine still in circulation. It
can therefore be seen as occupying a dominant position in the rear-garde of the field
of OCAMs. This approximation of position is based on ARTnews’ age in the field of
art magazines and not on its age in the field of OCAMs. The approximation is
therefore based on an assumption of structural homology between these fields
regarding the transposition of agents’ capital. Established through decades of
dominance, the legitimacy constituted in a rear-garde position must be seen to
provide a rare resource of discursive power to ARTnews, adding weight to its
representations of the artworld and thereby bolstering its spokesperson position.
The symbolic value of ARTnews’ hierarchical and generational positions are
evidenced by the prominence of their representation on ARTnews’ About page. In
Extract 6.3, ARTnews’ claim to be the oldest art magazine in the world functions to
perform its diachronic field position while its claim that it is the “most widely
circulated art magazine in the world” functions to perform its synchronic field
position, its position along the Y-axis in the field of OCAMs (see Chapter Nine for
analysis of this statement).
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“ARTnews is the oldest and most widely circulated art magazine in the world.”
Extract 6.3. ARTnews. About, Article Corpus; 2018

The very high volume of objectified commercial capital possessed by ARTnews is
evidenced by it readership of 180,000 (Table 6.1), considerably larger than that of eflux. This makes sense because a dominant agent at the commercial pole, which
appeals to a broad audience, is likely to have a larger audience than an agent of
similar dominance at the cultural pole, all other things being equal. ARTnews
represents the quality of this capital on its About page by describing its readers as
“collectors, dealers, historians, artists, museum directors, curators, connoisseurs, and
enthusiasts” (Extract 6.4). That collectors and dealers are named first signals
ARTnews’ orientation to the commercial pole. ARTnews also provides demographic
information about its readers on its Advertise page, describing them according to
gender, age, educational background, and whether or not they are collectors (Table
6.2). The demographic variables of gender and age do not significantly describe the
quality of its readers, though are perhaps of interest to advertisers seeking target
markets. The estimation of ARTnews Average HHI refers to Household Income (not
to be confused with a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index score, which measures quantity
of market share). This variable can be seen to communicate two things: the potential
buying power of readers and their social class.54 This suggests that ARTnews readers
are high-quality forms of objectified commercial capital, well formed for the field of
potential advertisers (i.e. commerce). The variable “College+” can be seen to
represent 82% of ARTnews’ readers as having third-level education, further

54 ARTnews readers are taken here to be represented as upper-middle class. According to US census
data from 2015, the 6.1% of households that earn $200,000 and higher every year and the 14.1% that
earn between $100,000 and $150,000 are upper-middle class (This data can be accessed here:
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/income-poverty/cps-hinc/hinc-01.html).
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signalling the quality of this capital. The final variable states that 79% of ARTnews
readers are “Art Collectors”. This raises questions as to how ARTnews defines a
collector. Is a collector defined as an individual who buys artworks from galleries to
add to their ‘collection’, or is a collector simply an individual who has bought an
artwork, or who has bought more than one artwork? It seems highly unlikely that
79% of ARTnews readers are the types of individuals usually associated with the
term “art collector” – high-income individuals who own a collection of valuable art.
Whatever the term actually refers to, it is clear that ARTnews wants to represent its
readers as wealthy, educated individuals who might buy art, the type of readers
likely to be particularly valuable to commercial galleries. ARTnews’ explicit
foregrounding of its readers’ commercial value signals its positive disposition
toward commerce, further illustrating its orientation to the commercial pole.

Male/Female:
47% / 53%
Average Age:
52
Average HHI:
$184,142
College+
82%
Art Collectors:
79%
Table 6.2. ARTnews Advertising Demographics
Source: http://www.artnews.com/advertise/, accessed 20/07/2017

“Its readership of 180,000 in 124 countries includes collectors, dealers, historians,
artists, museum directors, curators, connoisseurs, and enthusiasts.”
Extract 6.4. ARTnews. About, Article Corpus; 2018
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Another significant source of ARTnews’ capital is its new owner, Peter Brant
(at the time of compiling this data (2017)). An example of the volume of Brant’s
artistic capital is his ownership of the Brant Foundation Art Study Center, a private
New York museum founded in 1996 which contains works by Andy Warhol,
Richard Prince, and Cady Nolan, and was reported to have more than ninety-three
million dollars in assets in 2002 (Cohen 2015). It is rarely open to the public, instead
focusing on high-profile events which are attended by ‘stars’ such as Leonardo Di
Caprio, and top “art-industry players”, such as billionaire collectors Victoria and
Samuel I. Newhouse Jr (Artnet News, 2015), auctioneer Simon de Pury, art dealers
Mary Boone and Tony Shafrazi (Colbert 2013), and top of the list, Larry Gagosian,
who is Brant’s art dealer. Brant’s artistic capital, objectified in his art collection, his
social capital, evidenced by his connections to artworld elites, and his celebrity
capital55, evidenced by the celebrities his activities associate him with, are all
symbolic resources which contribute to the volume and composition of ARTnews’
embodied capital. It might be tempting to argue that the owner of a firm does not
transpose specific capital to it but, as a comparison, if one were to imagine ARTnews
being bought by current US President Donald Trump, who is arguably low in
cultural capital, or conversely, by the artist Hito Steyerl, who possesses a very high
volume of artistic capital, it is clear that such transposition can be significant.
ARTnews’ primary resource of embodied capital is its writers and editorial
staff. Editor-in-chief Sarah Douglas contributes a high volume of journalistic capital,
evidenced by her position as culture editor at the New York Observer. Other

55 Celebrity capital is somewhat related to media capital in that both draw value from media
visibility (see Couldry 2003; Driessens, 2013). In considering the transposition of this capital from
one agent to another, a useful distinction made here is that one cannot transpose media capital, which
takes the form of media representation, but can transpose celebrity capital, which can be better
understood as the prestige accumulated with possession of a high volume of media capital. Having
celebrities as friends is a source of celebrity capital but not media capital.
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members of the editorial staff include Lilly Wei, Katherine MacMahon, Alex
Greenberger, and Andrew Russeth, winner of the Rob Pruit Award for
Blogger/Critic of the Year in 2013. Most of these editors are relatively young (in
their thirties) and, when compared to the editorial staff of e-flux, lack the artinstitutional recognition required to contribute significant artistic capital to
ARTnews. For example, it can be seen as extremely unlikely that Art Review’s Top
100 would consider these agents as contenders for their list.
ARTnews performs the volume and composition of its embodied cultural
capital on its About page by listing some famous contributors, namely Harold
Rosenberg (critic), Alfred Barr (first director of MoMA), Bernard Berenson (author
and art historian), Kenneth Clark (author and art historian), Arthur Danto
(philosopher) and Jean-Paul Sartre (philosopher). For ARTnews, Rosenberg, Barr,
Berenson and Clark can be seen to contribute artistic capital, while Berenson, Clark,
Danto and Sartre can be seen to contribute academic capital. However, nearly all of
these contributors died some time ago, and only two of the thirteen listed currently
have content on ARTnews’ website. Although these prestigious figures continue to
function as embodied capital, as is evidenced by their prominence in ARTnews’
description of itself, the fact that they no longer contribute to ARTnews and that
most do not have content on the website considerably lessens the volume of capital
which ARTnews can embody through them. That most of ARTnews’ current
contributors are absent from the list (Bob Nickas and David Salle being exceptions)
suggests that ARTnews does not attract the same symbolically wealthy contributors
as it once did. Bourdieu (1996) provides an instructive explanation of how this
relationship between magazines and contributors is structured by orientation to
opposing poles:
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The place of a publication (in the largest sense) – publisher, magazine, gallery,
newspaper – is only so important because to each author, each form of
production and each product there corresponds a natural place (already existing
or be created) in the field of production, and because producers or products not
in their right place – ‘displaced’ as we say – are more or less condemned to
failure. (165)

This explanation suggests that ARTnews does not attract the same types and
status of contributors because it is now more oriented to the commercial pole. In
terms of artistic capital, noteworthy contributors include Lowery Stokes Sims,
former curator at the Museum of Art and Design, New York, guest curator at the
MET, at Queens Museum, and at Cooper Union, and recipient of a PhD from New
York University, and Kim Levin, who has lectured at organisations such as the
Guggenheim, the Whitney Museum, and the Sao Paulo Biennale. These agents
contribute a high volume of artistic capital to ARTnews, but this volume must be
considered as less than that contributed to e-flux by its writers and editors. In terms
of embodied journalistic capital, also noteworthy among ARTnews’ current
contributors are deputy editor Barbara A. MacAdam, contributor to the New York
Times Book Review and former editor of New York magazine, and Janelle Zara, a
contributor to the Wall Street Journal and Architectural Digest. These agents
contribute a very high volume of journalistic capital to ARTnews, a resource which
e-flux does not possess in comparable quantities. ARTnews also possesses forms of
institutionalised journalistic capital which e-flux does not. Under former editor and
owner Milton Esterow (who bought ARTnews from the Washington Post in 1972),
ARTnews received forty-five awards, including the National Magazine Award for
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General Excellence in 1981, the National Headliner Award for Excellence in
Journalism in 2011, as well as the National Arts Club Distinguished Citation for
Merit, the Silurians Award (thirteen-time winner), and the Deadline Club Award for
Excellence in Journalism. These awards, conferred by the journalistic field,
contribute a high volume of institutionalised journalistic capital to ARTnews.
ARTnews’ institutionalised commercial capital is primarily constituted in
advertisers, which include branded galleries, such as Hauser and Wirth, ‘top’
commercial galleries, such as Kasmin gallery in New York, ‘mid-level’ museums,
such as the Nevada Museum of Art, as well as other well-regarded institutions, such
as New York University. It also advertises ‘lower-level’ art events and exhibitions.
As is the case for e-flux, the names of these prestigious organisations signal the
institutional recognition of ARTnews’ commercial capital to potential advertisers
while signalling its dominant position in the artworld to its readers.

6.4.2. ARTnews’ Dispositions and Orientation. This sub-section will account for
ARTnews’ dispositions and orientation to poles of production by attending to selfrepresentation on its About page and by examining the work of the genres its
website contains.

The first significant representation on ARTnews’ About page is that it is the “most
widely circulated” art magazine, foregrounding its symbolic status as much as its
commercial activity. Provided in Extract 6.5, ARTnews represents reporting as its
primary function, evidencing the primacy of a journalistic disposition within its
habitus. How it represents the content it reports is also significant. What is firstly
significant is that the subjects it reports on, “art, people, issues, trends, and events”,
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are represented as “shaping the international art world”. In this way, ARTnews
represents itself as focusing on content that has significant, even transformative,
effects on the artworld. This illustrates its focus on ‘big stories’ rather than, for
example, events on the periphery of the field or special-interest pieces. This signals
ARTnews’ focus on producing popular products, its orientation toward commercial
production. Of course, this orientation is relative. Art-specific news cannot be
considered mainstream in the field of media. In the field of OCAMs, however,
relative to the specialised content of e-flux, ARTnews can be seen to represent itself
as performing a role in the artworld analogous to the role that a mainstream news
outlet performs for society more generally.

“[…] it reports on the art, people, issues, trends, and events shaping the international
art world.”
Extract 6.5. ARTnews. About, Article Corpus; 2018

Appearing on ARTnews’ About page, the image shown in Figure 6.22
provides further insight into its dispositions and practices (the image links to an
ARTnews page that reports on the events referenced in Extract 6.5). The text at the
bottom of the image reads: “Follow ARTnews writers as they travel from Venice to
Documenta to Basel and beyond.” The Venice Biennale, Documenta, and Art Basel
are among the most well-known international art events. By prominently placing this
linked image in the right-hand column of their About page, and in fact, on every
webpage of its website, ARTnews signals its association with these prestigious and
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widely publicised events.56 When compared to the links on e-flux’s About page,
which link to an e-flux Wikipedia page, an interview with the editors by Hans-Ulrich
Obrist and an article about e-flux by Daniel Birnbaum, there is a significant
difference in the signalled dispositions of these organisations – ARTnews signalling
its association with high-profile artworld events and e-flux signalling its peerrecognition.

Figure 6.22. ARTnews Banner Advertisement and Close-up of Text
Source: http://www.artnews.com/about/, accessed 20/07/2017

Also significant in this text are the verbs “follow” and “travel”. Some
ARTnews writers have twitter accounts through which they detail their travels to
artworld events to their followers. These activities evidence both the breadth of ICTs
56 It is worth noting the phrase “Grand Tour”, which refers to the 17th- and 18th-century practice of
touring key European cultural sites. A kind of transition or gap year for upper-class young men of status.
The phrase analogises ARTnews’ writers as the cultural elites of their generation, engaged in adventure
and culture beyond the reach of most. The phrase also signals ARTnews’ recognition of the history of art,
positioning itself within the tradition of the Grand Tour.
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at work for ARTnews and ARTnews’ positive disposition toward mainstream social
media platforms, such as Twitter and Facebook.57 This social media output can be
seen to contribute media capital to ARTnews, with some of its main writers, such as
Maximilíano Durón and Alex Greenberger, being very active on Twitter. Durón has
807 followers and Greenberger has 1,294. These numbers are not very significant in
terms of ARTnews’ overall readership but with these writers’ tweets being retweeted
and shared through platforms such as Facebook, the capacity of these writers’ tweets
to accumulate media visibility for ARTnews is not inconsequential (discussed further
below).

The next two rows in the right-hand column of ARTnews’ About page, shown in
Figure 6.23, are headed “Top Posts” and “Editor’s Picks”. Both headers link to
ARTnews website pages containing articles. The networking of ARTnews’ webpages
evidences the high degree of functionality of its website. As shown in Figure 6.24,
the fourth row contains an interactive advertisement which advertises subscription to
ARTnews. The content of this text is provided in Extract 6.6. There is not space to
fully unpack the linguistic features of this text here but there are a few features
which must be noted. Firstly, the header “Over 50,000 art professionals and
enthusiasts begin and end their day with our newsletters. You should too” involves
legitimation by reference to the expert authority. It directs readers to subscribe to the
service because art professionals and enthusiasts have subscribed. Next, the phrase
“BREAKFAST WITH ARTNEWS” is seen to collapse the semblance of social
hierarchy between ARTnews and readers by using a metaphor of intimate social
interaction to describe an automated e-newsletter. The phrase also collapses social

57 This is generally in line with a trend within the field of journalism, which has seen social media
come to play an increasingly important role for journalists (Munz 2010).
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distance because, although the e-newsletter may originate from the other side of the
planet and be produced days in advance, this representation (of breakfast) frames it
as a social interaction between people in the same place and time. This supports an
illusion produced by the speed of the online publication cycle that organisations and
users are socially closer to one another than they actually are. Finally, worth noting
is the phrase “special offer”, which appears twice: once in full caps as a header and
then in lower case as part of the main body. This phrase functions to entice
consumers to use a product by suggesting that the product will save them money in
some way, and can be seen to belong to an advertising Discourse. The recognisable
commercial character of the text evidences that ARTnews is comfortable using
commercial discourse in the artworld and does not fear sanctions for doing so. This
makes sense because the commercial pole is understood as less likely to incur
sanctions for commercial practices than the commercial pole.
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Figure 6.23. ARTnews Column, About Page
Source: http://www.artnews.com/about/, accessed 28/07/2017
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Figure 6.24. ARTnews Column, About Page
Source: http://www.artnews.com/about/, accessed 28/07/2017
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“Over 50,000 art professionals and enthusiasts begin and end their day with our
newsletters. You should too.
BREAKFAST WITH ARTNEWS
Our daily morning e-newsletter, a selection of what our editors are reading
ARTNEWS TODAY
Our daily afternoon e-newsletter, with up-to-the-minute ARTnews articles, criticism,
and a note from our editors
SPECIAL OFFERS
Receive special offers from our partners
Email Address *
SUBSCRIBE
View All Newsletters”
Extract 6.6. ARTnews. About, Article Corpus; 2018

Returning to the social media practices of ARTnews contributors discussed above,
Figure 6.25 shows a tweet by Alex Greenberger which contains a photo of Kanye West
and Kim Kardashian with the accompanying text: “looks like a Caravaggio painting”. In
Figure 6.26, another tweet by Greenberger reads: “With this knife I cut those who
disrespect Hito Steyerl”. That Greenberger reports on pop music celebrities, almost
sacralising them, and in the next breath celebrates a renowned critic of capitalist logic
might evidence a stretching of the discursive field limits of art Discourse. By conflating
artworld and celebrity news, Greenberger undermines the symbolic power of the
cultural pole of production. Figure 6.27 shows Maximilíano Durón’s retweet of an
article titled ‘Mariah Carey Drama Series Based On Her Life In Works At Starz’ from
the website deadline.com, with the accompanying text: “just yelled "oh. my. god.
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yaaasss" at this in the office”. Following this tweet, Durón retweets a statement on the
importance of contemporary artist Andrea Fraser, another famed critic of capitalist
logic. The statement reads: “Is Andrea Fraser's retrospective STILL not coming to ANY
US museums? We get "retrospectives" of less important male artists & not her?” This
conflation of celebrity news and art criticism is more evidence of a potential challenge
to the opposition between poles of production. This highbrow–lowbrow content mixing
suggests that social media might be implicated in the transformation of discursive field
norms in the field of OCAMs and in transformations in the artworld opposition between
cultural and commercial production. This analysis suggests that these potential
transformations are supported by ARTnews, in line with its commercial orientation.

Figure 6.25. Alex Greenberger Tweet
Source: https://twitter.com/alexgreenberger?lang=en, accessed 28/07/2017
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Figure 6.26. Alex Greenberger Tweet
Source: https://twitter.com/alexgreenberger?lang=en, accessed 28/07/2017
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Figure 6.27. Maximilíano Durón Tweet
Source: https://twitter.com/maxduron?lang=en, accessed 28/07/2017
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6.4.3. ARTnews Genres and Dispositions. This section will examine the genres
contained on ARTnews’ website, which appear in the following order: News,
Market, Reviews, Retrospective, Artists, and Top 200 Collectors.

That ARTnews’ News genre appears first on its Home page (reading from left to
right) signals the primacy of a journalistic disposition within ARTnews’ habitus
(Figure 6.28). Articles from this genre, which contain a genre mix of journalistic
article, art review, and advertisement, also frequently appear in different genres on
ARTnews’ website.

Figure 6.28. ARTnews News Genre
Source: http://www.artnews.com/category/news/, accessed 28/07/2017

ARTnews’ Market genre reports on events in the art market (Figure 6.29). By
positioning this genre second on the navigation bar of its Home page, ARTnews
signals its focus on the art market and collectors. This is seen to evidence not simply
ARTnews’ commercial disposition but also that it is comfortable with, if not
enthusiastic about, the recognition of this disposition. Market articles contain the
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same generic structure as ARTnews’ News articles (i.e. headline, by-line, lead
paragraph, satellites, wrap up) and are frequently sub-categorised as belonging to the
News genre (i.e. “Market-News”), in which they also regularly appear.

Figure 6.29. ARTnews Market Genre
Source: http://www.artnews.com/category/market/, accessed 28/07/2017

ARTnews’ Reviews genre hosts articles which review exhibitions and events
in the artworld and, adhering to the same generic structure as the News and Market
genres, contains a genre-mix of journalism and art review (Figure 6.30). By
performing art criticism, this genre is central to the evaluative role ARTnews plays in
the artworld.
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Figure 6.30. ARTnews Reviews Genre
Source: http://www.artnews.com/category/reviews/, accessed 28/07/2017

ARTnews’ Retrospective genre contains articles reporting on current
retrospectives as well as digitised ARTnews articles of the past (Figure 6.31). For
example, the article shown in Figure 6.32, titled ‘From the Archives: Jean-Paul
Sartre on Alexander Calder, in 1947’, is a republication of an article which first
appeared (in English) in the December 1947 issue of ARTnews. Through this genre,
not only does ARTnews get to recycle old content but it also maintains its association
with prestigious contributors such as Sartre. By providing articles which are more
academic in content and style than those currently produced by ARTnews, this genre
can also be seen to maintain the semblance of an academic disposition in ARTnews’
habitus.
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Figure 6.31. ARTnews Retrospective Genre
Source: http://www.artnews.com/category/retrospective/, accessed 28/07/2017

ARTnews’ Artists genre, shown in Figure 6.33, also contains a genre mix of
journalism and art review. The Artists genre is, more or less, a ‘spin-off’ of the
News and Review genres that specifically focuses on artists. Together, ARTnews’
News, Review, and Artists genres constitute its more culturally oriented activity in
the artworld.

Figure 6.33. ARTnews Artists Genre
Source: http://www.artnews.com/category/artists-2/, accessed 28/07/2017
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ARTnews’ Top 200 Collectors genres are its most commercial genres. The
first of these genres, which is titled Top 200 Collectors 1 in the Article Corpus, is a
list naming 200 collectors whom ARTnews currently considers to be the most
important in the artworld (Figure 6.34). The list contains a short description of each
collector, detailing information such as country of residence, sources of income, and
the type of art they collect. For example, the short description of Roman
Abramovich, positioned second in the Top 200 list, is provided in Extract 6.7.

Figure 6.34. ARTnews Top 200 Collectors Genre
Source: http://www.artnews.com/top200year/2016/, accessed 28/07/2017

“Moscow [-] Steel, mining, investments, and professional soccer (Chelsea Football
Club); philanthropy Modern and contemporary art”
Extract 6.7. ARTnews. Top 200 Collectors 2, Article Corpus; 2018
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The short description also contains a link to another webpage (Figure 6.35),
distinguished for analytical purposes as a second Top 200 Collectors genre and titled
Top 200 Collectors 2 in the Article Corpus. This genre contains a mix of journalistic
article, biography, and fun facts, providing readers with a fuller description of the
listed collector, including a Fun Fact column. The presence of this column evidences
the type of tabloid journalism usually associated with fashion magazines, teen
magazines, or light entertainment websites such as Buzzfeed, and can be seen to
evidence ARTnews’ orientation to the commercial pole. The content of this column
further evidences this orientation by routinely focusing on the wealth of collectors.
For example, the fun fact about Roman Abramovich is: “Abramovich’s yacht,
Eclipse, measures 536 feet long and is said to be the second-largest private yacht in
the world”. Another fun fact, reporting on collectors Trudy and Paul Cejas, lets
readers know that “the Cejases snapped up the penthouse of Faena Miami Beach,
which had been priced at a cool $50 million, the priciest condo in all of Miami
Beach”. In the Article Corpus, ARTnews’ Top 200 Collectors genres are the
discourse practices that most clearly illustrate the structuring opposition between
poles of production in the field of OCAMs. That ARTnews openly celebrates wealth
in these genres, while e-flux often disguises its commercial practices and
dispositions, further highlights this opposition.
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Figure 6.35. ARTnews Top 200 Collectors Genre
Source:

http://www.artnews.com/top200/roman-abramovich-and-dasha-zhukova/,

accessed 28/07/2017

Finally, this section must briefly outline some recent events deemed significant for
an analysis of ARTnews’ habitus and its position in the field of OCAMs. In 2016,
ARTnews was bought by BMP Media Holdings LLC, a subsidiary of Brant
Publications (Observer, 2015). The result was a merger of ARTnews and Art in
America, which owner Michael Brant (number sixteen on ARTnews’ list of Top 200
collectors) saw as the creation of “the world’s largest and most influential print and
digital publisher of art news, critical reviews and information” (Businesswire.com,
2017). In comparison to Art in America, which focuses on producing “scholarly,
academic insights into the art world”, ARTnews is described as having “a more
general readership and much larger circulation” (Observer, 2015). Long before the
merger, former editor-in-chief Robin Cembalest clarified this mainstream orientation
when she stated: “[w]e’re certainly talking to peers in the gallery and the journalism
world, but also the 70,000 readers who are interested in general culture, who don’t
know art jargon” (The Freelancer, 2012). Following the merger, ARTnews’ print
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editions were reduced from monthly to quarterly and its editorial vision was
redefined to focus on “special themed editions that have proven successful with the
readers, such as the best-selling ARTnews issue ‘The World’s Top 200 Collectors’”
(Cascone 2015). These shifts in focus evidence an increased orientation toward the
commercial pole, toward economic profit, and have been heralded as “another
augury that the discourse of art is more and more subordinate to fashion-obsessed
celebrity and short-term finance” (Davis 2015). This suggests that ARTnews may be
in the process of somewhat reinventing itself in the field of OCAMs and that the
field of OCAMs maybe undergoing significant change. ARTnews’ position-taking
suggests that the direction it is moving, closer to the commercial pole, is likely
advantageous for it. This is because a rear-garde agent should understand the field
and will likely make good, informed moves. It is therefore possible that the relative
value of positions at the commercial pole of OCAMs is increasing. The commercial
success and fanfare around a new entrant to the commercial pole, Artsy, further
suggests that this may be the case (see Miller 2011). However, because OCAMs are
commercial organisations and not individuals, such position-taking could be the
product of personal, organisational, or financial imperatives that have little to do
with the betterment of ARTnews’ position in the field of OCAMs or in the artworld
(e.g. shareholders needing to secure a greater return on their investment).

6.4.4. ARTnews and ICTs. ARTnews’ website is highly functional and user-friendly
with a useful navigation bar that allows for quick and easy exploration of the
website. In comparison to e-flux’s website, the functionality of ARTnews’ website
can be seen to conform more to the norms of a media organisation website, in
keeping with its position at the commercial pole.
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The ICT that most clearly sets ARTnews apart from e-flux is social media.
ARTnews’ navigation bar, which appears at the top of every page, contains button
links to its Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter accounts. ARTnews’ Instagram page
has 2,353 posts and 664,000 followers (Figure 6.36). The short description at the top
of ARTnews’ Instagram page provides a link to ARTnews’ LinkedIn Bio page
(Figure 6.37), illustrating how ARTnews successfully networks its online presence
on different websites. ARTnews’ Facebook page (Figure 6.38) has 230,318 followers
and its Twitter page (Figure 6.39) has 170,000 followers and has posted 22,500
tweets. ARTnews’ Instagram and Facebook pages essentially perform the same
functions. By disseminating photos and videos of art exhibitions and other artworld
events, each of which links to a related page on ARTnews’ website, they perform a
news function for readers and a commercial function for ARTnews. They also allow
readers to comment on ARTnews’ posts, thereby enhancing the dialogicality of
ARTnews activities. This gives agency to readers while reducing the appearance of
social hierarchy, thereby somewhat disguising the commercial activity at play.
These ICTs also facilitate the acquisition of new readers, demonstrated by ARTnews’
664,000 Instagram followers, a far greater audience than its website (180,000
readers). These followers are seen as a significant resource of commercial capital
because their social media activities draw potential readers to ARTnews’ website,
thereby potentially increasing advertising revenue.
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Figure 6.36. ARTnews Instagram Page
Source: https://www.instagram.com/artnews/, accessed 16/08/2019

Figure 6.37. ARTnews LinkedIn Bio Page
Source: https://linkin.bio/ig-artnews, accessed 16/08/2019
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Figure 6.38. ARTnews Facebook Page
Source: https://facebook.com/artnewsmag/, accessed 16/08/2019

Figure 6.39. ARTnews Twitter Page
Source: https://twitter.com/artnews, accessed 16/08/2019

ARTnews’ social media practices are seen to contribute substantial discursive
power because they provide capacities to attract new readers and to interactively
engage with these readers. This adoption of mainstream social media practices also
provides symbolic value by signalling to readers and the field of OCAMs that
ARTnews is up to speed with developments in the field of news media. The account
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of OCAMs’ use of social media provided in this chapter is far from exhaustive but
further suggests that developments in ICTs generate change in how OCAMs
exercise their discursive power in the artworld.

6.5. The Bases of OCAMs’ Discursive Power and the Structure of the Field
This chapter set out to address the research sub-question: How do OCAMs acquire
the capacity to discursively construct reputation? Through analysis, the chapter has
shown that OCAMs acquire this capacity on the bases of their possession of capital,
their dominance in the field, their orientation in the field, by performing gatekeeper
or spokesperson roles, by occupying special positions such as consecrated avantgarde or rear-garde, and through their use of ICTs.
It is the specific configuration of these different resources that determines an
OCAM’s discursive power. ARTnews was seen to draw significant discursive power
from its rear-garde position – from its continued dominance in the field of art
magazines over generations. The capital and field positions of its editors,
contributors, and former contributors also provide an important basis for this power,
but to a lesser extent than these resources do for e-flux. ARTnews’ orientation to the
pole of commercial production is argued to contribute discursive power because it
facilitates the consumption of ARTnews’ discourse by more artworld agents and by a
broader diversity of artworld agents. ARTnews uses ICTs in a more conventional and
perhaps more effective way than e-flux. Its highly functional website and networked
social media accounts provide it with significant competitive advantages in regards
to capturing the attention of internet users.
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E-flux’s greatest resource of discursive power is its editorial team, who contribute a
royal flush of artistic, academic, and political capital. This capital confers legitimacy
to e-flux’s representations of the artworld. E-flux’s position as a consecrated avant
provides its representations with further legitimacy because this position frames eflux’s discourse and practices as culturally motivated and signals peer recognition of
this cultural motivation. This position is an artworld stamp of approval to speak in
the name of the artworld. Although many artworlders no doubt dispute whether eflux deserves this legitimacy, few would dispute that it possesses it. This cannot be
said for ARTnews, whose commercial discourse practices leave it open to critique in
the artworld. Although e-flux does not exploit the advantages of social media as
effectively as ARTnews, perhaps because this would come at the cost of signalling
mainstream dispositions, its use of email marketing is key to its discursive power.
Superseding every print magazine that came before, e-flux seized the opportunity
provided by internet ICTS to become the newsletter for the artworld. Applying a
peer-review status to representation in this newsletter turned being ‘announced’ by
e-flux into a coveted sign of distinction in the artworld, a sign that could be sold to
art organisations and gifted to readers while garnering celebration from both.

This chapter also set out to address the research sub-question: How do internal and
external structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’ construction of
reputation? Through analysis, the chapter showed that the different configurations of
resources that provide ARTnews and e-flux with discursive power appear to
generally adhere to the structuring opposition between poles of production. Figure
6.40 shows the chapter’s approximation of configurations of resources and
dispositions according to pole of production, taking ARTnews and e-flux as generally
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representative of these poles. This approximation suggests that the field of OCAMs
is structured by a commercial pole that favours commercial and journalistic
dispositions and commercial, journalistic, media, and celebrity capital, and a cultural
pole that favours academic and political dispositions and artistic, academic, and
political capital. Identifying this internal structure allows the thesis to account for
how it comes to bear upon OCAMs’ linguistic constructions of reputation (chapters
Eight and Nine). The dispositions and species of capital that constitute this internal
structure also provide insight into the inter-field relationships that the field of
OCAMs facilitates in the artworld. This facilitation will be addressed in Chapter
Ten.

The findings of this chapter also guided the compilation of the Article Corpus (Table
6.3). Texts from ARTnews’ and e-flux’s websites were sorted according to cultural
and commercial genre in order to avoid bias toward the more promotional or
journalistic genres of either magazine. As the dispersion of cultural and commercial
genres on their websites suggests, it is cultural discourse practices that primarily
constitute OCAMs’ activities in the artworld. Aiming for the most accurate
representation of OCAM Discourse possible, text from cultural genres was therefore
privileged over text from commercial genres, at a ratio of approximately 2:1.
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Figure 6.40. Compositions of Capital and Dispositions According to Poles of
Production (ART – Artistic, ACAD – Academic, COM – Commercial, JOUR –
Journalistic, POL – Politic, J&M – Journalistic and Media, CEL – Celebrity).
Source: Figure Provided by Author
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Corpus Word Count
46117
Sub-Corpus Word Count
ARTnews
22976

e-flux
23141

Commercial Genres
ARTnews Texts
Words
e-flux Texts
1 News-Market 1
1300
Announcement 1
2 News-Market 2
354
Announcement 2
3 News-Market 3
165
Announcement 3
4 News-Market 4
239
Announcement 4
5 News-Market 5
278
Announcement 5
6 News-Market 6
146
Announcement 6
7 Top 200 1
1268
Announcement Main Page
8 Top 200 2
2689
Architecture Announcement
9 About 1
106
Announcement Art Agenda 1
10
Announcement Art Agenda 2
11
Announcement Art Agenda 3
12
About 2
Commercial Genre Word Count
6545
7707
Cultural Genres
ARTnews Texts
Words
e-flux Texts
1 News-Artists 1
1056
Agenda Review 1
2 News-Artists 2
812
Agenda Review 2
3 News-Artists 3
1058
Agenda Review 3
4 News-Artists 4
888
Agenda Review 4
5 News-Artists 5
1172
Conversations 1
6 News-Artists 6
783
Ed. New Artists 1
7 News 1
214
Ed. New Artists 2
8 News 2
211
Ed. School Watch 1
9 News 3
310
Journal 1
10 News 4
585
Journal 2
11 News 5
293
12 News 6
476
13 Retrospective 1
321
14 Review 1
1105
15 Review 2
898
16 Review 3
2656
17 Review 4
646
18 Review 5
1965
19 Review 6
982
Cultural Genre Word Count
16431
15434
Table 6.3. The Article Corpus
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Words
767
828
582
511
506
688
53
630
1119
507
1001
515

Words
1501
1297
944
994
505
287
289
2957
1045
5615

6.6. Conclusion
This chapter performed the field analysis component of the discursive field
methodology to identify the bases of OCAMs’ discursive power and to identify
structures in the field of OCAMs. Its findings suggest that OCAMs acquire the
capacity to discursively construct reputation on the bases of their positions in the
artworld and the field of OCAMs, their possession of capital, and their use of ICTs,
thereby addressing the research sub-question: How do OCAMs acquire the capacity
to discursively construct reputation? In identifying how distinct OCAM resources
and practices specifically relate to cultural or commercial orientations, the chapter
also gathered data on the opposition between poles of production in the field of
OCAMs, thereby contributing to addressing the research sub-question: How do
internal and external structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’ construction
of reputation?

This account of the field of OCAMs and OCAM discourse practices informs the
analysis of discursive field norms in Chapter Seven, the identification of linguistic
devices in chapters Eight and Nine, and the analysis of how OCAM Discourse
constructs the value of symbolic resources in Chapter Ten.
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Chapter Seven
Discursive Field Norms

7.1. Introduction
This thesis addresses the question: How is reputation constructed through discourse
in the field of online contemporary art magazines? This breaks down into the
following sub-questions: How do OCAMs acquire the capacity to discursively
construct reputation? How is the discursive construction of reputation by OCAMs
regulated? How is reputation linguistically constructed by OCAMs? How do
OCAMs propose the value of different symbolic resources within the artworld? And,
how do internal and external structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’
construction of reputation? This chapter continues this analysis by addressing the
research sub-question: How is the discursive construction of reputation by OCAMs
regulated? This involves analysing corpora of OCAM Discourse to identify salient
patterns in OCAMs’ representations of the artworld. Whether unconsciously or
strategically adopted by OCAM contributors, salient patterns in representation
provide insight into the discursive field norms that regulate what can and cannot be
said by OCAMs.

The chapter examines salient patterns in voice, semantic prosody, and classification.
Identifying patterns in voice can reveal how the incorporation of other agents’
voices is involved in OCAMs’ construction of reputation. Identifying patterns in
semantic prosody can reveal the extent to which OCAMs typically represent
subjects in a positive, neutral, or negative light. Identifying classifications can reveal
pre-constructed schemes that may govern what OCAMs should and cannot say when
representing particular subjects. The patterns identified in this chapter are
understood to evidence how the nomos of the field of OCAMs comes to bear on its
Discourse – to evidence discursive field norms. Identifying these norms helps the
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thesis account for how the construction of reputation in the field of OCAMs is
regulated at the level of OCAM Discourse, thereby contributing to answering the
primary research question: How is reputation constructed through discourse in the
field of OCAMs?

7.2. Voice
This section attends to how ARTnews and e-flux incorporate other voices in their
representations of the artworld. Looking at the dispersion of voice (Table 7.1), there
appears to be no clear correlation between most genres and the frequency or prosody
of voice, the exceptions being ARTnews’ Top 200 Collectors genre and e-flux’s
Journal genre (discussed below). Dispersion also shows that voices are incorporated
within the ARTnews sub-corpus significantly more often than within the e-flux subcorpus. One interpretation for this difference is that the commercial pole of OCAMs
has a closer relationship to the field of journalism and journalistic Discourse than the
cultural pole and therefore more routinely adopts the common journalistic practice
of incorporating different voices. This data tentatively suggests that the
incorporation of voices may be more characteristic of OCAM Discourse at the
commercial pole.
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Dispersion and Prosody of Reporting
N Ng
Text
Announcement 1
Announcement 2
Announcement 3
Announcement 4
Announcement 5
2
1
Announcement 6
Architecture Announcement
Announcement Main Page
1
Art Agenda Announcement 1
Art Agenda Announcement 2
Art Agenda Announcement 3
Art Agenda Review 1
Art Agenda Review 2
Art Agenda Review 3
1
1
Art Agenda Review 4
Conversations
Education New Artists 1
Education New Artists 2
School Watch 1
Journal 1
Journal 2

Text
P
Artists 1
7
Artists 2
2
Artists 3
4
Artists 4
4
Artists 5
6
Artists 6
6
Market 1
15
Market 2
1
Market 3
Market 4
2
Market 5
1
Market 6
News 1
1
News 2
1
News 3
1
News 4
2
News 5
2
News 6
1
Retro 1
1
Review 1
6
Review 2
Review 3
2
Review 4
1
Review 5
4
Review 6
1
Top 200 1
8
2
Top 200 2
6
2
2
Total
85 8
4
Table 7.1. Dispersion and Prosody of Reporting (P – Positive,

P

N

Ng

2

1

1

2
1

1
2

7

7

1
3
19

21
24
2
N – Neutral, Ng –

Negative)

The most striking feature of the use of voice in OCAM Discourse is the high
frequency with which positive voices are incorporated, relative to neutral and
negative voices. When OCAMs include the voices of others in the representation of
an agent, object, or event, these voices tend to provide positive assessments.
Moreover, analysis suggests that voices may typically be incorporated in order to
make positively evaluative claims. Artists 1 provides an illustrative example of this
promotional function. The text directly and indirectly incorporates voices to aid in
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the description of Are.na, an ‘alternative’ social media platform. Exampled in
Extract 7.1, the voices employed, Are.na’s creator (Broskoski), a future investor
(Arcangel), and a prominent prosumer on the platform (DeMarco), each provide
positive evaluations of Are.na (see Table 7.1). The financial interests these agents
have in representing Are.na in a positive light suggest they are biased. These three
positive voices are supported by the voice of the author, whose position on Are.na is
made clear by the mythopoesis in the lead paragraph of the review.58 Provided in
Extract 7.2, the lead paragraph constructs relations of difference between Are.na and
social networking platforms like Facebook. To include positively disposed voices
within a review of a product is not un-dialogical in itself. The issue of bias occurs
when texts fail to also contain neutral or negative voices. The configuration and
prosody of voices in Artists 1 suggests the text is heavily biased toward Are.na and
that it functions to promote it. This illustrates the character of reporting found in
most texts in the Article Corpus. The voices of agents are incorporated and provide
positive evaluations. In this sense, the incorporation of voice appears to be used by
OCAM contributors to promote agents, objects, and events. This use of voice shields
authors from commitments to claims, allowing them to dress promotion as reporting.

58 The evaluative components in Extract 7.1 are underlined here for illustrative purposes.
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“‘The thing that was cool about del.ic.ous was that we had sort of worked in singleplayer mode first and foremost,’ Broskoski said. ‘And then the social part of it was
sort of the secondary part, so you were just doing your thing, assembling your own
research and then later on you could find other people whose perspectives
overlapped with yours.’
“Arcangel, speaking to me over the internet from his home in Norway, agreed. ‘I
used to love del.ic.ous,” he said. “And [Are.na] reminds me a lot of del.ic.ous, the
way that connections are made.’ The artist Nick DeMarco, who is the creator of the
popular Are.na channel “Yuppie Dystopia,” uses the service to make those kinds of
abstract connections. DeMarco said that when he is ‘just cruising on the impersonal
internet—you know, the current, like, Facebook, Twitter, you’re barely on the open
ocean of the internet anymore, it’s almost always filtered through one of those things
. . . when you see the cracks form or some x-factor image that feels like its a weird
thing that you’re seeing, it’s cool to have a place to put it’—which is to say, on the
Yuppie Dystopia channel.”
Extract 7.1. Voices with Positive Prosody (ARTnews. Artists 1, Article Corpus;
2018)
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“Certain popular social networks have origin stories that, from the outside, can feel a
bit like techno-libertarian fantasies or misanthropic nerd-boy schemes. In contrast,
the beginnings of the visual-based social network Are.na, which has become popular
with artists like Cory Arcangel, Nick DeMarco, and Margaret Lee, stem out of a
continuum of platforms and communities that have connected an internet art culture
for well over a decade.”
Extract 7.2. Voices with Positive Prosody (ARTnews. Artists 1, Article Corpus;
2018)

Neutral voices are those seen to describe or elaborate, or those which provide a
balanced view. Although relatively rare, neutral voices are more frequent than
negative voices (Table 7.1). In Extract 7.3, the voice of the director of White Cube
Gallery is indirectly reported to provide information on the location of its new office
in Manhattan. This voice is descriptive and appears incorporated to provide
information. In extracts 7.4 and 7.5, the voices of academics are incorporated to
provide elaborate description of the subject matter under discussion. Extract 7.4
directly reports Coombs’ analysis of the displacement of indigenous peoples from
the coast of Australia.59 Extract 7.5 directly reports Farid’s theorisation of how
tanned white male bodies function as detached signifiers.60 In academic style, the
numbers in these extracts, “13” and “16” respectively, denote endnotes to
bibliographic references. The neutrality of these two voices is therefore established
by reference to the peer-review process, carried out by the editorial staff of
Cambridge University Press and Social Semiotics Journal, respectively. Although

59 From his book Aboriginal Autonomy: Issues and Strategies (Cambridge University Press, 1994).
60 From his article ‘Terror at the Beach: Arab Bodies and the Somatic Violence of White
Cartographic Anxiety in Australia and Palestine/Israel’ (see the Journal of Social Semiotics 19, no. 1
(2009): 59–78; 66).
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these voices are understood as neutral, the citations which help confer their
neutrality must be seen as linguistic devices for constructing legitimacy: legitimation
devices. Citation only occurs in the Journal genre, which contains only neutral,
elaborative voices. This suggests a divergence in the adherence to discursive field
norms within the e-flux sub-corpus, with the Journal genre, relative to other e-flux
genres, appearing to adhere more to the discursive field norms of academia, norms
of objectivity and traceability.

“The common phrase at the time to describe the containment and removal was as a
benevolent act of ‘smoothing the dying pillow.’13”
Extract 7.4. Voice with Neutral Prosody (e-flux. Journal 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

“As a detached signifier, it does not disrupt the ‘somatic luxury of white [male]
subjects to roam and return to the tabula rasa of ideal whiteness where it is
conveniently restored to its apex of privileges’ as the embodiment of nation.16”
Extract 7.5. Voice with Neutral Prosody (e-flux. Journal 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

In Top 200 Collectors 1, the voice of art collector Anita Zabludowicz is
reported. Although providing positive evaluations of the work of Jeff Koons and
Jean-Michel Basquiat, these evaluations are balanced with negative evaluations and
Zabludowicz is seen as a balanced voice. In Extract 7.6, Zabludowicz first provides
a positive evaluation of Koons, “all the Koonses I wanted to buy”, and then a
negative evaluation, “my husband did not like them”. She then provides a positive
evaluation of Basquiat, with positive prosody implied by the phrases “missed out on
Jean-Michel Basquiat” and “Tony Shafrazi had offered her ‘the best’ ones”, and then
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a negative evaluation, “I did not understand [the work]”. Her choice not to buy the
work and her lack of understanding of it are seen as a mild but negative evaluations
because they communicate that not everybody likes or ‘gets’ the work of Basquiat.
Although the positive evaluations seem to outweigh the negative evaluations, the
negative evaluations are substantial and so Zabludowicz is seen to represent a
balanced voice.

“Anita Zabludowicz lamented ‘all the Koonses I wanted to buy—there were so
many opportunities, but my husband did not like them.’ (She added that she also
missed out on Jean-Michel Basquiat, even though dealer Tony Shafrazi had offered
her ‘the best’ ones back in 1992, when she had just started collecting. ‘I did not
understand [the work] and stopped us from acquiring them,’ she said.)”
Extract 7.6. Voices with Neutral Prosody (ARTnews. Top 200 Collectors 1, Article
Corpus; 2018)

Analysis also found positive and negative voices juxtaposed to provide a
balanced view. Provided in Extract 7.7, News 3 indirectly reports the voices of
Artnet and Roberta Smith (of the New York Times) to represent divergent opinions
on Frieze Art Fair. The adverb “meanwhile” constructs relations of simultaneity
between Artnet’s negative evaluation61 and Smith’s defence, namely the positive
evaluation that “art fairs [are] an important way to experience galleries in harmony
with each other”. This simultaneity contributes to the text’s representation of the
event as a dialogue between opposing voices. This representation of dialogue,
characteristic of news media, is notably lacking in the Article Corpus. It is also
61 The “disillusionment” to which Artnet refers relates to a downturn in sales and the difficulty midtier galleries have affording the fair.
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worth noting that hyperlinks are provided. Although functioning much like a
citation, this means of providing traceability is better understood as a characteristic
feature of online media Discourse rather than academic Discourse (see Chapter Nine
for a discussion of hyperlinks as linguistic devices). Extract 7.8 evidences a similar
balancing of voices. The voice of Maumaus alumnus Arendse Krabbe is indirectly
reported, providing a negative evaluation of the structure of Maumaus’s educational
programme. This is juxtaposed with positive voices (Extract 7.9), such the those of
João Enxuto and Erica Love, who describe Maumaus as “refreshingly independent”,
“not burdened by bureaucracy”, and as “based on interpersonal connections, trust,
and intellectual affinities”. However, in contrast to the earnest dialogue between
voices in News 3, this juxtaposition appears to be more performative than
functional. This is because, as School Watch 1 contains 7 instances of positive
voices (see Table 7.1) and is among the most positively evaluative texts in the
Article Corpus (see Table 10.2 in Chapter Ten), the inclusion of a single negative
voice provides, rather than dialogue, a semblance of dialogicality that casts an aura
of plausibility on the numerous positive assessments of the school contained in the
text. That is, the reader can be seen as more inclined to believe that the author’s
positive evaluations of the school are genuine and impartial if the author also
provides negative evaluations.
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“Frustrations and disillusionment continue to build over the current state of the art
fair as Frieze burns on. [Artnet]
“Meanwhile, in the Times, Roberta Smith defends art fairs as an important way to
experience galleries in harmony with each other. [New York Times]”
Extract 7.7. Voices with Negative and Positive Prosodies (ARTnews. News 3,
Article Corpus; 2018)

“But, with some unease, she also recalled the difficulty of undertaking such an
intensive learning process, mentioning that ‘it would have been productive if there
was more space in the structure of the program for the students’ and group’s
desires.’ […]”
Extract 7.8. Voice with Negative Prosody (e-flux. School Watch 1, Article Corpus;
2018)

“As New York-based lecturers João Enxuto and Erica Love said, ‘In an environment
(Europe and the United States) where accredited graduate and postgraduate
academies are measuring performance outcomes, Maumaus, under Jürgen’s
guidance, remains refreshingly independent as its model is not burdened by
bureaucracy but is rather based on interpersonal connections, trust, and intellectual
affinities.’”
Extract 7.9. Voice with Positive Prosody (e-flux. School Watch 1, Article Corpus;
2018)
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Negative voices do not appear, however, to be deployed with the sole
purpose of creating dialogicality, feigned or otherwise. Some appear to provide
sincere negative evaluations. In Extract 7.10, the voice of the Miami Herald is
directly reported as stating that a museum proposed by art collectors Bruce and
Tracy Berkowitz is “splashy even for Miami”. Splashy is understood as referring to
activities that are “showy” or “done to attract attention or make a sensation”.62 This
negative evaluation is particularly cutting as sensationalism, although an all-toofrequently disguised quality of artworld events and objects is, in principle, militated
against in the artworld because it expresses a willingness to instrumentalise
aesthetics or subject matter to attract attention.

“It is located on the third floor of 699 Madison Avenue, near East 62nd Street, a
White Cube director said at its booth at Frieze New York this afternoon.”
Extract 7.3. Voice with Neutral Prosody (ARTnews. Market 3, Article Corpus; 2018)

Illustrated by the above example, the Top 200 Collectors genres contain
more objective reporting than the other OCAM genres in the Article Corpus, bar the
Journal genre. This interpretation is supported by the finding that, although the
voices included in the Top 200 Collectors genres are predominantly positive, it is
only these genres that contain neutral reporting in more than one text, in contrast to
the Market, Review, Announcements, and Journal genres, for example (Table 7.2).
Furthermore, the Top 200 Collectors genres contain half of the instances of negative
voices in the ARTnews sub-corpus. This might be somewhat surprising as one may
expect that these genres, with their explicit focus on commercial agents, would be
62 For definition, see https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/splashy
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more promotional, and therefore more positively biased than other ARTnews genres.
One interpretation for this relative neutrality is that the artworld considers collectors,
in comparison to artists, to be ‘fair game’ for criticism, positioned as they are on the
peaks on the commercial pole: collectors can be critiqued because, as commercial
agents, their integrity is not essential to the integrity of the artistic vocation, as it is
commonly understood. This is in contrast to artists or galleries, whose integrity
might be protected in the interest of keeping at bay doubts about the artistic and
economic value of the artistic enterprise in general. Another interpretation, not
exclusive to the former, is that collectors can be critiqued in this way because their
field position is based on their possession of economic capital (wealth) and
objectified artistic capital (artworks) and not on their possession of embodied artistic
capital (e.g. artistic knowledge, talent, or dispositions) (also see chapters Nine and
Ten). This means that, unlike artists, the representation of a collector as
transparently commercial, in the vulgar sense (e.g. “splashy”), does not necessarily
detract from their reputation as it might for artists, whose reputations are based on
cultural production and the dispositions expressed by this production. This is, of
course, only necessarily so in principle. Artists such as Damien Hirst and Jeff Koons
have made careers out of transgressing this nomos. Of course, their transgressions
also serve to make this nomos more evident. A third non-exclusive interpretation for
this neutrality is that the Top 200 Collectors genres, relative to other OCAM genres,
adhere more closely to the discursive field norms of journalism and less to those of
the artworld. This would support the interpretation at the beginning of this section
that the discourse of the commercial pole of OCAMs might have a closer
relationship to the field of journalism than the discourse of the cultural pole.
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7.3. Semantic Prosody
This section discusses the prosody of attributes in the P&V corpus: descriptive
attributes, such as “blue”, “small”, or “colourful”, which are not explicitly
evaluative, and evaluative attributes, such as “great”, “brilliant”, and “awesome”,
which are. Through this method, this thesis can examine the frequency of explicitly
evaluative representation in OCAM Discourse and examine to what extent
representations which appear to fulfil a purely descriptive function are implicitly
evaluative. Explicitly evaluative attributes are unproblematic for the analysis of
prosody and will be accounted for in the analysis of classification schemes below.
The objectives of this section, therefore, are to demonstrate how descriptive
attributes can also be evaluative and to examine to what extent descriptive modifiers
fulfil an evaluative function in OCAM Discourse.

Extract 7.11 is an example of how descriptive attributes can acquire an evaluative
function through their co-text and context. Here, the attributes “strange” and “a little
frightening” achieve a positive semantic prosody, and thereby an evaluative
function, through their accompanying evaluative attributes “moving” and “one of the
best”. For example, if the exhibition is one of the best, then its strangeness is likely a
positive characteristic. Similarly, the negative connotation of “frightening” is
tempered by the more positive attribute “moving”. But the positive connotations of
“strange” and “a little frightening” are also produced by the context. That is, where
“strange” and “a little frightening” might typically have a negative connotation in
the field of medicine, they can have a positive connotation in the artworld. “Strange”
can be understood as positive because the artworld values innovation and aberration.
“Frightening”, somewhat less obviously, can be taken to mean that the exhibition
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evokes emotions such as apprehension, anxiety, and excitement but is not actually
frightening in the unqualified sense of the word, as perhaps an instance of violent
crime might be. This more positive reading of frightening is also indicated by the
hedging phrase “a little”, which modifies its severity. In this way, attributes can
make subtle appeals to an implicit value system, representing subjects, in this case
an exhibition, in a way that appears descriptive but is actually evaluative.

“It is moving, strange, and a little frightening, and it is one of the best shows being
presented in the Giardini this year.”
Extract 7.11. Descriptive Attributes. (ARTnews 1, P&V Corpus; 2018)

Looking at Figure 7.1, 76% (56/74) of attributes employed in the P&V corpus are
identified as having a positive semantic prosody. This provides an indication of how
frequently the descriptive attributes in OCAM Discourse are implicitly evaluative.
This is somewhat unsurprising for e-flux’s Announcements, which are simply
lexicalised press releases, but is somewhat surprising for ARTnews Reviews, which
are lexically categorised and generically structured as reviews. This level of prosody
suggests that representation in OCAM Discourse tends toward positive evaluation
and may indicate a closer relationship to promotional Discourse than journalistic
Discourse, given that one can expect to find more balanced representation in the
latter.
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Figure 7.1. Prosody of Attributes in the P&V Corpus
Source: Figure Provided by Author

7.4. Classification Schemes
Examining verbs provides an understanding of how OCAMs represent agents,
objects, and events in terms of actions. Analysis of the P&V Corpus revealed that
artworks, artists, exhibitions, and institutions are primarily represented as doing
(practical tasks), but that artists and exhibitions are frequently represented as
thinking, institutions as thinking but also speaking a little, and artworks as speaking
and interrelating (Table 7.2). As this thesis is primarily concerned with such
representation insofar as it pertains to the construction of reputation for these agents,
objects, and events, what is most significant is the semantic prosody of these verbs.
As shown in Table 7.3, of the 111 verbs used to represent these subjects, 96 were
interpreted as having a positive prosody, 15 as having a neutral prosody, and 0 as
having a negative prosody. It seems then, according to these texts, that the agents,
objects, and events they represent only act, think, speak, and interact in benign or
beneficial ways. This suggests that a near-exclusive positive representation of the
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activities of artists, artworks, exhibitions, and institutions may be a discursive field
norm in OCAM Discourse.

Verbs
Practical
Cognitive
Discursive
Relational
Total

T
67
18
15
11
111

Artists
13/11: 24
03/06: 09
01/01: 02
01/02: 03
18/20: 38

Attributes
T
Descriptive
42
E. Evaluative
20
Emotional
10
Comparative
02
Total
74
Table 7.2. Frequency

Exhib.
04/07: 11
03/03: 06
00/00: 00
00/01: 01
07/11: 18

Artists
03/02: 05
00/00: 00
00/00: 00
00/00: 00
03/02: 05
of Verbs and

Art.
14/11: 25
01/01: 02
04/05: 09
02/04: 06
21/21: 42

Exhib.
01/05: 06
01/04: 05
02/00: 02
01/00: 01
05/09: 14
Attributes in

Inst.
01/05: 06
01/00: 01
00/01: 01
00/00: 00
02/06: 08

OCAMS
00/01: 01
00/00: 00
02/01: 03
00/01: 01
02/03: 05

Art.
Inst.
OCAMS
28/03: 31
00/00: 00
00/00: 00
09/05: 14
00/01: 01
00/00: 00
06/01: 07
00/00: 00
01/00: 01
01/00: 01
00/00: 00
00/00: 00
44/09: 53
00/01: 01
01/00: 01
the P&V Corpus (ARTnews/e-flux,

T – Total, Exhib. – Exhibitions, Art. – Artists, Inst. – Institutions, E. – Explicitly)

Verbs
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Total

T
96
15
0
111

Art.
15/19: 34
03/01: 04
00/00: 00
18/20: 38

Exhib.
06/09: 15
01/02: 03
00/00: 00
07/11: 18

Attributes T
Artists
Exhib.
Positive
56
02/02: 04
05/08: 13
Neutral
17
00/00: 00
00/01: 01
Negative
1
01/00: 01
00/00: 00
Total
74
03/02: 05
05/09: 14
Table 7.3. Frequency of Semantic Prosody

Art.
15/19: 34
02/06: 08
00/00: 00
17/25: 42

Inst.
02/06: 08
00/00: 00
00/00: 00
02/06: 08

Art.
Inst.
28/09: 37
00/01: 01
16/00: 16
00/00: 00
00/00: 00
00/00: 00
44/09: 53
00/01: 01
of Verbs and Attributes in

OCAMS
02/03: 05
00/00: 00
00/00: 00
02/03: 05
OCAMS
01/00: 01
00/00: 00
00/00: 00
01/00: 01
the P&V

Corpus (ARTnews/e-flux, T – Total, Exhib. – Exhibitions, Art. – Artists, Inst. –
Institutions, E. – Explicitly)

To gain an understanding of the regulation of explicit evaluation, analysis can attend
to explicitly evaluative modifiers. To get an idea of a normal use of explicitly
evaluative modifiers, analysis first attended to the most salient modifiers associated
with the nouns “Artist”, “Author”, “Actor”, “Musician” and “Writer” within the
enTenTen13 corpus, which can be seen as representative of texts outside the
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artworld. That is, it can be seen to demonstrate how different text producers, in
general, use words like “Artist”. A keyword list of the most salient modifiers was
compiled. Shown in Table 7.4, these modifiers were then sorted into topoi that best
described the qualities to which they referred. The salient categories identified were
Evaluative, Type, Age, Gender, Nationality, and Other. As shown in Figure 7.2, for
all these agents, explicitly evaluative modifiers are very salient, second only to
modifiers of type.

Artist
Talented
Famous
Professional
Renowned
Featured
Favorite

Actor
Talented
Famous
Professional
Well-known
Aspiring
Favourite
Best
Lead
Veteran

Type

Makeup
Martial
Recording
Visual
Tattoo
Contemporary
Graphic
Scam
Solo
Con
Music
Graffito
Guest
Independent
Writer

Non-state
Voice
Character
Musician
Writer
Stage
Film
Singer
Society

Age

Young

Gender
Nation.

Female
Local

Young
Child
Male
Hollywood

Eval.

Author
Lead
Famous
Award-winning
Renowned
Aspiring
Favorite
Favourite
[Best-] Selling
Original
Acclaimed
best-selling
Well-known
Unknown
Study
Indie
Fiction
Article
Cookbook
Book
Quote
Speaker
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Musician
Talented
Famous
Professional
Accomplished
Aspiring
Gifted
Amateur
Renowned
Fine
Legendary

Writer
Talented
Famous
Professional
Prolific
Aspiring
Gifted
Experienced

Jazz
Artist
Chamber
Session
Classical
Studio
Actor
Folk
Rock
Writer
Dancer
Singer
Poet

Freelance
Fiction
Staff
Song
Article
Artist
Copy
Travel
Science
Essay
Ghost
Content
Letter
Script
Resume
Blog
-

Young
-

Woman
-

International

Bollywood
British
Other
NambyHongxiutianxiang Fellow
Fellow
pamby
Post
Table 7.4. EnTenTen13 Modifier Keywords by Topoi (Eval. – Evaluative, Nation. –
Nationality)

Figure 7.2. EnTenTen13: Modifiers
Source: Figure Provided by Author

Comparing the modifiers of “Artist” in enTenTen13 with the different subcorpora in the Website Corpus, explicitly evaluative modifiers are much less salient
across the Website Corpus (Figure 7.3). This suggests that there may be discursive
field norms at work in OCAM Discourse whereby the use of explicitly evaluative
modifiers to represent artists is regulated. Another salient difference between the
reference corpus and the Website Corpus revealed by this comparison is the
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prevalent use of national modifiers in the Website Corpus. This section will return to
this difference below.

Figure 7.3. EnTenTen13 and Website Corpus: Modifiers of “Artist”
Source: Figure Provided by Author

First, analysis can return to the P&V Corpus for a closer look at the use of
explicitly evaluative modifiers. The modifiers used to represent artists, artworks,
exhibitions, and institutions in the eight texts were compiled into a keyword list and
sorted into the following salient categories: Descriptive, Emotive, Evaluative and
Comparative. The Descriptive category contains modifiers such as “huge”, “surreal”
and “wild”, and the Emotive category contained modifiers such as “worried”,
“anxious” and “fearful”. The Evaluative category contains explicitly evaluative
items such as “wonderful”, “extraordinary” and “powerful” and the two
Comparative modifiers were “oldest” and “more raw”. Looking at Figure 7.4, the
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first thing to see is that only five out of the 74 modifiers used were applied to artists
(the other notable pattern in Figure 7.4 is that the modifiers applied to artists are all
Descriptive but this section will attend to this data below). It is not simply that the
texts refer more to artworks than artists. Examining the frequency of verbs used in
these articles, illustrated in Figure 7.5, artists are nearly as present as artworks. This
suggests that modifiers may be seldom applied to artists in these magazines, and
supports the initial finding that, when they are, they are rarely explicitly evaluative.
This supports the interpretation that there is a discursive field norm within OCAM
Discourse that regulates the representation of artists by limiting both the use of
modifiers and the use of explicitly evaluative modifiers. One interpretation for this
limit is that, because objective bases of reputation are lacking, contributors
frequently avoid these modifiers to avoid making claims to the authority implied in
public and explicit designations of an artist’s importance or value. Another
interpretation, not exclusive to the former, is that these modifiers are stringently
avoided because they are associated with promotional discourse and therefore signal
promotional function to readers. Contributors need not understand this limit in any
particular terms. It suffices that they recognise, lucidly or intuitively, that these
modifiers are routinely avoided by other OCAM contributors in order to avoid them
too. This limit is therefore seen to regulate the construction of reputation by limiting
the evaluative discourse practices OCAMs can employ.
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Figure 7.4. P&V Corpus: Types of Modifiers
Source: Figure Provided by Author

Figure 7.5. P&V Corpus: Frequency of Verbs
Source: Figure Provided by Author
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Coming back to the five descriptive modifiers that were applied to artists in the P&V
Corpus (Figure 7.4), the pattern concerning National modifiers continues. Illustrated
in Figure 7.6, of the five modifiers, four adhere to this category. The salience of
National modifiers in both the Website and P&V corpora indicates that their use
constitutes a norm. This then raises the question as to whether they are performing a
purely descriptive function or not. The symbolic value that cultural difference is
afforded in the artworld has been noted (see chapters Four and Nine). The
interpretation proposed here is that national modifiers can construct artists’
reputations by performing their cosmopolitanism. That is, that cosmopolitanism is a
species of cultural capital in the artworld and that these modifiers can communicate
the possession of this species.

Figure 7.6. Article Corpus: Descriptive modifiers of “Artist”
Source: Figure Provided by Author

To demonstrate how this communication functions at the level of text, extracts
7.12 and 7.13 provide examples of Performances of Cosmopolitan Capital taken
from an e-flux Announcement in the P&V Corpus (see Chapter Nine for more on
performances of cosmopolitan capital). The first statement performs the artist’s
embodied cosmopolitan capital by representing her place of birth, her dual
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nationality, and her cosmopolitan upbringing. The second example performs her
embodied cosmopolitan capital and represents its transposition to her artwork. These
examples also further illustrate the way that seemingly neutral narrative description
can be implicitly evaluative and that such implicit evaluation can only be understood
by attending to the value system of a specific field.

“Born in Tunis in 1978, the Russian-Tunisian artist grew up in Tunis, Kiev and
Dubai […].”
Extract 7.12. Descriptive Modifiers (e-flux 2, P&V Corpus; 2018)

“The way that Nadia Kaabi-Linke thinks and works is constantly being influenced
by her perspective as a cosmopolitan.”
Extract 7.13. Descriptive Modifiers (e-flux 2, P&V Corpus; 2018)

7.5. Conclusion
This chapter set out to address the research sub-question: How is the discursive
construction of reputation by OCAMs regulated? The chapter identified three
discursive field norms that regulate this construction. The first is a discursive field
norm of Predominant Positive Prosody, which enables representation in OCAM
Discourse to be predominantly positive. This norm conflicts with journalistic ideals
of objectivity and is seen to regulate how reputation is constructed by facilitating
promotion, and perhaps even deterring critique. A second discursive field norm
identified was Cosmopolitan Artist Classification. This norm works to naturalise
nationality and ethnicity as evaluative criteria for the classification of artists, thereby
encouraging a particular means of constructing reputation: performances of
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cosmopolitan capital. In adhering to this norm, OCAMs reproduce the value of
cosmopolitan capital in the artworld. A final discursive field norm identified by this
chapter was Artist Modifier Abstention, which takes the form of two discursive
limits on the representation of artists. The first limit is on the frequency of modifiers
applied to artists. The second limit is that modifiers applied to artists should not be
explicitly evaluative. This norm limits how OCAMs can construct reputation by
limiting the linguistic resources they can employ to positively evaluate artists.
Through these findings, this chapter has addressed the research question: How is the
discursive construction of reputation by OCAMs regulated?

The set of discursive field norms identified by this chapter provides an account of
macro structures functioning at the level of Discourse that regulate how reputation is
constructed through discourse in the field of OCAMs. Chapter Ten further accounts
for Discourse structures by analysing the role OCAM Discourse plays in the
artworld’s discursive market. Drawing the findings of the thesis together, the role
discursive field norms play in the construction of reputation by OCAMs is further
addressed in Chapter Eleven.
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Chapter Eight
Supporting Linguistic Devices

8.1. Introduction
This thesis addresses the question: How is reputation constructed through discourse
in the field of online contemporary art magazines? To address this question, Chapter
Six identified how OCAMs acquire the capacity to discursively construct reputation
and Chapter Seven identified how the discursive construction of reputation by
OCAMs is regulated, leaving the following research sub-questions to be addressed:
How is reputation linguistically constructed by OCAMs? How do OCAMs propose
the value of different symbolic resources within the artworld? And, how do internal
and external structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’ construction of
reputation? This chapter and Chapter Nine, which follows, address the research subquestion: How is reputation linguistically constructed by OCAMs? This involves
employing qualitative text analysis to examine the linguistic devices involved in the
representation of artworld agents, events, and objects by OCAMs. The linguistic
devices this chapter examines are: relations of equivalence and difference,
legitimation strategies, hedges, and feints. These devices are found to play a
significant but partial role in how OCAMs linguistically construct reputation. To
properly address how reputation is linguistically constructed by OCAMs, then, the
findings of this chapter must be considered in combination with the findings of the
following chapter, which examines performances of position, capital, and
conformity.

The chapter first examines how relations of equivalence and difference are
constructed in OCAM texts and how this is involved in reputational construction. It
then examines how OCAMs construct legitimacy and reputation through
legitimation strategies, while also reviewing the utility of van Leeuwen’s
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legitimation framework for the analysis of reputational construction. The chapter
next examines the presence of hedging in OCAM texts, attending to how OCAM
contributors modify their commitments to evaluative claims. Finally, the chapter
examines feints, attending to how negatively evaluative claims can provide OCAM
texts with a semblance of objectivity.

8.2. Relations of Equivalence and Difference
Linguistic constructions of relations of equivalence and difference are abundant in
the Article Corpus (i.e. constructions that take place at the level of sentences and
clauses). They were found to construct legitimacy but more typically functioned to
support other linguistic devices, such as legitimation strategies and hedging. As the
roles relations of equivalence and difference play in supporting other devices are
evidenced in the analyses of said devices (below and in Chapter Nine), this section
will examine how they construct legitimacy independently.

In Extract 8.1, setting aside modality markers, the claim “[h]is paintings [are] like
[…] German Expressionism” is seen to construct legitimacy for musician John
Kruger Mellencamp by creating relations of equivalence between him and this art
movement. The inference can be interpreted as follows: Mellencamp’s artworks are
to some extent legitimate because German Expressionism is a legitimate art
movement and Mellencamp’s artworks are equatable with German Expressionism.
The legitimacy that is conferred on Mellencamp by the relation of equivalence is
sourced from an artistic movement, the apparent precursor of his practice.63 This

63 This equivalence cannot be seen as performing institutionalised artistic capital for Mellencamp’s
artwork because German Expressionism is not an institution (which could be authorised to perform
such recognition). If the statement read “Mellencamp’s vast knowledge of German Expressionism is
evident in his work”, this knowledge of German Expressionism would constitute a form of embodied
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example illustrates that attending to relations of equivalence and difference provides
access to linguistic processes of symbolic attribution that attending to legitimation
strategies and performances of reputation cannot.

“His paintings, which is mostly figurative, can at times feel like a certain strain of
German Expressionism […]”.
Extract 8.1. Relations of Equivalence (ARTnews. Artists 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

Extract 8.2 evidences how OCAMs construct legitimacy through relations of
difference. The claim that Are.na is “naturally […] popular with internet artists,
academics, and designers” makes clear that the website, a social media platform,
seeks recognition in the artworld. As Facebook and Twitter are mainstream
commercial products in the field of media, they are unlikely to be recognised by
artworld agents as artworld products. For a social media platform seeking
recognition in the artworld, then, equivalence with these products is likely to incur a
loss of legitimacy or reputation while differencing might mitigate this loss.

“Naturally, the website is popular with internet artists, academics, and designers of
all stripes.”
Extract 8.2. Relations of Difference (ARTnews. Artists 1,Article Corpus; 2018)

artistic capital. If the statement read “Mellencamp’s work features in MoMA’s German
Expressionism Retrospective”, then MoMA’s recognition would constitute a form of institutionalised
artistic capital. If the statement read “Mellencamp’s German Expressionist paintings have a fantastic
composition”, it would be his talent, objectified in his artworks, which constituted a form of capital
(i.e. objectified). Finally, if the statement read “Mellencamp’s work is the leading example of
contemporary German Expressionism”, it would be the representation of the artist’s position within
the field of German Expressionist painters that would construct his reputation.
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In Extract 8.3, the statement that “Are.na is informed less by Facebook or
Twitter” constructs such relations of difference and thereby appears to shield Are.na
from the potential loss of legitimacy it could incur for being a social media platform.
Extract 8.4 contributes to this differencing by representing the “social component”
of the website, the component that primarily equates it with Facebook and Twitter,
as “taking a back seat”. In claiming that Are.na “encourages a broad-minded […]
approach […] to how […] we encounter the internet”, the extract also signals
openness to diversity and experimentation, and thereby, adherence to artworld
nomos (see Chapter Four). Of note also are the adjectives “conceptually” and
“conceptual” in extracts 8.1 and 8.3. These adjectives represent Are.na as concerned
with the conceptual aspect of their product, thereby helping to frame their
production as artistic in its concerns. Extract 8.5 continues the process of
differencing by representing Are.na as existing “in contrast” to “certain popular
social networks”. Here, “popular” is taken to have a negative connotation – as
referring to orientation to the commercial pole in the field of cultural production.
This extract also contains an element of mythopoesis, furthering this differencing. In
this biographic narrative, the “origin stories” of “nerd-boy schemes”, referring
implicitly and derogatorily to Facebook and Twitter, are contrasted with Are.na,
which stems “out of […] communities that have connected […] internet art culture”.

These extracts could be seen as a means of performing field position by signalling
distance between the X-axis positions of Are.na and Facebook and Twitter in the
field of social media platforms. They could also be seen as performing Are.na’s
adherence to the nomos of the artworld. However, this thesis interprets such
instances as constructing relations of difference when differencing appears to be
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their primary function. This section has evidenced how OCAMs construct
legitimacy for agents, objects, and events through relations of equivalence and
difference, thereby also demonstrating the analytic utility of the concept for the
purposes of this thesis.

“Conceptually, Are.na is informed less by Facebook or Twitter and more by the
niche link sharing website del.ic.ous […]”.
Extract 8.3. Relations of Difference (ARTnews. Artists 1, Article Corpus; 2018)

“The platform’s social component mostly takes a backseat to what Broskoski
referred to as a ‘fuzzier type of thinking’ that encourages a more broad-minded and
conceptual approach to how we process and arrange the never-ending stream of
information we encounter on the internet.”
Extract 8.4. Relations of Difference (ARTnews. Artists 1, Article Corpus; 2018)

“Certain popular social networks have origin stories that, from the outside, can feel a
bit like techno-libertarian fantasies or misanthropic nerd-boy schemes. In contrast,
the beginnings of the visual-based social network Are.na, which has become popular
with artists like Cory Arcangel, Nick DeMarco, and Margaret Lee, stem out of a
continuum of platforms and communities that have connected an internet art culture
for well over a decade.”
Extract 8.5. Relations of Difference (ARTnews. Artists 1, Article Corpus; 2018)
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8.3. Legitimation Strategies
This section will examine OCAMs’ use of three legitimation strategies found to play
a role in constructing legitimacy and a supporting role in the construction of
reputation: authorisations, rationalisations, and moral evaluations.

Extract 8.6 illustrates how the concept of legitimation strategies can capture the
construction of legitimacy but remain blind to the construction of reputation. The
extract is interpreted as legitimating Ghosh’s art practice through reference to the
authority of the phenomenological tradition of tantra. The tradition of tantra is here
interpreted to have a positive prosody based on co-text (e.g. academicisation) and
context (i.e. tantra is an alternative tradition in Western societies and so is not a
particularly valuable target for artworld transgression). However, recognising that
academic capital is specifically valuable in the artworld, and assuming that the
tradition of tantra is not, another interpretation is that the extract constructs the
artworld reputation of Ghosh by performing his embodied academic capital. The
term “phenomenological” is seen to represent the tradition of tantra as a body of
academic knowledge and the phrase “empirically account for” is seen to perform
Ghosh’s academic practices, and thereby his embodiment of academic knowledge.
This embodiment is performed further by the claim that Ghosh is interested in the
“validat[ion] of knowledge”, which is the domain of epistemology, as well as by the
construction of relations of equivalence between tantra and the study of “the
movement of energy or time”, which is the domain of physics. This academicisation
is therefore interpreted as constructing reputation for Ghosh by performing, to the
artworld, his possession of embodied academic capital. This example also illustrates
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that the framework of legitimation cannot account for reputational construction
because it cannot account for capital.

Legitimations that reference the authority of tradition or conformity must be
considered in the context of nomos. In Extract 8.7, the viewing conditions of the
artwork, and, therefore, the artwork itself, are represented as “break[ing] the
tradition of cinematic perspective”. In another context, that is to say field, breaking
with tradition might have a negative connotation. In the artworld, however, it can be
interpreted as constructing reputation for the artworks by performing their adherence
to the nomos of the artworld, which stipulates that transgressing the nomos of
society is valuable and productive. Extract 8.8 further illustrates the value of
breaking with traditions. Here, standing apart from conventional cinema is put
forward as a positive attribute of the artwork Schrei 27. In Extract 8.9, this
transgression of tradition is further performed through the claim that the artwork “is
the complete opposite of film as we know it”. By performing conformity to artworld
nomos, these references to tradition construct Ghosh’s belonging to the artworld,
contributing to his artworld reputation. These examples illustrate how OCAMs
construct reputation for agents, objects, and events by representing them as
transgressing traditions and being unconformist, by performing their conformity to
this artworld nomos. They also suggest that, for the purposes of this analysis, the
concept of authorisations by reference to tradition or conformity is of less utility
than the concept of performance of reputation.
It is worth briefly noting evidence of promotional intent in Extract 8.9. The
ground for the claim that the film is the complete opposite of film as we know it is
that it was made around an existing soundtrack rather than the other way around,
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which does not prove, nor even suggest, that the film is the complete opposite of
film as we know it. Furthermore, the source of the claim is the artist who made the
work, a presumably biased voice. The extremity of the claim to be the “complete”
opposite and the claim’s poor grounding suggest it is an exaggeration deployed to
sensationalise the film, an exaggeration of the film’s championing of artworld
nomos. This example illustrates how attending to claims in the context of nomos can
inform the analysis of purpose in discourse.

“Tantra is of interest to Ghosh because it is a phenomenological tradition that
validates knowledge resulting from direct experience which would be difficult to
empirically account for, like the movement of energy or time”.
Extract 8.6. Authorisation; Tradition (e-flux. Art Agenda Review 1, Article Corpus;
2018)

“These viewing conditions, with their simultaneously charged vantage points, break
the tradition of cinematic perspective.”
Extract 8.7. Authorisation; Tradition (e-flux. Announcement 3, Article Corpus;
2018)

“Schrei 27 is intense in a way that is often only hinted at in more conventional
cinema.”
Extract 8.8. Authorisation; Tradition (ARTnews. Artists 4, Article Corpus; 2018)
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“Most films, Galas noted, are ‘images first and then they hire a composer and soundeffects people.’ Schrei 27, on the other hand, is reverse-engineered. ‘It’s a vocal,
electronic composition which then is set to a visual component,’ she said. ‘So this is
the complete opposite of film as we know it.’”
Extract 8.9 Authorisation; Tradition (ARTnews. Artists 4, Article Corpus; 2018)

This thesis proposes that the concept of legitimation by reference to institutional
authority is not wholly sufficient for the purpose of analysing linguistic constructions of
reputation and that evaluative representations of institutional association are better
understood as performances of institutionalised capital. The key difference is that
understanding representations of institutional association as performances of
institutionalised capital allows to account for both the association as a form of capital
and the field from which this capital is drawn. In Extract 8.10, the legitimacy of artist
Mike Cooter is constructed by reference to the institutional authority of Hayward
Gallery Touring. This association is indirect in that it is achieved through the medium of
a relation of equivalence with two other artists, who are the actual possessors of this
institutional recognition. The logic of the inference is that the legitimacy conferred on
Wallinger and Lecky by Hayward Gallery Touring is somewhat applicable to Cooter
because his artwork is comparable to the artwork of Wallinger and Lecky. From a field
theory perspective, the institutionalised artistic capital of Wallinger and Lecky is
performed by representing Hayward Gallery Touring’s recognition of them and this
possession of capital is brought into relations of equivalence with Cooter, thereby
performing (laying claim to) his artistic capital. Here, it is the capital of Wallinger and
Lecky which is performed but the performance also functions, perhaps primarily as he is
the subject of the text, to evaluate and thereby promote Cooter. This example evidences
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how the concept of performance of capital can be more applicable to representations of
institutional association than the concept of legitimation by reference to institutional
authority. It is important to note that Cooter is a reputable artist in his own right and
does not appear, in this instance, to be profiting a great deal through association with
Wallinger and Lecky’s institutionalised artistic capital. This shows that performances of
reputation and other linguistic devices are not always intentionally deployed, or even
profitable. They are often simply by-products of description. Intentional or otherwise,
such representation is seen here as communicating the information required to maintain
the existence of hierarchies in a field.

“Something in Cooter’s mise-en-scène reminds me of other artist-curated shows—
such as Mark Wallinger’s ‘The Russian Linesman’ (2009), or Mark Leckey’s ‘The
Universal Addressability of Dumb Things’ (2013), both organized by Hayward
Gallery Touring”.
Extract 8.10. Institutional Authorisation (e-flux. Art Agenda Review 3, Article
Corpus; 2018)

For the purposes of this analysis, legitimation by reference to expert authority can
also be improved when understood within the framework of field theory. In Extract
8.11, the lexicalisation of e-flux’s readers as “visual arts professionals” represents
them as experts in their field and can be interpreted as implicitly constructing
legitimacy for e-flux by reference to the expert authority of these “professionals”.
However, analysis can also interpret this statement as a performance of objectified
commercial capital. This interpretation accounts for how the capital is possessed by
e-flux (i.e. it is objectified) as well as the field from which the capital is drawn (i.e.
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the field of commerce). The latter interpretation reveals the construction of
reputation at work in the representation and is therefore seen as more applicable to
this analysis. This example also further highlights that legitimacy and reputation are
different symbolic resources, are constructed through different linguistic devices,
and must, therefore, be accounted for separately in analysis.

“E-flux – About page: Who reads e-flux? e-flux is read by 90,000+ visual arts
professionals […]”.
Extract 8.11. Expert Authorisation; Expert (e-flux. About 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

OCAMs were also found to construct reputation and legitimacy through analogy, a
form of moral evaluation. In Extract 8.12, a competition between agents in the field
of art dealers is analogised as a war, with the semantic relations between the military
lexical items “battle” and “victory” narrativising the event. The war narrative is
dramatised by the adjective “increasingly”, which adds connotations of momentum
and suspense, and the adjective “fierce”, which, a well-worn collocate of “battle”,
sensationalises the event by representing it as extreme and therefore noteworthy.
This extremity is seen as an exaggeration, suggesting promotional purpose, because
Zwirner’s stakes in the competition between dealers – that is, revenue and reputation
– cannot be seen to be as substantial as the stakes of a soldier at war, which are often
“life and liberty”. The analogy therefore constructs Zwirner’s legitimacy as a
dominant art dealer by ascribing to him the moral virtues of an archetypal soldier,
such as strength (required to win battles) and bravery (required to engage in battle).
Zwirner’s legitimacy is further constructed through the representation of him as the
victor and Cheim and Reid as the loser (the dealer who lost this battle). Here, the
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estate of Joan Mitchell (the top-tier artist in question) is a spoil of war – proof of
Zwirner’s supremacy. The analogy could also be interpreted as performing the field
position of Zwirner by figuratively representing him as occupying a dominant
position in relation to other “top-tier” agents in the field of art dealers. It could also
be interpreted as performing Zwirner’s commercial capital, objectified in the form of
Mitchell’s estate. Analogies are therefore seen as an effective device through which
OCAMs construct both legitimacy and reputation. However, relatively infrequent in
the Article Corpus, analogy is seen to play a minor role in the construction of
reputation by OCAMs (see Appendix L for all analogies identified in the Article
Corpus).

“In the increasingly fierce battle among top-tier art dealers to work with the estates
of top-tier artists, David Zwirner has just notched a victory.”
Extract 8.12. Analogy (ARTnews. Market 4,Article Corpus; 2018)

OCAMs’ constructions of legitimacy most often take the form of rationalisations,
which construct legitimacy by proposing a rationale for actions or evaluations. In the
first sentence in Extract 8.13, an artistic practice is legitimated by reference to a
goal-based rationality. This is an instrumental rationalisation. A narrative represents
the musician as “stumbling” into a record deal while in search of an art school,
thereby representing his primary goal to have been to become an artist and implying
that his music career is something that inexplicably happened in the course of his
pursuit of this goal. As Mellencamp does not appear to possess a high volume of
institutionalised artistic capital, such as a prestigious exhibition record or academic
qualification, this legitimation is quite important. It functions to explain away his
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current lack of artistic capital by rationalising this lack as the by-product of his
accidental success as a musician – implying, quite assertively, that he was always
meant to be an artist but that his music career temporarily got in the way. The
second sentence in the extract continues this process of legitimation by rationalising
income as a reason why Mellencamp didn’t become a professional artist in his youth
(i.e. rationalisation according to an ends-based rationality). Art schools wanted to
charge him money and record companies wanted to pay him money, so, based on the
differences in these economic ends, and based also on his youth (“20 years old, 21
years old”), he became a musician instead. These two sentences, taken as a whole,
presuppose that Mellencamp could have become a professional artist. That is,
implicit in their argumentation is a claim that he had enough artistic talent to
accumulate recognition in the artworld. This is especially important because the
legitimacy of his current recognition in the artworld can be seen as undermined by
the recognition he has in the field of music. Essentially, some in the artworld might
be led to wonder if his success as an artist is not primarily based on his success as a
musician – that his music fame brought him recognition in the artworld that the
quality of his art could not. This instrumental rationalisation can also be seen as
constructing Mellencamp’s artworld reputation because it implies his possession of
embodied artistic capital (i.e. in the form of natural talent).64 Here, a rationalisation
is used to support a performance of reputation. This example also shows that
attending to performances of capital alone cannot reveal processes of legitimation,
evidencing the utility of van Leeuwen’s framework for this analysis.

64 It is worth noting that the representation of his recognition by record companies can be interpreted
as a performance of institutionalised musical capital.
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“The musician and artist John Mellencamp stumbled into his first record deal while
traveling to New York City from his home state of Indiana in search of an art school
to attend. […] ‘And, as it turns out, at 20 years old, 21 years old, New York Art
Students League wanted me to pay them money, and the record companies wanted
to give me money.’”
Extract 8.13. Instrumental Rationalisation (ARTnews. Artists 2, Article Corpus;
2018)

Theoretical rationalisation is a second type of rationalisation found at work in
the construction of reputation by OCAMs. In Extract 8.14, the artist legitimates a
decision to organise a premiere in New York by reference to the goal of giving
recognition to her labour, realised through the phrase “all that additional work”. The
rational for a primarily commercial and symbolic activity, a premiere, is that it is the
logical consequence of a morally virtuous activity, labour. The decision to organise
the premiere is further rationalised by backing the grounds with the claim that she
“would not have done” the premiere if the work had not been substantially
developed, if it had not been “the final version”. The premiere is thereby represented
as the natural product of the artist’s labour rather than as the result of the
commercial strategy of the gallery or of the artist’s positioning strategy within the
artworld. The rationalisation by reference to labour and the omission of commercial
function obscure the economies of reputation involved in the premiere. Although
apparently duplicitous, this rationalisation can be seen as a reasonable one in that the
direct expression of commercial interests transgresses the artworld’s nomos.65
Premieres and other commercial activities in the artworld must therefore be
65 Analysis might therefore interpret this rationalisation as a performance of conformity to artworld
nomos. However, as all discourse in a field is subject to nomos, it is not particularly useful for this
analysis to account for all expressions of this subjectification. Instead, the thesis solely accounts for
instances in which conformity to artworld nomos is explicitly evoked (in principle but not by name).
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rationalised through moralised activities such as labour and cultural motivations,
such as the realisation of artworks. Of course, premieres are also forms of
institutionalised artistic capital. These theoretical rationalisations, then, provide this
performance of artistic capital with legitimacy, making the performance appear more
like description and less like evaluation. This example further illustrates how
rationalisations can support OCAMs’ performances of capital.
In Extract 8.15, an artist explains the price of his artworks through the claim
that he spent “so much time” on them, referencing the moralised activity of labour
(expressed in time), which is further referenced through the verbs “realising” and
“uncovering”. This constitutes a claim that his artistic labour is quantifiable in, and
should be rewarded by, money – his labour functions as a theoretical rationalisation
for the price of his work. The price is also theoretically rationalised by reference to
the status of the works as “pieces” of the artist. This ontological claim is doubled
down on through the adjective “literally”, which, as these works contain no physical
matter subtracted from the artist’s body, is used figuratively. As is often the case in
common parlance, this use of “literally” to mean figuratively appears to exaggerate
the claim. In this way, the activity of selling the works for a relatively high price is
defined in terms of moralised activities, not only the activities of time and labour but
also of investment.66 This rationalisation is also accompanied by a performance to
which it provides legitimacy. Here, it is the objectified commercial capital of the
artworks in his exhibition that is performed – their capacity to produce commercial
activity objectified in the linguistic form of a number (“$12,000”). These examples
support the finding that rationalisation plays a significant role in OCAMs’

66 This statement can also be understood in the context of nomos as it explains away potential
economic motivations. But, again, by virtue of the normative function of nomos, such adherences to
nomos are almost ubiquitous in the Article Corpus and are, therefore, not useful for the identification
of linguistic devices.
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constructions of reputation, further illustrating the utility of employing both field
theoretical and discourse analytic concepts in this thesis.

“Seeing his London plans through the eyes of a dealer, Mesler noted that the
alphabet pieces ($12,000 apiece) are considerably more expensive than the
commissions, but he was able to explain the discrepancy. ‘The paintings in the show
are literally little pieces of me that I’ve spent so much time on, realizing and
uncovering,’ […].”
Extract 8.14. Theoretical Rationalisation (ARTnews. Artists 6, Article Corpus; 2018)

“The New York premiere features additional sound design and mixing from Dave
Hunt. ‘I would not have done it as a premiere here had we not done all that
additional work,’ Galas said. ‘I would not have done it because that would not have
been accurate—this was the final version.’”
Extract 8.15. Theoretical Rationalisation (ARTnews. Artists 4, Article Corpus; 2018)

8.4. Hedges
This short section will give an account of modality in the corpus. There are many
linguistic features of modality but this chapter will solely account for the most
salient form, hedges.

In Extract 8.16, already discussed above in terms of relations of equivalence (Extract
8.1), the author’s commitment to the claim of equivalence is hedged in a number of
ways. It is first worth pointing out that, in this researcher’s modest opinion,
Mellencamp’s works evidently display some stylistic features also found in German
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Expressionist paintings. But, significantly, German Expressionism was an early
20th-century art movement, the features of which are routinely found in much
present-day painting practice, naive and otherwise. That is, many artists with no
training or education in art would intuitively paint in a style that could be seen to
contain stylistic elements found in much German Expressionism, such as, perhaps,
the privileging of subjective perspective, the abstraction of subjects, a limited pallet,
and the use of varied painting techniques. This means that similarities between
Mellencamp’s work and this movement cannot prove that he is aware of the
movement or understands his work from an art-historical perspective, as might more
necessarily be the case if he painted in the academic neoclassical style, given the
requirement of training and thereby inculcation. This construction of equivalence
only requires that Mellencamp paints in ways, naively or otherwise, that were also
characteristic of some German Expressionist painters. A difference between
Mellencamp and leading painters from this movement, such as Ernst Ludwig
Kirchner and Edvard Munch, is that these painters are known to have painted with
deliberate awareness of the artistic statements their stylistic choices made and an
awareness of how these statements functioned as innovations in the evolution of
painting. The presence of hedging in the extract signals that the author is not fully
committed to the claim of equivalence, suggesting the claim is an attempt to
legitimate Mellencamp’s work rather than being an objective appraisal of it. The
first hedge is the adjective “certain” in the phrase “a certain strain of German
Expressionism”, which indicates that Mellencamp’s work is only similar to
particular works of German Expressionism. As these similar works and their actual
similarity to Mellencamp’s are not reported, the claim remains ungrounded.
Shielded by this omission of grounds, the hedge “certain” subtly undermines the
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author’s commitment to the claim in a way that does not overturn the positive
prosody of the representation. The subsequent phrase, “as seen through the eyes of
an earnest heartland outsider”, further hedges the author’s commitment to the claim
of equivalence by implying that only someone from outside the main artworld
nodes, a “heartland outsider”,67 would make such a comparison, and, therefore, that
the author, who is not a heartland outsider,68 is not really making this comparison.
This hedge allows the author to subtly imply that only an artworld outsider, an agent
lacking knowledge of art, would interpret the work this way. The phrase “as seen
by” is another hedge, further constructing the outsider as a hypothetical interpreter
of the work. The sincerity of the comparison is somewhat bolstered through the
adjective “earnest”, which, applied to the outsider, implies that Mellencamp’s work
and German Expressionism do share characteristics, without implying that these
characteristics warrant comparison. The preposition “as” is interpreted to be another
hedge, functioning as a lexicalisation of the conjunction “if”. If the text read “a
certain strain of German Expressionism if seen through the eyes of an earnest
heartland outsider”, this would have implied that the comparison would only be
drawn by an earnest heartland outsider. By using “as” instead of “if”, the author
avoids undermining her claim to equivalence without further committing to it. This
distancing from the claim is also achieved by the hedging phrase “at times” and the
verb “feel”. Stating that this comparison only holds “at times” implies that it is not
very concrete. Stating that the work “feel[s] like” rather than “is like” implies that it
may not be alike at all. If the statement is selectively rephrased to explicitly state
what is interpreted to be implicit, it might read: “For a well-intentioned person with
67 Here, the term “heartland” is taken to refer to US states which do not border the ocean, states
associated with blue-collar workers and values such as tradition and honesty. Mellencamp, born in
Indiana, a Mid-West Small Heartland state, is cited in Wikipedia’s definition of the term as an
example of a “Heartland Rock Musician”.
68 Myrna Suarez is a photographer and journalist who studied, lives, and works in New York.
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a limited knowledge of art, Mellencamp’s paintings can sometimes appear to be
similar to some German Expressionist paintings.” In this formulation, very different
in tone and commitment but somewhat analogous in implication, the author’s low
commitment to the comparison is made clearer.

“His paintings, which is mostly figurative, can at times feel like a certain strain of
German Expressionism as seen through the eyes of an earnest heartland outsider.”
Extract 8.16. Hedge (ARTnews. Artists 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

Hedging is therefore seen as a significant feature of the discursive construction of
reputation by OCAMs as it is a means whereby the legitimacy or reputation
constructed through linguistic devices can be lessened in order to protect authors or
magazines from losing reputation. However, with only ten instances of hedging
identified in the Article Corpus, it is seen to play a significantly smaller role in
OCAMs’ construction of reputation than voice, legitimation strategies, and
performances of reputation (see the Linguistic Feature Table in Appendix L for a list
of hedges).

A feature of hedges that it is necessary to discuss is their capacity to perform a
broader legitimating function within OCAM texts. In Extract 8.17, the statement that
if “there is a failure within this Experience it is that it ends too soon” is an explicitly
positive evaluation – its failure was that it was so good that it made the author want
more than there was. The text goes on to state that if “there is a failure within this
experience, it is that it ends […] too easily”. This explicitly negative evaluation
makes a claim to a failure within the work itself, that its narrative suffers from a lack
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of sophistication perhaps. On the surface, this juxtaposition of positive and negative
evaluation might be interpreted as the product of an objective evaluation on the part
of the reviewer – some things about the work were good and some things were not
so good. However, attending to prosody, the negative evaluation is found to be the
only one present in the text. Analysis shows that 242 words of the 900-word text are
devoted to statements with an explicitly positive prosody while only the four words
mentioned above are involved in negative evaluation. This extract thereby evidences
how negative evaluations are present in ARTnews reviews but that the performative
function of these negative evaluations can be, and typically is, more or less
neutralised by attendant positive evaluations. This light dash of critique seems
somewhat performative in itself, with the overwhelming presence of positive
evaluation suggesting that the comparatively small volumes of critical content
present are more a means of performing the magazine’s objectivity than the product
of honest evaluation. Critical evaluations appear to be nestled within texts which are
predominantly promotional, signalling that these texts are not hortatory – feigning
criticality. Beyond their immediate effects on the subjects represented, hedges are
therefore seen to perform a broader legitimating function for OCAM texts. This
function is discussed in the following section.

“The authenticity of the migrants’ suffering bridges their CG avatars’ uncanny
valley. If there is a failure within this Experience, it is that it ends too soon and too
easily. We now know that the dangers of the border are just a beginning, and that
ICE is meting out enough trauma to migrants, DREAMers, refugees, and their
families to fill not just a VR sequel, but an entire series.”
Extract 8.17. Hedge (ARTnews. Review 6, Article Corpus; 2018)
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8.5. Feints
This section will briefly account for Feints, which are a concept developed by this
thesis to account for instances where a text makes a negative claim that confers an
appearance of objectivity or dialogicality on the text, thereby performing a
promotional

function.

Feints

are

negative

evaluations

which

legitimise

accompanying positive evaluations in a text, preceding or subsequent. They are
therefore identified at the level of text rather than statement.
In Extract 8.18, the negatively evaluative claims, that the curatorial proposals
of the exhibition Hello World are uneven and that the event does not “engage in
current debates surrounding the decolonization of museums”, are juxtaposed with
positively evaluative claims that it is “elegantly displayed, well articulated and
researched” and “too serious to fail”. There appears to be a hierarchy of importance
constructed whereby the negative evaluations are, to a large extent, neutralised by
the positive evaluations. This is most obviously signalled by the preposition
“despite”, which implies that the positive attributes of the exhibition were not
significantly affected by the negative attributes. This hierarchy is also evidenced by
the content of the evaluations, the negative evaluations being less substantial than
the positive ones. The first negative evaluation, that the curatorial proposal is
uneven, is ambiguous and does not necessarily imply a problem. If most curatorial
proposals in the exhibition were of a very high standard, none of a fair standard, and
few of a very low standard, then this unevenness would not necessarily imply that
the overall standard was low. Rather it would imply the opposite. The extent to
which this evaluation is negative is therefore unspecified. The second negative
evaluation, that the exhibition “missed [an] opportunity”, implies that the exhibition
could have profited more from an engagement “in current debates surrounding the
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decolonization of museums”. It does not, however, necessarily imply that the extent
to which the exhibition engaged in these debates constitutes a failure. This
engagement is simply an opportunity, it is not a requisite of value or success, and
missing it is not necessarily an indication of failure or even poor judgement.69 As the
text provides no reason why this opportunity was missed, it is impossible to know if
missing it constituted a significant error on the part of the exhibition. Representing
the exhibition’s lack of engagement as a “missed opportunity” rather than a failure
or a mistake neutralises potential derogatory implications. The positive evaluations
with which this ‘criticism’ is juxtaposed do not appear to have the same impotency.
The exhibition is first represented as “elegantly displayed”. The adjective
“elegantly” here denotes, not simply competence, in that display is a primary
function of exhibition, but also good taste, a most irreproachable sign of distinction.
The exhibition is next represented as “well articulated”, denoting that its function as
a statement or group of statements, another primary function of contemporary art
exhibition, was more than adequately realised. Here, the adjective “well” might also
imply that the statements made are meaningful. The exhibition is also represented as
“well” researched. This is a representation of the embodied academic capital of the
museum (embodied knowledge) but also legitimates the exhibition by reference to
the authority of the academic field, signalling to readers that the statements the
exhibition articulates are beyond reproach from the artworld or society. This
signalling continues with the claim that the exhibition is “too serious to fail”. This
final claim functions to position the former positive evaluations within an effectbased instrumental rationalisation. The inference is as follows: Hello World is
tasteful, it is meaningful, it is a product of the academic field, and, therefore, it is
69 Speaking hypothetically, one might say, “dedication to my illustrious career in literature meant
that I missed the opportunity to be properly recognised as one of the great musicians of my
generation”. This statement does not constitute a criticism. Rather, it constitutes an explanation.
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beyond substantial reproach. The negative evaluations in this extract are therefore
seen, not simply as lacking in substance, but as disguising the evaluative function of
positive claims and the text more generally – as feinting critique to distract from
promotion.

“Despite the unevenness of its curatorial proposals and the missed opportunity to
engage in current debates surrounding the decolonization of museums, ‘Hello
World’ is elegantly displayed, well articulated and researched, thus too serious to
fail.”
Extract 8.18. Feint (e-flux. Art Agenda Review 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

Extract 8.19 provides another example of a feint. Here, Badovinac’s curated
section of Gallery Weekend Berlin, titled Sites of Sustainability—Pavilions,
Manifestos and Crypts, is represented as “the least successful chapter of the
exhibition”. Of course, being the least successful is relative to the success of other
sections and does not necessarily imply that the section was objectively
unsuccessful. However, positioning it at the bottom of a hierarchy of success
certainly constitutes a negative evaluation. Looking at co-text, this negative
evaluation is defanged before it can speak by the preposition “despite”, which
informs the reader that the impending negative evaluation is going to be explained
away, at least to some extent. Again, this explaining away takes the form of positive
evaluations. Namely, that the exhibition chapter features Pierre Bismuth’s Jungle
Book Project, which is implied to detract from the negative qualities of the chapter
because it proposes “a concentrated version of the multiculturalist and revisionist
proposals of the show” (in the form of a re-edited Disney film). Here again, a
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negative evaluation is pre-empted with a hedging term and followed by positive
evaluation that is far more substantial. These critiques are therefore interpreted as
providing little in the way of negative evaluation but, instead, as feinting criticism to
disguise promotion.

“Despite comprising the least successful chapter of the exhibition, it features Pierre
Bismuth’s Jungle Book Project (2002), a re-edit of Walt Disney’s 1967 movie in
which each character speaks a different language and whose says candid and
humorous simplicity proposes a concentrated version of the multiculturalist and
revisionist proposals of the show.”
Extract 8.19. Feint (e-flux. Art Agenda Review 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

Other feints occur over larger sequences of statements within texts. For
example, in Extract 8.20, the author criticises the exhibition strategy of Forensic
Architecture by claiming that “the dense opacity of [their] visualizations evidence a
failure to communicate clearly”. This negative evaluation is immediately followed
by the positive evaluation that these visualisations “suggest […] the fallacy of ‘clear
communication’ when it comes to forensics”, implying that the failure to
communicate clearly is intentionally deployed to evidence inherent issues in forensic
investigations. This somewhat ‘explains away’ the failure highlighted by the
previous statement. Provided in Extract 8.21, the positive evaluation is doubled
down on later in the text when it represents the “murkiness” of the aesthetic
realisation of Forensic Architecture’s project as “intentional”.70 If the dense opacity
of these visualisations is intentional and deployed to evidence inherent issues in

70 The project referred to is titled The European Union’s Lethal Maritime Frontier.
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forensic investigations, this opacity cannot be considered to constitute a “failure to
communicate clearly”. Rather, in the way these extracts represent it, this opacity is
better understood as an effective means of communication. The positive evaluations
in the text negate and even contradict the negative evaluation they follow. This
allows the text, when read statement by statement, to appear to contain critical
content when, in fact, the criticality of this content is largely negated by co-text.

“While the dense opacity of these visualizations evidence a failure to communicate
clearly, they also suggest something more fundamental: the fallacy of ‘clear
communication’ when it comes to forensics.”
Extract 8.20. Feint (e-flux. Art Agenda Review 4, Article Corpus; 2018)

“This intentional murkiness is evident in The European Union’s Lethal Maritime
Frontier (2011–ongoing), featuring four investigations into migrant deaths in the
Mediterranean over the last 30 years.”
Extract 8.21. Feint (e-flux. Art Agenda Review 4,Article Corpus; 2018)

8.6. Conclusion
This chapter identified the roles relations of equivalence and difference, legitimation
strategies, hedges, and feints play in the construction of reputation by OCAMs.
Relations of equivalence and difference are frequently at work in OCAM Discourse,
constructing legitimacy and supporting performances of reputation. Through
legitimation strategies, OCAMs ascribe credibility to their claims (e.g. performances
of reputation), to the claims made by voices they report, and to the agents, objects,
and events they represent. Although relatively infrequent in OCAM Discourse,
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hedging allows contributors to modify their commitment to evaluative claims,
thereby potentially lessening the legitimacy and reputation these claims construct
while protecting these contributors from sanctions for unwarranted claims. Feints
were found to construct a semblance of objectivity for OCAM texts, thereby
supporting the symbolic efficacy of the evaluative claims these texts contain.

This account of how OCAMs linguistically construct reputation remains partial
because the linguistic devices analysed could not fully explain how OCAMs
construct reputation for agents, objects, and events at the level of statement. To
further account for this construction, Chapter Nine identifies performances of
capital, position, and conformity in the Article Corpus. Building on the findings of
this chapter, the thesis can then address the research sub-question: How is reputation
linguistically constructed by OCAMs?
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Chapter Nine
Performances of Reputation

9.1. Introduction
Following Chapter Eight, this chapter continues to address the research subquestion: How is reputation linguistically constructed by OCAMs? This involves
developing a novel typology of linguistic devices to identify and explicate how
OCAMs construct reputation at the level of statement. As this typology is novel and
as it is required to evidence how OCAMs construct reputation at the level of
statement, this chapter focuses solely on the identification and explication of these
devices in the Article Corpus. Due to this focus, the chapter does not devote much
space to interpreting the implications of this typology for OCAMs’ activities in the
artworld. Chapter Ten analyses the dispersion of these devices in the Article Corpus
and interpretation of the implications of their use by OCAMs is provided in more
detail there and in Chapter Eleven.

The chapter first identifies OCAMs’ performances of capital, beginning by
examining how capital is performed in different states and then examining the
species that are performed, attending to artistic capital, meta capital, and non-native
species, such as academic capital. The chapter then identifies performances of
position, first examining performances of dominance, then performances of
orientation and performances of transposition, and lastly, performances of station.
The final linguistic device identified is performance of conformity. The chapter
concludes by concisely addressing the research sub-question: How is reputation
linguistically constructed by OCAMs?
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9.2. Performances of Capital
This section first unpacks how the forms of capital performed in the Article Corpus
take an institutionalised, embodied, or objectified state. It then identifies the
different species of capital performed in the Article Corpus, outlining the salient
characteristics of these performances.

9.2.1. Performing States of Capital. Performances of capital involve the
representation of the possession of a form of institutionalised, embodied, or
objectified capital. Identifying the state of capital performed is necessary if analysis
is to properly account for the symbolic resources that are communicated.
Performances of institutionalised capital involve the representation of an agent,
an institution, and the relationship between them. In Extract 9.1, Max Hollein’s
possession of institutionalised artistic capital is performed by representing his
institutional relationship with the Schirn Kunsthalle. Here, the position “director of
the Schirn Kunsthalle” constitutes the form of capital and its representation
functions to perform Hollein’s recognition by this institution.

“Hollein’s star continued to rise, and in 2001 he was named director of the Schirn
Kunsthalle in Frankfurt […]”
Extract 9.1. Performance of Institutionalised Artistic Capital (ARTnews. Artists 3,
Article Corpus; 2018)
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Embodied capital is capital which cannot be separated from its bearer. There
are two different types of embodied capital performed in the Article Corpus:
individual and organisational. For individuals, embodied capital takes the form of
embodied knowledge, also expressed in practices and dispositions. In Extract 9.2,
the voice of artist Julian Schnabel is directly reported to perform the artistic
disposition of Max Hollein. Hollein’s artistic disposition is performed through the
representation of his “special relationship” with “a lot” of artists, his “deep
relationship with antiquity and with living, working artists”, and his “love for art and
artists” that you can “feel”. The representation that Hollein is “not just an
administrator” further performs his artistic disposition by constructing relations of
difference between him and other directors and CEOs, some of whom, it is implied,
are ‘just’ administrators. These representations construct reputation for Hollein by
performing his possession of artistic dispositions, seen as an essential criterion for
accumulating reputation in the artworld.

“‘I think he’s really prepared,’ Schnabel said. ‘I have this special relationship with
him, but I don’t think I’m the only one that does. I think a lot of artists do. I think he
has a deep relationship with antiquity and with living, working artists. And he’s not
just an administrator—he has a love for art and artists and you feel it.’”
Extract 9.2. Performance of Personal Embodied Artistic Capital (ARTnews. Artists
3, Article Corpus; 2018)
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For organisations, embodied artistic capital similarly takes the form of
knowledge but can also take the form of individuals who possess such knowledge.
In Extract 9.3, the embodied artistic capital of the art school Maumaus is performed
through a representation two high-profile artists, Allan Sekula and Harun Farocki, as
being members of the school. The contractual nature of this relationship is expressed
by the verb phrases “was enhanced by contributions from” and “lecture at”. These
phrases represent Sekula and Farocki as forms of embodied capital, as resources of
reputation possessed by the school. The reputational value of Sekula and Farocki is
thereby transferred to the school, becoming constitutive of the school and its
reputation (NB conversion rates apply). This identification of names as performing
embodied capital is important because it means that a lot of text that might seem to
perform a purely descriptive function, such as a list of artists in an exhibition’s press
release, can be identified as performative. In Extract 9.4, each artist named provides
a resource of artistic capital which is embodied by the exhibition and the
organisation hosting it. In the context of OCAM Discourse, this representation of
artists is therefore a performance of embodied capital.

“[…] this quasi-anthropological approach to photography […] was enhanced by
contributions from artists Allan Sekula and Harun Farocki, who began to regularly
lecture at the school and, in turn, developed longstanding relationships with
Maumaus.”
Extract 9.3. Performance of Organisational Embodied Artistic Capital (e-flux.
School Watch 1, Article Corpus; 2018)
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“The exhibition includes works by Vito Acconci, John Baldessari, Bernd and Hilla
Becher, Lawrence Beck, Ashley Bickerton, Christian Boltanski, Carlito Carvalhosa,
ElgerEsser, Fischli and Weiss, Gilbert & George, Beate Gütschow, Philip Haas,
Candida Höfer, Jeff Koons, Bruce Nauman, […]”
Extract 9.4. Performances of Organisational Embodied Artistic Capital (e-flux.
Announcement 1, Article Corpus; 2018)

Performances of objectified capital make reference to the possession of a
resource of reputation that is external to the agent, object, or event that possesses it.
Artwork is a frequently performed form of objectified capital in the Article Corpus.
In Extract 9.5, the artistic capital of the Baltimore Museum of Art is objectified in an
collection of 19th-century art, with the quality of this capital performed through the
modifier “outstanding”. Another form of objectified artistic capital performed in the
Article Corpus is buildings. In Extract 9.6, the objectified artistic capital of the
Serralves Foundation is performed through the representation of its possession of a
“landmark art deco building”. Performances of objectified capital can also draw on
the symbolic efficacy of names. In Extract 9.7, artworks are given the names of the
artists who created them to effectively communicate the value of the capital they
constitute. In naming the artists rather than the works, the works are represented, as
is common in artworld Discourse,71 as manifestations of the artists – the works are
“a Ehsai” and “a Neshat”. If the text provided images of the works, but did not
specify the artists who produced them, their titles, or their price, these works would
risk being reduced to objects of contemplation and their representation might be less
effective at communicating the reputation that their possession confers. This shows
71 See Thompson (2010, 36) for an illuminating account of artists’ names constituting the value of
artworks.
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the important role names play in transferring symbolic value between subjects in
OCAM texts, for example, from an artwork to a collector or from a museum to an
artist.

“[…] the museum, which is renowned for its outstanding collections of 19th century,
modern, and contemporary art.”
Extract 9.5. Performance of Objectified Artistic Capital (e-flux. Announcement 2,
Article Corpus; 2018)

“Uniquely sited on the grounds of the Serralves Foundation in Porto – which also
comprises an 18-hectare Park and the Serralves Villa, a landmark art deco building –
the Museum, designed by Alvaro Siza opened in 1999”.
Extract 9.6. Performance of Objectified Artistic Capital (e-flux. Announcement 1,
Article Corpus; 2018)

“His collection mostly features works by Iranian contemporary artists, among them
Mohammad Ehsai and Shirin Neshat.”
Extract 9.7. Performance of Objectified Artistic Capital (ARTnews. Top 200
Collectors 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

It is important to note that the state of capital performed is determined, not only by
the actual resource possessed but also by the grammatical construction of
performances. Extract 9.8 is interpreted as performing Colin Jones’s embodied
rather than objectified political capital because the form of capital is a practice (“the
revelation of truth and the changing of minds”) rather than an object (Jones’s
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photographs). With Jones as the subject of the sentence, his use of photography is
the means by which he, rather than his photographs, reveals the truth and changes
minds. If the extract had stated “these photographs, taken by Jones, reveal truth and
change minds”, it would be a performance of objectified capital because it would be
the photographs rather than Jones that are represented as acting in the political field.

“Jones used photography to reveal the truth, and change minds.”
Extract 9.8. Performance of Embodied Political Capital (ARTnews. Review 5,
Article Corpus; 2018)

9.2.2. Performing Species of Capital. There are a variety of species of capital
performed in OCAM Discourse, each native to different fields but each, to varying
degrees, specific to the artworld. Artistic capital is native to the artworld. The
performance of artistic capital by an OCAM involves the representation of an agent,
object, or event as possessing artworld institutional recognition, artistic knowledge,
or objects which perform this knowledge. Performances of institutionalised,
embodied, and objectified artistic capital have been identified in the above
discussion of states. This section will now identify OCAMs’ performance of meta
capital – social, political, and economic capital – and then identify OCAMs’
performance of non-native capital – commercial, academic, journalistic, media,
literary, musical, cosmopolitan, and moral capital.72

72 The performance of architectural capital was also identified but as this is the result of e-flux’s
architecture page, and as this page cannot be seen to be as representative of OCAM Discourse as eflux’s other pages, the performance of architectural capital in the Article Corpus is somewhat of an
anomaly and is omitted from this discussion on the basis that it does not contribute to the analysis
presented in this chapter.
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The performance of social capital by an OCAM involves the representation of an
agent as possessing symbolically valuable social relationships. In the Article Corpus,
social capital is only performed in an embodied state, which makes sense because
relationships cannot be separated from their bearers. In Extract 9.9, Diamanda
Galas’s possession of social capital is first performed through the verb phrase
“collaborate with everyone”. This obviously figurative claim can be taken to imply
that she has collaborated with a lot of different people and possesses a high quantity
of social capital. The quality of this capital is performed by ‘dropping’ the names of
John Paul Jones, the San Diego Symphony, and Vladislav Shabalin. Note the
modifier “Led Zeppelin’s”, which functions to ensure that the reader can recognise
the value of the artist’s relationship to John Paul Jones and thereby attribute the
appropriate volume of reputational value to Galas. Without the modifier, some
readers who are unfamiliar with John Paul Jones might fail to attribute the
reputational value of Led Zeppelin to John Paul Jones and thereby fail to recognise
the reputational value that John Paul Jones, as a resource of social capital, provides
to Galas.

“A headstrong vision has been one of the through lines in Galas’s distinguished
career, which has seen her collaborate with everyone from Led Zeppelin’s John Paul
Jones to the San Diego Symphony to the Soviet dissident artist Vladislav Shabalin.”
Extract 9.9. Performance of Social Capital (ARTnews. Artists 4, Article Corpus;
2018)
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Two characteristic features of performances of social capital in the Article
Corpus are that they are typically obfuscated through syntax and that they are
particularly legible to readers. In Extract 9.9 above, Galas’s “headstrong vision” is
the subject of the first clause in the sentence, which also performs her field position
through the modifier “distinguished”. Galas’s career is the subject of the second
clause, where the performance of social capital exampled above functions as
grounds for the preceding claim to field position. However, the performance is not
explicitly presented as grounds, as might be the case if the sentence read: “Galas’s
distinguished career is evidenced by her collaboration with everyone from Led
Zeppelin’s John Paul Jones to […]”. Rather, appearing in a dependent clause, the
performance appears as elaboration on the subject of Galas’s career. That is,
backgrounding the performance in a narrative about her career disguises the clause’s
performative function, the role it plays in constructing reputation, under a guise of
elaboration. Although the performative function of performances of social capital is
typically obfuscated through placement in subordinate clauses, these performances
are seen to remain especially legible. This legibility is firstly based on the fact that
social capital is necessarily specific to all agents in all fields (everyone competes in
the field of social space). People are therefore conditioned to recognise its value in a
way that they are not for other species of capital (i.e. other than economic and
political capital, which are also meta species). The identification of this legibility is
secondly based on the observation that proper nouns enjoy a particularly
unambiguous relationship to the objects they signify. Unlike nouns such as “tree”,
which could bring to mind a variety of different trees, or adjectives such as “great”,
which require some subjective approximation, proper nouns, such as MoMA or
Picasso, bear a particularly direct and unambiguous relationship to the objects they
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signify. These two conditions might help explain why people are so attuned to
name-dropping in conversational discourse: names are particularly legible
performances of capital because social capital is specifically valued in all fields and
because proper nouns are unambiguous signifiers. This legibility might explain why
performances of social capital are often backgrounded within narratives in the
Article Corpus. That is, they are backgrounded to disguise, as much as possible, the
conspicuousness of their performative function.

The performance of political capital by an OCAM involves the representation of an
agent, object, or event as possessing recognition from the political field, political
knowledge, or objects which perform this knowledge. In extracts 9.10 and 9.11,
representations of government funding perform the institutionalised political capital
of Das Neue Alphabet and The ABOG Fellowship for Socially Engaged Art. This is
because these extracts perform political recognition – recognition by the Federal
Government Commissioner for Culture and the Media and Governor Andrew M.
Cuomo and the New York State Legislature, respectively. Extract 9.12 performs the
embodied political capital of Maumaus by representing the political dispositions of
the organisation. These dispositions are expressed through an activity: the creation
of the conditions for political discussion. In Extract 9.13, political engagement is
objectified in the form of artworks whose activity in the political field is represented
through the phrase “oriented around pressing political issues”.
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“Das Neue Alphabet (2019–2021) is supported by the Federal Government
Commissioner for Culture and the Media due to a ruling of the German Bundestag.”
Extract

9.10.

Performance

of

Institutionalised

Political

Capital

(e-flux.

Announcement 5, Article Corpus; 2018)

“Related public programs are supported in part by public funds from the New York
City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the City Council [and] the
New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M.
Cuomo and the New York State Legislature.”
Extract 9.11. Performance of Institutionalised Political Capital (e-flux. Art-Agenda
Announcement 1, Article Corpus; 2018)

“Maumaus […] provides space for continuous and informed debate about
contemporary art’s role in registering political change […].”
Extract 9.12. Performance of Embodied Political Capital (e-flux. School Watch 1,
Article Corpus; 2018)

“Other pieces are more explicitly oriented around pressing political issues.”
Extract 9.13. Performance of Objectified Political Capital (ARTnews. Review 4,
Article Corpus; 2018)

The performance of economic capital by an OCAM involves the representation of an
agent or event as being classified in terms of its wealth, as being institutionally
recognised for its wealth, or as possessing objects that signify its wealth. In Extract
9.14, Andreessen’s possession of embodied economic capital is performed through
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the modifiers “Silicon Valley VC” (i.e. venture capitalist), which classifies him in
terms of wealth. In Extract 9.15, Aramburuzabala’s embodiment of economic capital
is performed through the modifier “richest” and through the representation of her as
having grown up an “heir” to a multi-million-dollar company. Aramburuzabala’s
capital is also institutionalised in the form of recognition by Tresalia Capital, a
private equity and venture capital firm. That is, the position of chair is an
institutional recognition of Aramburuzabala’s activity in, and belonging to, the
economic field. Extract 9.16 performs the economic capital of Abramovich in the
objectified form of a private yacht, with the volume of this capital performed
through the quantification “second-largest […] in the world”. OCAMs also perform
the possession of objectified economic capital through representations of artworks.
That the works represented in extracts 9.17 and 9.18 are primarily performed as
economic capital rather than as artistic capital, which they are also,73 is evidenced by
the presence of prices (i.e. $165 and $85 million), which gives them their objective
value. That the focus of the extracts is economic exchange is evidenced by the verbs
“sold”, “owns”, and “loans” and further illustrates that the dominant function of
these extracts is to perform economic capital. That these performances occur in the
context of the Top 200 Collectors genres also supports this interpretation.

“[…] and her husband, Silicon Valley VC Marc Andreessen […]”
Extract 9.14. Performance of Embodied Economic Capital (ARTnews. Top 200
Collectors 1, Article Corpus; 2018)

73 A “Lichtenstein” and a “Rothko” are highly valued forms of objectified artistic capital. These
performances are therefore instances of spectral performativity, each deploying distinct meanings in
the artworld and the field of commerce simultaneously, with both communicating the possession of
capital native to these fields.
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“Asunción Aramburuzabala […] grew up an heir to Grupo Modelo, which owns
[Corona beer]. In 2013, Anheuser-Busch Inbev paid more than $20 billion to fully
acquire the company, giving Aramburuzabala a considerable payout. She is one of
the richest women in Mexico, and now chairs Tresalia Capital, which invests in a
wide array of ventures.”
Extract 9.15. Performance of Embodied Economic Capital (ARTnews. Top 200
Collectors 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

“Abramovich’s yacht, Eclipse, measures 536 feet long and is said to be the secondlargest private yacht in the world.”
Extract 9.16. Performance of Objectified Economic Capital (ARTnews. Top 200
Collectors 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

“Agnes Gund, whose biggest headline this year came when she sold a Roy
Lichtenstein painting to Steven Cohen for $165 million […].”
Extract 9.17. Performance of Objectified Economic Capital (ARTnews. Top 200
Collectors 1, Article Corpus; 2018)

“Allen has revealed some of what he owns, and often loans to museums, like a
choice Rothko (valued at $80 million back in 2012) […].”
Extract 9.18. Performance of Objectified Economic Capital (ARTnews. Top 200
Collectors 2, Article Corpus; 2018)
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This section has identified performances of artistic capital – the species native to the
artworld, and performances of social, economic, and political capital – which are
meta species. The section will now identify the species of non-native capital
performed in the Article Corpus. These are commercial, academic, journalistic,
media, literary, musical, cosmopolitan, and moral capital.

As the understanding of commercial capital proposed here is somewhat novel and as
OCAM Discourse is also significantly directed to sub-fields of the commercial field
(advertisers and the art market), this section will devote some space to explicating
OCAMs’ performances of commercial capital. This thesis understands commercial
capital as any resource that can produce commercial activity. In the Article Corpus,
objectified commercial capital takes the forms of people, time, and paid prices. In
Extract 9.19, commercial capital is objectified in the form of people, here
represented as “users”, and quantified by the phrase “8,000 to roughly 42,000”.
These numbers function as an objectified measurement of the organisation’s
commercial potential because users are commodities that the organisation exchanges
for advertising revenue. Numbers are seen here to play a particularly instrumental
role in constructing reputation because, like proper nouns, they can effectively signal
facticity on the basis of their unambiguous relationships to the objects they signify.
This effectiveness would seem to be especially profitable in the artworld, where
prices determine reputations (Crane 2009).
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“Since then, the user jump has risen from around 8,000 to roughly 42,000, and both
Zucconi and Broskoski, alongside three others, now work full-time.”
Extract 9.19. Performance of Objectified Commercial Capital (ARTnews. Artists 1,
Article Corpus; 2018)

In Extract 9.20, a waiting time of 90 minutes constitutes an objectified form of
commercial capital because the time people willingly spend waiting for a product or
service can communicate its commercial potential. This is because, if sold in the
commodity form of labour, time can be exchanged for money – it has a market
value. To exchange time for a cultural product is therefore to afford that cultural
product a value based on the money that could have been obtained by exchanging
that time for labour. The time people spent waiting for the exhibition, just as the
price they paid for admission, is therefore an expression of the museum’s
commercial potential.

“The 30-minute, eleven-vignette, no-photos, no-recordings multimedia spectacular
resonates with similarities to contemporary art and entertainment culture. […] On a
recent winter weekday the wait to get in was 90 minutes.”
Extract 9.20. Performance of Objectified Commercial Capital (ARTnews. Review 3,
Article Corpus; 2018)

In Extract 9.21, the representation of the price paid for one artwork performs
the objectified commercial capital of another artwork. This is because the price paid
is used to objectify the potential commercial activity that the other artwork could
produce. This helps highlight a distinction between performances of objectified and
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embodied commercial capital. In Extract 9.21, the commercial potential of an
artwork is constituted in the commercial activity of a similar artwork; it exists in an
objectified form that is external to it.74 If the extract represented the price of the
painting on sale, this would constitute a performance of its embodied commercial
capital because it would communicate the painting’s potential to produce
commercial activity by reference to a value that is internal to it.

“If the work sells within its estimate, it will break Kusama’s auction record, which
was set two years ago at Christie’s in New York, where her 1960 canvas White No.
28 was sold for $7.1 million.”
Extract 9.21. Performance of Objectified Commercial Capital (ARTnews. Market 5,
Article Corpus; 2018)

In the Article Corpus, embodied commercial capital takes the form of prices
(unpaid) and attributes that signal commercial potential. In Extract 9.22, the
embodied commercial capital of a painting is performed in the form of an expected
asking price: “between $7 million and $10 million”. The volume of commercial
potential possessed, its potential to be sold, is also realised through the verb
“expected”, which implies that the sale is imminent, or, at the least, very likely. It
might be argued that an artwork’s price represents its economic capital but artwork
cannot possess economic capital. Rather, artworks, possessing economic value, can
be forms of economic capital for collectors.75

74 It is important to note that the form in this instance is the payment of $7.1 million, not the artwork.
75 To clarify the distinction between performances of economic and commercial capital: if I were to
say to a friend, “I own this painting and it cost me €10 million”, I would be performing my economic
capital, objectified in the artwork. If I were to say, “I am selling this painting and I expect to get €10
million for it”, I would be performing the artwork’s commercial capital, embodied in its price. If I
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“An untitled Yayoi Kusama painting from 1962 is expected to bring between $7
million and $10 million.”
Extract 9.22. Performance of Embodied Commercial Capital (ARTnews. Market 5,
Article Corpus; 2018)

At this stage in the discussion, it is important to note how the conspicuousness of
prices is often subdued through syntactic placement in the Article Corpus. For
example, in Extract 9.23, the representation of price occurs in a dependent clause.
The phrase “priced at $7,000–$10,000” is syntactically framed as elaborate
description for the preceding phrase “related large photographs”, which itself is
elaborate description for discussion of the “SPOEK 1 tank sculpture”, which is
elaborate description of Ralph Ziman, who is named as part of elaborate description
of Sulger-Bovell Gallery’s participation in the 1-54 art fair. The price represented is
syntactically and semantically subordinated to other elements of the event,
potentially drawing attention away from the promotional work this quantification is
doing. In the Article Corpus, syntactic placement was found to frequently frame
prices within a reporting function, framing their presence as an unintentional byproduct of description.

were to say, “I own painting A and I sold a similar painting, painting B, for €10 million”, I would be
performing the commercial capital of painting A, objectified in the price paid for painting B.
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“London’s Sulger-Bovell Gallery, which is participating in its first 1-54 fair in New
York after buying into past ones in London and Marrakech, is presenting work by
artists including the Senegalese Soly Cissé and the South African Ralph Ziman,
whose SPOEK 1 tank sculpture outside is accompanied by related large photographs
priced at $7,000–$10,000.”
Extract 9.23. Performance of Embodied Commercial Capital (ARTnews. Market 1,
Article Corpus; 2018)

In the Article Corpus, embodied commercial capital also takes the form of
attributes that signal commercial potential. In Extract 9.24, the attribute “popular”
performs the exhibition’s embodied commercial capital – its potential to generate
commercially valuable attention which can eventually be converted, for instance, to
artworks sales, ticket sales, or funding for the National Gallery (the institution
hosting the exhibition). Extract 9.25 performs the institutionalised commercial
capital of Laura Owens’ artworks by representing the evaluation of their commercial
potential by an institution. That the Whitney is invoked to institutionalise the work’s
commercial potential rather than its artworld recognition is suggested by the claim
that the artist’s work “turned up on quite a few [collector’s] lists”, indicating the
institutionalisation functions to evaluate the work in the context of collecting it.76
The context of the Top 200 Collectors genre supports this interpretation.

76 Again, this is an instance of spectral performativity. Here, based on co-text and context, the
performance of commercial capital is seen as functionally superordinate to the performance of artistic
capital.
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“Another extraordinary popular exhibition opened in 1963.”
Extract 9.24. Performance of Embodied Commercial Capital (ARTnews. Review 3,
Article Corpus; 2018)

“Though not in this year’s Biennial, Laura Owens, whose work appeared in the 2014
edition and will be the subject of a major solo exhibition at the Whitney this fall,
turned up on quite a few lists.”
Extract 9.25. Performance of Institutionalised Commercial Capital (ARTnews. Top
200 Collectors 1, Article Corpus; 2018)

The performance of academic capital by an OCAM involves the representation of an
agent, object, or event as possessing academic institutional recognition, academic
knowledge, or objects which perform this knowledge. Extract 9.26 performs the
institutionalised academic capital of an artist in the forms of a Bachelor’s degree, a
Master’s degree, and acceptance into doctoral programmes. The quality of these
forms of capital is derived from the academic capital of the institutions referred to –
Oberlin College, Case Western Reserve University, the Cleveland Museum of Art,
the University of Southern California, the Courtauld Institute of Art, and the
University of London. That is, Bachelor of Arts is combined with Oberlin College as
a singular compound form.
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“Bedford has a Bachelor of Arts from Oberlin College, received a master’s degree in
art history through the joint program at Case Western Reserve University and the
Cleveland Museum of Art, and has studied in the doctoral programs in art history at
the University of Southern California and the Courtauld Institute of Art at the
University of London.”
Extract 9.26. Performance of Institutionalised Academic Capital

(e-flux.

Announcement 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

As with other species of embodied capital, embodied academic capital can be
personal and organisational. In Extract 9.27, the phrase “Research is crucial to the
way he approaches his subjects” performs the artist’s embodied academic capital
through the representation of an academic practice, as to research is to have
embodied academic knowledge.

“His images are never non-committal. Research is crucial to the way he approaches
his subjects and geographical locations. By presenting the photographs side by side
in constantly shifting associations, Campers forges new connections, out of which
an open narrative emerges.”
Extract 9.27. Performance of Embodied Academic Capital (e-flux. Announcement 3,
Article Corpus; 2018)

In the Article Corpus, organisational embodied academic capital most
commonly takes the form of people. In Extract 9.28, the name-dropping of art
historian Bernard Berenson and philosophers Arthur Danto and Jean-Paul Sartre
perform ARTnews’ embodied academic capital. As discussed in Chapter Six, with
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only a single text by Danto,77 a single text by Sartre,78 and no contributions from
Berenson available on ARTnews’ website, the inclusion of these names appears to be
for promotional rather than descriptive purposes.

“The magazine’s thousands of contributors have included Alfred Barr, Bernard
Berenson, Kenneth Clark, Robert Coles, Arthur Danto, Carlos Fuentes, Pete Hamill,
Aldous Huxley, Steve Martin, Louise Nevelson, Bob Nickas, Francine Prose, Harold
Rosenberg, David Salle, Jean-Paul Sartre, and William Carlos Williams.”
Extract 9.28. Performance of Embodied Academic Capital (ARTnews. About,
Article Corpus; 2018)

In the Article Corpus, objectified academic capital commonly takes the form
of artworks. In Extract 9.29, the academic knowledge of Bronson is objectified in
his artwork “four tents”. The academic nature of this knowledge is constructed
through the modifier “Foucauldian” and the phrase “echo[ing] the research [of]
Chris Dercon and Rudiger Schöttle”.

77 For Danto’s contribution, see: http://www.artnews.com/2006/11/01/looking-at-art/
78 For Sartre’s contribution, see: https://www.artnews.com/art-news/retrospective/from-the-archivesjean-paul-sartre-on-alexander-calder-in-1947-8609/
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“Bronson’s installation of four tents (Folly [2015/16], Tent for Healing [2013],
Treehouse [2015], and Cabine [2008]) dotted with taxidermy fawns, foxes, and birds
is poised between a theater, a garden, and a bestiary—Foucauldian heterotopias that
echo the research behind Chris Dercon and Rudiger Schöttle’s inspiring 1989
exhibition ‘TheatergardenBestiarium’ [Theatre, Garden, Bestiary].”
Extract 9.29. Performance of Objectified Academic Capital (e-flux. Art Agenda
Review 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

The performance of media capital by an OCAM involves the representation of an
agent, object, or event as possessing media recognition.79 In the Article Corpus,
these performances primarily take the form of hyperlinks to media organisation
websites. In Extract 9.30, the institutionalised media capital of a collector is
performed through the representation of the attention he received from the Canadian
broadcasting network CBC. This performance is realised through the representation
that Afkhami was interviewed by CBC and it is CBC’s recognition that constitutes
the form of media capital. From this perspective, hyperlinks do not simply provide
readers with access to elaborative information but can also construct reputation by
performing media capital. A correlative function they appear to have is legitimation.
This is because, as well as performing media attention, hyperlinks can legitimate the
claims to which they are appended. Whether a reader actually follows a hyperlink or
simply observes its presence, a hyperlink can direct readers to defer their judgement
on the credibility of a claim to a media organisation, thereby legitimating the claim
by reference to expert authority.

79 See Couldry 2003.
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“Afkhami hopes to take the show to the United States soon. In an interview with
CBC about the importance of the exhibition, he said, ‘We’re living together on this
planet […]’”
Extract 9.30. Performance of Institutionalised Media Capital (ARTnews. Top 200
Collectors 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

Tangentially related to performances of media capital, the performance of
journalistic capital in the Article Corpus involves the representation of an agent,
object, or event as possessing recognition by a journalistic institution or journalistic
staff. In Extract 9.31, the institutionalised journalistic capital of a photojournalist is
performed by representing his reception of a commission by the Sunday Times
Magazine in the UK. It has already been suggested that recognition by a media
institution constitutes institutionalised media capital. However, in this extract media
recognition constitutes journalistic capital because the verb “commissioned” makes
clear that the capital is recognition in the field of journalism rather than by the public
through the media. Of course, journalistic capital is also valuable to OCAMs, who
operate in the journalistic field. In Extract 9.32, Pete Hamill is named as a form of
embodied journalistic capital possessed by ARTnews. As with other contributors
discussed, there are no contributions from Hamill available on ARTnews’ website,
suggesting that he is represented on ARTnews’ About page to perform a resource of
high-quality embodied journalistic capital.
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“In 1973 the Sunday Times Magazine commissioned the ballet dancer-turnedphotojournalist to document the lives of residents at a local youth hostel in Islington,
North London, for a series with the title ‘On the Edge of the Ghetto.’”
Extract 9.31. Performance of Institutionalised Journalistic Capital (ARTnews.
Review 5, Article Corpus; 2018)

“The magazine’s thousands of contributors have included Alfred Barr, Bernard
Berenson, Kenneth Clark, Robert Coles, Arthur Danto, Carlos Fuentes, Pete Hamill,
Aldous Huxley, Steve Martin, Louise Nevelson, Bob Nickas, Francine Prose, Harold
Rosenberg, David Salle, Jean-Paul Sartre, and William Carlos Williams.”
Extract 9.32. Performance of Embodied Journalistic Capital (ARTnews. About,
Article Corpus; 2018)

OCAMs perform literary capital when they represent an agent, object, or event as
possessing recognition by a literary institution, literary knowledge, or objects which
perform this knowledge. Taken from Announcement 2, extracts 9.33, 9.34, and 9.35
contain performances of the same form of institutionalised literary capital,
illustrating the work of repetition in OCAMs’ performances of reputation. The text
performs the value of winning a National Book Award through the phrases
“National Book Award winner”, “National Book Award-winning writer”, and
“award-winning writing”. If the purpose of the text was only to report, then stating
this achievement once would suffice to inform the reader about the event. Occurring
three times in the 828-word text, this repetition suggests promotional purpose and,
perhaps, that institutionalised literary capital may have particular value in the
artworld. In Extract 9.34, the phrase “in his work as a National Book Award310

winning writer” nominalises Coates’s award into the form of a job title. Coates does
not work as a National Book Award-winning writer. Nobody does, it is not a
profession. Coates works as a writer and he won a National Book Award. By
nominalising the award, the text creates a classification which allows it to perform
the value of the award one more time without literal repetition. In Extract 9.35, the
third instance of repetition, the award takes the linguistic form of an adjectivephrase, modifying the noun “writing” to construct relations of difference between
Coates’s “award-winning” writing and the writing of those who have not been
recognised with such awards. Repetition and nominalisation are therefore seen to
play a role in OCAMs’ construction of reputation.

“The Baltimore Museum of Art (BMA) hosts a conversation with Ta-Nehisi Coates,
National Book Award winner, national correspondent for The Atlantic, and author of
Marvel’s The Black Panther comic book series […]”
Extract

9.33.

Performance

of

Institutionalised

Literary

Capital

(e-flux.

Announcement 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

“In his work as a National Book Award-winning writer and a National
Correspondent for The Atlantic, Ta-Nehisi Coates […]”
Extract

9.34.

Performance

of

Institutionalised

Announcement 2, Article Corpus; 2018)
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Literary

Capital

(e-flux.

“His award-winning writing combines reportage, historical analysis, and personal
narrative […]”
Extract

9.35.

Performance

of

Institutionalised

Literary

Capital

(e-flux.

Announcement 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

Although rarely performed in the Article Corpus (see Chapter Ten), OCAMs
perform musical capital when they represent an agent, object, or event as possessing
recognition in the musical field, musical knowledge, or as producing music itself. It
is worth briefly discussing how music was identified as an objectified form of
capital. In Extract 9.36, the verb “making” constitutes the band’s music as a product,
a commodity, with the quantification “more than 30 years” signalling the volume of
embodied musical capital involved in its production and the attributes “spirited,
moving, and increasingly refined” signalling how well-formed the object is for the
artworld and field of music. Although the production of music is, in itself, not a
symbolic resource for a band (all bands play music), music is an objectified form of
capital for all musicians. It is an object that commands its own recognition and
confers this recognition, in part, upon its creators (and often upon its consumers,
although in a different way).

“The beloved band Yo La Tengo has been making spirited, moving, and
increasingly refined rock music for more than 30 years.”
Extract 9.35. Performance of Objectified Music Capital (ARTnews. Artists 5, Article
Corpus; 2018)
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This thesis developed a novel conceptualisation of cosmopolitan capital to account
for constructions of reputation based on cultural difference. OCAMs perform
cosmopolitan capital when they represent an agent, object, or event as possessing a
form of cultural difference, institutional recognition of such difference,
cosmopolitan or multi-culturalist dispositions, or experience of international
contexts. As the understanding of cosmopolitan capital used here is novel, as
multiculturalism appears to play a significant role in the artworld’s reputational
economy, and as performances of cosmopolitan capital are abundant in the Article
Corpus, it is worth unpacking this device in some detail.
Performances of embodied cosmopolitan capital involve extracting symbolic
value from a form of difference or from the cultural capital of a place. Extract 9.36
performs an artist’s embodied cosmopolitan capital by categorising him as
“Indigenous” – defining him in terms of ethnic difference. Extract 9.37 illustrates
how representation can convert the cultural capital of a place into cosmopolitan
capital for an artist. The text first constructs the cosmopolitan capital of the city of
Istanbul through the clauses “the city straddles between Europe and Asia”, “Istanbul
is a cultural and religious melting pot of East and West”, and “Istanbul has
preserved a diverse range of cultural heritage”. It then constructs Istanbul’s cultural
capital through the phrases “this city which overwhelms the senses of visitors from
around the world” and “[o]nce the capital of the Eastern Roman Empire, the
Byzantine Empire, as well as the Ottoman Empire”. Having constructed this value,
the extract implicitly transfers it to the artist through the claim: “It is important to
remember that the artist and his art originated in this city” (NB conversion rates
apply). Provided in Extract 9.38, this performance is then complemented by another
performance which constructs causal relations (i.e. of cause and effect) between
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“understanding […] the historical and cultural background of Istanbul” and
understanding the artist’s art, implying that the work embodies this historical and
cultural knowledge. This text illustrates how performances of cosmopolitan capital
are constructed through narrative as well as through attributes (e.g. He was born in
New York) and modifiers (e.g. New-York-based artist).

“I then discuss how Indigenous artist Vernon Ah Kee contests this performativity in
his installation entitled Cant Chant.”
Extract 9.36. Performance of Embodied Cosmopolitan Capital (e-flux. Journal 2,
Article Corpus; 2018)

“As the city straddles between Europe and Asia, Istanbul is a cultural and religious
melting pot of East and West. Once the capital of the Eastern Roman Empire, the
Byzantine Empire, as well as the Ottoman Empire, Istanbul has preserved a diverse
range of cultural heritage, with ancient museums, cathedrals, mosques, souks,
palaces, as well as a stunning natural scenery. It is important to remember that the
artist and his art originated in this city which overwhelms the senses of visitors from
around the world.”
Extract 9.37. Performance of Embodied Cosmopolitan Capital (e-flux. Art Agenda
Announcement 3, Article Corpus; 2018).

“The understanding of the historical and cultural background of Istanbul helps us to
interpret Nuri Kuzucan’s paintings.”
Extract 9.38. Performance of Embodied Cosmopolitan Capital (e-flux. Art Agenda
Announcement 3, Article Corpus; 2018)
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A narrativised performance of embodied cosmopolitan capital in Extract 9.39
illustrates how international experience can be embodied as cultural capital by an
artist and then objectified as cosmopolitan capital in the form of their artwork. The
extract constructs the cultural capital of Italy in the form of “astound[ing]
Renaissance paintings” while the process through which the artist embodied this
capital is performed through reference to her “[t]ravel to Italy during her teenage
years”, which involves legitimation by reference to an effect-based rationality. The
success of the embodiment of this capital is performed through the phrase “[t]hat
experience was always in the back of my mind”. The transposition of this capital
from the artist to her work is performed through the phrase “inspired her interest in
such materials”. The narrative thereby represents Italy’s cultural capital, the artist’s
embodiment of it, and the transposition of this capital to her artwork. Italy’s cultural
capital is seen here as constituting cosmopolitan capital for the artist because it is
being mobilised in the broader contemporary artworld rather than the Italian
artworld, a sub-field. If a similar performance was made for an Italian artist in an
Italian publication and in the Italian language, it would more likely be a performance
of the artist and artwork’s cultural or artistic capital. That is, it would likely struggle
to acquire value of the basis of cultural difference. This example illustrates a
particular economy of cosmopolitan capital in the artworld: Artists can embody the
cultural capital of a place where they have lived or visited and this capital can be
converted to cosmopolitan capital, embodied in the artist or objectified in their
artwork, provided this capital is performed in a context where the culture from
which it is drawn appears different.
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“Travel to Italy during her teenage years inspired her interest in such materials, she
told Cultured magazine last year, “I was astounded by the Renaissance paintings,”
she said. “That experience was always in the back of my mind.””
Extract 9.39. Performance of Embodied Cosmopolitan Capital (ARTnews. News
2,Article Corpus; 2018)

Extracts 9.40 and 9.41 illustrate how OCAMs perform cosmopolitan capital
for organisations in the form of people, represented as “diverse and international
perspectives” and “prominent voices from the international art scene”, respectively.
In Extract 9.41, the representation of Hoffman and Ferretti’s association with the
artworld nodes “Berlin” and “Venice” can be seen to confer quality on the embodied
cosmopolitan capital performed for the organisation (i.e. Gallery Weekend Berlin).

“‘We are in an exciting new phase at Dia where we are reinvigorating our founding
principles and enhancing our collection and program strategically to reflect more
diverse and international perspectives,’ Morgan said in a statement.”
Extract 9.40. Performance of Embodied Cosmopolitan Capital (ARTnews. News 2,
Article Corpus; 2018)

“In August a larger publication will be released in relation to the exhibition with
contributions from prominent voices on the international art scene such as art
collector Erica Hoffmann (Berlin) and director of Palazzo Fortuny Daniela Ferretti
(Venice).”
Extract 9.41. Performance of Embodied Cosmopolitan Capital (e-flux. Art Agenda
Announcement 2, Article Corpus; 2018)
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Cosmopolitan capital in an objectified state takes the form of objects which
draw symbolic value from places. Extracts 9.42 and 9.43 perform the
cosmopolitanism of galleries, objectified in their “locations in Zimbabwe and New
York” and “spaces in New York, London, and Hong Kong” respectively. These
second location galleries function as objects which signify the internationalness of
branded galleries,80 as well as signifying the possession of the significant volumes of
economic and commercial capital required to open and maintain second location
galleries.81

“Beguiling sculptures by Terrence Musekiwa featured in the booth for Catinca
Tabacaru Gallery, which has locations in Zimbabwe and New York.”
Extract 9.42. Performance of Objectified Cosmopolitan Capital (ARTnews. Market
1, Article Corpus; 2018)

“The gallery, [White Cube,] which currently has spaces in New York, London, and
Hong Kong, announced today that it now represents the Joan Mitchell Foundation.”
Extract 9.43. Performance of Objectified Cosmopolitan Capital (ARTnews. Market
3, Article Corpus; 2018)

80 For more on branded and second location galleries, see Thompson (2010, 46–47).
81 As these second location galleries are institutions themselves, they can in a sense be seen as
institutionalising the cosmopolitan capital of their branded galleries. However, as forms of capital for
these galleries, they are better understood as objects rather than institutional recognition.
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This thesis developed a particular conceptualisation of moral capital to explain
instances in the Article Corpus where the morality of agents appears to be performed
as a resource of reputation.82 It is therefore necessary to unpack this device in some
detail. In Extract 9.44, the moral capital of equity fund manager Bruce Berkowitz
and his wife Tracey is performed by representing their donation of $20 million to
construct a student activity centre in a university. Here, moral capital is objectified
in the form of money. In Extract 9.45, moral capital is again objectified but this time
in the form of artworks donated by art collector Margaret McDermott. It is, of
course, the act of donating that constitutes these works as moral capital. If the text
represented her as having sold them, the works would be economic capital; if it
represented her as painting them, artistic capital.

“In 2010, the Berkowitzes donated $20 million toward the construction of the
University of Miami’s student activities center.”
Extract 9.44. Performance of Objectified Moral Capital (ARTnews. Top 200
Collectors 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

“Margaret McDermott, Arts Patron Who Donated More Than 3,000 Works to Dallas
Museum of Art, Dies at 106.”
Extract 9.45. Performance of Objectified Moral Capital (ARTnews. News 6, Article
Corpus; 2018)

82 As morality is not a field but, rather, a disposition specific to society in general, its performance is
here understood as primarily drawing value from the nomos and doxa of the field of social space (i.e.
the social norms and presuppositions about appropriate moral dispositions in society).
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In Extract 9.46, a moral disposition, “a belief that everyone should have
access to the arts”, constitutes an embodied form of moral capital. In Extract 9.47,
the embodied moral capital of Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen is performed
through the representation of his intention to give away half his wealth. Here, a
moral disposition is performed in the form of an intention to carry out a morally
virtuous action, a good deed. This good deed is capital because philanthropy is not a
one-way exchange – when it is publicised, it is always capable of constructing
reputation (see Chapter Four).

“Maria has also dedicated a good part of her life to philanthropic endeavors in the art
world—service which springs from a belief that everyone should have access to the
arts”
Extract 9.46. Performance of Embodied Moral Capital (ARTnews. Top 200
Collectors 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

“Allen has pledged to give away more than half of his towering fortune, following in
the footsteps of Bill Gates and Warren Buffett, who in 2011 initiated a movement
encouraging billionaires to do so.”
Extract 9.47. Performance of Embodied Moral Capital (ARTnews. Top 200
Collectors 2, Article Corpus; 2018)

OCAMs also perform the moral capital of organisations. In Extract 9.48, art
dealer Jane Cohen, a participating vendor at 1-51 Art Fair, performs the embodied
moral capital of the fair (and her own) by representing the organisation’s motivation
for participation in the event to be “getting unheard voices from Africa out there”.
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For the purpose of identifying performances of capital, it matters not whether this
moral mission is in fact the primary motivation, although it does seem unlikely that
an explicitly commercial enterprise, an art fair, would place moral imperatives above
commercial ones. Whether Cohen and the organisers of 1-51 believe that the
commercial event is primarily motivated by moral considerations or not, the
representation of moral considerations, of the sort evidenced in this extract, perform
moral capital nonetheless.

“[…] ‘It is unusual for an international gallery to do such a specific kind of fair,’
dealer Jane Cohan said of her space’s first time participating in 1-54, ‘but there’s a
fantastic energy and interest in the artists and galleries being shown. It’s important
to support getting unheard voices from Africa out there and to join voices that have
more international careers with those who are underrepresented.’ […]”
Extract 9.60. Performance of Embodied Moral Capital (ARTnews. Market 1, Article
Corpus; 2018)

Extract 9.49 provides an example of institutionalised moral capital. Here,
Laura Arrillaga-Andreessen’s founding of an institution for philanthropy, an activity
that implies a disposition, constitutes the form of moral capital being performed, but,
importantly, this institution, Stanford University’s Center on Philanthropy and Civil
Society, institutionalises this disposition. Here, her moral capital is embodied in the
form of the dispositions expressed through her activity. This capital is objectified in
the physical form of the centre and it is institutionalised by Stanford University. This
instance is interpreted as a performance of institutionalised moral capital as the
value conferred on the basis of the institution, drawing substantially from the
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academic capital of Stanford University, appears to be the most dominant.83 This
example further illustrates that the states in which capital exists are not concrete –
the boundaries between them are fluid.

“The world's top collectors in 2017 […] include newcomers like Laura ArrillagaAndreessen, the founder of Stanford University’s Center on Philanthropy and Civil
Society […].”
Extract 9.61. Performance of Institutionalised Moral Capital (ARTnews. Top 200
Collectors 1, Article Corpus; 2018)

3. Performances of Position
Performances of position function by communicating to the artworld the
approximate position of an agent, object, or event within it. Performances of
position are categorised into four types: Performances of Dominance, Performances
of Orientation, Performances of Transposition, and Performances of Station.
Performances of dominance perform Y-axis field positions, performances of
orientation perform X-axis field positions, performances of transposition perform
positions in non-native fields, and performances of station perform positions in the
avant-garde, the consecrated avant-garde, or the rear-garde.

Extracts 9.50 and 9.51 contain illustrative examples of performances of dominance.
In Extract 9.50, the dominant position of the Venice Biennale in the field of
“contemporary art fair[s]” is performed through the lexical designation “most

83 This is in contrast to the second location galleries discussed above, which were not seen to play
the same institutionalising role for the cosmopolitanism of their branded galleries as Stanford
University is seen to play for Andreessen’s moral disposition.
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prestigious”. In Extract 9.51, the dominant position of the Serralves Museum is
performed through the adjective “foremost”, with the field in which the museum is
dominant specified through the phrase “museum[s] for contemporary art in
Portugal”. The Serralves Museum’s dominant position is also performed through the
adjective “renowned”, with the field in which it is dominant specified through the
phrase “Europe’s […] institutions for contemporary art and culture”. As the fields of
contemporary art fairs, Portuguese contemporary art museums, and European art
institutions are sub-fields of the artworld, these representations also perform these
agents’ dominant positions in the artworld, though these representations do not
claim that these agents are the “most prestigious”, “foremost”, or “renowned” in the
artworld. That is, conversion rates apply.

“[…] the 2017 Venice Biennale, the world’s most prestigious contemporary art fair”
Extract 9.50. Performance of Y-Axis Field Position (e-flux. Announcement 2,
Article Corpus; 2018)

“The Serralves Museum of Contemporary Art is the foremost museum for
contemporary art in Portugal, and one of Europe’s most renowned institutions for
contemporary art and culture.”
Extract 9.51. Performance of Y-Axis Field Position (e-flux. Announcement 1,
Article Corpus; 2018)

As the above examples illustrate, performances of dominance in the Article Corpus
are relatively straightforward to interpret, for reader and analyst alike. This is
because, in performances of dominance, the signifiers that specify Y-axis position,
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such as “best”, “leading”, “emerging, and so on, have a relatively unambiguous
relationship to what is signified. They tend to explicitly refer to a hierarchical
position, which is a universally understood concept. By contrast, the positions
signified by performances of orientation are typically not explicit, rely more on a
reader’s knowledge and subjective appreciation of characteristics that symbolise
orientation, and refer to a distinction (between cultural poles) that is less commonly
or easily understood than the concept of hierarchy. For example, in Extract 9.52, the
adjective “radical”84 is interpreted as performing orientation to the cultural pole in
the Lisbon artworld, here realised as “Lisbon’s art scene”. This performance requires
the reader to know that the cultural pole of the artworld is associated with ‘radical
politics’ or that it is this pole that typically engages in experimentation and
transgression. Of course, artworld agents, to greater and lesser extents, should know
this because this knowledge is constitutive of membership of the artworld and the
artworld itself. Nevertheless, signifiers of orientation, such as “radical”, “extreme”,
“conservative”, “mainstream”, and so on, are seen to have a fundamentally more
ambiguous relationship to what they signify than signifiers of dominance. The use of
the metaphor “edge” in this example is worth noting because it constitutes a claim,
not simply that Maumaus is oriented to the cultural pole of the Lisbon artworld but,
illustrated in Figure 9.1, that Maumaus demarcates this pole. This example also
illustrates that the value contained in X-axis positions is relative to their proximity to
the cultural pole, and therefore that performances of orientation to this pole are
means of constructing reputation.

84 The adjective “radical” is straightforwardly understood describing those “favouring […] extreme
or fundamental changes in political, economic, or social conditions, institutions, habits of mind, etc.”
(Definition provided by Collins English Dictionary:
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/radical).
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“One could indeed see Maumaus as the radical edge of Lisbon’s art scene”
Extract 9.52. Performance of X-Axis Field Position (e-flux. School Watch 1, Article
Corpus; 2018)

Figure 9.1. Maumaus’s Position at the Edge of the Lisbon Artworld
Source: Figure Provided by Author

Performances of dominance or orientation within fields other than the artworld are
here termed performances of transposition as they necessitate the transposition of
value from one field to another and because each performance of an agent’s
dominance or orientation in another field is an implicit appeal for the artworld to
recognise the value of another field’s signs of distinction (see Chapter Ten). In
Extract 9.53, Maumaus’s dominance in Lisbon’s academic field is performed by
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using the term “key” to signify its position along the Y-axis and by using the phrase
“institutions for postcolonial studies” to specify the field to which this coordinate
refers (a sub-field of academia). This performance thereby works to convert
Maumaus’s position in Lisbon’s academic field into reputation in the artworld. In
doing so, it also implicitly proposes that the artworld should recognise the value of
academic field positions. It is worth noting that the specification of field can take the
linguistic form of a noun phrase. In Extract 9.54, art museum director Christopher
Bedford’s dominance in the field of literature is performed by representing him as a
“noted author”. Here, the noun “author” designates the field and the adjective
“noted” performs his position along its Y-axis.

“Geographer Ruth Wilson Gilmore and postcolonial researcher Manuela Ribeiro
Sanches have contributed to the school for several decades, and their research corpus
has led Maumaus to become one of Lisbon’s key institutions for postcolonial
studies.”
Extract 9.53. Performance of Y-Axis Field Position (e-flux. School Watch 1, Article
Corpus; 2018)

“Bedford is also a noted author and contributor to publications including Art in
America, Artforum, and Frieze, among others.”
Extract 9.54. Performance of Y-Axis Field Position (e-flux. Announcement 2,
Article Corpus; 2018)
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Elaborating on the military analogies used in field theory, the term station is used by
this thesis to refer to avant-garde, consecrated avant-garde, and rear-garde positions
because these positions are defined by their special functions or by their location in
time; “If soldiers or officials are stationed in a place, they are sent there to do a job
or to work for a period of time”.85 The most direct means through which OCAMs
perform station is lexical designation.86 In Extracts 9.55 and 9.56, Diamanda Galas’s
station in a musical avant-garde is performed, rather directly, by representing her as
a “legendary avant-garde vocalist” and her music as having an “Avant-Garde
Sound”. That the only use of the term “avant-garde” in the Article Corpus makes
reference to a position in the field of music (although performed in the artworld)
supports the premise that the term is somewhat out of fashion in the artworld.
Extract 9.69 also performs an avant-garde station through lexical designation but in
place of “avant-garde” is the lexicalisation “pioneer”,87 which allows the extract to
say avant-garde without saying it.

“One recent Friday, at Performance Space New York’s premiere of the film
installation Schrei 27—a collaboration between the legendary avant-garde vocalist
Diamanda Galas and the Italian director Davide Pepe […]”
Extract 9.55. Lexical Performance of Avant-Garde Position (ARTnews. Artists 4,
Article Corpus; 2018)

85 See: https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/station
86 To note, this appears only to be the case for stations in the rear-garde and avant-garde as these
terms circulate in common parlance whereas the concept of consecrated avant-garde is specific to
field theory.
87 To note, this performance refers to the artist’s position in the political field as well as the artworld
(i.e. she is a “feminist pioneer” as well as an “artistic pioneer”).
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“[…] ‘For Some People, Frightening’: Diamanda Galas on Her Invitingly Torturous
New Film and Avant-Garde Sound.”
Extract 9.56. Lexical Performance of Avant-Garde Position (ARTnews. Artists 4,
Article Corpus; 2018)

OCAMs also perform avant-garde stations through representations of
transgression – a characteristic practice of the avant-garde. In Extract 9.57, an avantgarde station is performed by representing the artist’s practice as “against artistic
norms of her day” as well as the artist’s embodiment of “principles of resistance”. In
Extract 9.58, an avant-garde station is performed by representing an artist’s work as
having a “rebellious spirit”, signalling its rebellion against the artworld. The
transgressive function of the work is further performed through the phrase “turning
the tradition of conceptual art”. It matters not what this tradition is turned toward
because the turning of tradition is an active transgression of the field’s nomos, a
definitive function of the avant-garde.

“And she certainly lived by these principles of resistance, deliberately situating her
practice against artistic norms of her day.”
Extract 9.57. Performance of Avant-Garde Position (ARTnews. Review 1, Article
Corpus; 2018)

“In a similarly rebellious spirit, Yazan Khalili’s I, The Artwork turns the tradition of
conceptual art towards the context of occupation.”
Extract 9.58. Performance of Avant-Garde Position (e-flux. Journal 1, Article
Corpus; 2018)
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In Extract 9.59, a station in the consecrated avant-garde is performed through
the combined representation of generational function and synchronic coordinates.
The adjective “groundbreaking” signals that the artist’s work proposed changes to
the artworld’s nomos which were later adopted by others – that it was avant-garde in
its time. The claim that the artist “forged her own unique path, in life and in art” also
performs her fulfilment of the function of her former avant-garde station by
representing her as transgressing the nomos of the artworld and society. The phrase
“relevant today” signals that the artist is currently recognised by contemporary
generations and the adjective “unparalleled” signals that she is recognised as
positioned at the top of the Y-axis. Illustrated in Figure 9.2, the extract thereby
performs her station in the consecrated avant-garde by representing her as a former
avant-garde whose currently dominant position is recognised.

“Mitchell forged her own unique path, in life and in art, and her groundbreaking
work remains unparalleled and relevant today.”
Extract 9.59. Performance of Consecrated Avant-Garde Position (ARTnews. Market
4, Article Corpus; 2018)
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Figure 9.2. Joan Mitchell Diachronic and Y-Axis Field Positions
Source: Figure Provided by Author

In Extract 9.60, ARTnews’ station in the rear-garde is performed through the
combined representation of diachronic and synchronic field positions. The claim that
ARTnews is “the oldest” art magazine in the world signals its diachronic position in
the field of art magazines, locating ARTnews within an older generation. If ARTnews
was practically unread at present, then this claim would be doing limited symbolic
work. It would simply represent ARTnews as an old magazine. However, the claim
that ARTnews is the “most widely circulated art magazine in the world” signals its
dominant synchronic position along the Y-axis of the field of art magazines,
illustrated in Figure 9.3. Illustrated in Figure 9.4, these two designations, oldest in
generational age and currently most dominant, perform ARTnews’ station in the reargarde – the most recognised and irreproachable of field positions.
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“ARTnews is the oldest and most widely circulated art magazine in the world.”
Extract 9.60. Performance of Rear-Garde Position (ARTnews. About, Article
Corpus; 2018)

Figure 9.3. ARTnews’ Synchronic Field Position along the Y-Axis in the Field of
OCAMs
Source: Figure Provided by Author

Figure 9.4. The Performance of ARTnews’ Station in the Rear-Garde through the
Representation of its Dominance and Generational Age
Source: Figure Provided by Author
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9.4. Performances of Conformity
Performance of conformity is a concept developed here to account for how
representations of adherence to nomos can perform belonging to a field and thereby
construct reputational value. This device requires some further introduction.
For agents in a field, conformance to the principles composing its nomos can
signal belonging to the field while transgression of these principles can open agents
to sanction. Conformance to nomos must then be seen as a source of reputation, one
that is conferred by others in the field upon recognition of this conformity. An
agent’s conformity to nomos can therefore be performed through representation to
construct that agent’s reputation. To guide the following discussion, it is worth
briefly restating the principles of artworld nomos introduced in Chapter Four. These
are (i) artistic, social, or political motivations are of greater value than commercial
motivations, (ii) autonomy is of greater value than conformity, (iii) experimentation
is of greater value than convention, (iv) diversity is of greater value than uniformity,
and, (v) transgression of the nomos of society is valuable and productive.88

Extract 9.61 performs an author’s conformity to the principle that socio-political
motivations are of greater value than commercial motivations by representing
engagement with “America’s most complex and challenging issues” as the sole
purpose of his cultural production (i.e. “reportage, historical analysis, and personal
narrative”). The highlighting of this socio-political motivation works to background
all possible economic and commercial motivations. More importantly, it signals to
the artworld that the author is an ‘artist’, in the looser sense of the word.

88 It is clear that transgression is a principle active in the nomos of the artworld and a principle that is
essential to the avant-garde. The key difference is that in a performance of conformity this
transgression is typically directed at society whereas in a performance of avant-garde station it is
typically directed at the artworld.
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“His award-winning writing combines reportage, historical analysis, and personal
narrative to address some of America’s most complex and challenging issues”.
Extract 9.61. Performance of Conformity (e-flux. Announcement 2, Article Corpus;
2018)

Extract 9.62 performs an artist’s championing of the principle that autonomy
is of greater value than conformity by representing the artist’s work as “challenging
what is expected, habitual and conformist”, with “expected, habitual and
conformist” interpreted as implicitly referring to the nomos of the social field –
social norms. The artist’s opposition to social conformity is further performed
through the designation “outsider”, which constructs relations of difference between
her and all others in the social field. These representations of social non-conformity
are seen as a performance of artworld conformity – as functioning to praise the artist
for upholding artworld principles.

“From this outsider position, her works challenge what is expected, habitual and
conformist.”
Extract 9.62. Performance of Conformity (e-flux. Announcement 6, Article Corpus;
2018)

Extract 9.63 performs an artist’s conformity to the principle that
experimentation is of greater value than convention by representing her as “unafraid
to crack open new ideas”. This claim implies that she was brave to crack open new
ideas, that she should have been afraid, even though it is a commonly understood
rule that artists should experiment and break with convention. As cracking open new
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ideas constitutes a routine conformity to artworld nomos rather than a noteworthy
act of bravery, this representation appears to sensationalise this conformity as a
means of efficiently highlighting it.

“Which, come to think of it, could be a nice metaphor for Eisenman’s practice:
unafraid to crack open new ideas, toss them in the pan, and apply heat, making
apparently effortless delights with great care.”
Extract 9.63. Performance of Conformity (ARTnews. Review 2, Article Corpus;
2018)

Extract 9.64 performs a school’s adherence to the principle that diversity is
of greater value than uniformity by representing its promotion of diversity and its
transdisciplinary activity. The claim that the school promotes “diversity of
approach” signals the school’s embodiment of an artistic disposition and its
championing of artworld nomos. The claim that the school develops solutions to
aesthetic problems in all disciplines further performs diversity in the form of
transdisciplinarity. This claim appears ungrounded and is therefore seen to indicate
promotional purpose. The claim is seen as ungrounded because it can be safely
assumed that Milton Avery Graduate School could not address the subject matter of
“all disciplines”, never mind developing solutions for the aesthetic problems
addressed by each of them. Even if “all disciplines” is interpreted as solely referring
to disciplines with a specific interest in aesthetic problems, such as art history,
painting, sculpture, print, visual communication, graphic design, illustration,
animation, architecture, interior design, fashion, film, music, product design,
advertising, philosophy, anthropology, psychology, semiotics, cognitive science,
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neuroscience, food science, and so on, the claim still appears to verge on absurdity.
The claim is therefore interpreted as openly exaggerating the school’s embodied
academic capital in order to more effectively signal its commitment to diversity – its
conformity to artworld principles.

“The community promotes diversity of approach, fosters imaginative responses and
insights, and develops innovative solutions to aesthetic problems in all disciplines.”
Extract 9.64. Performance of Conformity (e-flux. Education Artists 2, Article
Corpus; 2018)

Extract 9.65 performs an artist’s conformity to the principle that
transgressing the nomos of the social field is valuable and productive by
representing his challenging of “Australian popular culture”. Here, “popular culture”
is taken to refer to the culture of the dominant class and therefore the dominant
nomos in the social field. As the artworld’s transgression of this nomos is widely
celebrated, in both the artworld and in society more generally, such transgression
can be seen as a resource of reputation.

“Vernon Ah Kee of the Kuku Yalandji, Waanji, Yidinji, and Gugu Yimithirr
peoples, challenged Australian popular culture”
Extract 9.65. Performance of Conformity (e-flux. Journal 2, Article Corpus; 2018)
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9.5. Conclusion
This chapter identified a typology of linguistic devices through which OCAMs
construct reputation at the level of statement, unpacking performances of capital,
performances of position, and performances of conformity.
Building on the findings of Chapter Eight, this analysis evidenced that OCAMs
linguistically construct reputation for agents, objects, and events by performing their
field positions, possession of capital, or conformity to artworld nomos, and that
these performances of reputation are often supported by other linguistic devices,
such as legitimation strategies, relations of equivalence and difference, hedging,
feints, nominalisation, and repetition. This demonstrates the linguistic devices
OCAMs use to construct reputation at the level of statement, thereby addressing the
research sub-question: How do OCAMs linguistically construct reputation?

The chapter also evidenced a number of features of performances of reputation that
are worth highlighting. Analysis evidenced that the states in which capital is
performed can be affected by the grammatical construction of sentences. This is
important for understanding the fluidity of states of capital and the determinate role
representation plays in the communication of different states. The chapter also
evidenced the symbolic efficacy that proper nouns and numbers contribute to
performances of reputation, and, relatedly, that the promotional functions of
performances of social capital and representations of price are often disguised
through syntactic placement. The

chapter

also

evidenced how

spectral

performativity is sometimes at work in OCAMs’ performances of reputation,
demonstrating how the representation of a singular resource can perform this
resource as different species of capital in different fields simultaneously. In order to
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identify how OCAMs construct reputation through representations of commercial
potential, cultural difference, and moral virtue, the chapter also developed the
concepts of commercial, cosmopolitan, and moral capital.

In performing the possession of field-specific symbolic resources – capital, position,
and conformity – the field of OCAMs also contributes to the constructing of the
value of those resources in the artworld. Furthermore, through the performance of
these resources, the field of OCAMs facilitates relationships of symbolic exchange
between the artworld and the legitimating fields from which particular resources are
drawn (e.g. a performance of academic capital facilitates a relationship between the
artworld and academia). Chapter Ten will analyse the frequency of these
performances and their dispersion within the Article Corpus, alongside corpus
linguistic analysis of the bodies of knowledge circulated by OCAMs, to address the
research sub-question: How do OCAMs propose the value of different symbolic
resources within the artworld? By identifying how the performance of symbolic
resources and the circulation of field-specific bodies of knowledge are related to the
opposition between poles of production in the field of OCAMs, Chapter Ten also
contributes to addressing the research sub-question: How do internal and external
structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’ construction of reputation?
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Chapter Ten
The Discursive Market

10.1. Introduction
This thesis addresses the question: How is reputation constructed through discourse
in the field of online contemporary art magazines? To address this question, Chapter
Six addressed the sub-question: How do OCAMs acquire the capacity to
discursively construct reputation? Chapter Seven addressed the sub-question: How
is the discursive construction of reputation by OCAMs regulated? Chapters Eight
and Nine addressed the sub-question: How is reputation linguistically constructed by
OCAMs? This chapter primarily addresses the research sub-question: How do
OCAMs propose the value of different symbolic resources within the artworld? This
firstly involves attending to the salient bodies of knowledge in the Website Corpus.
This allows the thesis to identify the epistemic goods circulated in OCAM
Discourse, how this dissemination facilitates field relationships between the artworld
and legitimating fields, and how the dissemination of epistemic goods and the
facilitation of field relationships are structured by the opposition between poles of
production in the field of OCAMs. Identifying how OCAMs propose the value of
different symbolic resources within the artworld secondly involves attending to the
frequency and dispersion of performances of reputation in the Article Corpus. This
allows the thesis to identify the extent to which the field of OCAMs performs the
value of different symbolic goods, the field relationships these performances
facilitate, and how the performance of these goods and the field relationships they
facilitate are structured by the opposition between poles of production in the field of
OCAMs. This chapter also addresses the sub-question: How do internal and external
structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’ construction of reputation? This
involves accounting for the role the internal opposition between poles of production
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plays in OCAMs’ performance of symbolic goods, OCAMs’ dissemination of
epistemic goods, and OCAMs’ facilitation of field relationships.

10.2. Epistemic Goods in the Artworld’s Discursive Market
To identify the different bodies of knowledge disseminated in OCAM Discourse, the
thesis first compiled a keyword list of the most statistically significant linguistic
items (i.e. words) in the websites of Artforum, ARTnews, Artsy, and e-flux.
Examining concordances (i.e. items in context), the 50 most salient keywords of
each magazine were identified. These keywords were then grouped into topoi (i.e.
thematic categories) (see Appendix L for all topoi). As the salience of these
keywords is based on MI scores (i.e. mutual information), they must be understood
as characterising the discourse of a particular OCAM in relationship to the discourse
of the other OCAMs examined. These topoi therefore evidence, not the breadth of
knowledge that a particular OCAM disseminates, but the bodies of knowledge that a
particular OCAM disseminates in terms of their difference to the bodies of
knowledge disseminated by the other OCAMs examined. By focusing on dominant
OCAMs differently positioned vis-à-vis poles of production, the chapter’s analysis
aims at providing a representative account of OCAM Discourse. Through topoi
analysis, the chapter also attends to how the dissemination of knowledge in the field
of OCAMs facilitates relationships between the artworld and legitimating fields.
Analysis of salient bodies of knowledge in the Website Corpus revealed an Artworld
Knowledge Topos, an Academic Knowledge Topos, a Political Knowledge Topos,
and a Media Knowledge Topos.
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The Artworld Knowledge Topos was broken down into the sub-topoi: Artworld
Places and Events, Artworld Agents, and the Art Market.89 Artworld Places and
Events is a salient topos in the Website Corpus. These places and events are
semantically linked as the representation of a place often refers to a particular event.
For example, “Venice” is a salient collocate of “biennale” and often appears alone as
a metonymic representation of the Venice Biennale. The discourse of ARTnews and
Artsy is characterised by its dissemination of knowledge of commercial events and
places, such as art fairs, including “Basel” and “Cologne”, and cultural places and
events, including “Biennale”, “Venice”, and “Kassel” (Kassel here referring to
Documenta). By contrast, e-flux’s only items within this sub-topos are cultural,
“Biennial” and “Biennale”. Positioned somewhere between the two, Artforum’s Art
Places and Events sub-topos contains a commercial event, “Basel [Art Fair]”, as
well as cultural events, “Biennial” and “Kassel”. Of course, all of these events and
places are, to varying extents, both cultural and commercial, but the extent to which
each is characteristically more one than the other should make the distinction clear.
These differences evidence divergent representations of the artworld, with OCAM
discourse at the commercial pole appearing to be more engaged in the representation
of commercial artworld events than OCAM discourse at the cultural pole.
Looking at the Artworld Agents sub-topos, Artforum’s results contain one
commercial agent, “dealers”, and four cultural agents, including “curator”, “artist”,
and “gallerist”. ARTnews’ results contain five cultural agents, “curator”, “museum”,
“painter”, “artist” and “gallerist”, and four commercial, “auctioneer”, “collector”,
“consigner” and “bidder”. Artsy’s results contain one commercial agent, “collector”,

89 Analysis also identified an Art Types sub-topos and an Artists sub-topos but these sub-topoi are
not examined here as their analysis did not significantly contribute to achieving the aims of this
chapter. For analyses of these sub-topoi, see Appendix L.
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and six cultural agents, including “curator”, “LatinX”, and “painter”.90 Strikingly, eflux’s results contain no items belonging to the Artworld Agents sub-topos. This
suggests that the representation of artworld agents may be most common in OCAM
discourse at the commercial pole, less common in OCAM discourse at the centre of
the field, and comparatively absent in OCAM discourse at the cultural pole.
Furthermore, the data suggests that, relative to the rest of the field, OCAM discourse
at the commercial pole likely plays a significantly greater role in disseminating
knowledge of commercial artworld agents. These results further illustrate a
divergence in the artworld knowledge disseminated by OCAM discourse at cultural
and commercial poles, evidencing an implicit contest over the substantiation of
cultural and commercial images of the artworld.
This commercial image is also promulgated through the dissemination of
knowledge of the art market. The Art Market sub-topos is only salient in the results
of ARTnews (16/50) and Artsy (5/50), while Artforum’s results contain only one item
belonging to this topos and e-flux’s results contain none.91 Attending to ARTnews’
results in the Art Market sub-topos reveals how the lexical items “unsold”, “presale
[price]”, “estimate”, “second-highest” and “[price] fetch[ed]” are brought into
association with artworks, thereby contributing to the understanding of art as an
economic good in the artworld.92 The concordance of “estimate” provided in Extract
10.1 is illustrative of this understanding. The text is primarily concerned with the
exchange value of artworks and is more or less indifferent to their artistic value.

90 As previously noted, the Artsy sub-corpus is compiled from its magazine page texts alone and
therefore its topoi results can be seen to favour its cultural representations over its commercial ones
(which would likely not be the case if its auction-oriented pages had been amenable to extraction).
91 That this topos is more salient in the ARTnews sub-corpus than the Artsy sub-corpus may seem
somewhat surprising because, although ARTnews has a Top 200 Collectors page, Artsy has a
functioning online auction page. However, as noted, the limited extraction of the Artsy website subcorpus means much of its content regarding the art market was not gathered.
92 This description of results is based on concordance analysis, which revealed the collocations
provided (e.g. “presale” and “price”).
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Correlatively, salient in the results of ARTnews and Artsy, the term “provenance”
refers to the process whereby artworks acquire economic and symbolic value on the
basis of their sale history, which is also a history of ownership.93 The Art Market
sub-topos evidences that OCAM discourse at the commercial pole is significantly
more engaged in disseminating art market knowledge and proposing economic
notions of art.

“One of the top lots at Christie’s Impressionist and Modern Sale this Wednesday
evening will be Fernand Léger’s Les constructeurs avec arbre (1949–50), a penisheavy oil on canvas work that clocks in at 42 5/8 x 54 3/8 inches. It carries a
guarantee and its estimate is high, $16 million to $22 million. What does that all
mean? Well, Léger’s $39.2 million auction record, for La femme en bleu (study)
(1912–13), was attained in 2008, so if you believe the wisdom that a rising auction
tide lifts all boats, it’d follow that a high record like that would result in dramatically
higher prices across the board.”
Extract 10.1. Concordance of “estimate” in the ARTnews Website Sub-Corpus

The Media Knowledge Topos tentatively suggests that OCAM discourse at the
commercial pole is also more engaged in the dissemination of media knowledge.
Artsy’s results contain references to traditional media (i.e. “editorial”), new media
(i.e. “slideshow”), and social media (i.e. “Instagram” and “selfie”). ARTnews’ results
contain reference to traditional media (i.e. “newspaper”) and artworld media (i.e.
“catalogue”), but not social media, while e-flux and Artforum have no results in this
topos. The interpretation that the commercial pole is linked to the dissemination of
93 The most famous example being the ‘Rockefeller’ Rothko, which broke auction records for postwar art sold at auction (Thompson 2010, 23–25).
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media knowledge is supported by analysis of ICTs in Chapter Six. As, relative to the
artworld, the field of media is oriented to the pole of large-scale production in the
field of cultural production, this dissemination can be seen to propose the value of
accessible epistemic goods in the artworld (e.g. knowledge of Instagram), thereby
undermining the value of less accessible, esoteric epistemic goods (e.g. knowledge
of critical theory), as proposed by the cultural pole.

The dissemination of these esoteric goods in OCAM discourse at the cultural pole is
evidenced by the frequency of e-flux items in the Academic and Political topoi, with
only one item from Artforum94 and no items from ARTnews or Artsy belonging to
these topoi. E-flux’s results in the Academic topos contain the items “ibidem” and
“ed”, which are linguistic features characteristic of academic Discourse. “Ibidem”,
which is Latin for “in the same place”, is an academic term used in referencing,
notation, and citation. Extracts 10.2 and 10.3 provide representative concordances of
“ed”, illustrating that the item refers to the abbreviation of “editor” and “editors” and
that it typically occurs within references, a practice specific to academic writing.
Knowledge of these esoteric language practices is embodied linguistic capital,
capital which is somewhat required to read e-flux products and capital which e-flux
products can provide readers if they are willing and able to consume them.

94 Artforum’s results include the keyword “queer”, which has political implications. However, by
itself, this term is not seen to significantly evidence the dissemination of a body of political
knowledge.
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“The Mathematical Breakthroughs that Changed History, ed. Stephen Hawking
(Philadelphia: Running Press, 2007).”
Extract 10.2. Website Corpus (e-flux sub-corpus)

“David Bates, ‘Unity, Plasticity, Catastrophe: Order and Pathology in the Cybernetic
Era,’ in Catastrophe: History and Theory of an Operative Concept, eds. Andreas
Killen and Nitzan Lebovic (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2014).”
Extract 10.3. Website Corpus (e-flux sub-corpus)

E-flux’s results also contain academic concepts, such as “ontology”. Looking
at the item in context, it is clear that successful consumption of e-flux’s discourse
often requires the possession of a significant volume of academic knowledge.95 For
example, Extract 10.4 requires readers to possess a working understanding of the
concept of ontology and have some understanding of the concepts of transduction
and genealogy. Familiarity with the work of Deleuze and the concept of
transcendental empiricism would also enhance this consumption. A second
concordance of “ontology” (Extract 10.5) illustrates that this relative complexity of
discourse surrounds the item throughout the e-flux sub-corpus. Other items in eflux’s results, such as “realizability”, “mentalization” and “innervating”, similarly
evidence the significant volume of academic knowledge and linguistic capital
required of e-flux readers, resources which function as signs of distinction in the
artworld.

95 It is helpful to note that successful consumption here refers to the embodiment of this knowledge
within the habitus, which then facilitates the performance of this knowledge in the artworld.
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“Transduction is not the idea of the multiple realizability of the One Mind, but the
idea of multiple genealogies of mentalization that keep on innervating the fabric
of the world, along the lines of that parallel ontology that Deleuze would term
‘transcendental empiricism.’”
Extract 10.4. Concordance of “ontology” (e-flux sub-corpus, Website Corpus;
2018)

“Indeed, ontologies can be simply described as metadata schemes, which define and
hence give meaning to data. Beware: the term ‘ontology’ here is different from how
it is randomly used in the humanities today.”
Extract 10.5. Concordance of “ontology” (e-flux sub-corpus, Website Corpus; 2018)

Many of the items contained in e-flux’s Academic Knowledge Topos results,
such as “nation-state”, and “collectivity”, can also be understood as belonging to
political Discourse, and many of the items in e-flux’s Political Knowledge Topos
results, such as “accelerationism” and “postcolonial”, can be seen as also belonging
to academic Discourse. This transepistemic knowledge is seen as a specific
epistemic good, produced through discursive relationships between the political and
academic fields.96 As academic knowledge is restricted to a small portion of society,
and as political engagement is linked to the cultural pole in the artworld, possession
of this good is likely of particular value to OCAM readers in the artworld.
Significantly, e-flux’s results in the Political Knowledge Topos also contain
items that do not appear to belong to an academic Discourse, evidencing the
presence of a more accessible epistemic good in its discourse. Items such as
96 This academic-political knowledge is also evidenced by the top 50 agents in e-flux’s Website SubCorpus results, who include Marx, Foucault, Groys, Negri, and so on (see Appendix L).
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“Dheisheh” and “Losheng”, for example, occur within texts which appear to have a
closer relationship to media or vernacular Discourses than academic Discourse.97 In
the concordance of “Dheisheh” provided in Extract 10.6, the subject matter as well
as the absence of complex terminology and concepts evidences a more
journalistically styled reporting with a focus on political events. Similarly, looking
at a concordance of “Losheng” in Extract 10.7, the elements of the sentence – the
Losheng Preservation Movement, the government, petitions, protests, and so on –
clearly do not require the possession of particularly high volumes of academic
knowledge or linguistic capital to consume (i.e. understand and embody). The
Political Knowledge Topos is therefore seen to suggest that OCAM discourse at the
cultural pole disseminates this more accessible epistemic good, a good that most
artworld readers can easily consume, embody, and perform to secure social
distinction.

“In 1974, a cement brick factory opened near the camp. Its founder – himself a
refugee from Dheisheh – offered financial support to refugees”
Extract 10.6. Concordance of “Dheisheh” (e-flux sub-corpus, Website Corpus; 2018)

“After numerous petitions, negotiations, demonstrations, and protests, the Losheng
Preservation Movement still failed to change the government’s decision to demolish
more than 70 percent of the sanatorium”
Extract 10.7. Concordance of “Losheng” (e-flux sub-corpus, Website Corpus; 2018)

97 To note, the term “Dheisheh” refers to the political organisation commonly known as ISIS and the
term “Losheng” refers to the Losheng Preservation Movement, a political movement which sought to
prevent the closure of a Taiwanese sanatorium.
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As laid out in this section, the dissemination of epistemic goods in OCAM
Discourse is understood to structure the distribution of knowledge and linguistic
capital in the artworld, and to function as a means by which culturally and
commercially oriented OCAMs contest understandings of art, artists, and the
artworld. The dissemination of these goods is also understood to constitute
interdiscursive conduits that facilitate epistemic exchange between the artworld and
other legitimating fields. Illustrated in Figure 10.1, these relationships appear to be
structured according to the opposition between poles in the field of OCAMs, with
the cultural pole facilitating the artworld’s relationships to the fields of academia
and politics to a greater extent and the commercial pole facilitating the artworld’s
relationships to the fields of media and commerce to a greater extent.
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Figure 10.1. The Facilitation of Field Relationships in the Artworld through
Dissemination of Epistemic Goods in the Field of OCAMs
Source: Figure Provided by Author
10.3. Symbolic Goods in the Artworld’s Discursive Market
This section will attend to the frequency at which OCAM Discourse performs the
value of different symbolic goods and the dispersion of these performances in the
field of OCAMs and across OCAM genres.

Table 10.1 provides the frequencies with which different species and states of capital
and different field positions are performed in the Article Corpus. This data cannot be
seen to directly represent the value that these symbolic goods have in the artworld or
to comprehensively account for all the instances through which OCAMs propose
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their value (which must also include legitimation, claims, and so on). It simply
accounts for the extent to which OCAMs propose the value of these symbolic goods
through the representation of the possession of these goods. That this representation
is performative and functions to propose the value of symbolic goods is supported
by identification of the discursive field norm of Predominant Positive Prosody in
OCAM Discourse (see Chapter Seven). This data thereby provides a snapshot of the
symbolic goods that the field of OCAMs proposes for recognition through the
artworld’s discursive market. To reiterate, the amalgamation of all evaluative
statements made in the artworld is what this thesis understands as the artworld’s
discursive market. Illustrated in Figure 10.2, OCAM Discourse is understood as
contributing to the value that symbolic goods acquire through this market because it
is a Discourse within artworld Discourse.
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6
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24
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45
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4
0
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4
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6

LITERATURE
2

Table 10.1. Frequency of Performances of Reputation in the Article Corpus
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Figure 10.2. OCAM Discourse in the Discursive Market of the Artworld (frequency
data for illustrative purposes only)
Source. Figure Provided by Author

10.3.1. Capital. Table 10.2 and Table 10.3 provide the frequency and dispersion of
performances of capital in the ARTnews and e-flux Article sub-corpora.98 This data
allows the thesis to identify associations between OCAM genres and the
performance of different symbolic goods. Figure 10.2 compares the relative
frequency at which each species and state of capital is performed by ARTnews and eflux in the Article Corpus, illustrating the dispersion of these goods according to
98 This thesis takes ARTnews as representative of the commercial pole of OCAMs and e-flux as
representative of the cultural pole. As with any corpus analysis, a larger and broader corpus would
improve results. However, this comparison is seen to suffice to meet the aims of the thesis.
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poles of production in the field of OCAMs. Reference to these tables and this figure
will be made throughout this section.

Frequency of Performances of Capital – ARTnews Sub-Corpus
Text
WC
A
C
A
J
E S P
C L M M M
T
T
L
C C C L L
N Y C L
A
News-Artists 1
1056
1
2
1
4
News-Artists 2
812
5
1
1
2
1
10
News-Artists 3
1058
7
1
8
News-Artists 4
888
2
3
3
8
News-Artists 5
1172
1
1
News-Artists 6
783
5
1
6
News-Market 1 1300
3
5
1
13
1
23
News-Market 2
354
43
43
News-Market 3
165
1
1
News-Market 4
239
7
1
8
News-Market 5
278
6
5
11
News-Market 6
146
2
4
6
News 1
214
7
7
News 2
211
2
3
5
News 3
310
1
1
2
News 4
585
1
5
1
7
News 5
293
8
1
2
11
News 6
476
13
7
20
Retrospective 1
321
4
4
Review 1
1105
2
1
9
1
13
Review 2
898
2
2
Review 3
2656
35
12
2
49
Review 4
646
2
13
15
Review 5
1965
21
3
1
5
2
32
Review 6
982
4
3
7
Top 200 1
1268
22
3
1
7
2
2
4
41
Top 200 2
2689
51
3
15 3
1
8
13
94
About 1
106
6
5
4
1
1
4
21
22976 261 40 14 2 30 9 29 24 6 6 18 20
459
Table 10.2. Performances of Capital in the Article Corpus (Categories: AT-artistic
capital; CL-commercial capital; AC-academic capital; JC-journalistic capital; ECeconomic capital; SL-social capital; PL-political capital; CN-cosmopolitan capital; LYliterary capital; MC-musical capital; ML-moral capital; MA-media capital; T-total)
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Frequency of Performances of Capital – e-flux Sub-Corpus
Text
WC
A
C A
J
E S
P
C
L
A
T
T
L C C C L L
N
Y
R
Announcement 1
767
78
1
1
1
5
86
Announcement 2
828
8
3
4
1
5
21
Announcement 3
582
2
2
2
1
7
Announcement 4
511
8
4
1
2
1
1
17
Announcement 5
506
18
12
4
34
Announcement 6
688
1
1
2
Announcement MP
53
1
1
A. Announcement. 1
630
1
3
1
2
30
37
AA. Announcement 1
1119
8
5
10
10
33
AA. Announcement 2
507
30
2
5
37
AA. Announcement 3
1001
2
4
7
13
AA. Review 1
1501
4
7
11
AA. Review 2
1297
5
1
2
8
AA. Review 3
944
1
4
1
1
7
AA. Review 4
994
2
4
6
1
13
Conversations 1
505
1
1
Ed. New Artists 1
287
17
4
21
Ed. New Artists 2
289
27
1
28
Ed. School Watch 1
2957
28
29
5
8
7
77
Journal 1
1045
2
1
1
4
Journal 2
5615
1
14
3
1
19
About 2
515
39
5
2
1
4
4
50
23141 276 5 85 4 12 8 51 45 16 30
532
Table 10.3. Performances of Capital in the Article Corpus (Categories: AT-artistic
capital; CL-commercial capital; AC-academic capital; JC-journalistic capital; ECeconomic capital; SL-social capital; PL-political capital; CN-cosmopolitan capital; LYliterary capital; MC-musical capital; ML-moral capital; MA-media capital; T-total)
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Figure 10.3. Performances of Capital and the Structure of the Field of OCAMs
Source: Figure Provided by Author
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Illustrated in Figure 10.3, both ARTnews and e-flux were found to propose the value
of artistic capital equally. In fact, the correlation between the frequencies at which
both magazines perform artistic capital, once per 88 words for ARTnews and once
per 83 words for e-flux, suggests that the rate of performance of artistic capital may
be somewhat systematic in OCAM Discourse. Performances of artistic capital occur
more frequently in ARTnews’ News and News Market genres and less frequently in
its Art-Agenda Review and News Artists genres. Looking at e-flux’s results, there is
a similar distinction along genre lines, with performances of artistic capital
predominantly occurring in its Announcement genres (both Announcements and
Art-Agenda Announcements) and its Education New Artists genre, and less
frequently in its Review and Journal genres. This suggests that the performance of
artistic capital is more likely to occur in commercial OCAM genres than cultural
OCAM genres. This is unsurprising as commercial genres were found to perform
possession of capital more frequently (once every 24 words) than cultural genres
(once every 80 words). This difference suggests that the evolving balance between
cultural and commercial genres in OCAM websites may play a significant role in the
extent to which OCAM Discourse constructs reputation in the artworld.
There is also a correlation between the rate at which both OCAMs perform
institutionalised artistic capital, with this state accounting for 30% of ARTnews’
performances of artistic capital and 30% of e-flux’s. The performance of
institutionalised artistic capital is interpreted as the most significant performance of
reputation in OCAM Discourse by virtue of its high frequency (second-most
frequent device), the consensus on its value (i.e. 30% at both poles), the limited form
in which it can occur (i.e. institutional recognition), and the performative efficacy of
the linguistic form in which it typically occurs (i.e. proper nouns). This suggests that
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OCAM Discourse functions to propose the value of institutionalised artistic capital
in the artworld more than any other symbolic good.
Embodied artistic capital is the most frequently performed symbolic good in
the Article Corpus. That this state refers to a broad variety of forms, such as artistic
knowledge, artistic dispositions, and organisational staff, suggests that it is more
difficult for readers to recognise as a distinct symbolic good than institutionalised
artistic capital.99 That performances of embodied artistic capital are not well
dispersed in the two sub-corpora (tables 10.2 and 10.3), tending to cluster in texts
which list contributing artists, further supports the interpretation that OCAM
Discourse proposes the value of institutionalised artistic capital more than embodied
artistic capital. E-flux was found to perform embodied artistic capital more than
twice as frequently as ARTnews. By contrast, performances of objectified artistic
capital, primarily referring to the possession of artworks, account for only 1% of
performances of artistic capital in the e-flux sub-corpus but 39% in the ARTnews
sub-corpus. The contrast in the rate at which these magazines perform embodied and
objectified artistic capital is seen to evidence a structured competition over criteria
for artworld reputation, with the commercial pole proposing the symbolic value of
owning art more and the cultural pole proposing the symbolic value of artistic
knowledge, artistic dispositions, and peer recognition (of organisational staff) more.

Beside artistic capital, the only species that is equally performed by both OCAMs is
social capital. It is, however, seldom performed in the Article Corpus, comprising
barely 2% (17/991) of the total performances of capital identified. Although seldom
performed, performances of social capital are well dispersed, suggesting they are a

99 This suggests that the concept of performance of embodied artistic capital requires further
development to better account for the performance of distinct symbolic goods.
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characteristic feature of OCAM Discourse. The correlation between the frequencies
at which the two magazines perform social capital, once per 2553 words for
ARTnews and once per 2892 words for e-flux, suggests that this frequency may also
be a feature of OCAM Discourse. Given that the performance of institutional
relationships is very salient in the Article Corpus (Table 10.3), the fact that the
performance of social relationships is not may seem surprising because social capital
is a key symbolic resource in the artworld (see Chapter Three). That social capital is
rarely performed in OCAM Discourse but is clearly widely possessed, frequently
utilised, and universally valued in the artworld suggests there may be some
prohibition of its performance. One interpretation for a limit on performances of
social capital in OCAM Discourse is that these performances create a liability for
symbolic sanctions because their promotional function is particularly overt (see
Chapter Nine). This liability may be largely conditional to media discourse because,
although name-dropping may smack of instrumentality in private conversation, such
conversations do not risk field-wide sanctions.

Looking at salient differences in the performance of capital between poles, ARTnews
was found to perform commercial, economic, and moral capital more frequently
(Figure 10.3). Commercial capital is the fifth-most frequently performed symbolic
good in the Article Corpus, performed once every 1024 words. While ARTnews was
found to frequently perform commercial capital across a range of genres, e-flux was
found to seldom perform this species in any genre, except on its About page, which
appears to adhere to different discursive field norms (see Appendix F). The different
frequencies at which ARTnews and e-flux perform economic capital exhibit a
comparable but less acute difference (Figure 10.3). As the pursuit of economic profit
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is structurally opposed to the pursuit of peer recognition in the artworld, these
performances of commercial and economic capital, primarily referring to prices, can
be seen as undermining a key presupposition underpinning reputational
accumulation in the artworld: that evaluations of art are based on intrinsic rather
than exchange value. These performances thereby implicitly propose an economic
understanding of art and artistic value and undermine the artworld’s autonomy from
the art market.
Performances of moral capital only occur in the ARTnews sub-corpus and
primarily occur in the Top 200 Collectors genres. This makes sense because moral
capital is an important resource for collectors in the artworld (see Chapter Nine).
Table 10.2 thus provides a snapshot of a process whereby the specialised genres of
commercially orientated OCAMs convert wealth into reputation for an artworld
elite. Through performances of commercial, economic, and moral capital, the
commercial pole of the field of OCAMs is seen to reinforce the relationship between
the artworld and the art market. The cultural pole, by not proposing these symbolic
goods for recognition in the artworld’s discursive market, is seen to undermine this
relationship – to implicitly argue for the artworld’s autonomy from the art market.
Media capital is the other species solely performed by ARTnews. These
performances constitute only 2% (20/991) of performances of capital in the Article
Corpus and are poorly dispersed, primarily clustered in the Top 200 Collectors
genres. This suggests that performances of media capital may be a feature of
discourse at the commercial pole, but a relatively infrequent one. Institutionalised
media capital is the most frequently performed and best dispersed state of media
capital in the ARTnews sub-corpus, suggesting that hyperlinked referencing (e.g. “as
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reported by the Washington Times”), plays a role in the relationship OCAM
Discourse forges between the artworld and the field of media.
While the discourse of the commercial pole is characterised by the performance of
commercial, economic, moral, and media capital, the discourse of the cultural pole is
characterised by the performance of academic and political capital.100 Performances
of political capital occur on average once per 576 words in the Article Corpus,
comprising 8% of the total performances of capital (81/911). The species is not well
dispersed, with performances tending to cluster in particular texts, primarily texts
with a focus on politically engaged art practices. That ARTnews frequently performs
political capital (6%), albeit significantly less than e-flux (10%), suggests that the
performance of political capital is a characteristic feature of OCAM Discourse,
while being particularly characteristic of OCAM discourse at the cultural pole.
Academic capital, performed on average once every 466 words, is the secondmost frequently performed species of capital in the Article Corpus, comprising 10%
of the total capital performed (99/991), evidencing the particularly strong
relationship OCAM Discourse forges between the artworld and academia. Making
up 16% of e-flux’s performances of capital, academic capital appears strongly
associated with the cultural pole. The performance of political capital and the
performance of academic capital therefore appear to be characteristic features of
OCAM discourse at the cultural pole, supporting the interpretation that this pole is
particularly instrumental in forging relationships between the artworld and the fields
100

Illustrated in Figure 10.3, architectural and journalistic capital are also more frequently performed
at the cultural pole. The presence of architectural capital in these results is the sole product of the
inclusion of e-flux’s architecture genre in the Article Corpus. Although this provided a more
comprehensive account of e-flux’s discourse practices, the presence of these performances is not
taken as representative of OCAM discourse at the cultural pole and is therefore not unpacked here.
There are only six performances of journalistic capital in the Article Corpus, four in the e-flux subcorpus and two in the ARTnews sub-corpus. Although relatively infrequent, this species appears to be
a feature of OCAM Discourse, which makes sense because OCAMs also operate in the journalistic
field and are therefore likely to covet and recognise its symbolic goods. This species is also seen to
contribute little to this chapter’s analysis and so is not unpacked here.
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of politics and academia. However, that academic capital is also performed by
ARTnews, although making up only 3% of its performances of capital, suggests that
the performance of academic capital, as with political capital, is also a feature of
OCAM Discourse more generally. That performances of academic capital are well
dispersed in both sub-corpora supports this interpretation. That academic and
political capital are performed significantly more frequently by ARTnews than
commercial, economic, or moral capital are performed by e-flux suggests that the
criteria for artworld reputation proposed by the cultural pole may be less contested
than those proposed by the commercial pole. This makes sense from a field theory
perspective because the cultural pole possesses a greater power of consecration.
It is worth noting that only one performance of academic capital was
identified in e-flux’s Journal genre, which one might expect to forge relationships
between the artworld and academia more than any other OCAM genre examined
(see Chapter Six). Of the two Journal texts analysed, one 522-word text contained 4
performances of reputation and the other 5615-word text contained 19. Relative to
the other OCAM genres analysed, this rate per word is very low. This suggests that
different discursive field norms may be at work in this genre, relative to other
OCAM genres and other genres on e-flux’s website. One interpretation is that the
Journal genre is adhering more to the discursive field norms of academia, which can
be seen to limit promotional function and therefore, possibly, also high rates of
performances of reputation. This rate also may be limited by the genre’s adoption of
academic linguistic norms, such as text structure and formal style, which are
inscribed at the level of genre. Whatever the case, the relatively low rate of
performance in the Journal genre suggests that, for OCAM readers, it may appear
more objective and less promotional than other OCAM genres. This low rate of
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performances is therefore possibly instrumental in maintaining the genre’s
legitimacy and its status as an academic product.
Another characteristic feature of OCAM discourse at the cultural pole is the
performance of cosmopolitan capital, which occurs significantly more frequently
(Figure 10.3) and is better dispersed in the e-flux sub-corpus (compare Table 10.2
and Table 10.3). However, occurring on average once every 668 words in the Article
Corpus and also routinely performed by ARTnews, performances of cosmopolitan
capital also appear to be a feature of OCAM Discourse more generally. The value of
cosmopolitanism can be seen as tied to the regard that is characteristically attributed
to knowledge gained from international experience, experience once primarily
restricted to the wealthy. In the globalised artworld of the 21st century, however,
precarious labour and cheap airfares have staffed many local artworlds with a
cornucopia of cultural difference. This resource can therefore be seen as a
democratising force in the artworld as its accumulation is not as restricted through
the field of education as economic, political, social, artistic, academic, or literary
capital. This means that the performance of cosmopolitan capital can be seen to
weaken the cultural pole of the artworld’s monopoly on consecration by making
artworld reputation more accessible to those without a privileged education.
Although a characteristic feature of OCAM discourse at the cultural pole, the
performance of cosmopolitan capital may therefore work to undermine the
discursive power of this pole.101

101 This interpretation is tentative, and requires further research to establish, but is nonetheless worth
noting.
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The opposition between poles is also expressed in the performance of literary and
musical capital, with e-flux performing literary capital more frequently and ARTnews
performing musical capital more frequently, supporting previous identification of
the relationships between these poles and these fields.102 That the performance of
literary and musical capital both appear to be particularly associated with
commercial OCAM genres, understood as the less symbolically valuable genres in
which to be represented, suggests that these non-native species, relative to the other
species discussed, may have a relatively poor exchange rate in the discursive market
of the artworld. This might be seen to conflict with an understanding that literary
and musical capital are particularly well formed for the artworld because of essential
congruities between the artworld and the fields of literature and music. However, it
may be the case that these species are indeed well formed, just not as well formed as
academic, political, commercial, economic and cosmopolitan capital. This
interpretation is based on the premise that the data in Table 10.2 and Table 10.3
provides some indication of the hierarchy in exchange rates of non-native capital in
the artworld, as well as indicating the hierarchy as it is proposed through OCAM
Discourse.

This sub-section has evidenced how the performance of different species and states
correlates with the structure of the field. The following sub-section will attend to
performances of position and conformity as they are also understood as symbolic
goods whose value can be proposed through evaluative representation.

102 This opposition can be seen as tentatively suggesting a means by which the cultural pole makes
artworld reputation more difficult to acquire and the commercial pole makes it easier to acquire.
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10.3.2. Position and Conformity. Performances of field position are very frequent
in the Article Corpus, occurring on average every 419 words. Unsurprisingly, the
vast majority of these performances make reference to positions in the artworld
(Table 10.4). In fact, performance of artworld field position is the third-most
frequent performance of reputation in the Article Corpus, after performances of
artistic and academic capital. Given the focus of OCAMs, this frequency is hardly
surprising but suggests this device is doing significant work in the artworld’s
discursive market.

Field Position
ARTnews
e-flux
Art – Y
53
23
Art – X
2
2
Art – Diachronic
10
8
Academic – Y
0
5
Academic – Diachronic
0
1
Literary – Y
0
2
Music – X
3
0
Social – Y
0
1
Total
68
42
Table 10.4. Performance of Field Position by OCAM

Total
76
4
18
5
1
2
3
1
110

After artworld positions, it is the value of academic field positions that is
most often performed by OCAMs, further evidencing the transposability of
academic reputation in the artworld. This also suggests that, in OCAM Discourse,
academic reputation is often performed in the form of field position. This is in
contrast to reputation from the commercial, economic, or political fields, which is
often performed as capital but rarely as field position. Performances of positions in
the fields of literature and music are also more common than performances of capital
from these fields. This can be interpreted as suggesting, perhaps, that positions in the
fields of academia, literature, and music have a particular value and meaning in the
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artworld which positions in other fields do not. One interpretation for this possible
value is that these fields and the artworld share a nomos oriented to securing
autonomy from the social, political, and economic fields. This means that recognised
positions within kindred fields might have particular value in the artworld because,
more than positions in other fields, these positions express the recognition of
autonomous groups.
Looking at the relationships between poles of production and legitimating
fields, the performance of field positions corresponds with the performance of
capital. This makes sense because capital is tied to field position. Shown in Table
10.3, the commercial pole’s performance of positions from the field of music and
the cultural pole’s performance of positions from the fields of academia and
literature thereby further evidence the relationship between these fields and these
poles.

In attending to performances of capital and field position, this section’s account of
the performance of symbolic goods in OCAM Discourse has evidenced how the
structural opposition between poles in the field of OCAMs is implicated in the
contest over the value of symbolic resources in the artworld’s discursive market and
the artworld’s relationships to legitimating fields. This sub-section will now briefly
attend to performances of conformity in the Article Corpus to identify the
structuring role the opposition between poles of production might play in the
production of nomos.
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The most striking feature of performances of conformity in the Article Corpus is that
the e-flux sub-corpus contains nearly twice as many (34) as the ARTnews sub-corpus
(16). One interpretation for this is that the cultural pole is both more regulated by
and more engaged in the production of guiding principles. This is in line with the
tenets of field theory. This data may thereby provide an empirical glimpse of the
greater role the cultural pole of OCAMs plays in the reproduction of artworld
nomos.
Looking at the principles whose attendance to is performed, and accepting
that those identified are somewhat limited, transgression of the norms of society is
the most frequent and best dispersed principle, suggesting it may be the most
commonly performed nomos in OCAM Discourse. That experimentation is more
valuable than convention is the only principle performed more by ARTnews than eflux, suggesting, perhaps, that it is the least significantly disputed in the field of
OCAMs. Another significant result is that the ARTnews sub-corpus contains no
performances of the principle that cultural motivations are of greater value than
commercial motivations. This makes sense considering that the commercial pole of
the field is, in effect, knowingly or otherwise, constantly engaged in the erosion of
this principle. That said, this principle is the second-least performed in the e-flux
sub-corpus, suggesting that the value of this principle is less proposed by OCAM
Discourse than the value of the principles of transgression, autonomy, and diversity.

10.4. OCAM Discourse and the Artworld’s Discursive Market
Illustrated in Figure 10.4, the opposition between cultural and commercial poles in
the field of OCAMs is seen to structure epistemic and symbolic exchange between
the artworld and legitimating fields. The commercial pole disseminates commercial
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and media knowledge, performs commercial, economic, media, and musical capital,
performs field positions from the field of music, and does not propose conformance
to the artworld principle of commercial disinterest. The cultural pole disseminates
academic and political knowledge, performs academic, political, literary, and
cosmopolitan capital, performs field positions from the fields of academia and
literature, and proposes conformity to the artworld principle of commercial
disinterest. This structuring of exchange – between the artworld and the fields of
academia, politics, and literature on the one hand, and the fields of commerce,
economy, media, and music on the other – not only affects the artworld’s
relationship to these fields but also comes to bear on the value of different criteria of
artworld reputation, be it an epistemic good, such as knowledge of philosophy, or a
symbolic good, such as owning a Rothko. In this way, the internal opposition
between poles of production in the field of OCAMs structures both the field
relationships of the artworld, and the different resources proposed for recognition in
the artworld through OCAM Discourse.
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Figure 10.4. The Field of OCAMs’ Facilitation of Symbolic and Epistemic
Exchange between the Artworld and Legitimating Fields
Source: Figure Provided by Author
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Attending to how OCAM Discourse produces the value of symbolic resources, the
chapter identified performance of institutionalised artistic capital as the most
significant device at work in OCAMs’ constructions of reputation, followed by
performance

of

artworld

dominance.

The

salience

of

performances

of

institutionalised artistic capital points to the value of institutional association in the
artworld and the discursive power of institutions. Although relatively infrequent,
performances of transposition suggest that positions in the fields of academia,
literature, and music have a particular value in the artworld that positions in other
fields, such as commerce, politics, or media, do not. This suggests that a homology
between cultural fields may underpin the transposability of symbolic resources
between them. The chapter also identified hyperlinks as linguistic devices
significant in facilitating a relationship between the artworld and the field of media.
Analysis also suggested there may be a discursive field limit on performances of
social capital, with this limit interpreted as protecting OCAMs from the sanctions
these overt performances might incur. Looking at the structuring role of genre,
commercial OCAM genres at both poles were identified as significantly more
engaged in performing the value of symbolic goods than cultural OCAM genres.
The balance between these genres on OCAM websites therefore has significant
consequences for the cultural and promotional roles the field of OCAMs performs in
the artworld.

Looking at the production of knowledge, the cultural pole of OCAMs is implicated
in creating social distinctions in the artworld through the distribution of esoteric
knowledge and linguistic capital. Although the cultural pole is characterised by its
dissemination of esoteric knowledge, it also appears to disseminate accessible
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epistemic goods, such as knowledge of political events. This evidences how OCAM
discourse at the cultural pole can also provide symbolic goods to agents with more
modest resources of knowledge and linguistic capital. The epistemic good
constituted in the art market knowledge disseminated by OCAMs at the commercial
pole is seen to promulgate an economic understanding of art and the artworld, while
the cultural pole was seen to counter such understandings by not discussing the art
market. Performances of moral capital further evidence how the commercial pole
implicitly proposes recognition of symbolic products from the commercial and
economic fields. Although the resources proposed by the commercial pole appear
more contested, this chapter’s analysis shows that the cultural pole also recognises
the symbolic value of economic and commercial capital, just to a lesser extent. This
suggests that movement of the line distinguishing cultural and commercial poles in
the field of OCAMs, such as was witnessed in Artforum’s famous commercial turn,
may have significant effects on the dominant understanding of art and the bases of
artistic reputation.

10.5. Conclusion
This chapter identified the circulation of artworld, commercial, media, academic,
and political epistemic goods in OCAM Discourse. It identified how OCAMs’
circulation of these epistemic goods is structured according to the opposition
between poles of production and how this circulation facilitates relationships of
epistemic exchange between the artworld and the fields of commerce, media,
academia, and politics. The chapter then identified the extent to which the field of
OCAMs performs the value of different symbolic goods, the field relationships these
performances facilitate, and how the performance of these goods and the field
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relationships they facilitate are structured according to poles of production. Through
this analysis, the chapter has addressed the research sub-question: How do OCAMs
propose the value of different symbolic resources within the artworld?
In identifying how the circulation of epistemic goods and the performance of
symbolic goods facilitate field relationships, and how these relationships are
structured by the opposition between cultural and commercial poles in the field of
OCAMs, the chapter also contributed to addressing the research sub-question: How
do internal and external structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’
construction of reputation? In Chapter Eleven, the findings of this chapter will be
examined alongside the findings of previous chapters to address the primary
research question: How is reputation constructed through discourse in the field of
OCAMs?
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Chapter Eleven
Integrating Interpretations

11.1. Introduction
This chapter will first concisely present the discursive field approach developed by
the thesis. The chapter then addresses the primary research question: How is
reputation constructed through discourse in the field of OCAMs? This involves
addressing, in turn, each of the following sub-questions: How do OCAMs acquire
the capacity to discursively construct reputation? How is the discursive construction
of reputation by OCAMs regulated? How is reputation linguistically constructed by
OCAMs? How do OCAMs propose the value of different symbolic resources within
the artworld? And, how do internal and external structures in the field of OCAMs
affect OCAMs’ construction of reputation? It also involves briefly addressing the
role of discourse as a generative force in fields. The chapter then concludes by
considering the implications of OCAMs’ discursive construction reputation in the
context of how reputation is produced in the artworld, as discussed in Chapter
Three.

11.2. A Discursive Field Approach
The discursive field approach developed by this thesis comprises a conceptual
framework and attendant methodology. The key concepts in the conceptual
framework are discursive field, discursive market, performances of reputation,
discursive power, discursive field norms, and field structures. This section will
concisely define this approach.

Every field is accompanied by a discursive field which is a condition of that field’s
reproduction. Within a discursive field, which is constituted in the discourse
practices and attendant interpretations of all agents within a field, evaluative
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representations and their attendant interpretations constitute a discursive market,
within which the value of agents, objects, events, as well as symbolic resources, are
reproduced and transformed.
Linguistic devices, primarily performances of reputation but also supporting
linguistic devices, are a practical means by which such reproduction and
transformation are achieved at the level of statement. Performances of reputation
involve the representation, explicit or implicit, of an agent, object, or event’s
possession of capital, field position, or adherence to nomos. Performances of capital
involve the representation of the possession of a form of meta capital, that is
political, economic, or social capital, a form of capital that is native to the field in
which the performance takes place, here artistic capital, or a form of non-native
capital, being any species imported from another legitimating field. Performances of
position include performances of dominance, station, transposition, and orientation.
Dominance refers to hierarchical position in the field in question; station refers to
positions in the avant-garde, consecrated avant-garde, and rear-garde regions of a
field; orientation refers to location at poles of production, and transposition to
whenever a representation performs an agent, object, or event’s dominance or
orientation in another legitimating field. Performances of conformity involve the
representation of adherence to field-specific principles of vision and division,
signalling that the agent, object, or event is an upholder of orthodoxy and properly
belongs to the field. The discursive construction of reputation by agents in a field is
regulated by discursive field norms, which, based on a field’s nomos, prescribe and
proscribe certain discursive behaviours. Discursive field norms are understood as a
condition of discursive markets.
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As well as constructing reputation for agents, objects, and events, a cultural
field’s discursive market has two key functions: establishing the value of epistemic
goods and establishing the value of symbolic goods. The value of epistemic goods in
a discursive market is reproduced or transformed whenever agents disseminate,
consume, or perform the possession of recognisable bodies of knowledge. The value
of symbolic goods in a discursive market is reproduced or transformed whenever
their possession is positively represented and thereby proposed for recognition in the
field. The discursive market of a field thereby assists in the reproduction of its
hierarchy and is therefore a condition of that field’s existence. Discursive markets
are also a means by which cultural and commercial poles within a field compete by
proposing the value of different epistemic and symbolic goods. These propositions
also forge the field’s transepistemic and symbolic relationships to legitimating
fields, from which non-native epistemic and symbolic goods are imported.
Within a discursive market, the capacity for performances of reputation to
construct value for agents, objects, events, and symbolic and epistemic goods, is
based on the discursive power of the agent who employs the performance, although
this capacity is also conditioned by the acceptability of that performance in the field.
This discursive power is based on the agent’s field position, possession of capital,
orientation to poles of production, and use of ICTs. Discursive markets,
performances of reputation, discursive field norms, and discursive power are
therefore conditions of the struggle for social distinction between groups that bring
fields into being. They are discursive conditions of fields.
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Following the rationale of the discursive field approach employed here, analysis of
discursive power, linguistic devices, performances of reputation, discursive field
norms, and field structures should combine methods of field analysis with methods
of discourse analysis. Field analysis should attend to the nomos of the field, its
internal structure, and the habitus and capital of its agents. In the case of an
organisational field, this can be accomplished by analysing publicly available data
and through qualitative text analysis. Discourse analysis should account for the
Discourse of the field and the discourse of its agents, apprehended at the levels of
Discourse, genre, text, and statement. This can be accomplished through corpus
linguistic analysis and qualitative text analysis. This is certainly not the only
methodology that could be used to examine the discursive construction of reputation
in cultural fields but it has the advantage of gathering data on social structures,
Discourse structures, and discourse practices, allowing for the relationship between
these structures and practices to be considered.

11.3. The Construction of Reputation through Discourse in the Field of OCAMs
This thesis addressed the primary research question: How is reputation constructed
through discourse in the field of OCAMs? This question was broken down into the
following sub-questions: How do OCAMs acquire the capacity to discursively
construct reputation? How is the discursive construction of reputation by OCAMs
regulated? How is reputation linguistically constructed by OCAMs? How do
OCAMs propose the value of different symbolic resources within the artworld? And,
how do internal and external structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’
construction of reputation? This section will address each sub-question in turn and
then consider the generative role of discourse in cultural fields.
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11.3.1. How OCAMs Acquire the Capacity to Construct Reputation. The
primary source of OCAMs’ capacity to construct reputation through discourse, their
discursive power, is the role of artworld spokesperson. This role confers legitimacy
on their representations of the artworld, thereby naturalising them in the minds of
readers; helping to bring into being what their representations describe. An OCAM’s
discursive power is also based on their Y-axis and X-axis positions in the artworld
and the field of OCAMs, with a dominant position along the Y-axis in the artworld
being foundational to the role of artworld spokesperson. The dominance of e-flux’s
editors in the artworld, as well as e-flux’s practices (i.e. .art), were seen to evidence
e-flux’s role as artworld spokesperson, while ARTnews’ readership and station in the
rear-garde were seen to evidence its spokesperson role.
An X-axis position at the cultural pole was seen to provide an OCAM with
discursive power in the form of legitimacy because it signals disinterest in
commerce, deference to popular opinion, and adherence to artworld nomos. This
legitimacy provides OCAMs at this pole with a greater capacity to consecrate
artworld agents – to construct reputation. Furthermore, orientation to the cultural
pole is correlative to the rarefied status of an OCAM’s epistemic goods. This status
means that the knowledge disseminated through discourse produced at the cultural
pole, when embodied by readers through consumption, is particularly effective at
creating social distinctions for those readers if performed in the artworld. By
contrast, OCAMs at the commercial pole were found to possess an advantage in the
acquisition of artworld recognition because they can aim their products at a larger
and broader audience, who do not require the linguistic capital or specialised
knowledge demanded by many texts disseminated by OCAMs at the cultural pole.
Another advantage for OCAMs at the commercial pole is that they are less subject to
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the nomos of the artworld, which have been seen to limit promotional efficacy and
thereby also commercial viability. A commercial orientation also allows an OCAM
to employ more explicitly commercial genres (e.g. ARTnews’ Top 200 Collectors
genres), which are more effective at attracting site visitors, a key source of
recognition and revenue.
Stations in the consecrated avant-garde and rear-garde regions of the field also
provide distinct resources of discursive power. E-flux occupies a station in the
consecrated avant-garde, based on its early entry to the field of OCAMs and its
current dominance in the artworld. As a recognised representative of the cultural
pole, an OCAM stationed in the consecrated avant-garde region of the field is
specially endowed with the right of consecration. This endowment is based on the
presupposition that stations in the consecrated avant-garde are earned through peer
recognition, disinterest in commercial success, and dedication to art. ARTnews
occupies a station in the rear-garde, based on its existing rear-garde station in the
field of art magazines and its current dominance in the field of OCAMs. A station in
the rear-garde provides an OCAM with discursive power in the form of protection
from symbolic sanctions. This is because to question the reputation of an OCAM
stationed in the rear-garde is to question the discursive power of the generations of
dominant artworld agents who have recognised that magazine, which requires one to
bring into question the legitimacy of artworld recognition more generally. As such,
although it is perfectly acceptable to criticise the practices of an OCAM that is
stationed in the rear-garde, it is more difficult, relative to other OCAMs, to question
the bases of their recognition without challenging the basis of all recognition in the
artworld.
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Looking at the possession of resources, the most important source of
discursive power for OCAMs is their embodied artistic capital, primarily sourced
from the artworld reputations of their editors, contributors, and owners. The other
key symbolic good for OCAMs’ discursive power is commercial capital, primarily
embodied through the artworld reputations of their advertising clients and the
volume and composition of their readership. Structured according to OCAMs’
orientation, non-native species of capital also provide an important source of
discursive power. E-flux, representative of the cultural pole, possesses a relatively
high volume of academic and political capital, primarily sourced from its editors and
contributors, while ARTnews, representative of the commercial pole, possesses a
relatively high volume of media, celebrity, and journalistic capital, primarily sourced
from its owner, contributors, and awards for journalism.
A final source of discursive power for OCAMs is their use of ICTs. Internet
ICTs afforded OCAMs unparalleled capacities to enter the market of art magazines,
to engage with current readers, to reach new readers, to access global markets, and
correlatively, to earn advertising revenue. The discursive power provided by ICTs
appears to be used differently by OCAMs at cultural and commercial poles. Social
media appears to be a key source of discursive power for OCAMs at the commercial
pole, with the commerciality and broad popularity of social media suggesting its use
is more likely to incur sanctions for OCAMs at the cultural pole. ARTnews
effectively employs social media to provide an interactive relationship to their
readers, to attract new readers and thereby new revenue, and to signal to the artworld
that it is up to speed with contemporary developments in the field of online
journalism. A key source of e-flux’s discursive power is its use of email to
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disseminate press releases, which allows it to secure its mass recognition as a
preeminent consecrator of artworld events four times a day.

11.3.2. How the Construction of Reputation by OCAMs is Regulated. The thesis
identified a range of discursive field norms that regulate the construction of
reputation in the field of OCAMs. These norms are primarily based on the
artworld’s nomos. The most prominent discursive field norm in the field of OCAMs
is predominant positive prosody, evidenced in the frequency of explicit and implicit
positive evaluation relative to negative evaluation and the tendency to incorporate
promotional rather than descriptive or critical voices. This norm provides insight
into the function of OCAM Discourse in the artworld, suggesting that, at both poles,
its primary function, what it primarily does, is to promote. Another salient discursive
field norm in the field of OCAMs is cosmopolitan artist classification, which
encourages OCAMs to classify artists in terms of cultural difference. As cultural
difference is seen as a form of capital, cosmopolitan classification functions to both
implicitly promote the artists classified and implicitly propose the value of cultural
difference in the artworld. In contrast to these prescriptive norms, which enable
promotion, the thesis identified two proscriptive norms that limit promotion. The
first is the discursive field norm of artist modifier abstention which limits the use of
modifiers, particularly evaluative modifiers, to represent artists. The second is the
discursive field norm that limits performances of social capital, which is seen as
based on the transparently promotional function of these performances.
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11.3.3. How OCAMs Linguistically Construct Reputation. A range of linguistic
devices were identified as the practical means by which OCAMs linguistically
construct reputation for agents, objects, and events in the artworld. Occurring on
average once every 39 words, performances of reputation were identified as the most
significant linguistic device through which OCAMs construct reputation.
Legitimation strategies and constructions of relations of equivalence and difference
are also devices frequently employed by OCAMs, typically found to support
performances of reputation. Voice is another device that is frequently employed by
OCAMs, particularly magazines at the commercial pole. OCAMs typically use voice
to invoke the discursive power of other agents, appropriating this power to construct
reputation or legitimacy. Although seldom employed, analogy is another linguistic
device that OCAMs use to construct reputation and legitimacy and to support
performances of reputation. Another device that is characteristic of OCAM
Discourse, although also seldom employed, is hedging, which allows OCAM
contributors to subtly weaken their commitments to the claims involved in
performances of reputation, potentially lessening the reputational value constructed.
Feints are a novel linguistic device observed by the thesis. Conceptualised as
negative claims used to legitimate more substantial positive claims, these impotent
criticisms were seen to do productive work in establishing the credibility of
OCAMs’ performances of reputation by giving some OCAM texts a somewhat
undeserved semblance of objectivity.
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11.3.4. How OCAMs Propose the Value of Different Symbolic Resources within
the Artworld. OCAMs propose the value of different symbolic resources within the
artworld on the basis of their orientation to cultural and commercial poles so that
their propositions, in effect, constitute a competition between poles over the value of
different criteria for artworld reputation. Taking ARTnews and e-flux as
representative agents, the commercial pole was found to propose knowledge of the
art market, artworld events, and social media practices for recognition and to
propose the transposability of commercial, economic, moral, media, and musical
capital, while the cultural pole was found to propose academic and political
knowledge for recognition and to propose the transposability of academic, political,
cosmopolitan, and literary capital. Both poles were found to be equally engaged in
proposing the value of artistic and social capital. This competition is seen as
instrumental in constructing the value of every epistemic and symbolic good in the
artworld because it naturalises the assumption that these goods actually have any
value. Looking at the possible affect of this competition, the discourse of the
commercial pole implicitly promulgates a commercial understanding of art and
artworld agents, diminishes the difference in value between specialised and popular
knowledge, and argues for the objectivity of price as a signifier of artistic quality.
Relative to the commercial pole, the cultural pole implicitly promulgates a cultural
understanding of art and artworld agents, reinforces the difference in value between
specialised and popular knowledge, and refutes price as a signifier of artistic quality.
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11.3.5. How Internal and External Structures in the Field of OCAMs Affect
OCAMs’ Construction of Reputation. The internal opposition between poles of
production in the field of OCAMs is constituted in oppositions between OCAMs’
dispositions (embodied in the habitus) and compositions of capital (realised as Xaxis field position). Orientation to the commercial pole of the field of OCAMs
corresponds to commercial and journalistic dispositions and a composition of
commercial, journalistic, and media capital, whereas orientation to the cultural pole
corresponds to artistic, academic and political dispositions and a composition of
artistic, academic, and political capital. This internal opposition – between
dispositions and compositions of capital – also corresponds to OCAMs’
relationships to legitimating fields, an external structure. Orientation to the
commercial pole corresponds to a greater relationship to the fields of economy,
commerce, media, and music, while orientation to the cultural pole corresponds to
greater relationships to the fields of academia, politics, and literature.
Both these structures – the opposition between dispositions and compositions
of capital and OCAMs’ inter-field relationships – were found here to correspond to
OCAMs’ discourse practices. The commercial pole of the field of OCAMs favours
the performance of commercial, economic, moral, media, and musical capital, genremixes that incorporate elements from tabloid journalism, and the dissemination of
knowledge of the art market and social media practices, whereas the cultural pole
favours the performance of academic, political, and literary capital, genre-mixes that
incorporate elements from academic writing, and the dissemination of academic and
political knowledge. The internal opposition and external field relationships also
correspond to the type of agent OCAMs represent, with the commercial pole tending
to represent commercial artworld agents, such as collectors, auctioneers, and
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gallerists, more than the cultural pole. These internal and external field structures
therefore affect how OCAMs construct reputation through discourse by structuring
which agents OCAMs represent, which species of capital they valorise, which
bodies of field-specific knowledge they disseminate, and the types of genres and
ICTs they use to do so. In the field of OCAMs, disposition (habitus), composition of
capital (field position), inter-field relationships, and discourse practices are therefore
seen to be inextricably bound to each other’s constitution.
In structuring OCAMs’ discursive construction of the relative value of
agents, objects, events, resources, bodies of knowledge, and legitimating fields in
the field of OCAMs, these internal and external field structures are, in turn, also
structured by these discourse practices. This thesis therefore adapts Bourdieu’s
triangulation between dispositions (habitus), composition of capital (field position),
and inter-field relationships to include discourse practice as a fourth level of fields.
Illustrated in Figure 11.1, the dialectic relationship between these levels is seen as
essential to the autopoietic production of fields – a field is the product of the
relationships between these levels.
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Figure 11.1. The Co-constitution of Fields through Dialectic Relationships between
Dispositions, Capital, Field Relationships, and Discourse Practices
Source: Image Provided by Author

Although embedded in and co-constitutive of these levels, the opposition between
poles is a superordinate structure because it establishes competition within them,
thereby determining which dispositions, compositions of capital, field relationships,
discourse practices (e.g. genres, ICTs) are more or less valued, which are the norm,
and which are illegitimate. In simple terms, this means that an OCAM’s
dispositions, its composition of capital, its relationships with legitimating fields, and
its discourse practices constitute a specific configuration (of dispositions, resources,
relationships, and practices) that competes for legitimacy with all other
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configurations in the field, and that this competition continually reproduces and
transforms what is considered cultural and what is considered commercial,
reproducing the opposition but also transforming it as new configurations come to
constitute it. This alerts us to be aware of how developments in OCAMs’
dispositions, compositions of capital, field relationships, or discourse practices can
shift the line distinguishing cultural and commercial poles in the field of OCAMs.103

11.3.6. How Developments in Discourse Affect the Construction of Reputation
in Fields. This thesis has shown that developments particular to discourse, such as
the emergence of new ICTs (e.g. email) and new genres (e.g. About pages, Top 200
Collectors), can have determinate effects on how reputation is constructed in the
field of art magazines. This suggests that a cultural field and the discursive field
with which it coexists are dialectically related without either being solely
determinant of the other. The discourse that accompanies a cultural field is therefore
not only both a product of that field and a condition of its reproduction and
transformation, but is also part of a broader and relatively autonomous field of
discourse with its own generative force. In contrast to field theory, which sees
discourse as a product of fields, and in contrast to Foucauldian CDA, which tends to
see fields as products of Discourses, the findings of this thesis thus support the
premise put forward by Angermuller and Fairclough that discourse is a relatively
autonomous but dialectically related condition of fields. The construction of
reputation through discourse in the field of OCAMs, then, is seen to be determined,

103 This thesis has been solely concerned with identifying how internal and external field structures
correspond to discourse practices in the field of OCAMs and did not attend to how developments in
one level might affect others, which could be better accomplished through a diachronic analysis of
the relationship between OCAMs’ dispositions, compositions of capital, field relationships, and
discourse practices.
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in part, by developments that are specific to a field of discourse which is relatively
autonomous from the field of OCAMs and the artworld.

11.4. The Discursive Construction of Reputation by OCAMs and the
Production of Reputation in the Artworld
The previous section addressed the research question: How is reputation constructed
through discourse in the field of OCAMs? To summarise, OCAMs acquire the
capacity to construct reputation on the bases of their symbolic resources and use of
ICTs; OCAMs’ constructions of reputation are regulated by field-specific norms;
OCAMs linguistically construct reputation through performative statements and
supporting linguistic devices; the opposition between cultural and commercial
practices in the field of OCAMs comes to bear on the value of different symbolic
resources in the artworld and the artworld’s relationships to legitimating fields. It is
now essential to consider the implications of this account for how reputation is
produced in the artworld more generally. This discussion focuses on how OCAM
Discourse affects the key factors affecting the production of reputation identified in
Chapter Three.

The dominant promotional function of OCAM Discourse at both poles of the field,
as well as the valorisation of commercial and economic capital, primarily carried out
at the commercial pole, suggests that the field of OCAMs is instrumental in the
commercialisation of art practices and art Discourse, thereby supporting the eminent
paradigm of artist as entrepreneur and helping more than harming the drive to co-opt
cultural production in the service of the economy. An important ‘good’ that OCAMs
do by disseminating cultural knowledge of the artworld to its component members is
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also a means of producing profit and is not necessarily opposed to the
commercialisation of art Discourse. This is because the practices that demarcate the
cultural pole may become more commercial but still demarcate the cultural pole, still
draw value from it, and still maintain the existence of its opposition to the
commercial pole – the line distinguishing poles can be moved. It is such a move that
Donald Judd lamented in 1969 when remarking that “Artforum is probably the best
art magazine, but it is depressing that it has gotten so bad and close to the others”
(Allen 2011, 20). The dominance of promotion in OCAM Discourse and the cultural
guises in which this promotion is often dressed suggest that OCAM Discourse
facilitates more than counters the marketisation of the artworld. However, with no
comparable analysis of contemporary art magazine discourse prior to 1998 available,
it is not possible to establish whether the field of OCAMs is more or less engaged in
such commercialisation and marketisation than its precursor, the field of
contemporary art magazines.

This thesis gained an understanding of the role that OCAM Discourse plays in
maintaining the dominance of artworld gatekeepers and the belief in the value of the
avant-garde. Dominant OCAMs at both poles maintain the reputations of gatekeeper
organisations in the artworld through promotion and advertising, thereby helping to
reproduce their dominance and maintain the status quo. That the reputations of
OCAMs are as dependant on the recognition provided by gatekeepers who advertise
on their sites as the reputation of these advertisers is dependent on the promotion
provided by OCAMs, if not more so, is an incentive for OCAMs at both poles to
refrain from sincerely challenging the dominance of gatekeepers. Another incentive
for such refrain is that OCAMs partially rely on the revenue that gatekeeper
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organisations provide. It appears then that OCAMs are incentivised to construct the
reputations of gatekeeper organisations because these organisations are hands that
feed, providing both reputation and revenue.
Primarily through veiled designations, such as “pioneering” and “groundbreaking”, OCAM Discourse was found to reproduce a belief that the ‘avant-gardist’
practices it represents aim to substantially challenge hierarchy in the artworld rather
than aiming to secure positions within it. This reproduces a belief that such practices
maintain the artworld’s autonomy from the art market, which, quite ironically, also
helps facilitate the introduction of these practices into the art market. It must be
stated that this thesis did not account for the extent to which the art practices
OCAMs represented as avant-garde, explicitly or implicitly, were genuinely
transformative, such analysis being the domain of art history or art criticism and
therefore being beyond the scope of this thesis. The findings therefore suggest that
the field of OCAMs reproduces a belief in the avant-garde function of art practices
but cannot attest to whether such belief is warranted.

The thesis also gained insight into the relationship between OCAM Discourse and
key resources of reputation in the artworld. The decisive roles that social capital
plays in the artworld, both in the distribution of opportunity and as a symbolic
resource of artworld reputation, appear in no way reliant on OCAM Discourse, in
which social capital is seldom performed and frequently disguised when it is. The
prominence of its role in the artworld and its notable scarcity in OCAMs’
representations of the artworld suggest the functions of social capital in the artworld
may be disrupted by OCAMs’ performance of its possession and value. This is
because, although constructing reputation for the subject represented, performances
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of social capital likely disturb the semblance of artworld meritocracy by exposing a
disproportionate concentration of reputation within a social network to those outside
such networks. Simply put, the integrity of artworld reputation would be
undermined if OCAMs were to highlight that it is conferred on the basis of social
contacts as well as artistic talent or other competencies.
Although specifically social relationships are relatively ignored, OCAM
Discourse frequently links reputation to names, which are routinely deployed to
communicate institutional recognition, to source legitimacy for claims, and, more
generally, to disseminate information on the position of agents and organisations in
the artworld’s reputational hierarchy. Naming therefore appears to play an essential
role in reproducing and transforming artworld hierarchies.
Price is a dominant criterion of reputation in the artworld and the
performance of its value appears very salient in the discourse of OCAMs at the
commercial pole. Unlike social capital, whose value is universally accepted in the
artworld while being surreptitiously ignored in OCAM Discourse, the symbolic
value of price appears more reliant on OCAM Discourse (and other media
discourses) to argue for it recognition – to argue for the legitimacy of price as a
signifier of artistic quality. As a critical point of conflict in the contest between
cultural and commercial understandings of art, the omission of prices by OCAMs at
the cultural pole is likely instrumental in maintaining whatever may be left of the
artworld’s autonomy from the art market by undermining reputations earned through
sales and other commercial activity.
OCAM Discourse is thereby seen as coming to bear upon key factors
affecting he production of reputation in the artworld. It is seen to facilitate the
marketisation of the artworld by naturalising economic understandings of art and
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entrepreneurial subject positions. It is seen to reproduce the dominance of
gatekeepers by systematically performing their dominance to the artworld. It is seen
to support belief in avant-garde stations, proclaiming to the artworld that revolution
is possible while declaring to the art market that the next generation is worthy of
investment. Finally, OCAM Discourse is seen to naturalise the evaluative practice of
naming while disguising the role of social capital and transforming, through
contestation, the symbolic value of price.

11.5. Conclusion
This chapter has defined the discursive field approach developed by the thesis,
addressed how reputation is constructed through discourse in the field of OCAMs,
and discussed the implications of this construction for the broader apparatus of
reputational production in the artworld. Chapter Twelve will conclude the thesis by
discussing its limitations, its contributions to knowledge, and avenues for future
research.
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Chapter Twelve
Conclusion

12.1. Introduction
To begin the substantial task of identifying and historicising how reputation is
constructed through discourse in the artworld, this thesis set out to provide an
empirical account of how artistic reputation is constructed through the discourse of
OCAMs. This involved developing a discursive field approach and employing it to
address the research question: How is reputation constructed through discourse in
the field of online contemporary art magazines? This question was broken down into
the following sub-questions: How do OCAMs acquire the capacity to discursively
construct reputation? How is the discursive construction of reputation by OCAMs
regulated? How is reputation linguistically constructed by OCAMs? How do
OCAMs propose the value of different symbolic resources within the artworld? And,
how do internal and external structures in the field of OCAMs affect OCAMs’
construction of reputation? To summarise, the thesis found that OCAMs acquire the
capacity to construct reputation on the bases of their symbolic resources and use of
communication technologies, that their construction of reputation is regulated by
field-specific norms, that they linguistically construct reputation through
performative statements and supporting linguistic devices, and that the opposition
between cultural and commercial practices in the field of online contemporary art
magazines comes to bear on the value of different symbolic resources in the artworld
and the artworld’s relationships to legitimating fields. This chapter will conclude the
thesis by considering its limitations, by outlining its contributions to knowledge, and
by discussing avenues for future research.
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12.2. Limitations
The discursive field approach developed by the thesis has a number of
methodological and theoretical limitations, which in turn limit the empirical findings
of the thesis. The first limitation to be noted is that the thesis focused solely on the
anglophone, Western, contemporary artworld, omitting consideration of the
multitude of other artworlds – for example, the field of Western visual art, populated
by painters, sculptors, and printmakers, whose work fills most commercial galleries
in Europe. This is the work that sells most often, that hangs above fireplaces and in
state buildings. Although contemporaneous in the sense of time, this work is rarely
considered part of the contemporary artworld. Beyond the Western circuit, there are
further multitudes of artworlds, both traditional and contemporary, that could have
been examined, such as the South American artworld, sometimes categorised as
Latin American art. Likewise, there are many art-like practices across the globe
which do not consider themselves, or are not considered, part of the contemporary
artworld. The anglophone Western contemporary artworld with which this thesis is
concerned, then, is but one among many artworlds. It is, however, the most
dominant artworld, both symbolically and economically.

The findings the thesis were also limited by a lack of suitable reference corpora.
Solely relying on enTenTen13 as a reference corpus for the Website Corpus meant
that the thesis could not account for the extent to which salient features of OCAM
Discourse are also features of contemporary art Discourse more generally. This
limitation could have been addressed by compiling another reference corpus from art
organisation websites. It could also have been addressed by expanding the Art
Organisation Corpus (pilot corpus) to serve as a reference corpus for the Article
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Corpus. However, the compilation of such corpora and their analysis would have
necessitated resources of time and labour that the thesis required to adequately
analyse the Website and Article corpora. Although expanding the reference corpora
would have been of great benefit to the thesis, this limitation was therefore deemed
necessary.

The findings of the thesis were also limited by the range of OCAMs in the Article
Corpus. Solely gathering data from the websites of ARTnews and e-flux instead of a
broader range of OCAMs limited the extent to which the thesis could concretely
establish differences between discourse at the cultural and commercial poles of the
field of OCAMs. However, given time constraints, a broader Article Corpus would
have meant gathering fewer texts from each OCAM. Although likely improving
analysis of the structure of the field of OCAMs, this would have resulted in an
unacceptably partial account of the discourse practices of each OCAM analysed.
Selecting ARTnews as representative of OCAM discourse at the commercial pole
and e-flux as representative of OCAM discourse at the cultural pole was therefore
seen as the most effective way to account for OCAM Discourse. Furthermore,
analysis of the Website Corpus, which was compiled from four OCAM websites,
somewhat mitigated this limitation by providing further evidence of the structure of
the field of OCAMs.

A substantial limitation of the methodology is the lack of ethnography. Although the
thesis already laid out the rationale for the decision to forgo ethnography, data
obtained from participant observation, as well as interviews and questionnaires,
could have contributed to the account of OCAM Discourse provided by the thesis.
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Such methods might have provided data on the institutional constraints on OCAM
contributors, data on readers’ opinions of OCAM Discourse, data on how art
organisations view OCAMs as advertising platforms, or data on how individual
OCAMs function as fields in themselves. Although this data is not essential to
addressing the research question, ethnographic data would clearly complement the
methods employed here.

Time constraints also limited the features of OCAM Discourse the thesis could
attend to. Analysis identified significant intertextual relations between OCAM texts
and gallery texts (see Appendix E). Further analysis of intertextuality could reveal
the origin, movement, and trajectory of individual performative statements and
claims and evidence how this re-contextualisation of material is involved in the
construction of reputation by OCAMs. Preliminary analysis also identified salient
patterns in the grammatical behaviour and semantic relations of performances of
reputation but modelling this behaviour and these relations was beyond the scope of
this thesis. These features therefore remain an unfortunate blind spot in the account
provided here.

A significant theoretical limitation of the conceptual framework developed by the
thesis is that the concept of performances of embodied capital is applied to too many
symbolic resources. Interpretation of data would have been improved if the concept
had been further developed. A clear avenue for such development would be to code
performances of personal and organisation embodied capital differently, or to code
knowledge, dispositions, and organisational members as distinct resources.
Although this information was recorded in the performance by text tables (see tables
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2.1 and 2.2 in Appendix L), these resources were all coded as forms of embodied
capital for the quantitative analysis performed in Chapter Ten (see Table 2.3 in
Appendix L). This limitation was a consequence of theory development rather than
an effect of time constraints and can be relatively straightforwardly addressed in
future research.

12.3. Contributions to Knowledge
This thesis makes an empirical contribution to the literature on artistic reputation, a
number of theoretical contributions to field theory and discourse analysis literature,
and modest methodological contributions to discourse analysis and organisational
studies literature.

12.3.1. Empirical Contributions. This thesis is chiefly indebted to the broad
literature on artistic reputation. The primary empirical contribution of the thesis to
this literature is an account of how reputation is constructed through discourse in the
field of OCAMs. As this account has been unpacked in Chapter Eleven, there is no
need to enumerate its findings again here but it is helpful to reflect on how some key
findings specifically contribute to the literature on artistic reputation.
This thesis evidenced how the competition between cultural and economic
notions of art and art practice is carried out through the discourse practices of
differently positioned OCAMs, occurring at the level of interdiscursive relationships
to fields, genres, and performative statements. The account also evidenced how the
discourse of OCAMs at the commercial pole functions to propose price as an
objective measure of artistic value and how this discourse converts the wealth of
collectors into artworld reputation. This provides the literature on artistic reputation
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with fresh insight into how economic notions of art and economic criteria for artistic
reputation are currently proposed through online artworld media discourse.
The predominantly promotional character of OCAM Discourse evidenced by
the thesis also suggests that OCAM Discourse may, in general, support more than
hinder the commercialisation of art Discourse and the marketisation of the artworld,
a process widely noted by artworld theorists and commentators (e.g. Sholette 2002,
Stallabrass 2006, Buchholz and Wuggenig 2005). The thesis also evidenced the
value of cosmopolitanism in the artworld and how this value is constructed through
classification schemes and performative statements, thereby contributing to
observations of the symbolic value of multiculturalism and cultural difference in the
artworld (Stallabrass 2006, 26–29; Harris 2013, 538; Currid 2007, 389). This
contribution has entered the literature on artistic reputation through publication in
the Journal of Social Semiotics (Soro et al. 2018).
More generally, and perhaps most significantly, this thesis contributes to the
literature on artistic reputation by providing a snapshot of the current functions of
OCAM Discourse in the artworld. This snapshot serves this literature by
contributing to the construction of “a discourse which historicises […] the various
discursive practices which continuously reconstitute [works of art]” (McCabe and
Wilson 1994, 20).

Another key empirical contribution, this time to BDA, is the explication and
development of the concept of spectral performativity, as introduced by Maesse
(2013). Most significantly, this thesis demonstrated how a representation of a single
symbolic resource can perform distinct species of capital in multiple fields
simultaneously.
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12.3.2. Theoretical Contributions. The thesis makes significant theoretical
contributions to the emerging field of BDA. The thesis contributes to Angermuller’s
concept of discursive field (2018) by repurposing Bourdieu’s concept of linguistic
market, which describes how ways of speaking acquire symbolic value, to develop
the concept of discursive market, which describes how symbolic resources acquire
value through representation. This concept provides a means to conceptualise and
thereby analyse how the value of symbolic resources is constructed within
discursive fields. The concept of discursive field norms developed by the thesis
further contributes to the concept of discursive field, directing discourse analysis of
cultural fields to attend to the relationship between the nomos of the field in question
and systematic patterns of representation in its Discourse. This contribution to BDA
literature has already been made through publication in the Journal of Social
Semiotics (Soro et al. 2018).
Perhaps the most substantial theoretical contribution the thesis makes to BDA
is the typology of performances of reputation. Although requiring further
development, this typology facilitates a more nuanced and comprehensive analysis
of how symbolic capital is mobilised within fields at the level of statement,
significantly improving on existing accounts of such mobilisation (e.g. Meadows
2009).
A final theoretical contribution this thesis provides BDA is its development of
the concept of discursive power. In helping to evidence that the capacity to
discursively construct reputation is based not only on field positions and possession
of capital, but also on the use of communication technologies, the concept of
discursive power developed here facilitates a more nuanced analysis of the
relationship between fields and their discourse practices and supports the premise
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that discourse can have independent effects on fields rather than simply expressing
struggles within them (Angermuller 2018, 2).

The thesis also theoretically contributes to field theory by developing the concepts
of cosmopolitan, political, commercial, and moral capital. This thesis proposes that
cosmopolitanism capital be understood as a distinct species of capital that is based
on cultural difference. Cosmopolitan capital is not native to any field. It is a species
potentially produced in multiple fields, such as the political field, the field of social
space, the field of education, the artworld, and so on. In OCAM Discourse, it takes
forms such as ethnicity, nationality, and international experience and draws on the
value that multiculturalist and internationalist dispositions have in the artworld.
The thesis found that political capital needs to be reconsidered if it is to
account for the symbolic profit that artworld agents, objects, and events obtain
through their critical and activist activities in the political field. This thesis proposes
that artworld agents can draw capital from the political field by acting, without
invitation, within it. Here, the form of capital is not the recognition of an artworld
agent by political agents; it is the recognition of an artworld agent’s activity in the
political field by other artworld agents. Through this political activity, political
capital is extracted from the political field and imported into the artworld, where it
can be converted into artworld reputation. OCAM Discourse and artworks are two
means by which these critical and activist forms of political capital can be seen to be
imported.
Having examined the resources of reputation possessed and performed by
OCAMs, this thesis proposes that commercial capital be understood as any resource
than can symbolise an agent, object, or event’s potential to produce commercial
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activity. This can be seen as the species native to the commercial field, in which
potential commercial activity rather than economic capital, in and of itself, is most
valued. In OCAM Discourse, commercial capital was seen to take forms such as
audience numbers, prices, museum visitors, OCAM readers, and attributes such as
popularity.
This thesis proposes that moral capital be understood as any resource that
can symbolise moral virtue in a field. In OCAM Discourse, its performance appears
to be primarily reserved for art collectors. Moral capital, found to take forms such as
sponsoring, supporting, donating, and pledging to donate, is seen as a means of
covertly converting economic capital into cultural capital within cultural fields.

This thesis also theoretically contributes to CDA by addressing some of the
criticisms it has made of field theory. Chouliaraki and Fairclough (1999) criticised
field theory for failing to recognise that discourse has its own generative force that
cannot be reduced to symbolic struggles within fields. Through analysis of the
capacities of ICTs and the particularities of emergent OCAM genres, this thesis
demonstrated that discourse can have effects on fields that are the product of
developments in discourse rather than fields, thereby evidencing instances in which
discourse practices and field struggles are dialectically related without either being
solely determinant of the other. Chouliaraki and Fairclough (1999) also noted that
Bourdieu’s view of classificatory struggle and struggle for profit remain unresolved,
and that field theory consistently resisted the focus on communicative interaction
that could help resolve these views. This thesis contributes to such resolution by
observing how OCAMs’ classification of artists is regulated by discursive field
norms and how cultural and commercial poles in the field of OCAMs compete over
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cultural and commercial definitions of art, artists, and the artworld. The authors also
criticised Bourdieu for not accounting for how communication technologies mediate
between different social spheres. This thesis went some way toward addressing this
issue by demonstrating how particular online genres and ICTs are instrumental in
producing and transforming the relationships between the field of OCAMs, the
artworld, and other legitimating fields. Finally, Chouliaraki and Fairclough (1999)
identified a neglect of specific devices which link power relations and forms of
consciousness. This thesis addressed this neglect by accounting for the linguistic
devices through which OCAMs produce knowledge of artworld hierarchies in the
habitus of their readers, thereby constituting the artworld according to particular
relations of power.

12.3.3. Methodological Contributions. The discursive field methodology
developed by the thesis combined field analysis, corpus linguistic analysis, and
qualitative text analysis. This methodology facilitates analysis of social structures,
Discourse structures, discourse practices, and the relationship between them. The
methodology therefore accords with the focus on dialectic relations between macro,
meso, and micro structures, as well as the focus on practice, proposed by both field
theory and the DRA. The methodology thereby modestly contributes to the
development of methodologies in the emerging field of BDA, as is also evidenced in
the novel corpus linguistic and qualitative text analysis methodology developed by
Hamann et al. (2019).
The thesis also methodologically and empirically contributes to BDA by
demonstrating that a transepistemic discursive field can be analysed using corpus
linguistic analysis to identify salient bodies of field-specific knowledge in the
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discourse of a field. This empirical identification and methodological approach
significantly contributes to Maesse’s concept (2019, 29), which had until now
remained primarily theoretical.

The thesis also modestly contributes to organisational analysis by developing
methods for analysing organisational fields that employ the concepts of field,
habitus, and capital together, and employ them relationally. In Chapter Six, the
thesis demonstrated that the habitus of a media organisation, identified in
dispositions and the volume and composition of capital it possesses, can be analysed
using a combination of qualitative text analysis and analysis of publicly available
data. The empirical chapters of the thesis also demonstrated that the structure of an
organisational field, including field positions, internal oppositions, nomos, and interfield relationships, can be analysed using a combination of qualitative text analysis,
corpus linguistic analysis, and analysis of publicly available data. These analyses
were carried out iteratively and recursively, beginning with preliminary studies of
pilot corpora. This thesis thereby illustrated an approach that accounts for the field,
capital, and habitus of organisations, and accounts for them relationally.

12.4. Recommendations for Future Research
The discursive field approach developed here might be employed to analyse the
Discourse of other organisational fields in the artworld, such as the Discourse of art
museums, art galleries, or art schools. This would provide the literature on artistic
reputation with a greater understanding of the roles played by organisational
discourse in the artworld, and a greater understanding of art Discourse more
generally. The corpora that could then be compiled from the websites and
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publications of different art organisations could serve as reference corpora,
providing a valuable resource for further research on art Discourse.
Another clear avenue for the approach developed here is analysis of the
construction of reputation in the conversational discourse of the artworld.
Conversational discourse has many subtleties and complexities that organisational
discourse lacks and this discursive field approach would require significant
adaptation to attend to such discourse. However, recognising that social scenes are
key elements in the apparatus of artworld reputation, such research could make a
substantial contribution to the understanding of how reputation is constructed
through discourse in the artworld.
As noted in the above discussion of limitations, ethnographic methods could
contribute further insight into how reputation is constructed through discourse.
Although ethnography is seen as less appropriate to this task than the combination of
corpus linguistic analysis, qualitative text analysis, and analysis of publicly available
data employed here, it could provide useful data if accompanying these methods. An
ethnographic analysis of how reputation is constructed in the field of OCAMs would
therefore be a worthy endeavour and could substantially contribute to the
historicisation of how reputation is constructed through discourse in the artworld.
The findings of this thesis point to a need for further research into the role
media discourse plays in the commercialisation of art practices and art Discourse. To
gain an understanding of this process, future research might specifically focus on
identifying how economic and cultural notions of art and art practice are
disseminated and legitimated through discourse in the artworld. Such analysis might
attend to a range of different artworld discourse practices and would benefit from the
concepts of performances of reputation and discursive markets developed here.
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The discursive field approach proposed here could also be productively applied
to organisational discourse in other cultural fields, such as the fields of academia,
literature, or music. The findings obtained from such analyses would allow for an
examination of the different ways that reputation is discursively constructed in
different cultural fields. The conceptual framework contained in the discursive field
approach could equally be employed to specifically focus on the discursive field
norms or bases of discursive power in cultural fields, rather than reputational
construction.

12.5. Conclusion
In conclusion, this thesis calls for further investigation into how reputation is
constructed through discourse in the artworld and for a proper historicisation of the
artworld’s discourse practices to begin. The thesis also calls for further development
of BDA approaches. Such development is required to further address the current
neglect of how hierarchies in fields are discursively constructed, reproduced, and
transformed.
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